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These	two	extremes	correspond	to	Ewald	spheres	with	respective	radii	of	kM	=	2p/lm	(from	center	CM)	and	km	=	2p/lm	(from	center	Cm).	2)	consist	of	a	broad	distribution	of	photon	energies	ranging	from	hn∼0	to	hn∼eV0	(continuous	radiation	or	bremsstrahlung)	superimposed	with	some	very	intense	characteristic	lines,	which	correspond	to
transitions	between	electronic	shells	in	the	target	metal	of	atomic	number,	Z.	A	.	Thus	the	diffused	amplitude	of	light	elements	such	as	H	and	C	is	comparable	to	that	of	other	elements,	which	is	important	when	distinguishing	two	neighboring	elements.	Evaluate	also	directly	their	Fermi	energy,	EF,	from	their	free	electron	density,	n.	Here	we	neglect
this	increase	(EF	remains	unchanged)	and	we	evaluate	only	the	increase	in	energy	of	all	N	electrons	resulting	from	the	conditions	at	kz	=	0.	22,	we	obtain	Fig.	(7)	From	the	crystallographic	point	of	views	the	superlattice	is	quadratic	(d	=	Na;	b	=	c	=	a;	a	=	b	=	g	=	90°).	When	initially	mono-energetic	electrons	(E°	≈	20–50	keV)	are	transmitted
through	a	thin	metal	film,	they	excite	the	collective	plasma	oscillations	of	the	free	electrons	in	the	film	via	the	longitudinal	electric	field	they	induce.	G.	These	intensities	also	reflect	the	photoabsorption	mechanism	but	the	information	can	only	comes	from	the	first	atomic	layers	(see	Woodruff,	Surf.	(4)	When	the	self-vibrations	of	the	ions	are
longitudinal	(optical	vibrations	of	pulse	wL	and	k	>	a).	(d)	The	equation	of	motion	of	an	electron	is:	m0	d	2	x	m0dx	+	+	m0w	02	x	=	-eE0eiwt	2	t	dt	dt	So	that:	x0	=	E0eiwt	-e	m0	w	02	-	w	2	+	iw/t	(	)	55	56	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Compared	to	the	free	electron	treated	in	(a),	it	is	sufficient	to	introduce	here	an	anomalous	diffusion	factor
f	that	relates	the	different	accelerations	obtained	in	the	two	situations:	f	=	w2	(w	-	w	02	)	-	iw/t	2	This	diffusion	factor	is	takes	a	complex	form	and	on	can	easily	separate	the	real	and	imaginary	parts	by	multiplying	by	the	complex	conjugate	of	the	denominator.	But	even	clear	explanations	do	not	necessarily	involve	a	full	understanding	of	this	field	of
physics.	It	is	maximal	when	the	number	n	of	deposed	single	layers	is	an	integer	and	minimal	when	q	=	n	+	½	(see	Fig.	(2)	In	the	case	of	GaxAl1-xAs,	state	the	general	expression	of	F(h,	k,	l)	and	indicate	the	evolution	of	F(2	0	0)	as	a	function	of	x.	Note:	We	have	adopted	a	methodology	which	starts	directly	from	a	superlattice	to	the	diffraction	pattern.
Thus,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Is	the	material	a	conductor	or	an	insulator?	(c)	Numerical	application:	For	aluminum	C11	=	1.07	¥	1011	N/m2	and	C12	=	0.61	¥	1011	N/m2.	Each	phase	is	characterized	by	an	order	parameter	at	79	80	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	large	distance,	S,	such	that,	S	=	(PA–NA)/(1–NA),	where	NA	represents	the	fraction	of
atoms	A	of	the	alloy	and	PA	is	the	probability	for	this	type	of	atom	to	occupy	the	expected	sites	of	the	ordered	phase.	42).	(b)	Same	as	in	part	(a)	but	now	consider	the	(111)	face.	Other	causes	of	this	disparity	are	due	to:	(i)	Atomic	diffusion	factors	are	proportional	to	the	atomic	number	of	the	corresponding	atoms	(Z1	and	Z2)	only	for	a	diffusion	angle
of	zero	(which	is	the	direction	of	the	transmitted	wave).	Body-centered	cubic:	In	real	space,	the	cubic	lattice	is	of	order	2.	11	and	12	are	a	simple	overview	of	the	specific	properties	of	graphene	and	of	C-nanotubes	also	derived	partly	from	the	tight-binding	approximation.	The	bar	is	now	subject	to	a	hydrostatic	pressure	∆p	which	results	in	a	volume
variation	of	∆V.	(a)	Verify	that	the	proposed	expression	gives	the	classical	result	for	σ	in	the	case	of	a	free	electron	gas.	Onlythe		notation	of	the	points	will	be	different	because	the	vectors	a,	b	in			the	square	plane	will	be	changed	and	thus	the	orientations	A	,	B	will	change	as	a	result.	This	is	the	usual	condition:	Dk	=	G	(see	Course	Summary).	The
evolution	of	R	is	shown	in	Fig.	The	initial	resistivity	of	pure	Cu	is	r(Cu+)	=	10–10	W-m	and	becomes	5	×	10-10	W-m	when	it	contains	10–3	at/at	of	cadmium	Cd2+.	An	electronic	vacancy	is	filled	by	an	electron	from	an	outer	electron	level	and	the	released	energy	causes	either	the	emission	of	an	X-ray	photon	or	the	ejection	of	a	third	electron:	the	Auger
emission	process.	(See	the	representation	in	Fig.	41.	Do	this	for	the	lattice	planes	(3	2	1)	and	(1	2	3).	(a)	bs	as	bs	as	Ni(100)	-	p(	2	◊	2)45∞	-	0	(b)	or	bs	as	bs	Ni(100)	–	c(2.2)	–	0	as	bs	as	bs	as	Figure	41	The	factor	of	structure	will	be	such	that:	F	(h,	k	)	=	f0	+	fNi	(1	+	e	-	ip	(	h+k	)	)	This	leads	to	two	types	of	diffractions	spots	with	inequal	intensities:
those	corresponding	to	h	+	k	even	which	are	strong	65	66	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	≈	(f0	+	2fNi)2	and	those	corresponding	to	h	+	k	odd	which	are	weak	≈	f02	.	The	corresponding	Bragg	angles	are	slightly	increased	and	broadened:	the	lines	of	the	patterns	are	broadened	into	bands.	We	thus	have:	t	=	3p/8	=	0.680	.	38c,	which	model
is	the	best,	a	or	b?	Using	the	Ewald	construction	and	after	having	determined	the	associated	wavelength	of	incident	electrons,	show	that	the	diffraction	diagram	is	always	formed	of	points	independently	of	the	incidence	angle.	ISBN		978-981-4267-89-2	(Hardcover),	978-981-4267-90-8	(eBook)	www.panstanford.com	2	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal
Diffraction	2.	Recall	that	Solution:	Ú	x	log	x	dx	=	x2	x4	log	x	-	.	New	York:	Materials	Science	Academic/Plenum	Press).	7	and	8);	however,	it	has	an	indirect	bandgap	(e.g.,	the	minimum	of	the	conduction	band	(Ec)	and	the	maximum	of	the	valence	band	(Ev)	are	not	located	at	the	same	place	in	the	Brillouin	zone).	Solution:	(1)	mun	=	•	Â	b	(u	p	n+	p	p=1
+	un+	p	-	2un	)	By	inserting	solutions	of	the	type	un+	p	=	A	exp	i[	wt	-	k(n	+	p)a]	,	one	obtains	Â	w2	=	(4/m)	bp	sin2(kpa/2)	p>0	(2)	In	the	limit	of	long	wavelengths	sin	x	=	x	so	that	Âp	b	w2	=	(a2/m)	p>0	2	p	2	1/2	vs	=	(∂w/wk	)k	Æ0	=	(a	/m)	Ê	ˆ	p2	bp	˜	Á	ÁË	p>0	˜¯	Â	1/2	Exercises	When	bp	=	(	-1)p+1(	b1/p3	)	,	the	term	between	parenthesis	is	just	an
alternating	series:	1	1	1	1	-	+	-	+	◊◊◊	=	log2	from	which	vs	=	(b1a2/m)1/2[log2]1/2	2	3	4	The	ratio	between	the	velocities	is	[log2]1/2	=	0.833.	One	obtains	SA	=	2	mm.	The	choice	of	the	Fermi	level	as	origin	for	the	measurement	of	the	binding	energies	is	driven	by	the	alignment	of	the	Fermi	level	when	two	metals	are	set	in	contact	(here	that	of	the
sample	and	that	of	the	electron	spectrometer).	In	particular,	the	value	of	w	for	which	e1	=	0	(and	therefore	for	which	energy	loss	is	maximum)	corresponds	to	w	p	=	(	Ne2/me0	)1/2	.	We	thus	fine	that	the	first	BZ	consists	of	a	regular	rhombic	dodecahedron.	87	88	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction			For	the	principle	lines,	Dk	◊	a	=
2pncorresponds	to	Dk	=	2p	n/a		(where	Dk	is	the	projection	of	Dk	on	the	axis	Ox		a	).	Numerical	application:	kF	=	1	Å	-1	;	EF	=	3.8	eV	;	E0	=	0.15	eV·Å–2.	Can	you	explain	simply	why	this	result	is	true	regardless	of	the	incident	angle	a	with	respect	to	the	surface?	Eliminate	the	forbidden	reflections	and	then	list	the	order	of	the	first	non-equivalent
allowed	reflections.	Using	the	Ewald	construction	in	the	plane	of	incidence,	show	graphically,	the	diffraction	directions	and	indicate	the	relative	weights	of	the	different	diffracted	intensities.	Next,	the	incident	electron	beam	may	be	scanned	across	the	surfaces	of	polycrystalline	samples	and	the	crystal	orientation	may	be	measured	at	each	point
micro-crystals	leading	to	maps	revealing	the	constituent	grain	morphology,	orientations,	and	boundaries.	2	Solution:	(a)	Taking	the	origin	at	the	bottom	of	the	d	band,	we	find	E	A	=	nd	ED	;	EM	=	We	can	write	nd	=	10	=	Ú	w	0	Ú	EF	Ú	EF	0	0	g(E	)dE	=	CW	.	to	denote	that	the	numerical	value	of	the	electron	charge,	e,	the	electron	mass,	m,	and	the
Boltzmann	constant,	kB,	etc.	(2)	Surface	defects:	Stepped	surfaces	There	are	many	deviations	to	ideally	flat	surface	such	as	terraces,	steps,	kinks,	and	adatoms.	One	can	also	use	this	to	evidence	anisotropic	effects	in	single	crystals.	We	thus	use:	[m2–m1,	n2–n1,	p2–p1]	and	find:	(a)	[1	2	1];	(b)	[0	1	2];	(c)	[2	1	0];	and	(d)[1	1	1	]	Exercise	5a:	Lattice	rows
and	reticular	planes	Using	the	property	of	the	reciprocal	lattice,	find	the	condition	that	permits	the	lattice	direction	[m,	n,	p]	to	be	found	in	the	lattice	plane	(h,	k,	l).	The	Kramers	and	Kronig	relations,	also	apply	to	e	-1	so	it	is	easy	to	deduce	Re[e	-1	]	from	the	imaginary	part	of	the	inverse	dielectric	constant,	i.e.,	the	energy	loss	function,	to	obtain
e1(w)	and	e2(w)	in	the	same	energetic	interval.	The	instantaneous	position	of	the	187	188	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	atoms	is	x1,	x2,	…	x2n−1,	x2n,	x2n+1,	…,	and	the	distance	along	the	line	relative	to	their	equilibrium	position	is	u1,	u2,	…	u2n−1,	u2n,	u2n+1.	The	first	BZ	is	thus	a	truncated	octahedron.	The	proposed	expression	is
physically	more	acceptable	because	under	the	action	of	the	electric	field,	the	Fermi	volume	is	translated	by	a	momentum	of	hd	k	(or	equivalently	mv	e	),	which	is	equal	to	et	E.	The	spectrum	of	the	Auger	electrons	emitted	from	a	AI–Mg	alloy	is	composed	of	the	series	Al	(KLL)	between	1320	eV	and	1400	eV,	the	Mg	(KLL)	series	between	1100	eV	and
1190	eV,	the	series	Al	(LVV)	≈	50–70	eV	and	the	series	Mg	(LVV)	=	30–35	eV.	37	38	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	a	B	A	B	A	B	B	A	B	B	(a)	k	ks	C	i	ko	6	5	4	3	2	1	0	1	2	3	(b)	Figure	21	Exercise	19:	Reciprocal	lattice,	BZs,	and	Ewald	construction	of	a	2D	crystal	Consider	a	2D	crystalline	structure	characterized	by	a	simple	rectangular	lattice	(a
=	3	Å,	b	=	4	Å)	and	a	basis	consisting	of	one	atom	Z1	located	at	(0,0)	and	another	atom	Z2	located	at	(1/2,1/2)	(see	Ex.	3,	Q.	This	implies	that	the	number	of	oxygen	to	Ni	is	1	to	2	and	that	the	translation	vectors	of	the	direct	lattice	are	multiplied	by	a	factor	2	This	result	is	expected:	when	the	direct	lattice	increases,	Problems	the	reciprocal	lattice
decreases	proportionately.	Due	to	the	energy	losses	experienced	by	the	BSEs,	their	spectral	distribution	is	composed	of	a	band	of	wavelengths	slightly	larger	than	the	value	evaluated	for	E°.	(b)	Graphite	is	lamellar	crystal	in	which	single	layers	of	carbon	atoms	or	graphene	are	distributed	at	the	points	of	regular	hexagons	(with	sides	d)	to	form	a
honeycomb	pattern.	N	(Li)	≈	4.7	×	1028	atoms/m3.	31.	Comments:	Surface	reconstruction	and	stepped	surfaces	(1)	Surface	reconstruction:	The	presence	of	the	surface	modifies	the	position	normally	occupied	by	the	atoms	in	a	3D	crystal.	We	thus	find	R	=	1	-	A(w/s	0	)1/2	,	(b)	R	=	Problems	where	A	=	2(2e0)1/2	=	8	×	10–6.	In	theory	such
intersections	are	parabolic,	elliptic,	or	hyperbolic	but	they	are	nearly	straight	lines	as	a	consequence	of	the	small	values	of	the	Bragg’s	angles	d¢.	27,	in	transmission	experiments,	one	can	associate	this	sphere	to	the	tangent	passing	through	the	origin	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	In	intensity	their	weight	is	given	by	F(h,	k,	l)	×	Fx(h,	k,	l).	Then,	the
interference	between	these	waves	is	destructive	and	the	effects	more	pronounced	when	d	approaches	the	condition	2d	sina	=	(n	+	½)l.	For	instance,	if	the	target	metal	is	Mo,	the	most	intense	characteristic	line	is	noted	as	Mo	Ka1.	•	As	temperature	is	lowered	the	freeze	out	regime	of	a	part	of	impurities	is	reached	and	the	density	of	carrier	obeys	n	=
NC	N0	exp-	Ei	/2kBT	.	It	allows	the	realization	of	most	devices	used	in	microelectronics	and	optoelectronics,	ranging	from	metal-semiconductor	contacts	(ohmic	or	Schottky)	to	more	complicated	structures	such	as	superlattices	and	quantum	wells	(see	Pb.	10	and	Chapter	V,	Pb.	9).	(a)	Find	the	expression	for	the	intensity	due	only	to	the	lattice	as	a
function	of	q.	The	new	reciprocal	lattice	points	are	such	that	h	+	k	+	l	are	even.	Queré,	C.	31	32	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(b)	The	carbon	atoms	in	a	graphite	monolayer	(or	graphene)	are	depicted	in	Fig.	(c)	There	are	two	atoms	(c.c)	of	lithium	at	each	cube	(within	a	volume	a3).	On	the	contrary	at	low	temperatures,	only	the	low-
frequency	oscillators	(hatched	area)	are	able	to	get	such	an	increase.	(b)	Same	question	as	Question	(b)	in	the	preceding	exercise,	still	assuming	that	for	the	magnetic	induction	B0	is	such	that	the	terms	in	µ2B02	are	small,	•	er	(w	)	in	optical	experiments	(see	below).	Solution:	One	must	determine	the	translation	between	the	origin	and	the	line	formed
between	the	two	points	so	that	the	lattice	direction	can	be	determined	(see	definition	of	lattice	planes	in	Course	Summary,	Section	3).	In	the	plane	of	the	incident	beam,	the	corresponding	reflected	beam	is	symmetric	to	the	incident	beam	and	it	is	called	specular	reflection.	11	and	14	of	Chapter	IV,	where	the	Fermi	energy	and	the	electronic	specific
heat	for	free	electron	metals	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D	are	explored.	This	situation	can	only	occur	when	the	force	constant	b¢	(relative	to	the	surface	atom)	is	sufficiently	larger	than	b	(relative	to	the	row	atoms)	or	if	the	mass	M¢	of	this	surface	atom	is	small	compared	to	those	in	the	row	of	atoms.	CCC	is	a	not-for-profit	organization	that	provides	licenses	and
registration	for	a	variety	of	users.	We	can	deduce,	in	particular,	that	a	medium	which	would	be	non-absorbent	everywhere	would	also	not	be	dispersive:	If	e2	=	0	(0	≤	w	≤	∞)	Æ	e1	=	1	(0	≤	w	≤	∞),	this	medium	can	only	be	a	vacuum.	=	a	b	F	l	ˆ	Ê	(a)	Find	the	Young’s	modulus	E	Á	E	=	◊	˜	and	the	Poisson	Ë	S	Dl	¯	(b)	Ê	Da/a	ˆ	coefficient	s	Á	s	=	as	a
function	of	the	elastic	Dl/l	˜¯	Ë	compliance	coefficients	Sij	and	alternatively	in	terms	of	the	elastic	stiffness	coefficients	Cij.	Problem	10:	Density	of	Cooper	pairs	in	a	metallic	superconductor	In	a	simple	model,	superconductivity	is	modeled	as	made	up	of	two	paired	electrons	obeying	Bose–Einstein	statistics.	20a)	are	therefore,	that	form	these
circumferences	satisfy	the	Bragg	condition	(Fig.	Find	RH	for	(i)	two	carrier	types	of	the	same	sign	(e.g.,	electrons)	(ii)	two	carrier	types	with	different	signs	(e.g.,	electrons	and	holes)	(iii)	only	one	carrier	type	(e)	Numerical	application:	The	thickness	c	(along	Oz)	of	the	sample	is	c	=	0.1	mm,	the	current	flowing	is	I0	=	1	mA.	We	thus	arrive	at	the
condition,	(	)	hm	+	kn	+	lp	=	0.	These	show	up	as	a	sinusoidal	modulation	of	the	crystal	lattice	which	is	related	to	a	similar	modulation	of	the	electronic	density	(also	known	as	a	charge	density	wave).	Contrarily	to	X-ray	diffraction,	diffraction	of	monoenergetic	fast	electrons	by	transmission	through	thin	films	(t	≈	1000	Å)	gives	rise	quite	always	to
diffraction	patterns.	(a)	A	surface	relaxation	is	characterized	by	a	variation	of	the	spacing	between	the	last	atomic	plane	and	the	penultimate	one.	1	+	e2	-	2e2	s	2	,	with	e2	ª	Ne2t/me0w	=	0	.	The	dipoles	formed	by	each	electron	and	one	fixed	ion	is	oriented	opposite	the	electric	field	due	to	the	delay	of	these	electrons.	The	present	classical	calculation
can	be	improved	by	using	the	Boltzmann	transport	equation	and	supposing	that	electrons	are	subject	to	a	partial	specular	reflection	on	the	surfaces.	and	the	incident	intensity.	The	lattices	shown	in	the	crystals	c,	d,	e,	and	f	are	multiple	of	order	4	(face-centered	cubic).		Consider	in	particular	the	results	relative	to	Dk	=	2p/a	and		Dk	=	p/a.	20c).	Here
(UV),	we	identify	always	the	local	and	applied	fields	and	the	behavior	described	here	can	be	extended	to	atomic	electrons	in	the	X-ray	region.	K	a	a	I	Z1	Z2	2d	Z1	Figure	19	(2)	The	Ewald	sphere	is	defined	by	the	ray	k0,	where	k0	=	2p/l	=	3p/d	and	the	position	of	its	center	C,	which	is	deduced	from	the	origin	of	the	reciprocal	space	knowing	that	k	0	is
parallel	to	the	direction	of	the	incident	rays.	These	binding	energies	have	been	tabulated	(see	Review	of	Modern	Physics,	39,	1967,	78).	(d)	The	material	is	doped	with	N0	boron	impurities.	Comments:	LEED	and	crystallography	of	surfaces	(1)	Incident	electrons	are	charged	particles	and	therefore,	are	sensitive	to	the	crystalline	potential	of	the	crystal
periodicity.	45	46	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	l=	h	1/2	12.26	=	1/2	È	È	Ê	Ê	eV0	ˆ	˘	eV0	ˆ	˘	V	1	+	Í2m0eV0	Á	1	+	˙	Í	0	Á	˜	˜˙	2m0c	2	¯	˙˚	2m0c	2	¯	˙˚	Ë	ÍÎ	ÍÎ	Ë		l	=	0.037	Å.	[7]	and	the	description	by	Ref.	(c)	Taking	into	account	the	exchange	energy	the	relation	in	(a)	becomes	EF	Ú	nB	=	0	C1dE	+	Ú	EF	,	Ed	-	Ee	-	Ee	C2dE	+	Ú	EF	,	Ed	+	Ee
Ee	C2dE	=	z	.	In	the	same	way	the	results	obtained	in	the	question	are	identical	to	those	in	the	table	in	Ex.	18.	p	(b)	s	e	=	I	=	r	2	2p	sin3	a	da	=	8p	re2/3	=	66.6	¥	10-30	m2	I0	e	Ú	0	se	=	0.666	barn	(10–24	cm2).	The	sample	is	a	Al/Mg	alloy.	In	inelastic	collisions,	the	incident	neutrons	lose	or	win	energy	as	a	consequence	of	atomic	vibrations	(phonons)
or	of	atomic	spin	(magnons):	the	corresponding	application	is	neutron	spectroscopy	(discussed	in	Chapter	III,	Pb.	7:	Phonons	in	germanium	and	neutron	diffusion).	E	E	EG	0	EF	k	k	0	–p/a	p/a	0	(b)	–p/2a	(a)	p/2a	Figure	20	(c)	Compared	with	1,	the	appearance	of	the	bandgap	will	increase	the	cohesive	energy	because	the	electron	energy	(particularly	in
the	vicinity	of	k	=	π/2a)	will	decrease.	Thus	–1	<	c	<	0.	22)	for	the	[11]	direction,	the	discontinuities	in	the	[10]	and	[01]	directions	are	brought	respectively	to	point	A	(Fig.	51,	this	description	is	often	of	the	form	S-[m(h,	k,	l)	×	n(h¢,	k¢,	l¢)],	where	S	denotes	a	stepped	surface,	m(h,	k,	l)	denotes	a	h,	k,	l	terrace	m	atoms	width	and	n(h¢,	k¢,	l¢)	denotes
the	step	height	(omitted	if	n	=	1).	4	from	the	article	by	Gerl	mentioned	at	the	end	of		the	exercise).	von	Laüe	won	the	Nobel	Prize	in	physics,	1914,	for	his	discovery	of	the	diffraction	of	X-rays	by	crystals.	They	can	also	be	directly	d(h,	k	)	Ë	a	b	¯	determined	from	measurements	of	|G|	in	Fig.	Find	the	energy	of	the	subsequent	X-ray	radiation	and	the
Problems	kinetic	energy	of	the	emitted	Auger	electrons.	2	2	(a)	From	Fig.	Crystal	structure	=	Lattice	+	Basis	Understanding	Solid	State	Physics:	Problems	and	Solutions	Jacques	Cazaux	Copyright	©	2016	Pan	Stanford	Publishing	Pte.	Note	that	the	reflection	order	n	is	given	mostly	by	the	Ê	nN	-	1	ˆ	l	Ê	nN	+	1	ˆ	l	<	sinq	n	<	Á	angular	interval	such	that
ÁË	˜	Ë	N	˜¯	a	N	¯a	and	the	associated	angular	width	of	diffraction	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	number	N	of	irradiated	bases.	Thus	the	corresponding	loss	function	does	not	present	a	sharp	“plasmon”	peak	and	it	would	be	better	to	speak	of	“collective”	excitation	region	for	the	3–40	eV	interval	even	if	the	word	“plasmon”	is	kept	here.	1	˙˚	F	S	results
in	a	volume	variation	of	DV	Dl	Da	Db	=	+	+	=	exx	+	2e	yy	from	which	may	be	written	as	V	l	a	b	DV	Dl	F	=l	+	2m	=	(2m	+	l	)exx	+	2le	yy	S	V	l	Comparing	this	with	the	equality	1¢	above,	one	finds	l	=	C12	and	m	=	l	=	C12	=	-	(	S	C11	-	C12	2	S12	s	=E	+	+	s	)(	2	)	(	1	)(	1	-	2s	)	S	S	S	11	12	11	12	C	-C	1	1	1	E	m	=	11	12	=	◊	=	◊	2	2	S	-S	2	1+s	11	12	(b)
Under	hydrostatic	pressure,	the	relative	volume	variation	of	the	sample	is	subject	to	normal	stress	in	three	main	directions.	Figure	56	shows	the	electronic	distribution	in	direct	space	(top	of	the	figure)	and	the	weighted	amplitude	of	the	diffraction	spots	in	reciprocal	space	(bottom	of	the	figure).	We	consider	only	interactions	between	nearest
neighbors	which	are	characterized	by	the	force	constants	b1	and	b2	as	shown	in	Fig.	Last	but	not	at	least,	I	am	very	grateful	to	the	hundreds	of	students	in	physics	at	the	University	of	Reims	who,	by	their	errors,	unintentionally	acted	as	guinea	pigs	in	testing	this	book	and	thus	improving	it.	The	diagram	observed	in	the	photographic	plate,	shown	in
Fig.	B2	A	B	B1	T	C	(100)	A	(110)	Figure	12	As	shown	in	Fig.	5	and	9)	and	the	cohesion	of	transition	metals	(Ex.	8)	•	Predicts	the	correct	sign	of	hole	conduction	in	the	Hall	effect	(Ex.	18)	•	Accounts	for	the	color	of	insulators	and	semiconductors	(Exs.	25	and	28)	461	462	Band	Theory	•	Predicts	why	Ni	is	ferromagnetic	and	not	Cu	(Ex.	7)	•	Accounts	for
the	phase	changes	in	alloys	(see	Ex.	6),	etc.	In	1D	if	there	is	an	even	number	(2,	4,	or	6)	of	valence	electrons,	the	bands	(1,	2,	or	3)	will	be	completely	filled.	Kamerlingh	Onnes	Problems	(Nobel	Prize	in	physics,	1913)	after	the	liquefaction	of	Helium	but	these	properties	concern	not	only	the	disappearance	of	electrical	resistance	but	very	specific
magnetic	properties	that	are	referred	to	the	Meissner–Ochsenfeld	effect	(discovered	by	Walther	Meissner	and	Robert	Ochsenfeld	in	1933	and	followed	by	the	phenomenological	theory	of	superconductivity	by	Fritz	and	Heinz	London	in	1935)	and	critical	field	and	current	density.	•	Taking	a	two-atom	basis	with	Z1	at	(000)	and	Z2	at	(1/2,0,0),	find	the
approximate	ratio	of	atomic	numbers	Z1/Z2.	In	turn,	this	large	velocity	is	a	consequence	of	the	large	force	constant	b	between	C	atoms—covalent	tight	binding—and	their	light	mass,	m,	via	vs	that	is	proportional	to	√b/m.	This	approach	does	not	work	for	metals	such	as	Au	or	Cu	because	of	electronic	transitions	influencing	the	evolution	of	e2(w)	(see
Chapter	V	for	details).	16,	Ex.	17).	s	0	l0	2	Ë	k	2¯	100	80	60	40	20	0	s/s0	(%)	0.25	0.5	0.75	1	k	=	a/l0	Figure	23	The	result	is	shown	in	Fig.	26c.	The	detailed	analysis	of	the	diffused	intensities	has	established	that	the	sulfur	atoms	are	regularly	and	spontaneously	interposed	between	nickel	atoms	(situation	b).	Note	that	the	direction	[m,	n,	p]	is	confused
with	the	direction	[m,	n	,	p	].	This	exercise	also	permits	to	qualitatively	understand	why	the	resistivity	of	certain	alloys,	for	instance	CuZn,	can	be	greater	than	that	of	the	constituents	mainly	when	the	alloy	lattices	are	disordered	[20].	One	can	then	retract	the	tip,	without	causing	the	molecule	to	desorb	from	the	surface.	What	is	its	kinetic	energy	Ec	in
the	latter	case?	The	interferences	are	constructive	when	the	ray	IK	=	nl,	equivalent	to	2dsina	=	nl	(note	that	it	is	purely	accidental	that	this	expression	corresponds	to	the	usual	Bragg	formula).		previous			In	reality,	the	constant	k0	is	such	that	k	∞	=	2k	F	(where	k	F	is	the	Fermi	vector,	see	Chapter	IV.)	3d	w	2d	1d	0	k0	=	2kF	k	Figure	11	Exercise	7: 
Localized	phonons	on	an	impurity	Consider	a	linear	chain	of	identical	atoms	of	mass	m	each	equidistant	by	a.	(2)	Regrouping	terms	in	the	expression	for	EL	we	find	Êq	ˆ	Ê	pˆ	EL	(r0	)	=	z	Á	-	1˜	Be	-	qr0	or	E	L	(r0	)	=	z	Á	1	-	˜	Ae	-	pr0	.	26a,	non-monochromatic	radiations	may	be	treated	as	in	the	Laüe	method	with	two	external	Ewald	spheres	with
interval	km	and	kM.	Exercise	11:	Angles	between	the	reticular	planes	In	a	cubic	lattice,	determine	the	angle	Φ	between	the	planes	(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	(h2,	k2,	l2).	Show	schematically	the	form	of	the	diffraction	pattern	(or	the	reciprocal	lattice)	obtained	by	the	transmission	electron	experiments	at	normal	incidence,	knowing	that	|q1|	=	|q2|	=	|q3|=
2p/3.6a;	that	these	three	vectors	are	parallel	to	the	plane	of	the	layer	at	120°	from	one	another	and	directed	parallel	to	the	principle	axes	of	the	lattice.	I(a.u.)	0	40	20	60	2q	Figure	55	•	With	respect	to	X-rays	with	comparable	wavelength	value	(see	Pb.	2,	Fig.	The	Thomas–Fermi	method	allows	the	calculation	of	the	surrounding	potential,	in	dilute
alloys,	of	impurity	atoms	of	metal	A	dissolved	in	metal	B.	We	are	thus	justified	in	calling	such	a	doped	GaAs	semi-insulating.	Thus,	this	fraction	of	incident	electrons	is	backscattered	into	the	vacuum	after	having	experienced	diffraction	effects	on	the	lattice	planes.	Excluding	the	arbitrary	choice	of	the	effective	mass,	the	numerical	data	obtained	here
agree	with	reality:	n0(Bi)	=	3	¥	1017	cm–3;	n0(As)	=	5	¥	1019	cm–3;	n0(Sb)	=	2	¥	1020	cm–3.	The	two	first	allowed	reflections	are	(110)	and	(200).	When	p	=	4q,	a	=	1/3	and	EL	=	C¢¢z1/3.	Give	also	the	order	of	magnitude	of	the	maximal	pressure	[to	simplify,	keep	the	numerical	value	of	l	found	in	(2)].	(d)	Sketch	the	corresponding	reciprocal	lattice
and	the	first	BZ.	If	they	concern	free	electrons	2	2	whose	behavior	can	be	described	by	e(w	)	=	1	-	(w	p/w	)	,	where	the	resonant	frequency	corresponds	to	w	=	w	p	=	(	Ne2/me0	)1/2,	the	plasma	frequency.	Gh,k	,l	)	Exercises	c	(h,	k,	l)	O	P	OR	=	c/l	R	H	Q	OP	=	a/h	b	OQ	=	b/k	a	Figure	11	(c)	From	the	definition	of	a	reciprocal	lattice								bLc		2p	(	cLa	)	
2p	(aL	b)	(	A	=	2p				,	B	=				,	C	=				)	(a,b,c)	(a	,	b,c)	(a,b,c)	in	the	rectangular	coordinate	system,	we	obtain	the	following	relations:			2p	a		2p	b		2p	c	A	=	2	,	B	=	2	,	C	=	2	a	b	c	from	which	we	obtain				Ê	h2	k	2	l	2	ˆ	Gh2,k	,l	=	(hA	+	k	B	+	lC)2	=	4p	2	Á	2	+	2	+	2	˜	b	c	¯	Ëa	If	the	lattice	is	orthorhombic	2p	1	dh,k	,l	=	=	Gh,k	,l	Ê	h2	k	2	l	2	ˆ	1/2	Á	2	+	2	+
2˜	b	c	¯	Ëa	If	the	lattice	is	cubic	(a2	=	b2	=	c2)	a	(a2	=	b2	=	c	2	)	Æ	dh,k	,l	=	2	2	2	1/2	(h	+	k	+	l	)	Exercise	10b:	Distances	between	reticular	planes	(1)	Starting	from	(a)	the	definition	and	(b)	a	property	of	the	reciprocal	lattice,	give	an	expression	for	the	distance	dh,k,l	between	inter-reticular	planes	(h,	k,	l)	of	a	cubic	array	with	edges	a	and	next	an
orthorhombic	array	(a	≠	b	≠	c).	The	vectors	a	,	b,	and	c	form	the	basis	vectors	of	the	primitive	lattice	cell	if	such	a	translation	allows	an	identical	description	of	all	the	lattice	points.	Exercises	The	latter	result	can	be	explained	by	the	fact	that	in	pure	GaAs,	the	Fermi	level	is	located	above	Eg/2	due	to	the	large	inequality	between	the	effective	mass	of
electrons	and	that	of	holes.	The	typical	dimension	of	the	irradiated	volume	is	of	a	few	microns.	The	point	nearest	to	the	origin	is	the	(110)	point.	When	the	cyclic	Born-von	Karman	boundary	conditions	are	used	we	find:	1	i(	k	x	+	k	y	+	k	z	)	F(	x	,	y	,	z	)	=	3/2	e	x	y	z	,	L	2p	2p	2p	where	k	x	=	nx	,	k	y	=	ny	,	k	z	=	nz	and	nx,	ny,	nz,=	Z.	U(0)	=	Ú	vD	0
9Nhv3dv	9	9	=	NhvD	=	NkBq	D	.	In	addition	to	the	existence	of	two	types	of	carriers,	the	analogy	with	semiconductors	lies	in	the	analogous	approach	leading	to	the	law	of	mass	action	as	well	as	the	fact	that,	to	go	from	one	band	structure	to	the	other	one,	one	simply	moves	the	conduction	band	505	506	Band	Theory	down	below	the	valence	band	at
E0	>	0	for	semi-metals	while	Eg	<	0	for	semiconductors,	the	origin	of	energy	being	chosen	as	in	Fig.	Of	the	10	valence	electrons	per	elementary	lattice,	eight	completely	fill	four	valence	bands	and	the	two	others	partially	fill	the	fifth	valence	band	and	very	partially	the	conduction	band.This	explains,	as	for	intrinsic	semiconductors,	the	equality
between	the	densities	of	electrons	and	holes,	whereas	in	normal	metals	only	conduction	electrons	have	a	significant	density	of	states.	With	a	slightly	different	performance,	there	is	also	the	scanning	tunneling	microscope	(STM)	invented	by	G.		(B	Lattice	planes	Lattice	planes	C	D	S	C¢	Screen	Figure	29	(1)	When	the	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is
defined	by	the	lattice	rows	[010]	and	[001],	the	lattice	row	[100]	is	perpendicular	to	the	screen.	In	the	hypothesis	where,	N1	=	N2	=	N/2,	establish	the	law	of	the	intensity	variation	of	the	first	allowed	reflections	when	N	is	very	large	compared	to	the	order	of	the	reflections.	The	structure	is	known	as	fluorine,	CaF2.	13d	and	the	interested	readers	are
referred	to	C.	3	8	8	2vD	When	T/qD	=	1,	the	specific	heat	of	the	lattice	Cv	is	slightly	less	than	its	asymptotic	value	3NkB;	see	Course	Summary,	Section	6,	Fig.	12a)	are	sufficient	to	define	the	first	BZ.	in	Advances	in	Physics	1-1952-1).	The	nomenclature	of	these	X-rays	summarizes	the	atomic	number	Z	of	the	metallic	anode:	the	quantum	number	of	the
electron	vacancy	induced	with	the	incident	electrons	(K:	n	=	1,	L:	n	=	2,	M:	n	=	3);	the	quantum	number	of	the	atomic	electron	filling	this	vacancy	(n¢	–	n	=	1:	a,	n¢–	n	=	2:	b,	etc.)	and	finally,	in	subscript	the	sub-shells	concerned	(taking	into	account	the	selection	rules:	l¢	=	l	±	1).	The	relation	with	sinq	is:	57	58	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal
Diffraction	If	the	crystal	is	a	diamond	structure	in	addition	to	the	forbidden	reflections	of	the	fcc	lattice,	one	must	consider	those	introduced	by	the	two-atom	basis	of	identical	atoms	at	(000)	and	(1/4,	1/4,	1/4).	C	amax~30°	S:	pattern	center	D	Crystal	Phosphor	screen	Figure	28	(a)	Evaluate	the	associated	wave	length	l	of	the	diffracted	electrons	for
E°=	20	keV.	23	for	free	electrons	(radius	kf)	because	it	has	the	same	number	of	electrons	as	above.	In	the	case	of	multiple	lattices,	it	is	best	to	describe	the	atoms	and	the	atom	fractions	in	each	lattice,	in	order	to	deduce	the	chemical	formula	attributed	to	the	basis.	The	sequence	of	reflections	on	the	diagram	is	(111);	(200);	(220);	(311);	(222);	(400);
(331);	(420);	(422);	and	(333).	(1)	This	electron	gas	is	submitted	to	an	alternating	electric	field	of	frequency	w	with	form	E	=	E0eiwt	.	The	surface	undulation	can	occur	in	ionic	crystals	as	in	ionocovalent	materials	like	GaAs	when	the	anions	and	the	cations	are	subject	to	an	alternating	vertical	displacement	(here,	As	goes	toward	the	exterior	and	Ga
toward	the	interior.	mh	¯	Ë	mh	The	electronic	density	here	is	four	orders	of	magnitude	smaller	than	that	of	alkali	metals	(n0	=	5	×	1028	e–	m–3)	while	the	conductivity	will	only	be	two	orders	of	magnitude	smaller	Exercises	due	to	the	lower	effective	masses.	The	two	first	ones	are	(111)	and	(200).	7	and	11):	l	=	h/Mv	where	l(	Å	)	=	0.286/	E(eV	)	2.	K	C
C¢	D	C¢	K0	K||	D¢	K||0	00	B	00	A	(b)	(a)	Figure	39	l	=	h/[2m0eV0(1	+	eV0/2m0c	2	)]1/2	l(	Å	)	ª	12.26/	V	ª	0.98	Å	The	last	result	holds	because	the	relativistic	effects	are	negligible.	When	the	formation	of	a	superficial	molecule	with	the	appearance	of	bonding	and	antibonding	states	is	considered	the	corresponding	tight	binding	is	more	difficult	to	treat
from	a	theoretical	point	of	view.	(kB	,	e	)	10	17	500	1000	300	T(K)	100	200	75	50	16	10	10	10	10	15	14	13	0	4	8	12	16	20	–1	1000/T	(K	)	Figure	29	Solution:	Inspired	from	S.	The	resistivity	of	two	pure	gold	wires	is	measured	at	78	K	after	having	heated	one,	denoted	A1,	to	a	temperature	T1	=	920	K,	and	the	other,	denoted	A2,	to	a	temperature	T2	=
1220	K,	and	then	quenched	immediately	to	78	K,	in	order	to	stabilize	the	concentration	of	vacancies.	23,	where	the	forbidden	reflections	are	marked	by	an	¥).	The	appearance	of	a	soft	mode	in	a	crystal	corresponds	to	instability	of	the	structure	and	to	a	possible	phase	change.	The	valence	electron	dispersion	relation	obeys	the	nearly	free	electron
theory	that	is	to	say	that	in	a	given	[m,	n]	direction,	it	follows	the	theory	of	free	electrons	except	when	the	wave	vector	k	approaches	the	limit	of	the	Brillouin	zone	(here	the	first).	5.	(111)	(002)	(001)	S	A	(001)	(002)	2	mm	(a)	(001)	S	B	(111)	(b)	S	C	(001)	(002)	2	mm	(c)	Figure	30	(2)	When	the	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is	the	(111)	plane	formed	from
the	lattice	rows	[111]	and	[111],	the	lattice	row	[111]	is	thus	perpendicular	to	the	screen.	They	allow	the	calculation	of	the	dispersion,	e1(w),	at	any	frequency	w	from	the	evolution	of	the	absorption	e2	for	the	entire	spectrum	of	frequencies	(theoretically	zero	to	infinity)	and	reciprocally.	Thomson,	published	in	1901,	to	explain	an	experimental
phenomenon	known	since	1898:	the	electrical	resistivity	of	thin	films	is	larger	than	that	of	the	corresponding	bulk	material.	The	more	general	method	for	investigating	crystal	structures	in	3D	consists	of	using	X-rays	to	characterize	alloys,	for	instance	(Pbs.	The	points	B1	and	B2	are	the	equivalent	of	point	B	on	the	(100)	face.	e1(w	)	-	1	=	and	e2(w	)	=
2	2	p	0	w′	-	w	p	0	w	′2	-	w	2	Ú	Ú	Their	derivation	only	causality	and	linearity,		is	based		here	between	D	and	E,	that	is	to	say		that		D	(or	P)	is	the	consequence	of	E	and	D	=	e0e	E	(or	P	=	c	E	).	GaAs	is	treated	more	rigorously	by	first	estimating	if	it	is	degenerate	or	not	(see	Ex.	12).	Indicate	the	characteristics	of	this	energy	loss	by	specifying	the	position
of	its	maximum	DE	and	its	full	width	at	half	maximum	DE(1/2).	22.	r	Ë	3	i	˜¯	In	the	III–V	semiconductors,	any	deviation	from	their	stoichiometry	leads	to	the	creation	of	acceptors,	p	(if	there	is	an	excess	of	III	atoms),	or	donors,	n	(if	there	is	an	excess	of	V	atoms).	39	40	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction			The	angle	(	k	0	,	k	)	=	2q	is	such	that:	1/2
OA	l	Ê	1	4	ˆ	=	+	=	32∞7	2k0	2	ÁË	a2	b2	˜¯	(3)	The	sequences	of	increasing	angles	q	corresponding	to	the	Bragg’s	law	may	be	evaluated	numerically	from	the	increasing	sinq12	=	1	Ê	h2	k	2	ˆ	2	1	values	of	=	Á	2	+	2	˜	.	Analyze	this	evolution	by	explaining	the	reason	of	each	of	the	three	regimes	represented.	Ê	d	2E	ˆ	b	b	=	(4)	w	=	with	or 	b	=	(	p	-	q)
=	zqBe	-	qr0	,	Á	2˜	dr	Ë	¯	m	r	=r0	taking	into	account	EL(r0),	b	=	–pqEL(r0).	 	2.1	(a) 	k	>	=	p/2a	0	Âe	¢	E◊	ik		¢	a	¢	4g	dk	=	-N	,	where	DEc	=	-4g	/p	per	2p/Na	p	(	A	f	¢	>	+	B	y		¢	>	)	<	f0	et	<	y	0	which	leads	to	-xk	A	+	B[(	-g	+	au)	-	(g	+	au)e	-	ika¢	]	=	0	A[(	-g	+	au)	-	(g	+	au)eika¢	]	-	xk	B	=	0	from	which	xk2	=	E	2	+	D	2k	,	where	D	k	=	2a	u
sin(ka′/2).	Electrons	occupying	these	full	bands	cannot	carry	electrical	current	and	thus	the	body	will	be	electrically	insulating	(see	Course	Summary).	(a)	Find	the	expression	for	the	index	of	refraction	n	for	X-rays	(with	energy	hn)	that	propagate	in	a	solid	with	average	atomic	number	Z	and	atomic	density	Nat.	Using	a	graphic	construction,	state	the
order	of	the	different	reflections,	which	are	accessible	in	an	experiment	where	a	hemispherical	screen	is	centered	on	the	crystal.	51	52	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	1	mm	  	(a)	Figure	32	(b)	(a)	Example	of	an	indexed	EBSD	pattern	of	a	Si	crystal	(E°	=	40	keV).	The	point	symmetries	that	are	encountered	include	the	rotations	of	order	n
Course	Summary	around	an	axis	(the	angle	of	rotation	is	2p/n	with	n	=	1,	2,	3,	4,	6)	and	the	rotation-inversions,	written	as	n	(1	∫	inversion	with	respect	to	0,	2	∫�	m:	mirror	symmetry,	3	,	4	,	6	).	100	Cv	(%)	x	3;2;1	NkB	unit	75	1D	2D	3D	50	T	25	0	Figure	3	0	2	T	3	T	1	T/qD	Heat	capacity,	Cv	as	a	function	of	T/qD	for	1D,	2D,	and	3D	solids.		If	the	wave
vector	k	is	contained	in	the	plane	xOz,	we	deduce	that:	(i)	in	vacuum	(1):	(er	=	1):	k	x2	(1)	+	k	z2	(1)	=	k	2	(1)	=	w	2e	0	m0	=	w2	c2	(ii)	in	a	medium	(2)	:	k	x2(2)	+	k	z2(2)	=	k	2(2)	=	w	2e0m0er	=	w2	er	c2	(b)	The	magnetic	excitations	have	only	a	component	in	y	and	are	related	to	the	corresponding	electric	field	by							k(1)	¥	E(1)	=	wm	H(1)	k(2)	¥
E(2)	=	wm	H(2)	(classic	results	that	can	be	easily	deduced	from	the	Maxwell–	Faraday	equation	taking	into	account	the	form	of	E	)	The	boundary	conditions	in	the	plane	z	=	0	imply:	(i)	The	continuity	of	the	tangential	component	of	the	electric	field	at	the	origin:	[Ex(1)]0	=	[Ex(2)]0	or	E(1)	◊	k	z	(1)	k	(2)	(see	Fig.	[15c],	p.	q¯	Ëp	¯	Ë	Taking	the	logarithm
of	one	of	these	two	expressions	and	using	the	expression	for	r0,	one	finds	Ê	q	-	pˆ	p	-	2q	q	pA	l	og	EL	(r0	)	=	l	og	z	+	l	og	B	Á	l	og	qB	2(	p	-	q)	Ë	p	˜¯	p	-	q	Thus	EL	is	of	the	form	EL	=	Cza	with	q	Ê	q	ˆ	Ê	pA	ˆ	q-	p	p	-	2q	a	=	and	C	=	B	Á	-	1˜	Á	˜	Ë	p	¯	Ë	qB	¯	2(	p	-	q)	When	p	=	2q,	a	=	0	and	EL	=	C¢.	What	is	the	consequence	on	the	diffraction	patterns?
The	points	of	type	111	allow	the	construction	of	the	cube	25	26	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(indicated	by	dashed	lines	in	Fig.	This	is	practically	the	case	for	all	materials	except	the	alkali	metals.	The	7	Crystallographic	Systems	and	the	14	Bravais	Lattices	Limited	to	the	symmetry	of	the	lattice	(and	not	that	of	the	crystal	=	lattice	+	basis),
there	are	only	seven	possibilities,	corresponding	to	the	seven	crystallographic	systems	shown	in	Table	1.	459–521,	and	Chapter	V,	Ex.	4.	The	other	numerical	values	are	a	=	41.8°	(A2	∝	Z1	+	Z2);	a3	=	90°	(A3	∝	Z1–Z2).	M	Î	˚	Using	x	=	eka,	this	condition	becomes	x	2	+	[2	-	(b	¢/b	)	-	(	M/M	¢	)◊	(b	¢/b	)]x	+	1	-	(b	¢/b	)	=	0.	State	the	meaning	of	the
various	terms	appearing	on	the	right	hand	side,	particularly,	fj,	the	exponential	and	the	sine	term?	What	is	the	order	of	magnitude	of	the	escape	depth	of	the	Auger	electron?	6b.	(e)	Give	the	expression	of	the	structure	factor	F(h,	k)	and	then	state	the	different	values	for	graphite.	Solution:	This	is	a	complementary	exercise	to	Ex.	1	(1)	See	Fig.	L2,	3	BC
L2,	3	L1	2p	2s	K	1s	Ka	Kb	K	X-emission	wij	KL1L2,	3	KL2,	3	M	Ionisation	(X	or	inc.	NA	The	mass	density	is	found	using	r	=	,	where	N	3	r	≈	546	kg/m	.	Find	A	explicitly.	For	slow	electron	diffraction	in	general,	see	R.	Note:	Beware	of	simply	writing	the	Bragg	diffraction	condition	with	the	usual	form	2dsinq	=	nl	without	considering	the	problem	at	hand.
(2)	(a)	See	Fig.	In	this	case,	m¢	<	m,	the	ratio	w¢/w	increases	and	the	vibration	of	the	impurity	is	more	localized	when	the	mass	is	smaller	and	smaller	compared	to	the	mass	m	of	the	other	atoms	of	the	lattice.	If	the	energy	loss	technique	is	potentially	less	accurate,	because	of	the	energy	width	of	the	incident	electronic	beams	(see	Ex.	28a),	it
isadvantageous	in	that	it	allows	the	study	of	plasmon	dispersion:	w	p	(q)	=	w	p	(0)	+	a	q2	+	◊◊◊	by	simple	measurement	of	the	position	of	the	energy	losses	as	a	function	of	diffusion	angle	q,	as	seen	in	Fig.	Comments	are	provided	on	the	result.	Ë	a	¯	Ë	a¯	Note:	In	these	special	cases,	one	can	verify	the	general	relation:	v	◊	V	=	(2p	)3.	3c	(Ex.	1).	The
polarization	per	unit	volume	is	then	expressed	as			P	=	Np	=	-	Nex	.	On	the	other	hand,	a	tension	Ty	that	is	exerted	normal	to	the	face	axc	and	parallel	to	xOz	results	in	different	relative	contraction	so	that	∆a/a	≠	∆c/c.	10a	and	b					The	vector	G	(h,	k,	l)	=	h	A	+	kB	+	lC	of	the	reciprocal	space	is	perpendicular	to	the	planes	of	the	same	indices	(h,	k,	l)	of
the	direct		lattice	such	that	G(h,	k	,	l	)	◊	dh,k	,	l	=	2p	,	where	dh,k,l	is	the	distance	between	two	adjacent	(h,	k,	l)	planes.	In	3D	for	a	given	polarization,	this	density,	g(k),	can	be	evaluated	from	the	volume	of	a	spherical	shell	defined	by	radiuses	k	and	k	+	dk	with	respect	to	the	volume	of	an	elementary	cell	(2p/Lx·2p/Ly·2p/Lz)	when	the	periodic	BC	are
used.	(a)	In	vector	space,	kx,	ky,	and	kz,	one	considers	a	volume	element	of	dimension	dkx,	dky,	and	dkz.	Solution:	(1)	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Â	f	exp-	i2p	(hu	j	j	j	+	kv	j	+	lw	j	)	It	becomes	p	Ê	-	i	(	h+	k	+	l	)	ˆ	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Á	f	As	+	f	Ale	2	˜	Ë	¯	Â	exp-	i2p	(hu	j¢	+	kv	j	¢	+	lw	j	¢	j¢	)	The	first	term	between	large	parentheses	is	the	contribution	of	the	basis	and	the
summation	is	that	of	the	fcc	lattice	with:	ui	¢	,	vi	¢	,	wi	¢	,	=	(000),(1/2	1/2	0),(0	1/2	1/2),	and	(1/2	0	1/2)	The	reflections	for	which	h,	k,	and	l	do	not	have	the	same	parity	are	forbidden	and	the	following	table	is	obtained:	hkl	(111)	F(h,	k,	l)	fAs+ifAl	AlAs	GaAs	33	+	i13	33	+	i31	(200)	fAs–fAl	20	2	(220)	fAs+fAl	46	64	(311)	fAs–ifAl	33–i13	33–i31	(222)
fAs–fAl	20	2	For	silicon	instead,	in	addition	to	the	forbidden	reflections	resulting	from	the	fcc	lattice,	there	are	the	reflections	such	that	h	+	k	+	l	=	2	+	4n	that	are	also	forbidden	because	the	two	identical	atoms	form	the	basis	(see	Pb.	1).	58.	The	lattice	direction	[2,	1,	0]	is	thus	contained	in	the	plane	(1,	2,	3).	Radium	6,	1925,	205).	Table	1	The	7
crystallographic	systems	and	the	14	Bravais	lattices	System	Triclinic	Monoclinic	Orthorhombic	Tetragonal	Cubic	Lengths	and	angles	to	be	Number	Nature	of	axis	defined	Symmetry	of	lattices	and	angles	1	P	2	P,C	a,	b,	c	a,	b,	g	1	a≠b≠c	a	=	g	=	90°	≠	b	a,	b,	c	b	2/m	4	P,C,I,F	a≠b≠c	a,	b,	c	a	=	b	=	g	=	90°	mmm	3	P,I,F	a=b=c	a	a	=	b	=	g	=	90°	m3m
a=b≠c	a	=	b	=	90°;	g	=	120°	6/mm	2	P,I	Trigonal	1	(Rhombohedral)	P	(R)	Hexagonal	a≠b≠c	a≠b≠g	1	P	a=b≠c	a,	c	a	=	b	=	g	=	90°	4/mmm	a	a=b=c	a	=	b	=	g	≠	90°	a	≠	120°	3m	a,	c	(P	=	primitive,	C	=	base-centered,	I	=	body-centered,	F	=	face-centered,	R	=	rhombohedral)	3	4	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Besides	the	primitive	cells,	P,
if	one	includes	in	this	classification	certain	multiple	lattices	because	they	render	the	symmetry	of	the	lattice	more	clearly,	14	possible	Bravais	lattices	are	obtained	from	the	7	crystallographic	systems	in	3D:	they	are	labeled	C,	I,	F.	Schwartz,	M.	Total	energy	//	B	Anti	//	B	EF	2mBB	g(E)	Figure	25	(a)	Find	the	total	energy	E	of	electrons,	which	have	a
kinetic	energy	Ec	and	a	magnetic	moment	that	can	be	parallel	or	anti-parallel			to	B	.	The	planes	in	this	exercise	are	shown	on	the	top	of	Fig.	Primitive	vectors	of	the	lattice:	To	go	from	one	point	of	the	crystal	to	an	equivalent	point,	in	which	the	arrangement	and	orientation	appear	exactly	the	same,	it	is	sufficient	to	effectuate	a	translation	of							the
form	T	=	ma	+	nb	+	pc	in	which	a	,	b,	c	are	the	primitive	vectors	of	the	matrix	and	m,	n,	p	are	integers	(positive,	zero,	or	negative).	16.	(a)	Find	the	general	expression	for	the	Fermi	wave	vector	kF	as	a	function	of	electronic	concentration	n	(n	=	N/V)	of	free	electrons.	Give	the	expressions	of	the	corresponding	amplitudes	A1,	A2,	A3.	17	where	OC=	c
0.	This	expression	has	the	same	form	as	the	Ohm’s	law,			j	=	-s—V	( j:	current	density;s:	electrical	conductivity)	when	the	electric	field	E	is	expressed	as	—V	.	Note	that	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	a	lattice	in	1D	in	the	direct	space		reduces	to	a	lattice	of	planes	(not	points)	with	abscissa	nA	(n	is	an	integer	not	equal	to	zero).	Another	approach	would	consist
of	starting	from	the	diffraction	pattern	of	the	elementary	lattice	(here	a	simple	cubic)	and	to	exploring	the	appearance	of	the	satellite	lines	associated	with	the	super-periodicity	created	by	the	stratification	A/B/A/B.	•	Structure	factor:	When	several	atoms	make	up	the	basis	of	a	crystal,	the	scattered	wave	amplitudes	of	each	atom	fj	will	contribute	a
structure	factor	to	the	total	amplitude:	7	8	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	A=	ÂÂ	r	j				f	j	exp-	i	Dk	◊	(	r	+	r	j	)									where	r	=	ma	+	nb	+	pc	and	r	j	=	u	j	a	+	v	j	b	+	w	j	c	.	Similarly,	the	conical	surfaces	of	axes	making	an	angle	a	larger	than	amax	to	the	[100]	direction	cannot	intercept	a	screen	of	limited	dimension.	Corrected	from	some
experimental	factors	83	84	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	such	as	the	temperature	effects,	this	figure	represents	the	angular	variation	of	the	scattered	intensities,	by	postulating	that	they	are	uniquely	proportional	to	the	square	of	the	structure	factor	F(h,	k,	l).	What	is	the	maximum	vibration	frequency	nM	?	The	superconductor	therefore
consists	of	two	fluids,	one	formed	by	normal	free	electrons	with	density	ne	and	the	other	formed	by	such	pairs	of	density	np.	Exercises	(c)	The	numerical	values	are	s	=	0.363,	E	=	0.627	¥	1011	N/m2	(Pa)	l	=	0.609	¥	1011	N/m2	,	m	=	0.23	¥	1011	N/m2	(Pa)	b	=	1.31	¥	10-11	m2/N.	Solution:	Ê	E	ˆ	r	(78)	=	rT	;	r(78/T	/78)	=	rT	+	B	exp-	Á	f	˜	Ë	kBT	¯	Ê	E	ˆ
Dr	(78/T	/78)/r	=	B	exp-	Á	f	˜	/rT	,	from	which	we	find	Ë	kBT	¯	Exercises	ln	Dr(	A1	)/r	E	Ê	1	1ˆ	Ê	9	ˆ	=	ln	Á	=	-	f	Á	-	˜	,	resulting	in	˜	Ë	0.41	¯	Dr(	A2	)/r	kB	Ë	T1	T2	¯	Ef	=	0.996	eV;	c1	(78/920/78)	=	3/5	×	10–6;	c2	(78/1220/78)	=	7.8	×	10–5.	Using	the	Bohr	model	calculate:	(a)	The	ionization	energy	of	donors	Ed	(b)	Their	orbital	radius	of	the	ground
state	ri	(c)	What	is	the	minimum	concentration	of	donors	to	have	orbital	overlaps	between	adjacent	impurities?	The	reciprocal	lattice	of	the	bcc	is	fcc	(order	4)	with	a	cubic	parameter	3	Ê	2p	ˆ	Ê	1	ˆ	Ê	4p	ˆ	2Á	˜	,	which	gives	V	=	Á	˜	Á	=	2(2p	/a)3	Ë	a	¯	Ë	4	¯	Ë	a	˜¯	Face-centered	cubic:	In	real	space,	the	cubic	lattice	is	of	order	4:	v	=	a3/4.	For	this
evaluation	use	the	value	of	the	Riemann	function	ζ(3)	=	•	Â	S	=1	S	-3	=	1.202.	a	3	Exercises	C	C	O	O	A	A	B	HK	(b)	(a)	B	Figure	9	The	lattice	parameter	in	Fig.	(a)	Same	question	as	Question	(a)	in	the	preceding	exercise.	In	addition:	◊	=	5	eV.	For	a	metal,	e	=	∞	and	K	=	–1.	C.C	C.S	C.f.C	dia.	When	the	(111)	or	the	(100)	faces	of	nickel	transform	from
being	free	of	oxygen	to	being	covered	with	oxygen	(first	stage	for	the	(100)	face,	the	basis	vectors	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	(that	is	to	say	the	diffraction	diagram)	are	reduced	by	2.	Powder	(Debye–Scherrer)	Figure	24	Exercise	21a:	Resolution	sphere	(a)	A	crystal	is	irradiated	with	a	beam	of	monochromatic	X-rays	with	wavelength,	l.	The	goal	of	this
exercise	is	to	demonstrate	the	possibility	to	identify	the	orientations	of	small	crystals	from	the	use	of	diverging	electron	or	X-ray	beams.	35(left).	43):	Mg	(KL1L2,3)	ª	EL(K)	–	EL	(L1)	–	Ex	(L2,3)	–	ef	and	Mg	(KL2,3M)	or	(KL2,3V),	where	V	signifies	valence	such	that	Mg	(KL2,3V)	=	EL	(K)	–	EL	(L2,3)	–	ELx(V)–ef,	Mg(KL1L2,3	)	ª	1160	eV	,	and	Mg
(KL2,3V	)	ª	1245	eV	.	The	diffraction	pattern	is	homothetic	to	that	of	situation	1	with	a	multiplication	factor	of	√3.	It	can	therefore	only	be	applied	to	macroscopic	thicknesses.	E	can	be	deduced	from	F	(a)	h	=	CkBTe	–EF/kBT	=	N0	(b)	EF	=	–	kBT	log	(N0/CkT)	=	0.328	eV	507	508	Band	Theory	When	a	semiconductor	is	p-doped,	the	Fermi	level	is
lowered.	(e)	Plot	the	dispersion	curve	of	the	surface	wave	by	specifying	the	asymptotic	values	kx	Æ	0	and	kx	Æ	∞.	Assume	T	=	0	K	and	start	from	Rb	(nd	=	0),	the	additional	electrons	occupying	exclusively	the	4d	band:	the	nd	values	are	indicated	between	( )	in	Fig.	In		3d		the	Ewald	sphere	intercepts	in	fact	all	lines	normal	to	A	,	B	,	where	the	points	h,
k	are	in	the	interior	of	the	circumference	shown	in	Fig.	The	intensity	is	thus:	qˆ	Ê	Nj	sin2	Á	p	Na	sin	˜	sin2	Ë	l¯	2	=	ff	x	IR	=	AA	x	=	ff	x	◊	j	Ê	p	a	sinq	ˆ	sin2	sin2	Á	˜¯	2	Ë	l	The	main	maxima	correspond	to	the	values	of	q	which	simultaneously	cancel	the	numerator	and	the	denominator:	p	Na	sinq	p	a	sinq	=	n¢p	and	=	np	l	l	This	last	condition,	which	is
more	restrictive,	is	just	the	diffraction	condition	(nl	=	asinq)	and	the	associated	intensities	are	given	by	Ir	=	ffxN2	(and	are	therefore	proportional	to	the	square	of	the	number	of	scattering	atoms).	Exercise	6:	Phase	transition	in	the	substitution	alloys:	application	to	CuZn	alloys	Copper	crystallizes	in	the	fcc	lattice	with	parameter	a.	15a)	is	modulated
by	the	Ê	p	a	sinq	ˆ	crystal	structure	via	the	term	4	cos2	Á	,	represented	in	Ë	4l	˜¯	Fig.	In	the	[10]	direction,	the	boundary	of	the	Brillouin	zone	is	k	=	π/a;	E0(10)	=	(2/2m)(p/a)2.	This	corresponds	to	total	reflection	and	an	evanescent	wave.	147	148	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	From	an	experimental	point	of	view,	the	occupied	site	of	the
adatoms	may	be	visualized	from	the	use	of	scanning	probe	microscopes	(SPM)	such	as	a	scanning	tunneling	microscope	(STM;	see	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	5,	for	details).	16	(see	also	Chapter	III,	Pb.	9,	and	Chapter	V,	Pb.	11).	(c)	The	spheres	touch	along	the	diagonals	of	the	cube	faces,	thus	1	1	2s	=	4r	so	that	the	cube	contains	6	¥	+	8	¥	spheres,	2	8	totaling
four	spheres	per	cube.	441	442	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Solution:				∂(e	e	E	)	0	r	(a)	Starting	from	Maxwell’s	equations:	curlH	=	∂t				∂	B	(see	Pb.	5)	and	curlE	=	,	one	obtains	the	wave	equation	∂t			∂2	E	2	—	E	-	e0m0er	2	=	0	which	yields	a	wave	of	form	∂t					E	=	E	0	exp	i(k	◊	r	-	wt	)	when	-k	2	+	w	2e0m0er	=	0.	Using	the	limited	expansion
of	the	form	(1	+	e)–2	≈	1–	2e,	we	find:	un	+	p	-	un	˘	(-1)	p	e	2	È	1-	2	Fn,n+	p	=	˙	2	Í	pa	˚	4	pe0	(	pa	)	Î	The	first	term	contributes	to	the	crystal	cohesion	by	its	contribution	to	the	Madelung	constant	(see	Chapter	II,	Ex.	1),	whereas	the	second	term	represents	the	restoring	force	that	an	atom	n	+	p	exerts	on	another	atom	n.	Why	is	this?	Thus,	s	=	l	=	k
ÊÁ	log	1	+	3	ˆ˜	.	Thus	all	the	11	electrons	are	considered	to	vibrate	nearly	freely.	Their	basis	vectors	are	respectively	located	at:	Exercises	(a)	Two	atoms	of	Si;	one	at	(0,0,0)	and	the	other	at	(¼,¼,¼)	(b)	One	atom	of	As	located	at	(0,0,0)	and	one	atom	of	Ga	located	at	(¼,¼,¼)	(c)	One	atom	of	Si	located	at	(0,0,0);	two	atoms	of	Mg	located	at	(¼,¼,¼)
and	(¾,¼,¼)	For	the	sake	of	simplicity,	limit	the	representation	of	the	atomic	projection	on	the	base	plane,	specifying	the	relevant	height.	It	is	the	transparent	region	of	the	plasma	(see	Pb.	7).	The	diffraction	diagrams	undergo	the	modifications	shown	in	Figs.	The	same	a	a	bisector	planes	pass	through	points	of	the	type	H	and	P.	B	Figure	10	A	A	B	C	A
B	B	A	A	C	Three-dimensional	filling	of	the	hexagonal	close	packed	(left)	and	face-centered	cubic	(right)	structures.	The	investigation	of	these	surface	defects	are	of	prime	importance	in	surface	science	topics	such	as	crystal	growth,	surface	diffusion,	roughening,	and	vaporization	as	well	as	in	catalysis	where	the	reactivity	of	foreign	atoms	on	a
crystalline	substrate	is	a	function	on	their	position.	3h,	the	structure	contains	in	fact	three	juxtaposed	lattices	of	order	1.	Exercises	When	b2	is	positive,	the	second	neighbors	have	an	action	that	adds	to	the	restoring	forces	exerted	by	the	first	neighbors.	(b)	The	same	parameters	as	in	(a)	but	now	using	atoms	A	and	B	that	are	chemically	the	same	(A	=
B).	It	pointed	out	an	analogy	between	the	evaluation	of	the	Fermi	energy	EF	and	the	present	evaluation	of	the	Debye	frequency	vD.	Exercise	13:	Reciprocal	lattice	of	a	face-centered	cubic	structure	Construct	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	a	face-centered	cubic	structure	using:	(a)	The	definitions	(b)	The	structure	factor:	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Â	f	exp[	-	i2p	(hu	j	j	j	+
kv	j	+	lw	j	)]	23	24	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Solution:	(a)	Starting	from	the	definitions,	one	must	consider	the	primitive	rhombohedral	(or	trigonal)	lattice	from	which	the	basis	vectors	a¢,	b¢,	and	c¢	obey	the	following	relations	(see	Ex.	1,	Fig.	The	use	of	low-energy	incident	electrons	at	normal	incidence	or	the	use	of	high-energy
incident	electrons	at	grazing	incidence	permits	to	access	to	the	2D	reciprocal	space	of	surfaces	because	of	the	low	penetration	depth	of	these	electrons.	They	are	characteristics	of	metals	and	radically	different	from	the	electric	behavior	of	semiconductors	(see	Chapter	V).	lm	a	3	(d)	kF	=	(3p2n)1/3,	where	n	=	4(1	+	r)a3.	What	are	the	corresponding
numerical	values	of	E	and	s,	l	and	m,	and	b?	Frederic	at	Thomson	CSF,	presently	Thales,	Orsay)	opened	my	eyes	on	the	fascinating	samples	that	were	elaborated	and	operated:	nearly	academic	samples	involving	the	physics	of	surfaces	and	of	1-	or	2D	samples,	such	as	atom	aggregates,	multilayers,	and	semiconducting	devices,	full	of	promising
applications	in	nanotechnologies.	[20]	for	further	details).	Unfortunately,	the	diffraction	experiments	permit	to	obtain	the	intensities	of	the	waves	but	losing	their	phase	and	they	do	not	allow	observation	of	all	the	points	in	reciprocal	space.	We	thus	have	h	=	,	so	that	the	optimal	relation	3	2	a	for	the	hexagonal	close-packed	structure	is:	In	this	case	c	8
=	=	1.63	.	(2)	Evaluate	the	number	of	electrons	n	(per	unit	volume),	located	in	one	of	the	plates,	having	enough	energy	and	the	satisfactory	Problems	direction	to	be	able	to	occupy	the	available	states	in	the	other	plate.	Exercise	12:	Anisotropy	of	the	thermal	expansion	of	crystals	Aragonite	is	a	calcium	carbonate	crystallized	in	an	orthorhombic	form	(a
≠	b	≠	c	and	a	=	b	=	g	=	p/2).	One	then	obtains	the	position	of	the	basis	atoms	and	uses	the	basis	vectors	of	the	lattice	of	order	n	as	the	metric.	E	E	s	s	2E0	Ed	0	d	Ed	d	C1	g(E)	–E0	0	(a)	d	d	g(E)	C1	(b)	Figure	25	(a)	Using	the	following	values:	Ed	=	5	eV,	Cl	=	0.14	e–/eV	and	knowing	that	one	must	fill	all	bands	with	11	and	10	electrons	per	atom
respectively,	find	the	position	of	the	Fermi	level	of	copper	(Z	=	29	and	11	electrons	4s	+	3d	per	atom)	and	of	nickel	(Z	=	28	and	10	electrons	4s	+	3d	per	atom).	Exercise	6:	Intersection	of	two	reticular	planes	Using	the	properties	of	the	reciprocal	lattice,	determine	the	indices	[m,	n,	p]	of	lattice	direction	defined	by	the	intersection	of	the	planes	(h1,
k1,	l1)	and	(h2,	k2,	l2).	Explain	their	characteristics	and	show	the	evolution	of	the	average	energy,	E	,	of	an	oscillator	of	frequency	n	as	a	function	of	the	reduced	variable	x	=	hn/kBT	and	superpose	the	two	curves	representing	the	density	of	modes	in	the	Debye	model	g(n)	for	T	=	2qD	and	T	=	qD/4.	47–49.	(d)	The	medium	(2)	consists	of	a	plasma	of
free	electrons.	0˙	∂t	Í	Ê	1	ˆ	Í	m	ÁË	t	+	iw	˜¯	˙	Î	˚	(3)	One	can	electrically	characterize	the	plasma	by	identifying	the	total	current	with	the	displacement	current	of	the	form:			w	p2	∂(e0er	E	)			,	=	iwe0e	r	E	 	in	which 	e	r	=	1	w	∂t	w2	-	i	t	where	w	p2	=	Ne2	.	(e)	Bravais	lattice:	face-centered	cubic;	a	=	5.63	Å,	Basis:	1	Na	at	(0,0,0)	and	1	Cl	at	(½,0,0).
15	16	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	One	observes	that	the	technique	used	in	the	Exs.	Further	information	can	be	found	in	the	following:	∑	on	optical	methods	in	Optical	properties	and	band	structure	of	semi-conductors,	DL	Greenaway,	and	G.	(2)	Lattice	matching:	Consider	the	epitaxy	of	Al	on	GaAs,	that	is	to	say	the	growth	of	single	crystal
of	Al	on	a	GaAs	single	crystal.	Ex.	22),	we	find	the	classic	optics	problem	consist-	Exercises	ing	of	N	waves	of	the	same	amplitude.	m=	m			(c)	j	=	ni	qi	vi	Â	i	jx	=	n1q1v1	x	+	n2q2v2x	=	(n1q1m1	+	n2q2m2	)E	x	+	B0E	y	(n1q1m12	+	n2q2m22	)	j	y	=	n1q1v1	y	+	n2q2v2	y	=	(n1q1m1	+	n2q2m2	)E	y	-	B0E	x	(n1q1m12	+	n2q2m22	)	s	0	=	n1q1m1	+
n2q2m2	.	Problem	8:	Diffraction	of	modulated	structures:	application	to	charge	density	waves	Consider	a	row	of	N	atoms	equally	spaced	by	a	(N	is	a	very	large	even	number).	[10],	p.	The	crystal	rotates	around	an	axis	which	effectively	rotates	the	reciprocal	axis	about	the	same	axis.	(c)	The	electrical	conductivity	of	the	semiconductor	is	assured	by	two
types	of	carriers	of	charge	q1	and	q2	with	respective	densities	per	unit	volume	n1	and	n2,	with	(algebraic)	mobility	µ1	and	µ2.	(c)	Establish	the	equilibrium	expression	of	the	distortion	based	on	the	other	parameters	(α,	β,	and	g).	Whereas	in	crystalline	diffraction	using	X-rays	the	amplitude	is	proportional	to	Z,	the	advantage	of	neutron	diffraction	is
that	the	diffused	amplitude	has	no	correlation	with	the	atomic	number.	These	“Friedel”	oscillations	provide	the	mechanism	for	long-range	interactions	and	hence	dictate	many	physical	phenomena	briefly	considered	in	Pbs.	This	intuitive	result	is	coherent	with	the	Ewald	construction	because	the	direct	lattice	has	lattice	constant	d	(and	not	2d)	and	the
only	planes	in	the	reciprocal	lattice	are	those	equidistant	Exercises	at	2p/d	(and	not	p/d).	Simple	and	Multiple	Lattices							The	choice	of	vectors	a	,	b,	c	is	not	unique.	The	expected	theoretical	relation	is	thus	∼2.	For	organizations	that	have	been	granted	a	photocopy	license	by	the	CCC,	a	separate	system	of	payment	has	been	arranged.	One	can	find	a
more	a	Exercises	detailed	description	of	this	phenomenon	and	the	corresponding	experimental	techniques	in	the	article	of	D.C.	Larsen	Physics	of	Thin	Films	6,	1971,	81.	Laüe	a.	2c).	2	n	2ˆ	W	2	W	WÊ	nd	or	when	ED	=	to	EC	=	Á	nd	-	d	˜	.	23)	and	to	point	[01]	(2π/b)	and	not	π/a	and	π/b.	The	Cu	and	Au	atoms	are	randomly	placed	on	the	different	sites.
22	where	the	dashed	lines	indicate	free	electrons	dispersion:	E	=	2k	2/2m	.	S.	Exercise	9:	Semi-metals	The	band	structure	of	semi-metals	(As,	Sb,	Bi)	is	characterized	by	the	fact	that	the	valence	and	conduction	bands	overlap	in	such	a	manner	that	the	corresponding	dispersion	relations	are	described	by:	E(V	)	=	-(	2/2mh	x	)k	2	+	E0	and	E(C	)	=	(
2/2me	x	)k	2	where	E0	>	0,	mex	and	mhx	are	the	effective	masses	of	electrons	and	holes	such	that	mex	<	mhx.	Comment	on	the	identification	of	the	components	of	a	solid.	What	are	some	of	the	possible	differences	between	the	theoretical	and	experimental	determination	of	the	ratio	of	atomic	numbers?	The	translation	vectors	of	the	reciprocal	lattice
are	given	by	(	A	=	2pb¢	¥	c¢/V	):		2p					2p					2p				A	=	(	x	+	y	-	z),	B	=	(	-	x	+	y	+	z),	C	=	(	x	-	y	+	z)	a	a	a	These	are	the	primitive	lattice	vectors	of	a	bcc	lattice.	Simple	questions	are	given	at	the	end	of	each	chapter.	A	more	precise	evaluation	may	take	into	account	the	deviation	induced	by	the	small	Bragg	angles:	Φ–q.	Notes:	Production	of	electron
beams	(a)	The	thermo-electronic	power	of	tungsten	is	comparable	or	slightly	better	than	that	of	oxide	cathodes.	(see	Course	Summary	of	Chapter	II,	Section	3).	Study	the	variations	of	the	different	components	of	k(i	)	in	this	interval.	34).	3	eE	h	2mf	.	This	exercise	(kindly	suggested	by	Prof.	Find	the	structure	factor	of	such	a	crystal.	This	amplitude	will
be	non-zero	(and	equal	to	Nf1	only	when			Dk	◊	a	=	2pn	where			n	is	a	whole	number.	Solution:	The	measure	angles	Φ	correspond	to	2q.	The	two	processes	always	coexist	but	the	probability	aijk	of	Auger	emission	is	greater	than	that	for	X-ray	emission	wij	when	EL	≤	5–10	keV.	We	write	e1	–	ie2	if	an	electric	field	of	form	E0e+iwt	is	used,	as	in	the
present	exercise.	For	free	electron	metals	in	3D,	it	corresponds	to	3EF/5.	That	is	to	say,	in	the	1D	of	an	atomic	row	the	waves	can	propagate	in	one	direction,	parallel	to	the	row	but	the	atomic	displacement	can					be	spatial	(	u		k	and	two	transverse	vibrations	u	^	k	.	15c.	Basis:	Two	atoms	of	species	A	spaced	by	0	and	¼.	•	If	EF	>	Eg	+	5kBT:	the
semiconductor	is	degenerated	(see	Pb.	5).	22	,	one	may	observe	that	the	electron	mean	free	Exercises	path	in	thin	films	is	equal	to	l0	only	for	angles	q	such	that	q1	<	q	<	q2.	(b)	Find	the	relation	se	between	the	intensity	diffused	over	4p	rad.	Even	though	the	reality	is	more	complex	(curvature	of	the	bands:	see	preceding	example,	coexistence	of
phases	α	+	β,	existence	of	ordered	and	disordered	phases	of	β	(see	Chapter	I,	Pb.	5),	it	is	remarkable	that	the	simplified	calculation	above	gives	almost	the	exact	result	(a	Æ	b	:	1.38	instead	of	1.36;	b	Æ	g	:	1.48).	If	N1	and	N	are	not	too	large,	it	is	possible	to	determine	the	geometry	of	the	superlattice	from	a	simple	examination	of	the	diffraction
pattern.	The	extremities		of	vectors	k	(extending	from	the	origin	C	in	Fig.	In	addition	to	the	crystal	structure,	state	the	basis	vectors	of	the	primitive	lattice	and	specify	the	nature	of	the	new	Bravais	lattice.	27,	Ex.	21).	Exercises	Consequently	g(EF)	=(3/2)n/EF	and	the	proposed	expres	(b)	sion	thus	gives	s	=	ne2	t/m	by	taking	into	account	that
(1/2)mvF2	=	EF	.	Two	types	of	the	boundary	conditions	may	again	be	used:	Fixed	conditions	of	the	form	u(0)	=	u(Lx)	=	0	on	the	faces	of	a	parallelepiped	Lx	Ly	Lz	or,	for	large	samples,	periodic	Born-von	Karman	conditions	of	the	form:	u	(x,	y,	z)	=	u(x	+	Lx,	y,	z)	=	u(x,	y	+	Ly,	z)	=	.	3	and	4)	and	magnetic	structures	(preferably	with	neutrons,	Pb.	11).
Exercise	3	shows	the	determination	of	the	structures	from	their	descriptions.	(c)	The	behavior	of	U(T)	and	Cv(T)	as	a	function	of	T/qD	is	shown	in	Fig.	(1)	Sketch	the	dispersion	curves	in	the	directions	[00]	Æ	[10];	[00]	Æ	[01];	and	[00]	Æ	[11].	The	allowed	reflections	have	indices	of	the	same	parity.	Exercise	15:	X-ray	diffraction	by	a	row	of	identical
atoms	Consider	the	linear	chain	of	carbon	atoms	shown	in	Fig.	Find	the	equation	of	motion	for	each	electron	knowing	that	there	also	exists	a	damping	m	force	that	is	proportional	to	their	velocity	v	and	of	form	-	v	,	t	t	is	the	relaxation	time.	What	is	its	direction?	18	and			19).	Siegbahn	(Nobel	Prize	in	physics,	1981)	and	known	as	ESCA	(electron
spectroscopy	for	chemical	analysis),	this	technique	is	widely	used	for	analyzing	the	surfaces	of	semiconductors,	polymers,	catalysts,	etc.	(b)	What	is	the	value	of	the	Hall	constant,	RH?	m	(b)	Ex	=	(mvx/qt)	–	vyB0;	Ey	=	(mvy/qt)	+	vxB0.	Their	spatial	and	temporal	coherence	is	limited	by	the	energetic	dispersion	of	the	incident	beam	∆E/E	and	by	the
beam	divergence	on	the	sample	b.	The	number	dn	is	equal	to	2	◊	.	Having	a	relatively	weak	kinetic	energy,	the	penetration	depth	of	incident	electrons	is	very	weak	and	they	can	only	penetrate	the	first	few	atomic	layers	of	the	surface.	3	a	2	a1	3	=	or	4	4	a/a1	=	3/2	,	assuming	that	the	atoms	are	in	contact	either	along	the	diagonal	relative	to	a	face	(fcc)
or	along	the	diagonal	of	the	body-centered	cube.	m0	These	two	phenomena	are	explained	by	the	narrowness	of	the	d	band,	which	leads	to	a	large	density	of	states,	and	Ce	is	related	to	the	density	of	states	at	the	Fermi	level,	g(EF)	by	(see	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	19):	Ê	p	2kB2T	ˆ	g(EF	)	Ce	ª	Á	˜	Ë	3	¯	N	We	thus	find	the	same	trend	for	mx	by	considering	that	x
3	g(E	)	µ	m	2	E	and	that	the	more	one	band	is	flat,	the	more	mx	is	large:	mx	µ	1/W	(Ex.	1	on	tight	binding	in	the	present	chapter).	State	the	influence	of	this	reconstruction	on	the	diffraction	diagram	taking	into	account	that	the	emerging	atoms	will	have	an	atomic	diffusion	factor	slightly	greater	than	the	atoms	that	are	located	further	down	from	the
ideal.	403	404	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Comments:	EXAFS	oscillations	Oscillations	(EXAFS	or	Kronig)	have	been	observed	for	a	long	time	but	their	extensive	use	has	only	been	implemented	since	the	development	of	spectrally	white	and	intense	X-ray	sources	such	as	those	at	synchrotrons.	43	44	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction
Numerical	application:	Consider	a	cubic	crystal	with	a	=	3	Å	and	an	incident	wavelength	of	l	=	0.5	Å.	The	measure	of	I(200)/I(111)	(≈	4.9)	leads	to	an	estimation	of	Z1/Z2	of	order	2.56,	which	is	rather	far	from	the	expected	value	of	1.84.	For	further	information	on	dimerization,	see	Chapter	III,	Exs.	Looking	at	solutions	of	the	form	un	=	A	exp	i	(wt	−
kna),	find	the	relation	between	w2	and	k	in	the	form	of	a	sum	including	bp.	Limiting	the	result	to	interactions	between	nearest	neighbors	the	movement	of	an	atom	in	position	u2n	and	that	of	an	atom	in	position	u2n+1	obeys	the	following	equations:	m	m	d2u2n	dt	2	=	b1(u2n+1	-	u2n	)	-	b2(u2n	-	u2n-1	)	d2u2n+1	dt	2	=	b2(u2n+2	-	u2n+1	)	-	b1(u2n+1
-	u2n	)	The	instantaneous	positions	(x2n)	are	related	to	the	deviations	of	equilibrium	positions	(u2n)	by	the	following	relations:	Exercises	x2n	=	na	+	u2n	,	x2n+1	=	na	+	b	+	u2n+1	,	x2n+2	=	(n	+	1)a	+	u2n+2	x2n-1	=	(n	-	1)a	+	b	+	u2n-1	From	solutions	of	the	form:	u2n	=	A	exp	i(w	t	-	kx2n	)	ª	A	exp	i(w	t	-	k	na)	u2n+1	=	B	exp	i(w	t	-	kx2n+1	)	ª	B	exp
i(w	t	-	kna	-	kb)	etc.,	the	following	Kramers	system	in	A	and	B	is	obtained:	-mw	2	A	=	b1	{	B	exp[-ikb]	-	A}	+	b2	{	B	exp[ik(a	-	b)]	-	A}	-mw	2B	=	b2	{	A	exp[-ik(a	-	b)]	-	B	}	+	b1	{	A	exp[ikb]	-	B	}	w4	-	The	system	of	linear	homogenous	equations	with	two	unknowns	(A	and	B)	has	a	non-zero	solution	when	the	corresponding	determinant	is	zero:	2(b1	+	b2
)	2	2b1b2	(1	-	cos	ka)	=	0.	Reather,	and	54	(1970)	p.	58).	3g,	the	lattice	is	tetragonal.	Comment	on	their	existence	in	a	spectrum	of	photoelectrons	(see	Ex.	1).	The	obtained	radiation	spectra	(see	Fig.	State	the	sequence	of	first	non-equivalent	reflections	relative	to	the	lattice	81	82	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	in	the	order	corresponding	to
increasing	Bragg	angles.	¥	¥	20	02	11	11	¥	¥	00	11	¥	11	22	¥	31	20	¥	40	31	02	Figure	23	Exercise	20:	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	and	the	Ewald	construction	The	main	experimental	methods	of	X-ray	diffraction	are:	(a)	the	Laüe	method	(b)	the	crystal	rotation	method	(c)	the	powder	method	(or	the	Debye–Scherrer	method)	Describe	the	corresponding
experimental	set-up	and	with	the	help	of	the	Ewald	construction	in	reciprocal	space,	deduce	the	observed	diffraction	patterns	in	each	case.	Consequently,	the	specular	spot,	00,	is	bright	initially	when	the	initial	surface	is	atomically	flat.	The	sequence	of	allowed	reflections	is	(111),	(200),	(220),	(311),	(222),	etc.	Taking	into	account	the	work	function
Problems	potential	f	(energy	ef),	find	the	inequality	that	the	binding	energy	E	an	electron	must	satisfy	(a)	to	absorb	a	photon	and	(b)	to	be	ejected	outside	the	solid.	The	excellent	agreement	is	due	to	the	adequate	choice	of	W.	Numerical	application:	Find	the	values	of	r	2	and	r	2	/d0	(d0	is	the	distance	between	nearest	neighbors)	for	sodium	and	silicon
when	the	two	elements	are	near	their	melting	temperature	Tm:	Na 	: 	qD	=	158	K	 	Tm	=	370	K	d0	=	3.65	Å  	MNa	=	23	Si	 	: 	qD	=	645	K 	Tm	=	1690	K	d0	=	2.35	Å  	MSi	=	28	Solution:	(a)	For	a	wave	of	frequency	n,	the	average	of	the	quadratic	An2	.	1	m	h	-	me	(e)	•	Intrinsic	Ge:	ne	=	nh	=	ni	from	which	RH	=	.	The	binding	energies	vary	as
z1/3	so	that	one	easily	obtains	C¢¢~	4.4	eV; 	EL(C)	=	7	eV; 	EL(T)	=	6.35	eV; 	EL(B)	=	5.55	eV;	EL(A)	=	4.4	eV.	145	146	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	(3)	In	the	hypothesis	where	p	=	4q,	a	=	1/3	and	the	binding	energy	increases	when	the	coordination	increases.	In	fact,	superconductivity	of	lead	is	explained	by	associating	electrons	in	pairs,
known	as	Cooper	pairs	with	mass	mx.	The	angular	frequency	wr	is	easily	obtained	experimentally	because	it	corresponds	to	a	zero	reflection	coefficient	er	=	n	=	1	which	leads	to	r	(wr)	=	0	(see	Fig.	(a)	What	is	the	concentration	of	conduction	electrons	at	4	K?	This	frequency	depends	therefore	on	the	site	chosen	by	this	atom	if	p	>	2q	(see	Ex.	6).	43,
left	panel.	(2)	The	bar	used	here	has	been	cut	from	a	cube	with	side	l,	of	coordinate	axes	Ox¢y¢z¢	where	the	axis	Oy¢	is	parallel	to	Oy	(1)	The	shear	modulus	m	is	defined	as:	m	=	155	156	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	and	the	base	plane	O¢x¢z¢	coincides	with	Oxy	following	the	arrangement	shown	in	Fig.	Is	there	a	significant	change
compared	to	the	1D	description?	Find	the	maximal	value	of	h2	+	k2	+	l2.	mass	density	(K)	=	870	kg/m3,	atomic	mass	=	39.1,	and	t	=	2.64	×	10–14	s.	To	simplify,	consider	that	the	effective	mass	of	electrons	and	holes	are	equal	to	the	free	electron	mass	and	assume,	in	addition,	that	the	average	atomic	density	of	the	considered	solids	is	≈5	×	1022	cm–
3	and	that	they	are	nondegenerate.	61	62	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Clean	Ni(100)	Clean	Ni(111)	Clean	Ni(111)	exposed	to	oxygen	Figure	37	Ni(100)	Ni(100)	after	exposed	prolonged	to	oxygen	exposure	to	oxygen	X	X	(a)	(b)	X	X	(c)	Figure	38	Considering	only	the	geometry	of	these	diagrams,	characterize	the	new	elemental	cell	relative
to	the	(111)	face	and	the	two	successive	lattices	relative	to	the	(100)	face.	(For	the	notation	in	the	general	case	see	commentary	no.			Ê	+si	x	<	0	E(1)	=	E	0	(1)	exp±	(	k	x	x	)	◊	exp	i(k	z	z	-	wt	)Á	Ë	-si	x	<	0	Problems	(iii)	w	>	wp:	All	the	wave	vector	components	are	real.	Consequently,	in	2D	the	only	multiple	lattice	is	thus	the	centered	rectangular
lattice	(see	note	at	the	end	of	problem).	This	situation	corresponds	to	the	opposite	phase	between	atoms	n	and	n	+	p	where	bp	has	the	maximum	effect	and	it	concerns	the	same	odd	multiples	(3,	5,	…)	contained	in	the	interval	0	<	k	≤	p/a.	In	the	FEG,	a	cold	cathode	is	usually	made	of	single	crystal	tungsten	sharpened	to	a	tip	radius	of	about	100	nm
and	this	electron	source	is	de-magnified	by	a	set	of	electron	lenses	in	order	to	obtain	a	small	electron	spot	on	the	sample	to	be	imaged.	What	is	their	amplitude?	Figure	43	illustrates	the	competition	between	these	two	processes.	However,	such	surfaces	are	1	unstable	and	their	energy	can	be	diminished	when	they	are	rearranged	(or	reconstructed)	at
the	surface.	M.	For	the	first	time	his	experiments	demonstrate	the	periodic	structure	of	crystals	(that	was	suspected	from	a	long	time	but	not	evidenced)	and	they	established	also	the	wave	nature	of	X-rays.	(To	simplify	the	calculations	take	into	account	that	w	pt	>>	1).	Starting	from	equation	(1),	determine	the	evolution	of	∂Bz	/∂t	as	a	function	of	x
into	the	perfect	conducting	material.	The	probability	that	the	Ewald	sphere	will	pass	through	a	point	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	thus	increased.	For	a	3D	structure	g(n)	is	parabolic	(in	n2	or	in	x2)	up	to	the	maximum	frequency	nD	(or	xm	=	qD/T).	Find	the	energy	of	formation	of	vacancies,	in	eV,	and	their	concentrations.	For	periodic	BC,	there	are
running	waves:	u	=	A	exp	i(k	x	x	+	k	y	y	+	k	z	z	)	where	kx,	ky,	and	kz	can	be	positive	or	negative	(and	also	0	for	one	or	two	of	them).	(2)	For	the	cubic	lattice,	it	is	sufficient	to	classify	the	quantity	h2	+	k2	+	l2	by	increasing	order.	Thus,	this	geometry	is	nearly	independent	from	l	or	E°	but	not	the	intensity	of	the	lines.	The	estimate	the	concentration	of
these	elements	is	obtained	by	the	measurement	of	the	corresponding	intensities	relative	to	those	of	pure	elemental	standards.	(c)	Characterize	this	structure	by	its	Bravais	lattice	and	basis	(see	also	the	definition	given	in	Ex.	3,	Q.	Find	the	first	five	non-equivalent	allowed	reflections	as	a	function	of	their	atomic	form	factors	fGa,	fAl,	and	fAs.	Next,
evaluate	F(h,	k,	l)	numerically	taking	fZ	∝	Z,	such	that	fAl	∝	13,	fGa	∝	31,	and	fAs	∝	33.	These	relations	have	a	direct	impact	on	both	real	and	imaginary	complex	electrical	conductivity	(see	Pb.	3)	but	also	on	those	with	a	complex	index	N	=	n	-	ik	.	All	these	planes	delimit	the	cube	in	Fig.	3.	Thus	for	instance,	one	obtains	H	y	(1)exp	i[k	x	(1)x	-	wt	]	=	H	y
(2)exp	i[k	x	(2)x	-	wt	]	or	kx(1)	=	kx(2).	If	the	material	is	homogenous	such	as	GaAs,	one	can	realize	Gunn	diodes	(see	Ex.	30).	The	primitive	lattice	forms	a	rhombic	unit	cell	(a	=	b	=	d	3	,	g	=	120°)	which	belongs	to	the	hexagonal	system	and	the	basis	consists	of	two	atoms	of	carbon	situated	at	0,0	and	at	1/2,	2/3	(or	2/3,	1/3).	Elastic	collisions	change
the	direction	of	incident	neutrons	without	energy	exchange	between	the	projectile	and	the	target	atoms.	(3)	What	happens	to	the	expression	for	w2	as	the	extremity	of	the	wave	vector	approaches	the	boundary	of	the	first	BZ?	In	this	regime,	the	molecule	will	follow	the	tip	wherever	it	is	moved	along	the	surface,	see	Fig.	The	electron	energy	loss



spectrum	allows,	after	eliminating	losses	due	to	multiple	processes	with	the	excitation	of	surface	plasmons,	to	obtain	Im[e	-1	]	in	the	interval	between	3	eV	and	40	eV.	In	3D	and	using	the	results	from	Section	3,	this	model	leads	to	the	following	results:	4	pV	gT	(v	)dv	=	3	g(v	)dv	=	3	g(k	)dk	=	3	v2	¥	3dv	vS	The	vibration	energy	is	thus:	U	=	U0	+	U(T	)
where	3	ÊT	ˆ	U(T	)	=	9N	Á	˜	◊	kBT	Ë	qD	¯	Ú	xD	0	x	3	◊	dx	ex	-	1	1/3	Ê	3N	ˆ	In	equation	U(T),	nD	is	the	Debye	frequency:	vD	=	vs	Á	,	Ë	4	pV	˜¯	which	corresponds	to	the	maximum	vibration	frequency	of	the	hv	q	oscillators,	and	xD	is	xD	=	D	=	D	with	vs	(speed	of	sound).	For	B0	=	1	T,	find	the	Hall	constant	RH	and	the	Hall	voltage	VH	for	intrinsic	Ge	at
290	K	and	for	GaAs	doped	n	using	the	following	data:	Ge:	ne	=	3	¥	1013	e/cm3	,	me	=	3,600	cm2/V◊s	and	mh	=	1,700	cm2/V◊s.	40):	(	kF2	-	k	2z	)1/2	1	kF	n(	z	)	=	3	dk	z	2p	kr	◊	dkr	◊	sin	k	z	z	.	Deduce	the	values	of	the	|k|	for	which	the	neighbor	of	order	p	has	a	maximal	action	and	those	for	which	this	action	is	zero.	(3)	Extended	X-ray	absorption	fine
structure	(EXAFS)	Experimentally	after	each	threshold,	small	oscillations	of	the	absorption	coefficient	are	observed	being	superimposed	on	the	spectrum	studied	in	(2).	Z	E(1)	(1)	e0m0	K(1)	X	0	K(2)	E(2)	(2)	e0er,	m0	Figure	61	(c)	Combining	the	above	equalities	with	those	established	in	(a),	we	deduce	the	following	expressions:	∑	k	x2	=	k	x2(1)	=	k
x2(2)	=	2	∑	k	z	(1)	=	∑	k	z2(2)	=	w2	1	c2	er	+	1	w	2	er	.	Its	intensity	starts	to	increase	again	when	the	valleys	are	progressively	filled	with	evaporated	atoms	and	the	specular	spot	is	bright	again	when	the	coverage	q	is	unity.	•	Semiconductors	are	materials	(most	often	elements	of	column	IV	or	binary	alloys	of	the	III–V	columns)	that	have	room
temperature	resistivities	s –1	intermediate	between	metals	and	insulators	(10–2	Ω-cm	<	ρ	<	109	Ω-cm	)	and	have	a	forbidden	energy	band	Eg	(0.1	eV	<	Eg<	2	eV).	(see	Chapter	I,	Ex.	18,	Fig.	Find	the	new	density	of	carriers	ne(Cr)	and	nh(Cr)	and	the	new	electrical	conductivity	s(Cr).	(755)	(100)	(111)	Figure	51	Top:	View	of	a	stepped	surface.
Opposite	to	X-ray	diffraction,	the	analysis	of	the	diffraction	intensity	of	electrons	needs	to	include	dynamic	theories,	not	just	kinetic	theories,	because	of	the	strong	interaction	between	electrons	and	matter.	(b)	Find	the	number	of	phonons	Np	at	low	and	high	temperatures	(T	≤	qD	and	T	≥	qD)	as	a	function	of	T/qD.	To	answer	this	last	question,	it	is
necessary	to	first	find	the	expression	for	the	energy	of	a	plasmon	propagating	at	the	interface	between	two	plasmas,	starting	from	the	results	obtained	above.	On	the	other	hand,	if	Bz	(	xM	)	=	B1	π	0	,	this	value	will	not	change	and	the	flux	will	be	trapped.	Bauer,	Surface	Review	and	Letters	5,	1998,	1275,	and	Reports	on	Progress	in	Physics	57,	1994,
895).	Verify	that	when	m	=	m¢,	the	solution	matches	that	obtained	in	(a).	Definitions	Crystal:	An	ideal	crystal	consists	of	a	regular	repetition	in	space	of	atoms	or	groups	of	atoms.	The	authors	and	publishers	have	attempted	to	trace	the	copyright	holders	of	all	material	reproduced	in	this	publication	and	apologize	to	copyright	holders	if	permission	to
publish	in	this	form	has	not	been	obtained.	Compare	the	values	of	n0	and	s	to	typical	values	in	good	metals.	3a	and	3b,	there	are	three	orthogonal	vectors	of	length	“a”	which	extend	to	the	edges	of	the	cube.	The	elements	of	the	matrix	of	the	new	Hamiltonian	H	are	thus	(where	α	>	0):	<	f	H	f	>	=	<	y		H	y		>	=	0	<	f	H	y		>	=	-	g	+	a	u	<	y		-1	H	f	>	=	<
y		H	f	+1	>	=	-g	-	a	u	2.1:	Writing	the	wave	functions	in	the	form:	yk	>	=	Âe		ika	¢	(	A	f	>	+	B	y		>	)	(a)	Determine	the	new	law	of	dispersion	x	(k).	The	open	arrows	indicate	the	energetic	position	of	most	of	the	emitted	electrons.	38c,	it	is	the	last	hypothesis	that	explains	the	data	with	(i)	x,	(ii)	∑,	(iii)	∑.	Lattice	Rows	and	Miller	Indices	To	describe	the
crystal	structure	it	is	sufficient	to	state	the	choice	of	lattice	vectors,	and	the	nature	and	position	of	atoms	that	make	up	the	basis.	(11)	Show	that	the	results	obtained	in	(9)	and	(10)	could	be	deduced	immediately	from	the	expression	for	the	coefficient	of	1	-	N	optical	reflection	(in	magnitude)	at	normal	incidence:	r	=	,	1	+	N	429	430	Free	Electrons
Theory:	Simple	Metals	where	the	plasma	may	be	described	by	a	complex	optical	index	N	=	n	-	ik	that	is	a	function	of	e1	and	e2.	Table	1	Density	of	states	and	specific	heat	due	to	vibrations	in	lattices	of	1-,	2-,	and	3D	using	the	Debye	model	w	=	vsk	1D	L	(cste)	p	g(k)	2L	(cste)	vs	g(n)	vs	2	nD*	nl	DU(T	)	T	qD	Cr	T	qD	kBT	T2	qD	N	N	N	;	ns	=	2	;	nv	=	3	*
nl	=	L	L	L	3D	Ê	L3	ˆ	Á	2˜k	Ë	6p	¯	Ê	L2	ˆ	Á	2p	˜	k	Ë	¯	Ê	2pL2	ˆ	Á	2	˜v	Ë	vs	¯	vs	ÊT	ˆ	3.29kB	Á	˜	Ë	qD	¯	kB	2D	Ê	4p	ˆ	2	Á	3	˜v	Ë	vs	¯	Ê	3n	ˆ	vs	Á	n	˜	Ë	4p	¯	ns	p	4.8kB	T3	q	D2	kBT	ÊT	ˆ	14.4kB	Á	˜	Ë	qD	¯	kB	19.5kB	2	kBT	1/3	T4	q	D3	ÊT	ˆ	77.9kB	Á	˜	Ë	qD	¯	kB	3	are	the	atomic	densities	per	unit	length,	unit	surface,	and	unit	volume,	vs	is	the	velocity	of	the
waves.	(iii)	the	d	bandwidth,	W,	which	varies	from	one	element	to	another	depending	on	the	distance	r0	between	nearest	neighbors	(W	µ	r0–5,	see	W.	This	ª1-2	e0w	e2	1	+	e2	+	2e2	result	can	be	obtained	by	writing	wp	explicitly	and	comparing	to	s	=	Ne2t/m	or,	more	generally,	by	s	=	s1	–	is2	=	iwe0	(e1	–	ie2)s1	(see	Pb.	5).	Deduce	that	in	the	IR,	the
reflection	coefficient	of	metals	R	can	be	put	in	the	form	(Hagen–Rubens	relation):	-	1	R	=	1	–	A(w/s0)1/2	or	equivalently,	R	=	1	-	al	2	.	Therefore	the	equilibrium-bound	state	of	minimum	total	energy	results	from	a	balance	between	the	kinetic	energy	of	the	valence	electrons,	which	tries	to	push	the	atoms	apart,	and	the	exchange–correlation	energy,
which	tries	to	pull	them	together.	Its	w	p2	relative	dielectric	constant	is	of	the	form	e	r	=	1	(see	w2	previous	problem)	and	is	therefore	likely	to	vary	between	–∞		and	1.	From	the	evolution	of	B	[established	in	(4)],	deduce	the	corresponding	evolution	of	the	vector	density	of	current,	j(x).	On	the	(100)	face	it	will	be	maximal	at	the	point	C	where	z	=	4.
Taking	into	account	the	displacement	current	density	(which	is	that	of	the	vacuum),	find	the	expression	for	the	total	current	density.	This	arrangement	permits	the	reader	to	gather	various	exercises	and	problems	that	have	a	common	aspect.	As	with	XPS,	since	the	1960s,	the	Auger	electron	spectroscopy,	AES,	is	one	of	the	preferred	methods	for
surface	analysis	of,	especially	metallurgical	(corrosion)	and	semiconductors,	because	of	the	depth	of	analysis,	of	the	order	of	nanometer,	is	given	by	the	expression	of	l	in	1°C,	where	the	kinetic	energy	is	found	in	the	range	50	eV	<	Ec	<	2.5	keV.	However,	it	should	be	noted	that	if	the	effects	specified	in	this	exercise	(at	least	in	their	generality)	concern
all	superconductors,	the	themes	developed	in	the	next	two	problems	relate	only	to	superconductors	based	on	metals	and	metal	alloys.	Successively	considered	the	case	where	each	atom	A	gives	1	and	then	2	almost	free	electrons.	29	are	respectively	equal	to	1016,	1015,	and	1014	cm–3	where	me	=	1400	cm2/V◊s;	mh	=	500	cm2/V◊s.	The	knowledge	of
these	crystallographic	elements	is	indispensable	for	what	follows	in	Chapters	III	to	V,	because	this	book	concerns	essentially	the	crystal	and	the	behavior	of	the	atoms	and	electrons	from	which	it	is	constructed.	Find	the	equations	of	motion	of	the	two	species	of	atoms	constituting	the	basis.	21a):	electrons	occupy	the	lowest	energy	levels	in	the	second
band	along	the	[10]	direction	before	reaching	the	top	of	the	first	band	in	the	[11]	direction.									Using	G1	=	h1	A	+	k1B	+	l1C	and	G2	=	h2	A	+	k2B	+	l2C,	we	obtain:	cosΦ	=	(	h12	(h1h2	+	k1k2	+	l1l2	)	+	k12	1	2	2	+	l1	)(	h22	+	k22	1	2	2	+	l2	)	Applied	to	planes	(100)	and	(110),	we	find	cosΦ	=	2/2	,	or	Φ	=	45°.	Express	Eq.	1	in	eV	for	the	energies	and
in	angstorm	for	rs.	One	also	obtains	S	3(1	-	2s	)	3	3	=	3(	S11	+	2S12	)	=	=	E	C11	+	2C12	3l	+	2m	The	result	b	=	3(S11	+	2S12)	could	be	obtained	directly	by	observing	that	the	volumetric	change	caused	by	the	pressure	corresponds	to	the	addition	term	by	term	of	the	equalities	(1),	(2),	and	(3)	for	the	tension	exerted	in	each	of	the	three	directions.
One	can	obtain	this	result	from	the	structure	factor:	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Â	f	exp[-i2p(hx	j	j	j	+	ky	j	+	lz	j	)],	27	28	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	which	here	reduces	to	(1D	where,	xj	=	0.1/4):	Êp	ˆ	F	(h)	=	f0	+	f1/4	exp-	i	Á	h˜	Ë2	¯	With	f0	=	f1/4	(identical	atoms)	For	h(n)	=	4k;	F(h)	=	2f0,	IT	=	4If	For	h(n)	=	(2k+1)◊2;	F(h)	=	0,	IT	=	0	For	h(n)	=	odd;
F(h)	=	f0(1±i),	IT	=	2If	(ii)	Numerical	application:	l	=	0.5	Å,	l/a	=	0.1	n(h)	sinq	=	nl	a	q	IT/Ir*	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	0.1	0.2	0.3	0.4	0.5	0.6	0.7	0.8	0.9	2	0	2	4	2	0	2	4	2	10	1	5°.74	11°.53	17°.45	25°.50	30°	36°.86	44°.42	53°.13	64°.16	90°	0	*In	reality,	the	absolute	values	of	the	intensities	IT	and	IF	will	vary	with	q	because	they	depend	on	the	polarization	and
Lorentz	factors	and	on	the	form	factor	(see	Ex.	22).	The	product	pressure	×	exposure	time	defines	the	unit	of	a	Langmuir	(10–6	torr	×	second),	which	corresponds	in	general	to	the	coverage	of	a	monoatomic	layer	of	residual	gas	on	all	surfaces	and	in	particular	on	that	of	the	investigated	sample	when	the	sticking	coefficient	for	atoms	and	molecules	of
the	specific	gas	is	unitary.	Adams,	D.	Then	the	surface	atoms	have	lost	electrons	and	Problems	non-relaxed	they	tend	to	move	in	the	direction	of	optimum	density.	For	metals,	Kth	is	the	sum	of	two	contributions,	conduction	electrons	and	phonons.	(b)	Again	from	the	Bragg’s	law,	describe	the	expected	shape	of	the	diffraction	patterns.	Figure	21a	shows
the	characteristics	of	the	dispersion	of	nearly	free	electrons	following	the	two	principle	directions	[10]	and	[11].	34.	349	350	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	E	E	EF	eEt/	O	O	kF	0	(b)	(a)	k	Figure	21	Exercise	20:	Size	effects	on	the	electrical	conductivity	of	metallic	films	Consider	a	metallic	thin	film	between	the	planes	defined	by	z	=	0	and	z	=	a
where	the	thickness,	a,	is	smaller	than	the	mean	free	path	l0	of	conduction	electrons	in	the	bulk	metal	(a/l0	≤	1).	If	the	force	constant	is	different	for	these	two	types	of	waves	(bl	and	bT),	we	find	two	velocity	and	two	distinct	Debye	temperatures	qDL	and	qDT.	Ë	a¯	2p	ÍÎ	m	˙˚	1	pˆ	1	È	2b2	˘	2	Ê	L.A.	Á	k	=	˜	fi	v	=	=	3.67	¥	1012	c/s.	The	exponential
describes	the	attenuation	of	the	photoelectron	wave	(already	mentioned	in	1°C).	Find	the	new	expression	for	the	conductivity	σ	(f	≥	f0)	as	a	function	of	σ0,	l0,	and	d ¢.	28	is	in	fact	KBr	(Z1	=	19;	Z2	=	35).	For	the	orthorhombic	array	use	a	=	3Å,	b	=	4	Å,	and	c	=	5	Å.	Express	as	a	function	of	m0,	σ0,	and	w,	the	skin	depth	d0,	the	distance	at	which	the
amplitude	of	the	incident	wave	has	decreased	to	1/e:	E(d0)	=	E(0)e–1.	Problems	(b)	The	plane	of	incidence,	which	is	vertical,	contains	the	row	[100]	of	the	(001)	plane,	which	is	horizontal,	of	GaAs.	Show	in	the	sample	plane	the	different	points	of	reciprocal	space	of	GaAs	(001)	and	those	of	Al	(100)	when	this	last	has	been	epitaxial	(see	part	2	of	this
problem).	4p	1	Taking	into	account	dW	=	2p	sinq	dq,	we	have	P	=	sin	q	.dq	,	2	which	results	in	q2	p	Èq1	˘	1	l	(	z	)	=	Í	(a	-	z	)	.t	g(q	)dq	+	lo	sinq	dq	-	ztg(q	)dq	˙	˙	2Í	q1	q2	Î0	˚	1	a-z	z	l(	z	)	=	[(z	–	a)log	].	..	Compared	to	an	ideal	surface	of	GaAs,	the	atomic	sites	are	often	practically	unchanged	in	the	surface	plane,	but	certain	atoms	have	moved	slightly
deeper	in	the	bulk,	while	others	appear	to	be	raised.	Basis:	The	atoms	or	group	of	atoms	which	constitute	the	structural	unit	applied	to	each	points	of	the	lattice.	Figure	59	shows	a	part	of	the	corresponding	reciprocal	lattice.	What	is	the	condition	on	kz,	expressed	in	the	form	of	an	inequality,	for	electrons	to	escape	from	the	cathode?	(e)
Monochromatization	and	focussing	on	the	sample.	The	diagram	is	formed	of	conics,	in	this	case	parabolas,	with	the	intensity	of	the	even	ones	(n	=	±2	in	Fig.	The	similarities	between	this	exercise	and	the	beginning	of	Ex.		1	should	be	noted.	(	h2/2m	=	3.8	eV	◊	Å2	).	(3)	The	row	belongs	to	a	solid	containing	N	pairs	of	ions		per	unit	volume.	The	lattice
vectors	in	the	base	plane	are	represented	by	bold	lines	in	Fig.	What	is	the	amplitude	of	the	principle	lines?	Restricting	the	study	to	the	(100)	face	that	is	exposed	to	oxygen	for	the	longest	time,	there	are	two	possible	hypotheses:	(a)	The	oxygen	atoms	are	on	the	top	of	some	of	the	nickel	atoms.	(6)	See	the	table	(in	units	of	fB2).	Many	other	microscopy
techniques	have	been	developed	based	upon	STM.	With	D	=	0.2	m,	represent	them	for	the	following	crystal	orientations:	(1)	The	crystalline	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is	the	(100)	plane	formed	from	the	lattice	rows	[010],	horizontal,	and	[001],	vertical.	(2)	One	specificity	of	the	dispersion	curves	w(k)	is	the	possible	existence	of	“soft	modes.”	We	say
that	a	mode	is	soft	when	w2	tends	toward	zero	for	a	value	of	k	≠	0.	Clarke	(1985),	in:	An	Introduction	to	LEED,	John	Wiley.	10	to	18	are	meant	to	introduce	the	basic	notions	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	and	the	BZ.	(a)	Draw	the	band	diagram	for	a	semi-metal	and	compare	it	with	that	of	an	alkali	metal	and	a	semiconductor.	(b)	Substituting	in	(1)	bp	by
their	expressions	and	taking	into	account	the	constant	b,	one	obtains:	4	Ê	ka	ˆ	4	Ê	ka	ˆ	w2	=	(	b	-	b1	)	sin	2	Á	˜	+	Â	b	p	sin	2	Á	p	˜	Ë	¯	Ë	2¯	2	m	m	p>1	or	2	Ê	wˆ	ka	s	Ê	ka	ˆ	Á	˜	=	(1	-	s)sin	2	Á	˜	+	Â	(-1)	p	sin	2	p	.	Find	the	electrical	conductivity	s0	when	B0	=	0.	Davisson	and	L.	The	Bravais	lattice,	better	adapted	to	show	this	symmetry,	is	rectangular
centered.	60.	The	vectors	a	,	b,	c	are	said	to	be	primitive	if	the	translations	allow	a	complete	description				of	all	the	points	of	the	crystal	lattice.	3d)	for	instance,	the	atoms	at	the	same	positions	as	the	white	atoms	in	Fig.		Ë	2	¯	p>1	2	Ë	w0	¯	(	2	p	)3	(2)	When	k	0;	which	is	the	case	only	when	σ	<	1.443.	•	Atomic	form	factor:	X-rays	striking	an	atom	“see”
the	electrons	surrounding	the	nucleus.	The	case	of	graphite	(Chapter	V,	Pb.	9)	and	some	of	the	semiconductors	and	insulators	(Chapter	V,	Ex.	25)	are	developed	in	Chapter	V.	Take	W	=	6	W	eV	and	ED	=	.		•	Note	that	if	the	incident	beam	is	extended	q	=	0,	Dk	=	0,	all	the	diffused	waves	are	in	phase	and	the	integral	expression	for	f	reduces	to:		f	(	D	k
=	0)	=	r(r	)dv	Ú	Atom	volume	f	is	thus,	equal	to	Z.	J.	The	Hooke’s	approximation	is	used	and	only	is	taken	into	account	the	action	of	nearest	neighbors	characterized	by	a	force	constant	b.	Müller,	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1987,	following	their	article	in	Zeit	Phys	64,	1986,	189	on	superconductivity	of	copper	oxides	of	type	Y,	Ba	Cu,	O).	Noguera	[18].	An
Al/Mg	alloy	is	successively	irradiated	with	Al	Ka	radiation	and	next	with	Mg	Ka	radiation	(see	Chapter	I,	Course	Summary,	Part	B,	Section	2	for	the	symbols).	Next	a	sabbatical	stay	in	a	laboratory	involved	in	microelectronics	(lab	directed	by	Dr.	A.	We	note	that	the	geometry	of	the	diffraction	pattern	reflects	that	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	and	that	the
amplitudes	of	each	point	correspond	to	the	Fourier	components	of	the	electronic	periodicity	in	real	space.	2	Â	Â	Ê	wˆ	For	Á	˜	>	0	,	we	must	have	σ	<	0.95.	1	(b)	RH	=	-	(see	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	2)	here	we	have	RH	=	–1.8	m3/C.	From	physical	arguments,	explain	why	only	odd	atoms	in	the	row	are	influenced	by	this	result?	Exercise	21:	Average	quadratic
displacement	of	atoms	as	a	function	of	temperature	(a)	A	longitudinal	elastic	wave	of	frequency	v	and	amplitude	An	propagates	along	a	row	of	identical	atoms	of	mass	m.	In	electron	microscopy,	filaments	of	tungsten	were	competed	with	cathodes	of	LaB6,	which	deliver	current	densities	of	at	least	10	times	greater	and	constitute	an	emissive	source
with	a	smaller	size.	Find	the	steady	state	solution.	Give	the	direction	of	the	elongated	spots.	Solution:	(a)	At	low	temperature,	when	the	concentration	of	the	impurities	Nd	is	significant,	the	concentration	of	electrons	n	in	the	conduction	band	obeys	(see	Pb.	4,	Question	(3b)):	Ê	N	◊N	ˆ	n	=	Á	c	d	˜	Ë	2	¯	1/2	exp-	(Ed	/(2kBT	))	where	Nc	=	2(me	*	◊
kBT/2p2)3/2	At	4	K,	kBT	=	0.345	meV	and	Nc	=	4.4	¥	1013	cm–3,	which	leads	to	n	=3.5	¥	1012	cm–3	(50%	atomic	impurities	are	ionized).	Also	sketch	the	reference	curve	b2	=	0.	3/2	EF	-	E	g	ne	=	NC	exp	 	where 	NC	=	2Ê	2p	m	*e	◊kBT	ˆ	ÁË	˜¯	kBT	h2	nh	=	Nv	exp-	EF	Ê	2p	m	*h	◊kBT	ˆ	where	Nv	=	2Á	˜¯	Ë	kBT	h2	Ê	xˆ	Useful	formula	(F1):	Ne	=	2.5Á
me	˜	Ë	m0	¯	3/2	Ê	T	ˆ	ÁË	300	˜¯	Law	of	mass	action:	nenh	=	NC	NV	exp-	Eg	kBT	3/2	3/2	=	ni2	1019	cm	-3	From	which	for	an	intrinsic	semiconductor	we	find	Eg	1/2	ni	=	(	NC	NV	)	exp-	2k	T	B	and	s	=	nie	(	me	+	mh	)	:	s	µ	exp	-	Eg	2kBT	For	a	doped	semiconductor:	If	nd	is	small	or	T	is	high:	ne	≈	nd	If	nd	is	large	or	T	is	low:	ne	µ	exp	-	.	(4)	We	would
like	to	determine	the	position	of	the	oxygen	atoms	relative	to	the	nickel	atoms	taking	into	account	that	both	are	regularly	distributed.	Determine	the	corresponding	structure	factor.	The	total	reflectance	in	the	visible	region	Exercises	explains	the	mirror	effect	for	freshly	cut	alkali	metals	and	also	for	Ag	and	Ag.	For	other	metals,	electronic	transition	in
this	visible	region	explains	their	colors.	(1)	Derive	the	structure	factor	F(h)	from	the	general	expression	of	the	structure	factor	F(h	k	l)?	In	equilibrium	Exercise	5a:	Conductors	and	insulators	(a)	In	a	linear	chain	of	identical	atoms	equidistant	by	a,	show	that	the	solid	considered	is	electrically	insulating	at	0	K	if	it	has	an	even	atomic	valence	electron
number	and	if	one	takes	into	account	the	potential	energy	created	by	the	ions	of	the	network.	20a.	w	+	m	m2	The	dispersion	relation	for	acoustic	phonons	and	optical	phonons	respectively	obeys	the	(−)	and	(+)	solutions	of	1	2	4b	b	b1	+	b2	ÈÊ	b1	+	b2	ˆ	ka	˘	2	2	Í	w	=	±	Á	-	12	2	sin2	˙	˜	2˙	m	m	ÍÎË	m	¯	˚	When	k	=	0,	w	=	0	(acoustic	branch)	and	w2	=
(2/m)	(b1	+	b2)	(optical	branch).	Incident	neutrons	interact	with	the	nucleus	of	atoms	in	the	target	either	elastically	or	in	elastically.	There	are	eight	for	the	111	and	six	for	the	200.	These	possibilities	are	often	limited	to	the	soft-X-ray	regime.	21	shows	the	reciprocal	space,	where	the	planes	corresponding	to	the	strong	reflections	(h	=	3n)	are
represented	by	solid	lines	and	the	those	corresponding	toweak	reflections	(h	≠	3n)	by	dashed	lines.	Thus,	in	the	case	of	the	fcc	lattice	F(h,	k,	l)	is:	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	f	{1	+	exp-	ip	(k	+	1)	+	exp-	ip	(k	+	h)	+	exp-	ip	(h	+	1)}	F(h,	k,	l)	is	zero	when	h,	k,	and	l	have	different	parity.	What	is	maximum	frequency	of	atomic	vibration,	nM,	when	vs	=	5000	m/s?	The
surface	atom	(n	=	0)	as	a	mass	M¢	207	208	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	and	is	submitted	to	the	force	constant	b¢	with	its	nearest	neighbor	(n	=	1).	Show	graphically	the	dispersion	relation	w	=	f	(k	)	for	w	>	wp	assuming	that	the	relaxation	time	is	infinite.	However,	in	some	cases,	for	example,	Al(100)	and	(111)	surfaces,	the	most
densely	packed	planes	undergo	no	contraction	or	a	slight	expansion.	Each	point	in	the	reciprocal	lattice	describes	a	circumference	which	will	intersect	the	Ewald	sphere	in	two	symmetrical	points.	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Course	Summary	Exercises	1:	Description	of	some	crystal	structures	2:	Mass	per	unit	volume	of	crystals	3:
Construction	of	various	crystal	structures	4:	Lattice	rows	5a:	Lattice	rows	and	reticular	planes	5b:	Lattice	rows	and	reticular	planes	(continued)	6:	Intersection	of	two	reticular	planes	7:	Lattice	points,	rows	and	planes	8:	Atomic	planes	and	Miller	indices:	application	to	lithium	9:	Packing	10a:	Properties	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	10b:	Distances	between
reticular	planes	11:	Angles	between	the	reticular	planes	12:	Volume	of	reciprocal	space	13:	Reciprocal	lattice	of	a	face-centered	cubic	structure	14:	Reciprocal	lattice	of	body-centered	and	face-centered	cubic	structures	15:	X-ray	diffraction	by	a	row	of	identical	atoms	16:	X-ray	diffraction	by	a	row	of	atoms	with	a	finite	length	17:	Bravais	lattices	in	2D:
application	to	a	graphite	layer	(graphene)	18a:	Ewald	construction	and	structure	factor	of	a	diatomic	row	18b:	Structure	factor	for	a	tri-atomic	basis;	Ewald	construction	at	oblique	incidence	(variation	of	Ex.	18a)	xix	xxi	xxii	1	1	9	9	12	12	14	14	14	15	15	16	17	20	21	22	23	23	25	26	28	31	33	37	viii	Contents	19:	Reciprocal	lattice,	BZs,	and	Ewald
construction	of	a	2D	crystal	20:	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	and	the	Ewald	construction	21a:	Resolution	sphere	21b:	Crystal	diffraction	with	diverging	beams	(electron	backscattered	diffraction,	EBSD)	Comments:	Kikuchi	and	Kossel	lines;	texture	analysis	with	EBSD	22:	Atomic	form	factor	23:	X-ray	diffusion	by	an	electron	(Thomson)	Comments:	The
interactions	between	X-rays	and	atoms	Problems	1:	X-ray	diffraction	by	cubic	crystals	2:	Analysis	of	an	X-ray	diffraction	diagram	3:	Low-energy	electron	diffraction	(LEED)	by	a	crystalline	surface:	absorption	of	oxygen	Comments:	LEED	and	crystallography	of	surfaces	4:	Reflection	high-energy	electron	diffraction	(RHEED)	applied	to	epitaxy	and	to
surface	reconstruction	Comments:	Surface	reconstruction	and	stepped	surfaces	Comment:	Surface	imaging	(LEEM	and	STM)	Comments:	Neutron	diffraction	5:	Identification	of	ordered	and	disordered	alloys	6:	X-ray	diffraction	study	of	an	AuCu	alloy	7:	Neutron	diffraction	of	diamond	8:	Diffraction	of	modulated	structures:	application	to	charge
density	waves	9:	Structure	factor	of	GaxAl1–xAs	10:	Structure	factor	of	superlattices	Comment:	The	characterization	of	the	superlattices	38	41	43	47	50	52	54	56	57	57	59	61	66	68	74	78	85	79	81	83	86	89	91	96	Contents	11:	12:	Questions	Diffraction	of	X-rays	and	neutrons	from	vanadium	X-ray	diffraction	of	intercalated	graphite	Comments:
Intercalations	in	layered	materials	II.	The	atoms	are	in	contact	along	the	direction	[1,1,1],	their	a	3	.	The	mean	free	path	of	electrons	is	thus	limited	by	this	new	skin	depth	d ¢.	Problem	3:	Low-energy	electron	diffraction	(LEED)	by	a	crystalline	surface:	absorption	of	oxygen	Accelerated	by	a	voltage	V	of	∼156	volts,	a	beam	of	mono-energetic	electrons
strikes	a	single-crystalline	surface.	2	2	s	3	AH	=	AK	=	a	sin	60∞	=	;	the	height	3	3	3	s	2	c	c	CH	=	.	In	the	spectral	domain	considered	here,	the	incident	wave	frequency	is	so	elevated	that	the	electrons	cannot	follow	the	rapid	changes	in	field.	m	(b)	Writing	E	explicitly	as	a	function	of	the	wave	vector:	E	=	(	h2/2m)(k	x2	+	k	2y	+	k	z2	),	the	integral
expression	of	the	current	density	becomes	(omitting	the	minus	sign	only	indicates	that	the	current	flows	positively,	in	the	opposite	direction	of	the	electron	motion):	Jz	=	where	a	=	is	EF	eh	kBT	e	4p	3m	Ú	+•	-•	2	e	-a	kx	dk	x	Ú	+•	-a	k	2	y	-•	e	dk	y	Ú	+•	kz	0	2	e	-a	kz	k	z	dk	z	,	h2	.	It	is	of	order	2	as	it	may	be	seen	by	taking	the	origin	on	a	Cu	atom	at	a
corner	and	by	pointing	out	that	all	the	other	lattice	points	are	on	all	the	other	Cu	atoms	including	those	situated	at	the	center	of	the	top	and	bottom	squares.	(c)	The	crystalline	orientations	being	unchanged	the	main	features	of	the	diffraction	patterns	remain	unchanged	when	the	surface	is	not	geometrically	parallel	to	the	screen.	Thus	under	the
single	stress,	2	=	Z	z	one	obtains	ab	Da	Db	=	exx	=	S13	Z	z	=	=	e	yy	=	S23	Z	z	.	Show	graphically	that	the	epitaxy	of	Al	(001)	on	GaAs	(001)	is	nevertheless	possible	if	the	[100]	axis	of	GaAs	and	that	of	Al	form	an	angle	of	45°.	In	order	to	characterize	the	basis,	one	should	first	determine	the	number	and	the	nature	of	the	constituent	atoms.	),	already
described	in	Pb.	10	of	Chapter	I	and	Fresnel	lenses.	0	E	(eV)	Al	-1	Eq.	Mg	-2	-3	Li	1	Na	Ba	Cs	2	3	rs(Å)	4	Figure	34	(3)	The	first	term	of	Eq.	1	represents	the	mean	kinetic	energy	of	the	conduction	electrons.	The	magnitude	of	the	Hall	constant	in	bismuth	is	the	largest	of	all	metals	due	to	the	small	value	of	n.	d0	9	r2	1	=	0.152	ª	.	Show	that	er(w)	can	be
written	in	the	form:	e	r	(w	)	=	e	•	+	(e	s	-	e	•	)/[1	-	(w	/	w	T	)2	]	.	Thus	their	energy	loss	2	2	is	proportional	to	e2	/(e1	+	e2	).	Exercises	1.1:	Observing	that	the	chain	is	periodic	(with	period	a),	write	the	wave	functions	yk(x)	which	represent	the	stationary	states	of	wave	vector	wave	k.	For	the	crystals	represented	in	Figs.	Graphene	has	quickly	emerged
as	a	promising	electronic	material	and	it	could	be	a	leading	candidate	to	replace	silicon	in	applications	ranging	from	high-speed	computer	chips	to	biochemical	sensors.	The	sum	of	the	three	other	terms,	the	contributions	from	electron	exchange	and	correlation,	is	attractive	and	thus	negative.	134	and	242	of	Ref.	The	intersection	of	these	spheres	with
the	Ewald	sphere	corresponds	to	a	series	of	Exercises		circumferences	where	the	vectors	k	emanating	from	the	center	C	whose	end	intersects	these	circumferences	and	defines	the	diffraction	direction.	dbulk	n(z)	relaxed	d1–2	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	z	bulk	solid	Figure	47	Side	view	of	relaxation	(left),	driving	force	(right),	resulting	from	the	in-
depth	evolution	of	the	electron	density,	n(z).	Find	the	resistivity	r	of	a	copper	sample	containing,	respectively,	(a)	2	×	10–3	at/at	of	In+3;	(b)	5	×	10–4	at/at	of	Sn4+;	(c)	10–3	at/at	of	Sb5+;	(d)	a	10–3	concentration	of	vacancies.	As	in	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	2,	and	Ex.	19	of	this	chapter	one	may	also	explicitly	write	the	electrical	conductivity	tensor.	Find	the
expressions	and	the	new	values	of	n(d),	h(d),	s(d),	and	EF(d)	Exercises	with	N0	=	1012	impurities	per	cm3	and	next	with	N0	=	1014	impurities	per	cm3.	12b),	which,	with	the	G	point	in	the	center,	constitutes	a	bcc	lattice.	B	The	first	term	is	independent	of	temperature	and	corresponds	to	the	zero	point	energy	(0	K):	9h2	.	Pergamon	(1970);	∑	on
energy	losses,	in	Springer	Tracts	in	Modern	Physics	38	(1965)	p.	495	496	Band	Theory	2p	a	÷2	2p/a	×	110	×	111	002	×	001	Ue	111	×	KF(Cu)	×	K	000	F	(a	+	b	110	)	001	×	111	1	a	b	r	0	0.2	0.4	×	:	allowed	reflections	Figure	24	In	the	light	of	Fig.	We	thus	obtain	vg	2	2p	L2v0	Ê	L	ˆ	2p	k0	L	w0	(a)	g(w0	)	=	Á	˜	◊	,	which	leads	to	g	(	v	)	.	The	filling	of	the	d
subbands	will	also	not	exceed	five	electrons	per	atom	if	(a)	EF	<	Ed—upper	bound	of	the	second	and	third	integrals	will	be	EF	(case	for	Ni).	(For	further	information,	see	Société	Française	de	Physique	(1978)	Solid	State	Phase	Transformations	in	Metals	and	Alloys:	Ecole	d’été	d’Aussois.	When	the	incident	radiation	is	not	polarized,	the	weighted
intensity	is	evaluated	in	Ê	1	+	cos2	2q	ˆ	(b)	by	the	factor	Á	˜	in	which	the	angle	2q	is	such	that	2	Ë	¯			2q	=	Oz	,	OM	.	The	energy	of	Exercises	quantum	vibration	of	the	ad-atom	ħw	can	be	deduced	from	a	measure	of	the	energy	gain	or	loss	when	an	electron	beam	of	slow	and	very	mono-energetic	electrons	(Ec	~	5	eV).	This	is	the	coherent	diffusion
cross-section	of	an	electron.	When	the	temperature	of	the	crystal	changes	from	0°C	to	100°C	the	angle	d	between	the	(100)	and	(110)	planes	decreases	by	1¢14	and	the	angle	e	between	the	(001)	and	(011)	planes	increases	by	2¢24.	54	is	not	a	primitive	cell.	29,	the	Bragg	conditions	are	satisfied	for	electron	beams	describing	conical	surfaces	of	apex
C’	(symmetric	to	C	with	respect	to	the	diffracting	lattice	planes)	and	the	diffraction	patterns	correspond	to	the	intersections	of	the	various	cones	with	the	screen.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	resonance	condition	e1	=	0,	is	also	that	of	polaritons	in	a	different	spectral	domain	(Chapter	III,	Pb.	1).	The	critical	magnetic	induction	of	lead	is	Bc	=	0.08	T	at	0
K.	The	edges	of	this	lattice	are	parallel	to	the	[100]	and	[010]	axis	of	GaAs	and	therefore,	form	a	45°	angle	with	their	equivalents	in	the	arsenic	lattice.	The	latter	require	a	much	smaller	heating	power	so	that	the	energetic	width	of	the	emitted	beam	is	much	narrower	as	seen	in	the	following	exercise.	The	parallelepiped	a(b	¥	c)	corresponds	to	a	simple
(or	primitive	unit)	cell	of	the	lattice.	The	exceptions	are	Al	where	rs/rB	∼2	and	more	Be	where	rs/rB	0;	nx,	ny,	and	nz	are	L	L	L	positive	integers.	p	m	0	These	results	agree	with	those	established	in	Exs.	In	this	plane,	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	drawn	from	translations		of	the	type	h	A	+	kB	from	the	origin	at	(0,	0)	where	each	point	is	indexed	by	integer
values	of	h	and	k.	0	0	Rb	(2)	(4)	Y	(6)	Nb	Tc	(8)	(10)	Rh	Ag	In	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	Ec	8	(eV)	Sr	(1)	Zr	Mo	Ru	(3)	(5)	(7)	(c)	Figure	26	(c)	Pd	(9)	Cd	Comments:	Cohesive	energy	of	transition	metals	The	constant	density	of	states	model	for	the	d	bands	of	transition	metals	was	originally	proposed	by	J.	We	thus	have	dk	x	dk	y	dk	z	4p	3	◊e	EF	kBT	◊e	-	E	kBT	◊	hk	z	.
The	beginning	of	the	present	century	is	the	beginning	of	the	era	of	spintronics	based	on	graphene	and	others	allotropes	of	carbon	such	as	C-nanotubes	and	buckyballs.	(2)	In	fact	the	basis	consists	of	N1	atoms	of	species	A	(fj	=	fA)	followed	by	N2	atoms	of	species	B	(fj	=	fB)	in	such	a	manner	that	the	crystal	structure	is	now	a	1D	superlattice	(with	N	=
N1	+	N2).	The	operation	is	controlled	by	irradiating	the	sample	at	a	grazing	angle	(q	∼	a	few	degrees)	with	a	beam	of	fast	electrons	(∼10	keV).	For	arsenic	and	for	aluminum,	there		are		the	two	symmetric	lines	at	1	1	and	11	(using	the	vectors	A	,	B	of	the	2D	lattice	of	As	on	the	(001)	face	of	GaAs).	However,	if	there	are	two	electrons	per	atom	(i.e.,	4
per	area	a	×	b),	its	radius	will	be	2	times	larger	and	it	will	overlap	partly	the	second	Brillouin	zone	in	the	[11]	direction	(see	Fig.	43,	1975,	308.		(a)	Find	the	amplitude	of	a	wave	diffused	in	the	direction	u0	by	the	electrons	contained	in	the	volume	dV	described	by	the		radius	vector	r	(with	respect	to	the	wave	diffused	by	a	point	electron	placed	at	the
center	0	of	the	atom).	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Course	Summary	Exercises	1:	Free	electrons	in	a	1D	system:	going	from	an	atom	to	a	molecule	and	to	a	crystal	2:	1D	metal	with	periodic	boundary	conditions	3:	Free	electrons	in	a	rectangular	box	(FBC)	4:	Periodic	boundary	conditions,	PBC,	in	a	3D	metal	5a:	Electronic	states	in	a	metallic
cluster:	influence	of	the	cluster	size	Comments:	Metallic	clusters	and	nanoparticles	5b:	Electronic	states	in	metallic	clusters:	influence	of	the	shape	6:	F	center	in	alkali	halide	crystals	and	Jahn–Teller	effect	(variation	of	Exs.	Use	the	Ewald	construction	to	determine	the	reflection	Exercises	indices	that	will	be	observed	and	indicate	the	numerical	value
of	the	first	Bragg	angle.	To	the	first	approximation	the	relation	I(200)/I(111)	corresponds	to:	(	f	z1	+	f	z2	)2/(	f	z1	-	f	z2	)2	ª	(	Z1	+	Z2	)2/(	Z1	-	Z2	)2	.	If	h	+	2k	=	3n,	F(h,	k)	=	2.	These	remarks	also	concern	n	+	ik	(or	n	–	ik)	where	k	is	necessarily	positive	(and	leads	to	an	attenuation).	Park	and	H.	The	results	differ	because	of	different	geometries:	m¢	<
m	(Ex.	7);	m¢	<	m/2	when	b¢	=	b	and	k	=	p/a,	here.	1.4:	Determine	the	contribution	of	this	band	to	the	cohesive	energy.	4	(where	there	is	a	projection	on	the	plane	of	atoms	situated	in	the	intermediate	plane).	(a)	Find	the	mean	free	path	l(z)	of	an	electron	scattered	at	a	point	P	at	z	assuming	that	the	scattering	probability	in	a	solid	angle	is	isotropic.
This	is	achieved	by	placing	the	tip	close	enough	to	the	surface	adsorbate	so	that	the	tip-adsorbate	attraction	is	comparable	to	the	surface	corrugation	barrier.	2p	2	This	difference	corresponds	to	the	formation	of	interfaces	(from	the	fixed	boundary	conditions)	with	area	L2.	m	Î	˚	1	pˆ	1	È	2b1	˘	2	Ê	L.O.	Á	k	=	˜	fi	v	=	=	6.36	¥	1012	c/s.	In	addition,	alloys
of	type	IIIxIII¢1–xV	can	be	grown	with	controlled	concentration	x	of	an	element	of	the	III	column	(or	the	fifth	column)	with	respect	to	the	concentration	(1	–	x)	of	another	element	of	the	same	column	(III¢)	in	order	to	adjust	the	bandgap	energy	Eg	(see	Ex.	21).	10,	both	result	in	the	same	packing	(t	=	0.74)	because	they	represent,	in	fact,	the	same
method	of	placing	spheres	in	a	third	layer.	(b)	•	e2	(like	σ1)	describes	the	dissipative	nature	of	the	medium	(damping	,	Joule	effect)	and	e2	is	always	positive	(see	technical	note	of	Ex.	29).	2b	and	23).	Rohrer	(Nobel	Prize	in	physics,	1986).	199	200	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	(1)	In	the	Hooke’s	approximation,	find	the	equation	of
motion	of	the	atom	in	position	n	(where	the	displacement	from	equilibrium	is	denoted	by	un)	as	a	function	of	the	displacement	of	other	atoms	in	the	row.	Simplify	the	expressions	obtained	(4)	(5)	(6)	using	w	2p	=	Ne2/me	0	.	The	vectors	of	the	fundamental	lattice	(order	1)	are	represented	in	Fig.	In	the	latter,	the	strong	attraction	between	electrons	and
the	lattice	(covalent	bonds),	as	in	the	case	of	the	alkali	halides,	results	in	large	or	very	large	bandgaps	and	the	overlap	of	the	conduction	and	valence	bands.	Recall	that	2	Êpˆ	e	-a	x	dx	=	Á	˜	Ëa¯	-•	Ú	•	1/2	B	and	assume	kBT	>	1.	(For	further	details	see	Ref.	The	relation	between	the	corresponding	sinq	will	be	such	that:	sin	q200/sin	q110	=	d110/d200
=	2/	2	=	1.414	sinq200/sinq111	=	2/	3	=	1.154	If	the	crystal	is	face-centered	cubic,	the	allowed	reflections	are	indices	with	the	same	parity.	The	resultant	intensity,	I	is:	Ê	p	Na	sin	q	ˆ	sin2	Á	˜¯	Ë	l	x	x	2	Ê	p	a	sin	q	ˆ	I	=	AA	=	ff	◊	4	cos	Á	˜	Ë	4l	¯	Ê	p	a	sin	q	ˆ	sin2	Á	Ë	l	˜¯	Exercises	The	intensity	of	the	lattice	(Fig.	copyright.com	(	or	contact	the	Copyright
Clearance	Center,	Inc.	If	there	is	surface	roughness,	the	grazing	electrons	crossing	these	prismatic	crystals	will	give	a	diffraction	pattern	formed	with	points.	In	the	reverse	to	non-magnetic	materials,	magnetic	scattering	does	require	an	atomic	form	factor	as	it	is	caused	by	the	much	larger	electron	cloud	around	the	tiny	nucleus.	These	patterns
correspond	most	prominently	to	the	reciprocal	lattice	(the	large	black	dots	in	Fig.	489	490	Band	Theory	2V11	EF	MV	M	M	E	MC	r	XC	2V10	X	(a)	r	X	Free	electron	(b)	Figure	21	It	should	be	noted	that	in	the	nearly	free	electron	theory	inequality	(2)	is	written:	2	2p	2	2	p	2	2	p	2	or	V	>	+	V	◊	>	V10	+	V11	.	The	diffraction	diagram	is	thus	related	to	the
surface	layer	and	can	be	very	different	from	that	obtained	by	transmission	(see	Fig.	The	increase	in	energy	of	the	electron	gas	is	the	surface	energy	2Es0L2	of	the	two	new	surfaces.	∂t	As	there	is	no	magnetic	excitation	in	this	problem,	we	can	deduce	that	the	free	frequency	of	oscillations	corresponds	to	the	zero(s)	of	the	dielectric	constant,	e(w	)	=	0.
Determine	the	equation	of	the	electromagnetic	wave	propagation	in	the	plasma.	In	other	cases	(where	n	is	odd),	the	resultant	2	intensity	will	be	double	because	of	the	phase	difference	between	the	diffracted	waves	is	±p/2.	(d)	The	electron	is	bonded	to	the	atom	and	its	movement	must	include	a	friction	force,	which	is	opposite	its	velocity	(–mv/t)	and	a
restoring	force	(of	the	form	-mw02	x	,	where	x	is	the	elongation).	22),	the	Fermi	level	will	intercept	the	second	band	in	the	[01]	direction,	EF	>	E2(01),	and	the	first	band	in	the	direction	[11],	EF	<	E1(11).	8000	lp	4000	1240	l	(Å)	620	UV	1.5	R	3	10	20	hn	(eV)	1	0	1.5	Figure	31	wp	10	3	20	hn	(eV)	Evolution	of	the	reflectivity	of	sodium	as	a	function	of
the	wavelength,	l	(and	photon	energy	hn)	of	the	incident	electromagnetic	waves	at	normal	incidence.	The	situation	described	in	Pb.	4	above	combines	in	fact	reconstruction	and	undulation.	75	76	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(b)	A	surface	reconstruction	occurs	when	two	neighboring	surface	atoms	move	closer	to	form	a	“dimer”	bond.
There	is	no	change	in	the	periodicity	parallel	to	surface.	The	amplitude	of	the	reflection	coefficient	at	normal	incidence,	r	=	(1	−	n)/(1	+	n)	has	a	unitary	modulus.	The	STM	can	be	used	not	only	in	ultra-high	vacuum	but	also	in	air,	water,	and	various	other	liquid	or	gas	ambient,	and	at	temperatures	ranging	from	near	0	K	to	a	few	hundred	degrees
centigrade	(see	R.	Problems	(iii)	Finally,	the	components	Ex	or	Hy	must	be	continuous	at	every	point	in	the	xOy	plane	for	every	x.	Exercises	Effectively,	to	a	real	charge	q	set	in	the	vacuum	in	front	of	a	semi-infinite	medium,	it	corresponds	an	image	charge	Kq,	where	K	=	(e0	–	e)/(e0	+	e),	that	is,	symmetrically	located	into	the	medium	of	dielectric
constant	e	(Fig.	Conversely,	the	phase	difference	between	the	electron	waves	reflected	on	a	terrace	and	the	valley	of	another	region	(Rays	1	and	3)	is	2d	sina	where	the	grazing	angle	a	is	not	a	Bragg	angle	except	accidentally.	1,	5,	and	6).	When	the	frequency	is	very	high,	the	inertia	of	the	ions	prevents	them	from	following	the	rapid	variations	of	the
field.	Exercise	21b:	Crystal	diffraction	with	diverging	beams	(electron	backscattered	diffraction,	EBSD)	Mono-energetic	electrons,	energy	E°,	are	issued	isotropically	from	a	point	source	C.	This	addition	of	such	monovalent	deep	level	impurities	results	in	a	decrease	in	the	Fermi	energy	to	that	of	these	levels:	EF	(Cr)	=	0.7	eV	(the	hydrogenic	model	is
not	applicable	for	this	type	of	deep	impurity	level).	Bottom:	Stepped	surface	of	platinum	described	by	Pt	S-[7(111)	×	(100)]	for	a	(111)	terrace	seven	atoms	wide	and	a	(100)	step,	one	atom	high.	The	detailed	statements	permit	to	overcome	other	mathematical	difficulties	by	suggesting	practical	xx	Preface	simplifications	in	order	to	lead	the	reader	step
by	step	up	to	the	end.	ËT¯	(c)	In	total,	we	find	•	At	low	temperature,	kBT	>	kBT	,	U	=	using	the	substitution	ÊT	ˆ	Cr	=	14.4N	kB	Á	˜	Ë	qD	¯	we	find:	U	=	2	2p	(kBT	)3	h2vs2	Ú	•	0	with	hvD	=	kBq	D	=	2	hv	=x	kBT	2p	N	2a2	vs2	Ú	•	0	hv2dv	e	hv/kBT	-	1	,	4.8p	(kBT	)3	x2	T3	2	d	x	=	=	.	Note	that	the	area	covered	by	the	nearly	free	electrons	is	identical	2
to	that	covered	by	free	electrons:	pk02	F	=	4p	/ab.	For	details	on	this	point,	see	Ref.	We	observe	that	the	atomic	density	decreases	when	the	indices	h,	k,	l	increase	(see	also	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	15).	Use	F2.	One	application	of	the	present	exercise	is	the	control	of	the	degree	of	purity	of	a	metal	from	the	measurement	of	its	residual	electrical	resistivity	at	a
very	low	temperature	(T	<	20	K).	Exercise	22:	Atomic	form	factor	A	beam	of	monochromatic	X-rays	with	wavelength	l	propagates	in	a	vacuum	and	encounters	a	spherical	atom	of	radius	R.	Its	thermal	expansion	coefficient	in	volume,	av,	is	62	¥	10–6/°C.	Give	the	value	of	w	at	which	e1	=	0.	(	2/2m	ª	3.8	eVÅ2	)	Solution:	(1)	The	reciprocal	lattice	is	a
simple	rectangular	lattice	where	A	=	2π/a;	B	=	2π/b.	Up	to	the	quantity	–α,	the	dispersion	relation	and	the	representative	curve	in	Fig.	(b)	When	the	sample	is	submitted	to	a	hydrostatic	pressure	∆p,	the	relative	length	change	is	Da	=	-	S11Dp	-	S12Dp	-	S13Dp.	a	We	thus	find	b	^c	=	b||c	=	-	1	Da	1	Db	=	S11	+	S12	+	S13	=	and	a	Dp	b	Dp	1	Dc	=	2S13
+	S33	.	Next	deduce	the	expression	of	thickness	of	the	anomalous	skin	depth	d ¢	as	a	function	of	m0,	σ,	and	w	and	next	as	a	function	of	m0,	σ0,	l0,	and	w.		soonas	the			material	becomes		B	=	m0(	H	+	M	)	=	m0(1	+	c	)H	In	the	superconducting	state	B	=	0	and	c	=	-1;	it	is	a	perfect	diamagnetic			material.	In	the	case	of	nickel,	find	the	overpopulation	of
≠	states	compared	to	Ø	states	and	deduce	the	number	of	Bohr	magneton	assigned	to	each	atom	when	Ee	=	0.27	eV.	In	the	literature,	the	mean	binding	energy	of	such	a	valence	electron	is	given	by	E	=	(2.21/rs2)	–	(0.916/rs)	–	0.1156	+	0.0313	ln	rs	(1)	In	Eq.	1,	rs	is	expressed,	as	usual,	in	Bohr	atomic	units,	rB	=	0.53	Å,	and	E	in	Rydberg	(1	Ry	=	13.6
eV)	and	this	expression	apply	only	between	2	<	rs	<	7.	In	the	general	case	for	radiations	at	any	angle,	list	the	six	first	non-equivalent	reflections	(with	increase	in	Bragg	angles)	and	determine	the	corresponding	amplitudes.	Given	the	shape	of	the	Fermi	surface,	the	material	is	a	conductive	and	will	probably	be	semi-metallic,	such	as	Sb	or	Bi.	(4)	The
reciprocal	lattice	of	a	rectangular	centered	lattice	is	itself	rectangular	centered.	Unlike	slow	electron	diffraction,	this	spectroscopic	technique	applies	to	disperse	systems,	amorphous	solids,	or	liquids,	and	can	locally	evaluate	the	distance	between	first	neighbors	of	an	atom	(characterized	chemically	by	the	position	of	its	absorption	threshold)	and	the
number	Nj	of	nearest	neighbors.	[22].	In	the	Debye	model	and	taking	into	account	the	two	transverse	waves	and	the	one	longitudinal	wave,	Np	can	be	expressed	as:	Np	=	Ú	vD	0	9Nv2	dv	◊	◊	3	hv	exp(	/	kBT	)	-	1	vD	•	At	low	temperatures	(T	qD),	Np	is	such	that	9NkBT	vD	9	ÊT	ˆ	Np	=	vdv	=	N	Á	˜	.	We	also	note	the	existence	of	symmetrical	reflections
(1	,	2	,	3	)	and	the	observable	diffractions		by	transmission	(when	k	is	pointing	down.)	35	36	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	The	amplitude	of	the	interference	is	deduced	from	the	structure	factor	in	1d:	-	ip	n	F	(n)	=	f	z1	+	f	z2	e	Planes	of	odd	n	correspond	to	phases	in	opposition	(destructive	interferences)	and	thus,	the	diffracted	intensity	is
reduced.	The	two	lattices	have	practically	the	same	lattice	parameter	a	and	starting	from	AlAs,	it	is	possible	to	progressively	substitute	atoms	of	Al	for	those	of	Ga.	On	the	initial	Al	sites,	this	substitution	is	random	such	that	a	ternary	composition	is	formed	that	can	be	crystallographically	defined	as	having	x	atoms	of	Ga	and	(1–x)	atoms	of	Al	(with	0	≤
x	≤	1)	in	the	¼	¼	¼	position.	Without	trying	to	evaluate	this	summation,	show	that	the	derivative	∂(	w2	)/∂k	become	infinite	for	a	particular	value	of	k	that	should	be	determined.	In	solid	state	physics,	the	main	applications	concern	not	only	X-ray	diffraction	but	also	photoelectron	spectroscopy	and	X-ray	absorption	spectroscopy	(Chapter	IV).	We	will
consider	the	influence	of	these	phenomena	in	the	propagation	of	X-rays	in	materials	(see	Chapter	V,	Ex.	27).	(b)	The	use	of	periodic	conditions	leads	to	divide	the	wave	vector	space	into	parallelepiped	cells	with	dimensions	(2p/L)	¥	(2p/L)	¥	(2p/L)	(see	Fig.	Numerically	specify	the	resistivity	and	the	resistance,	R,	along	the	length	l	of	a	ribbon	of	gold
with	the	following	two	thicknesses:	a	=	l0	and	a	=	l0	/10,	where	the	length	l	and	the	width	b	are	equal	such	that	l	=	b	>>	l0.	Solution:	In	equilibrium	the	sum	of	the	forces	exerted	on	each	atom	is	zero.	•	Find	the	lattice	parameter	a	in	each	case	using	the	wavelength	of	l	=	1.5	Å.	(d)	The	current	is	constrained	to	flow	parallel	to	the	x¢Ox	axis	(jy	=	0).
Find	graphically	the	width	of	the	bandgap	Eg	and	the	ionization	energy	of	the	impurities	Ei	in	eV,	thus	the	density	(in	cm–3)	of	impurities	N0.	In	the	steady-state	regime,			v			(d/dt)	=	0	and	we	find:	E	=	-	(v	^	B	0	).	(g)	Bravais	lattice:	tetragonal;	a	=	4.5	Å,	c	=	2.89	Å;	Basis:	2	Ti	at	(0,0,0)	and	(½,½,½);	4	O	at	≈	(⅓,⅓,0),	(⅔,⅔,0),	(⅔,⅓,½),	and	(⅓,⅔,½).
5	and	11	and	also	Pb.	2	when	applied	to	KCl).	To	find	the	result,	we	determine	the	relation	between	the	derivatives	with	respect	to	n	or	h	and	find	F(h	=	nN)	=	N1	fA	+	N2	fB.	Numerical	application:	Eg	=	0.7	eV, 	Ec	=Ev	=	5	eV,	and	C	=	2	¥	1021	electrons/cm3/eV.	Find	the	T	l	ˆ	Ê	numerical	values	of	Young’s	modulus	E^c	and	E||c	Á	E	=	◊	˜	of	the	Ë
S	Dl	¯	Ê	Da/a	ˆ	different	Poisson	coefficients	s	Á	s	=	and	of	the	linear	and	Dc/c	˜¯	Ë	volumetric	compressibilities.	L	L	L	Applying	these	results	to	the	present	problem,	the	wave	function	will	have	a	sinkzz	form	along	Oz	and	[F(	x	,	y	,	0)	=	F(	x	,	y	,	L)	=	0]	e	i(	k	x	x	+	k	y	y	)	Ê	2ˆ	result	is	thus	F(	x	,	y	,	z	)	=	Á	3	˜	ËL	¯	1/2	along	Ox	and	Oy.	The	final	sin	k	z	z
◊	exp	i(k	x	x	+	k	y	y	)	.	Taking	into	account	the	weak	electron	penetration	in	the	material,	this	diagram	indicates	a	perfectly	flat	surface	or	a	surface	with	roughness.	(b)	Starting	from	the	density	of	states	for	a	free	electron	gas,	and	including	the	corrections	induced	by	the	effective	masses	mex	and	mhx,	find	the	expression	for	the	density	of	conduction
electrons	ne	and	the	density	of	holes	nh	,	at	0	K.	For	other	complements	on	magneto-resistance	in	semiconductors	and	on	giant	magneto-resistance,	see	Ex.	19.	In	this	super-cell	the	coordinates	vj	=	wj	=	0	so	that	F(h,	k,	l)	=	F(h)	regardless	of	the	particular	values	taken	by	k	and	l.	•	In	the	Debye	model,	the	dispersion	relations	are	reduced	to	a	Course
Summary	linear	form,	w	=	vsk.	In	addition,	the	Mg	(1s)	line	will	appear	at	179	eV.	Exercise	7:	Why	nickel	is	ferromagnetic	and	copper	is	not	Figure	25	shows	a	naïve	sketch	of	the	density	of	electronic	states	(outer	shells)	of	metals	such	as	copper	and	nickel	above	the	Curie	point.	wp	(e)	When	k	x	c	0	and	is	subject	to	an	external	magnetic	field,	Hext,
uniform	with	a	single	component	Hz	that	grows	slowly	over	time	from	zero.	(c)	(d)	Figure	13	The	examination	of	the	diffraction	diagram	in	LEED	is	also	possible	when	the	observed	structure	is	periodic.	We	thus	obtain:	Eg	=	2kBT	¥	log	[Nc/n(impurities)]	or	Eg(limit)	ª	0.8	eV	for	elements	and	Eg(limit)	≈	0.6	eV	for	binary	compounds	Ge	and	InAs	have
an	intrinsic	conductivity	at	ambient	temperature;	Si	and	GaAs	are	extrinsic.	Here	l0	=	2p	c	=	2900	Å.	Thus	when	hn	is	changed,	their	position	will	not	be	affected.	Starting	from	the	expression:	F	DV	Dl	=l	+	2m	S	V	l	DV	in	which	represents	the	relative	variation	of	the	volume	V	F	of	the	bar	when	subject	to	the	stress	,	find	the	Lamé	S	coefficients	l	and
m.	The	atomic	force	microscope	(AFM)	and	the	STM	are	two	early	versions	of	scanning	probes	that	launched	the	wide	field	of	nanotechnology.	The	diffraction	waves	emitted	by	the	crystal	are	thus	of	the	form:	Ê	nl	ˆ	q	=	Arcsin	Á	˜	Ë	a¯	Diffraction	by	a	basis:	The	step	difference	dm	between	waves	emitted	by	the	two	different	atoms	in	the	same	lattice
cell	is	such	that	a	d	m	=	bsinq	=	sinq	.	(c)	This	is	the	graphite	structure	(see	Fig.	(p.p.)	k0	k	c	a1	k	Dk	C	(b)	n	=	–1	n	=	–2	2q	k0	n=2	(a)	O	_	3	_	2	_	1	n=1	0	n=0	A	1	2	3	4	(c)	Figure	20	(3)	The	intersections	of	the	Ewald	sphere	with	the	planes	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	result	in	circumferences.	•	By	evaluating	the	slope	of	the	line	as	for	Eg,	we	find	that	Ei
=	44	meV.	21b.	The	epitaxied	Al	layer	is	thus	trained	by	∆a/a	≈	–1.6%.	This	summation	is	thus	1	=	z(3)	-	3	z(3)	=	1.05	.	The	first	five	allowed	reflections	that	are	non-equivalent	are	(1,	1);	(0,	2);	(2,	0);	(1,	3);	and	(2,	2).	◊	2	a3	(vm	-	v02	)1/2	dl	dk	w	+	dw	w	Figure	20	(b)	To	obtain	the	general	expression	for	the	density	of	states	g(n)	2	in	2D,	it	is	ÊÁ	2p	ˆ˜
sufficient	to	follow	the	same	procedure	as	Ë	L¯	in	3D	and	evaluate	in	the	plane	of	wavevectors	(kx,	ky)	the	number	of	cells	between	two	iso-frequency	lines	l(w)	and	l(w	+	dw).	This	model	is	based	upon	the	idea	that	the	energy	of	an	atom’s	Problems	position	on	a	crystal	surface	is	determined	by	its	bonding	to	neighboring	atoms	and	where	transitions
simply	involve	the	counting	of	broken	and	formed	bonds.	The	structure	factor	is	given	by:	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	fCu	(1	+	e	-	ip	(	h+	k	)	)	+	f	Au	(e	-	ip	(	h+	l	)	+	eip	(	k	+	l	)	)	The	forbidden	reflections	correspond	to	values	of	h	and	k	having	different	parity.	All	the	sites	are	now	occupied	by	Si	atoms:	determine	the	forbidden	reflections	in	silicon	(or	in	diamond).
Solution:	(a)	By	definition,	the	intersection	of	P,	A,	and	R	in	the	plane	(h,	k,	l)				with	the	base	vectors	a	,	b,	c	from	the	direct	lattice	are	such			a		b		c	that	OP	=	;	OQ	=	;	OR	=	(see	Fig.	(In	fact,	their	energy	is	less	than	≈	20	eV	because	the	ejected	electron,	e.g.,	L2,3,	has	a	binding	energy	closer	to	Al	(2p)	than	Mg	(2p)	due	to	the	influence	of	the	hole
created	in	the	lower	electronic	shell	which	alters	the	2p	orbital,	explaining	the	symbol	x	indicated	in	the	above	expressions.)	Most	of	the	Auger	electrons	analyzed	outside	the	sample	have	energies	of	the	order	of	keV	or	less,	thus	their	elastic	escape	depth	is	of	a	few	atomic	surface	layers	(see	1c).	A.	Each	element	is	completely	specified	by	just	the
electron	density	of	free	electrons,	n	=	N/V,	where	N	is	the	number	of	conduction	electrons	in	the	crystal	and	V	is	its	volume.	(c)	Bravais	lattice:	hexagonal	(a	=	b,	g	=	120°).	State	briefly	how	the	X-ray	diffraction	experimentally	allows	the	determination	of	the	order	parameter	S	and	why	the	method	will	not	work	for	the	case	of	brass	b	(type	L2)	of
which	the	ordered	phase	is	simple	cubic	with	one	atom	of	Cu	at	000	and	one	atom	of	Zn	at	½	½	½.	51.	The	vector	k	0	will	be	much	larger	(2p/l	≈	100	Å–1)	than	the	basis	vectors	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	2l/a	≈	1	Å.	(c)	At	the	same	temperature,	what	is	the	intrinsic	electronic	conductivity	of	this	material?	7,	and	Ex.	8,	Fig.	(Bottom)	Synchrotron	radiation:
(c)	Source.	23).	The	latter	expression	is	homogenous	in	the	density	of	particles	per	Å–3	if	we	take	into	account	2/2m0	=	3.8	eVÅ2	(c)	n0	=	7	¥	10-6	part	◊	Å	-3	=	7	¥	1024	part	◊	m	-3	EF	=	0.266	eV	s	=	nee	mc	+	nhemh	,	where	me	=	et/me	x	Ê	1	1	ˆ	s	=	n0e2t	Á	x	+	x	˜	=	0.12	¥	106	W	-1m	-1	.	2	At	high	temperatures	the	classical	limit	is	reached:	2
displacement	is:	un	=	2	1	1	m(2p	vE	)2	un	=	kBT	,	2	2	2	which	gives	un	=	ÊTˆ	h2	2	4p	mkBq	E	ÁË	q	E	˜¯	(b)	In	the	Debye	model,	all	the	waves	are	not	of	the	same	frequency	and	the	average	total	displacement	can	be	expressed	by	adding	vD	A2	n	the	effect	of	3N	linear	vibrations:	r	2	=	g(v	)dv	,	0	2	3v2N	where	g(v	)	=	3	¥	3	(see,	e.g.,	Exs.	(b)	Can	you
establish	simply	this	expression,	up	to	a	coefficient	of	1/3,	from	the	use	of	a	representation	of	the	displacement	of	the	Fermi	sphere	in	k-vector	space?	What	is	the	relation	between	the	speed	of	sound	thus	obtained	and	that	obtained	when	the	action	is	limited	to	nearest	neighbors?	1	R=	=	0.55	W	s	0l0	Remark:	This	exercise	was	inspired	by	the	method
followed	by	Pippard	to	take	into	account	qualitatively	the	anomalous	skin	effect	with	some	slightly	different	physical	hypotheses	(see	Sondheimer,	E.	Exercises					Thus,	A	=	B	=	2p/(a	cos	30∞)	because	A	is	not	parallel	to	a	as	(d)	g	=	60°	(or	120°):	È	Ê	h	2k	ˆ	˘	F	(h,	k	)	=	f0	Í1	+	exp-	i2p	Á	+	˜	˙	Ë3	3	¯˚	Î	The	factor	F(h,	k)	is	complex,	but	the	intensity
(ff*)	is	real.	Basinger,	D.	When	w	<	wp,	the		oscillation	amplitude	of	electrons	is	so	large		that	P	dominates	E	so	that	c	<	–1.	This	equality	exists	at	0	K	and	the	value	of	n0	is	not	significantly	affected	as	temperature	increases,	contrary	to	the	semiconductors	which	are	theoretically	insulators	at	0	K.	Kittel	with	complements	from	books	of	pioneers	of	this
subject.	The	phase	composition	that	is	taken	into	account	in	the	atomic	form	factor	for	X-rays	(see	Pb.	2)	and	therefore	does	not	need	to	be	considered	for	thermal	neutrons.	17	and	18),	can	be	completed	by	the	size	effect	studied	in	Ex.	20.	(b)	When	the	wave	frequency	increases	up	to	f0	=	w0/2p,	the	skin	depth	decreases	down	to	d0	and	is	of	the	order
of	l0.	During	a	layer-by-layer	growth	the	specular	reflection	oscillates	in	intensity	and	the	number	of	oscillations	is	equals	to	the	number	of	atomic	layers	deposited	on	the	initial	surface.	Next,	assume	that	the	scattering	probability	is	the	same	for	all	points	between	0	≤	z	≤	a	and	show	that	the	mean	free	path	of	electrons	l	in	the	metal	film	obeys	1	l/l0
=	k[log(1/k	)	+	(3/2)]	for	k	=	a/l0	£	1.	(c)	Find	the	atomic	concentration	and	the	mass	density	of	lithium	(A	≈	7).	For	additional	details	the	readers	are	referred	to	Refs.	The	final	result	is	independent	from	the	initial	description:	primitive	or	non-primitive	cell.	Atoms	of	species	Z1	and	Z2	are	identical.	19.	This	results	in	g(kF)	=	g(EF) ◊ (∂E/∂k)k=k	and	F	J
@	g(EF) ◊ (h2kF/m) ◊ (eEt/h) ◊ evF,	leading	thus	to	s	ª	g(EF)e2v F2 t.	What	is	their	associated	wave	vector	k?	63	64	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Direct	space	b	b	a	a	face	(111)	face	(100)	a	=	b	a	=	b	=	c/÷2	=	c/÷2	Reciprocal	space	10	B	01	10	10	11	00	01	A	B	11	00	A	10	01	A	=	B	=	2p/a	A	=	B	=	2p/a	Figure	40	(3)	After	examining	the
change	of	the	diffraction	pattern	that	results	by	the	contribution	of	oxygen,	one	can	say	that	the	some	of	the	oxygen	atoms	are	regularly	distributed	on	the	surface	because	the	diagram	is	made	up	of	points	and	not	of	rings.	A	multiple	cell	is	constructed	from	the	non-fundamental	vectors			a¢	,	b¢	,	c	¢	,	where	the	parallelepiped	contains	n	equivalent
points	(n	>	1):	the	corresponding	non-primitive	cells,	therefore,	consists	of	n	primitive	cells	and	the	order	of	the	lattice	cell	will	be	n,	where	n	=	2	or	n	=	4.	(3)	In	the	inverse	hypothesis,	k	=	p/a	(boundary	of	the	BZ),	expression	in	2(b)	takes	the	form:	203	204	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	2	È	˘	Êwˆ	(	-1)p	2Ê	p	ˆ˙	Á	˜	=	Í1	+	s	p	sin	ÁË	2	˜¯
Í	˙	Ë	w0	¯	p3	p>1	Î	˚	The	summation	S	is	limited	to	the	terms	that	are	odd	in	p	because	the	sines	relative	to	even	p	are	zero.	Deduce	the	evolution	of	Bz	as	a	function	of	x.	Find	the	X-ray	photon	energy	and	the	kinetic	energy	of	Auger	electrons	thus	created.	wp	Total	reflection	Total	transparence	1	0	wp	IR	w	UV	Figure	60	(11)	The	results	in	(9)	and	(10)
could	be	deduced	immediately	from	the	optical	reflection	coefficient	at	normal	incidence:	1	-	N	R=	because	the	complex	index	N	of	a	medium	can	be	1	+	N	considered	as	the	ratio	between	the	phase	velocity	of	the	wave	in	the	vacuum	and	phase	velocity	of	the	wave	in	the	medium	of	interest	(see	also	Ex.	29).	Photographic	film	a	a	d	Z1	Z2	Z1	Z2	Z1
Figure	18	(1)	From	simple	geometric	considerations,	numerically	determine	the	angles	a1,	a2,	a3,	...,	which	corresponds	to	the	constructive	interference	(evaluated	from	a	increasing	but	limited	to	the	plane	of	incidence).	Additional	Remark:	In	fact	even	in	the	case	of	a	surface	plane	at	the	atomic	scale	all	the	electrons	are	not	susceptible	to
interference.	It	is	very	close	to	the	expected	result	for	a	fcc	Bravais	lattice	(1.154)	(see	Pb.	1:	X-ray	diffraction	by	cubic	crystals).	The	material	will	be	insulating	when	this	zone	is	complete	(a	full	band	does	not	participate	in	the	electron	transport).	Exercise	5b:	Lattice	rows	and	reticular	planes	(continued)	Using	the	properties	of	the	reciprocal	lattice,
determine	the	indices	Exercises	of	the	plane	(h,	k,	l)	which	contains	the	lattice	directions	[m1,	n1,	p1]	and	[m2,	n2,	p2].	373	374	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	VL	eV(z)	=	–e	Fz	VL	ef	ef	EF	Tunneling	EF	Distance	F(E)	Emitter	Vacuum	0	Figure	29	z	Vacuum	Emitter	0	z	Principle	of	thermo-electronic	emission	(left)	and	of	fieldelectron	emission
(right).	(e)	When	ρ	becomes	ρ0,	the	lattice	becomes	bcc	(phase	β)	with	lattice	parameter	al.	3c,	Ex.	1,	the	equivalent	structure	of	ZnS).	Ê	a2	ˆ	wp	cosa	c	=	1	-	d	=	1	-	Á	c	˜	,	where	a	c	=	2d	=	.	The	measured	diffusion	angles	Φ	(between	the	directly	transmitted	rays	and	those	relative	to	the	two	first	rings)	give	the	following	results:	Crystal	A:	42.2°	and
49.2°	Crystal	B:	28.8°	and	41°	Crystal	C:	42.8°	and	73.2°	•	Determine	the	corresponding	structure	(bcc,	fcc,	diamond,	etc.)	of	each	crystal.	In	the	[11]	direction:	k	=	p(1/a2	+	1/b2)1/2.	Comments:	Neutron	diffraction	The	neutrons	considered	here	are	called	thermal	(or	cold)	neutrons	because	their	energy	is	of	the	order	kBT	(around	25	meV	at	ambient
conditions).	The	progressive	substitution	of	copper	atoms	(one	free	electron	per	atom)	by	zinc	atoms	(two	electrons	per	atom)	causes	an	increase	in	the	radius	of	the	Fermi	sphere	without	altering	the	crystallographic	structure	(phase	α)	of	the	alloy,	until	the	Fermi	sphere	comes	into	contact	with	the	first	Brillouin	zone,	which	results	in	the	appearance
of	the	β-phase	(bcc).	U(0)	=	Ú	vD	0	g(v	)(hv/2)	dv	;	U1(0)	=	A1hvD2	/4	=	(3	/	4)NkBq	D	;	U2(0)	=	A2hvD3	/6	=	NkBq	D	;	U3(0)	=	A3hvD4	/8	=	(9/8)NkBq	D	.	Neglecting	the	terms	in	[…],	this	leads	to	EF	(i)	=	Eg/2	=	0.375	eV.	Substituting	2kFz	=	x,	we	note	that	the	evolution	of	n(z)	obeys	a	3sin	x	3sin	x	ˆ	Ê	+	relation	of	the	form:	n(	z	)	=	n0	Á	1	˜	,	which
is	sketched	Ë	x3	x2	¯	in	Fig.	M¢	M	M	M	M	0	1	2	3	4	b¢	b	b	(b)	For	the	semi-infinite	chain,	suppose	that	the	displacements	u	relative	to	a	localized	excitation	(surface	mode)	obeys	the	following	relations:	u0	=	Beiwt	and	un	=	C(	-1)n	e	-	knaeiwt	,	where	B	and	C	represent	constant	amplitudes.	We	can	find	this	force	(both	modulus	and	direction)	by
considering	thatit	is	created	by	a	Hall			electric			field	acting	on	the	ions:	F	e	=	nqi	E	y	=	-nqi	u	^	B	=	j	^	B	.	(2)	The	crystalline	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is	the	(111)	plane	formed	from	the	lattice	rows	[111]	and	[111],	horizontal	and	vertical	respect.	Exploring	all	the	angular	possibilities	between	the	incident	radiation	and	the	crystal	orientation	is
equivalent	to	turning	the	reciprocal	lattice	around	its	center	and	in	all	directions,	with	the	Ewald	sphere	remaining	fixed	(or	equivalently	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	fixed	and	the	Ewald	sphere	is	rotated	around	O).	=	m0	ÁË	∂x	˜¯	m0l	The	exponential	damping	of	the	current	is	correlated	to	that	of	B	in	the	superconducting	material.	Exercise	17:	Donor
ionization	In	a	certain	semiconductor	there	are	1013	donors/cm3	with	an	ionization	energy	Ed	of	10–3	eV	and	an	effective	mass	of	10–2	m.	Comments:	The	interactions	between	X-rays	and	atoms	In	coherent	diffusion,	the	X-rays	interact	essentially	with	the	electrons	of	the	atom	or	of	the	solid.	Similar	correlations	may	be	established	between	the
phonon	and	the	electron	dispersion	curves	in	1D,	2D,	or	3D.	Nevertheless,	it	may	be	confusing	in	certain	cases	and	we	refer	to	reader	to	the	lecture	by	E.	2	Thus	e	ª	-iw	p/wt	ª	-ie2.	Note	the	initial	evolution	in	T,	T2,	or	T3	as	a	function	of	the	dimensionality	of	the	solid.	All	the	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	included	between	these	two	extreme	spheres
can	be	cut	by	an	intermediate	sphere	of	intermediate	radius	k	(from	center,		C)	and	the	Bragg	condition,	Dk	=	G	,	are	satisfied	for	each	of	these	points.	In	reality	es	is	measured	in	the	visible	part	of	the	EM	spectrum,	a	region	that	is	below	to	the	frequencies	in	the	UV	range	where	electronic	interband	transitions	may	occur	as	well-collective	(plasmon)
excitations	of	valence	electrons	of	the	crystal	(w•	<	wgap	<	wp	).	One	can	then	deduce	the	Ewald	construction	(see	Exs.	Cu3Au	Reflections	(100)	(110)	(111)	F0(h,	k,	l)–	Ordered	alloy	FD(h,	k,	l)–Disordered	alloy	fAu–fCu	(SL)	fAu–fCu	(SL)	fAu+3fCu	(200)	fAu+3fCu	(210)	fAu+fCu	(SL)	0	4	f	3Cu	4	4	f	3Cu	4	0	1	+	Au	4	1	+	Au	4	0	Problems	Cu3Au
Reflections	(211)	F0(h,	k,	l)–	Ordered	alloy	fAu–fCu	(SL)	(220)	fAu+3fCu	fAu–fCu	(SL)	fAu–fCu	(SL)	(221)	Confound	(300)	FD(h,	k,	l)–Disordered	alloy	4	f	3Cu	4	0	1	+	Au	4	0	0	The	measured	intensities	of	the	lines	normally	forbidden	by	the	fully	disordered	structure	(known	as	superstructure	lines	(SL)	in	the	table)	allow	therefore	to	experimentally
determine	the	order	parameter	S	of	Bragg	and	Williams.	28).	Also	it	is	that	of	Si,	Ge,	and	of	many	other	binary	semiconductors.	What	physical	arguments	argue	for	the	use	of	this	expression	instead	of	the	classical	one?	Deduce	that	at	a	point	M	inside	the	perfect	conductor,	where	OM	=	xM	>>	l,	the	magnetic	induction	B	(xM)	remains	zero	if	it	was
initially	zero.	The	other	atoms	in	the	row	are	identical	with	a	mass	M	and	are	submitted	only	to	the	actions	of	their	nearest	neighbors	with	force	constant	b.	19).	20	(see	also	Exs.	493	494	Band	Theory	(b)	Specify	the	numerical	value	of	kF	for	pure	copper	with	a	=	3.6	Å.	Hume-Rothery	was	the	first	to	draw	attention	to	the	strong	influence	of	the
electron	concentration	on	the	phase	transitions	in	substitution	alloys.	16).	Exercise	18a:	Ewald	construction	and	structure	factor	of	a	diatomic	row	Consider	an	infinite	row	of	atoms	placed	at	equidistant	positions	d	with	alternating	species	Z1	and	Z2.	d(h,	k	)	D	03	20	|B|	=	(2p/b)	23	13	02	12	11	1°ZB	01	10	00	11	k0	2	10	20	30	01	11	21	31	02	12	22	32
A	|A|=(2/a)	k	31	Figure	22	Using	either	method	we	find	the	following	sequence	(0,1);	(1,0);	(1,1);	(0,2);	(1,2);	(2,0);	(2,1);	(0,3).	395	396	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	KZ	KZ	KF	+	dKF	KF	Ky	Ky	2p/L	(a)	(b)	Figure	39	EF	for	an	electron	2	gas	in	2D	and	thus	with	a	constant	density	of	states	(see	Exs.	It	decreases	when	increasing	the	free	carrier
density.	Similarly,	Exs.	Weisbuch,	and	their	colleagues	for	their	stimulating	hospitality	in	the	Thomson-CSF	group	during	the	years	1987–1990.	(The	denominator	is	due	to	the	spherical	nature	of	the	incident	and	the	scattered	waves.)	An	exponential	term	associated	with	the	thermal	agitation	of	atoms	(the	Debye–Waller	factor)	should	also	be	added.
52a	and	b	below.	Besides	its	great	interest	for	fundamental	surface	science,	epitaxy	is	also	of	interest	in	applied	science,	most	notably	for	the	semiconductor	industry.	With	the	addition	of	chromium	the	density	of	slow	holes	is	increased	to	the	detriment	of	the	density	of	more	mobile	electrons.	42.	Contrary	to	Ex.	32	where	only	one	electron	per	atom
was	taken	into	account	for	the	evaluation	of	the	plasma	frequency	in	the	UV	range,	the	use,	here,	of	11	free	electrons	per	atom	of	Na	is	justified	by	the	fact	that	the	energy	(or	frequency)	of	X-rays,	10	keV,	is	far	larger	than	the	binding	energy	of	all	the	atomic	electrons	of	Na	including	the	1s	electrons	where	EB	is	∼1.072	keV	(see	also	Chapter	V,	Ex.
27).	(b)	s(intrinsic)	=	nie(me	+	mh)(see	Course	Summary)	s	(Ge)	=	0.1	W–1	cm–1;	s[(InAs)	ª	250	W–1	cm–1]	s(extrinsic)	=	n(ext)	¥	eme	s(Si)	=	10–3	W–1	cm–1;	s[(GaAs)	ª	1	W–1	cm–1]	One	can	also	refer	to	the	next	exercise	concerning	impurity	bands	in	binary	semiconductors.	When	the	metal	contains	magnetic	impurities	(Fe	or	Ni	for	instance),	the
resistance	exhibits	a	low-temperature	minimum	resulting	from	the	scattering	of	electrons	by	magnetic	moments,	an	effect	known	as	Kondo	effect	not	taken	into	account	by	the	Matthiessen	law.	A	direct	visualization	of	surfaces	at	(or	close	to)	the	atomic	resolution	is	possible	from	the	use	of	microscopes	based	also	on	low-energy	incidents	electrons.
Having	weighted	the	points	of	this	lattice	in	function	of	the	corresponding	intensities	this	figure	also	represents	the	diffraction	pattern	of	such	a	superlattice.	353	354	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Solution:	(a)	This	first	question,	relative	to	the	normal	skin	effect,	is	treated	by	the	majority	of	texts	on	electromagnetism	using	the	following
differential	equations:				∂D		@	s0	E	—	¥	H	=	j	+			∂t		—	¥	E	=	-∂B/∂t	=	-iwm0	H	(in	the	sinusoidal	regime)					—	¥	(—	¥	E)	=	-iwm0s	0	E	=	-	DE	+	—(—	◊	E),	where	the	Laplacian	symbol	is	D	=	—2.	a	b	Ty	Tx	=	=	X	x,	is	applied	successively	b◊c	a◊c	normal	to	the	axc	and	next	to	bxc	faces,	the	corresponding	strain	components	are	identical	:	exx	=	S11Xx	=
eyy	=	S22Yy.	The	resulting	symmetric	tensor	reduces	to	When	the	same	stress,	S11	S12	S13	S12	S11	S13	S13	S13	S33	It	is	completely	determined	from	the	knowledge	of	S11,	S12,	S13,	and	S33.	The	oxide	cathodes	however	are	more	prone	to	contamination	and	do	not	support	well	contact	with	air.	The	vertical	lattice	planes	of	type	(011)	lead	to
vertical	lines	distant	from	each	other	of	2	SC∼6	mm.	Also,	note	an	evidence:	The	usual	name	“dielectric	constant”	is	incorrect,	e	changes	with	frequency	and	other	strains,	so	that	“dielectric	function”	would	be	better.	An	adsorbed	atom	on	a	surface	is	subjected	to	physisorption	(or	physical	adsorption)	when	it	does	not	exchange	electrons	(e.g.,	if	it
does	not	form	a	chemical	bond)	with	the	substrate.	Exercises	Exercise	27:	Thermionic	emission:	the	Richardson–Dushman	equation	A	metallic	plane	surface	(cathode)	perpendicular	to	the	axis	Oz	is	held	at	a	temperature	T	and	the	extraction	potential	of	free	electrons	in	the	conductor	is	F	(work	function	eF).	(2)	There	are	two	almost	free	electrons	per
“molecule”	AB.	Can	one	reach	this	result	more	quickly?	The	electronic	aspect	of	dimerization	is	considered	in	Chapter	V,	Ex.4.	Exercise	4:	Vibrations	of	a	row	of	identical	atoms:	Influence	of	the	nth	nearest	neighbor	Consider	a	row	of	identical	atoms	with	mass	m	and	spaced	equidistantly	by	a.	Example	of	such	a	stepped	surface	is	shown	in	the	top	of
Fig.	Exercise	7:	Lattice	points,	rows,	and	planes	Determine	the	indices	[m,	n,	p]	of	the	row	that	results	from	the	intersection	of	two	planes	where	one	passes	through	the	lattice	points	3	2	1,	2	4	0,	and	33	1	and	the	other	through	the	lattice	points	12	1,	1	1	1,	21	2.	When	N0	=	1014	impurities	per	cm3,	t(d)	=	N0;	n(d)	=	n12/N0	=	2.25	¥	1012	e	cm–3
(compensation);	s(d)	=	t(d)	mte	1.6	¥	10–2	W–1	cm–1.	•	The	plateau	corresponds	to	the	regime	where	all	the	impurities	are	ionized.	In	the	logarithmic	scale,	the	slope	of	the	dashed	lines	1	(extrapolation	from	1017	to	1013)	is	equal	to	-(E	g	/2kB	)	¥	.	39b	and	Fig.	This	fact	explains	why	f	is	called	the	form	factor	(see	also	Pb.	11).	Show	that	the	relation
Et/E0	resembles	that	found		in	(a)	when	re	is	weighted	by	a	complex	factor	f	that	should	be	explicitly	stated.	(ii)	Numerical	application:	Measured	with	respect	to	the	Fermi	energy,	EF,	the	binding	energies,	EL,	of	atomic	electrons	of	magnesium	(Z	=	12)	and	aluminum	(Z	=	13)	are,	respectively,	Mg(1s)	=	1305	eV;	Al(1s)	=	1560	eV;	Mg(2s)	=	90	eV;
Al(2s)	=	118	eV;	Mg(2p)	=	51	eV;	Al(2p)	=	73	eV.	2	4p	mkBq	D	ÁË	q	D	˜¯	B	Taking	into	account	the	isotropy	of	the	oscillations:	r	2	=	3u	2	,	this	last	result	coincides	well	with	the	average	quadratic	value	of	the	linear	displacement	that	was	established	classically	in	(a)	using	the	v	condition	vE	=	D	.	(a)	In	vector	space,	find	the	position	corresponding	to
the	vacuum	level	of	electrons	where	electrons	having	energy	between	E	and	E	+	dE	and	contained	in	the	emission	angle	between	q	and	dq,	measured	relative	to	the	normal	z¢	–	z	at	the	surface.	N.	(1)	In	the	normal	state,	but	at	very	low	temperatures	(we	neglect	the	dependence	of	the	Fermi	energy	EF	and	assume	T	=	0	K),	find	the	expression	for	the
density	of	free	electrons	ne	as	a	function	of	EF(N).	What	is	the	corresponding	expression	for	the	surface	impedance?	Reciprocal	Lattice	(Exs.	(a)	Consider	the	initial	ionization	of	the	1s	Mg	level.	Solution:	(a)	The	isotropy	of	the	elastic	properties	in	the	xOy	plane	results	in	the	Ox	and	Oy	axes	playing	the	same	role	so	that	S11	=	S12	and	T	S13	=	S23.
61)	=	E(2)	◊	z	k(1)	k(2)	(ii)	The	continuity	of	the	tangential	component	of	the	magnetic	excitation	at	the	origin	gives	[Hy	(1)]0	=	[Hy	(2)]0	from	which	we	find	k(1)◊E(1)	=	k(2)◊E(2).	I	hope	the	readers	will	find	the	same	pleasure	as	I	had	while	writing	this	book	and	also	making	errors.	This	would	be	the	case	for	example	when	the	basis	consists	of	a
diatomic	molecule	(with	two	identical	atoms	and	two	force	constants	between	different	nearest	neighbors.	2a	Dangling	bonds	Side	view	Top	view	Si(001)2	¥	1	reconstruction	Figure	49	Side	view	and	front	view	of	Si(001)	2	×	1	surface	reconstruction	(left).	Gruzza,	J.	Assimilating	the	local	field	acting	on	an	electron	to	the	applied	field,	has		the	result		
to		be	included	in	the	expression	D	=	e0er	E	=	e0	E	+	P	.		Ëh	¯	Ë	k	¯	l		The	vector	PQ	containing	the	plane	(h,	k,	l)	obeys	the	relation					b	a					Ê	b	a	ˆ	PQ	=	-	and	the	product	Gh,k	,l	◊	PQ	=	hA	+	kB	+	lC	Á	-	˜	k	h	Ë	k	h¯		=	0	because	by	the	definition	of	Gh,k	,l	:	(	)														A	◊	a	=	B	◊	b	=	C	◊	c	=	2p	and	A	◊	b	=	A	◊	c	=	B	◊	a	=	0	.	Evaluate	the
corresponding	relative	variation	∆a	(Al)/a	(Al).	These	planes	pass	through	p	p	the	points	of	type	N	with	coordinates	of	,	,	0.	(h,	e,	m0)	Solution	(1)	In	the	case	of	a	2D	lattice	(see	Ex.	19)	the	reciprocal	lattice	will	consist	of	lines	perpendicular	to	the	plane				(a	,	b	)	(which	is	also	the	plane	A	,	B	)	and	the	traces	of	the	lines	in	the	plane	are	determined	from
the	origin	with	the	help	of			the	translations	vectors	A	and	B	.	This	vacancy	is	quite	spontaneously,	∼10–15	s,	filled	with	an	outer	shell	electron	via	one	of	the	two	complementary	processes:	X-ray	emission	or	Auger	emission.	•	Under	the	action	of	an	external	induction	the	s	band	will	be	responsible	for	the	paramagnetism	of	free	electrons	(see	Chapter
IV,	Ex.	22).	The	results	are	multiplied	by	three	compared	to	that	above:	DV	Da	ˆ	3(1	-	2s	)	Ê	Dl	=	-3Á	+	2	˜	=	Dp	Ë	l	V	a	¯	E	(the	negative	sign	comes	from	p	=	-	b	=	F	).	In	this	case	give	a	more	realistic	expression	for	lL.	Exercise	17:	Effect	of	the	vacancy	concentration	on	the	resistivity	of	metals	According	to	Peter	Matthiessen,	the	resistivity	r	of	a
metal	obeys	the	relation	r	=	rT	+	ri	where	rT	is	uniquely	a	function	of	temperature	and	ri	depends	on	the	concentration	of	impurities	or	atomic	vacancies.	(b)	Find	the	linear	compressibility	b^c	and	b||c	of	the	sample	in	terms	of	Sij	with	a	linear	coefficient	of	compressibility	of	1	Ê	Dl	ˆ	the	form	bl	=	-	Á	˜	and	with	the	volume	coefficient	of	l	Ë	Dp	¯	T	1	Ê
DV	ˆ	compressibility	of	the	form:	b	=	-	Á	.	(f)	It	is	assumed	that	copper	and	zinc	atoms	behave	as	hard	spheres	with	approximately	the	same	radius.	Knowing	that	the	main	mechanism	of	X-ray	absorption	is	due	to	the	photoemission	(photoelectrons	either	leaving	the	sample	or	not),	find	the	position	of	threshold	absorption	relative	to	the	Al/Mg	alloy
levels.	What	relationship	(inequality)	must	exist	between	U(m,	n),	a	and	b	so	that	the	material	is	insulating?	The	forbidden	energy	bands	at	point	X	(i.e.,	Xv	and	Xc	)	and	at	point	M	(MV	and	MC)	have	respective	widths	of	2V10	and	2V11	in	the	theory	of	almost	free	electrons.	The	dielectric	susceptibility	c	is	negative.	Sample	32	22	U	01	X-ray	tube	11	21
k	C	kM	00	C	10	k	20	C	M	M	M	0T	1T	31	41	30	40	3T	2T	02	Photographic	film	b.	The	reason	is	the	large	velocity	of	sound,	vs	(18000	m/s	instead	of	3000–5000	m/s	for	most	of	the	solids;	see	Chapter	II,	Pb.	5)	in	diamond	and	diamond-like	materials.	Also,	a	large	density	of	Fermi	states	can	explain	the	superconducting	properties	of	certain	copper	oxides
(see	Chapter	V,	Ex.	2b)	and	g(EF)	may	be	involved	into	a	more	elaborate	expression	for	the	electronic	specific	heat	(see	Chapter	V,	Ex.	8).	The	force	constant	between	the	atom	in	position	n	and	an	atom	in	position	n	+	p	(or	n	−	p)	is	denoted	by	bp.	The	presence	of	this	basis	leads	to	forbidden	reflections	of	the	type	h	+	k	=	odd	number.	These	atoms
are	not	points	compared	to	l	and	the	corresponding	atomic	form	factor,	f,	includes	the	electronic	distribution	into	the	atom,	r(r),	and	the	phase	difference	between	the	origin	and	any	point	of	the	electron	cloud:				f	µ	r(r	)exp-	i(	D	k	◊	r	)	(see	Ex.	22)	Ú	atom	Exercises	1	to	9	are	meant	to	familiarize	the	reader	with	the	crystal	lattices	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D.	The
limits	of	the	BZs	are	the	symmetry	planes	(lines	in	2d)	between	the	origin	(0,	0)	and	the	various	(h,	k)	points	and	the	first	BZ	corresponds	to	the	minimum	surface	defined	by	these	symmetry	lines	and	surrounding	the	origin	(area	of	the	rectangle	with	hatched	contour	in	Fig.	Verify	that	when	the	modulation		is	zero,	the	typical	diffraction	conditions	are
recovered,	Dk	◊	a	=	2pn	,	and	show	that	the	presence	of	this	modulation	results	in	satellite	lines	in	the	diffraction	pattern.	41	uses	this	notation.	This	filling	must	be	carried	out	from	the	lowest	energy	levels	taking	into	account	the	dispersion	relation	of	electrons.	Point	Symmetry	In	nearly	all	crystals	one	or	several	directions	are	equivalent.	Specify	the
numerical	value	of	l	for	the	Mg(1s)	and	Mg(2s)	photoelectrons	excited	by	Al	Ka	radiation	(take	Ep	=	12.5	eV).	All	the	neighbors	contribute	to	the	velocity	of	sound,	but	here	their	actions	are	alternating	and	the	final	velocity	is	less	than	that	resulting	only	from	the	action	of	nearest	neighbors.	Band	Theory:	Other	Metals,	Semiconductors,	and	Insulators
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list),	and	the	better	the	books,	the	easier	looks	solid	state	physics.	(c)	Find	dh,k,l	for:	(i)	A	simple	cubic	lattice	(ii)	A	orthorhombic	lattice	(a	≠	b	≠	c,	a	=	b	=	g	=	p/2)	Solution:	(a)	By	definition,	the	intersections	of	plane	(h,	k,	l)	with	the	basis	vectors	of	the	lattice	(see	Fig.	.	Do	this	for	the	lattice	directions	[1,	1,	1]	and	[3,	2,	1].	Find	the	average
quadratic	value	un2	as	a	function	of	An,	T,	qE,	and	m	when	all	the	atoms	vibrate	thermally	at	a	frequency	nE	(hnE	=	kBqE)	in	the	high	temperature	(classical)	limit.	The	Al	atoms	on	the	(001)	GaAs	face	form	a	simple	square	lattice	with	parameter	a	(Al)/	2.	If	one	atom	of	species	A	is	taken	as	the	origin,	then	condition	1	excludes	all	other	atoms	of
species	B	≠	A.	•	The	above-mentioned	discussion	is	provided	to	explain	that	the	ferromagnetism	of	the	nickel	and	the	non-ferromagnetism	Exercises	of	copper	are	qualitatively	correct.	[26].	Gerl,	B.	See	the	even	planes	indicated	in	Fig.	When	N1	=	N2/2	=	N/3,	for	which	h	is	a	multiple	of	3	the	reflections	are	forbidden	with	the	exception	of	the	multiple
reflections	of	N.	B	0	B	=	m0H	HC	B	B	T	>	TC	T	<	TC	B	H1	H	H	–HC	HC	Figure	64					(4)	curl	j	=	(1/m0lL2	)	B	and	curl	m0	H	=	m0	j				-	B	from	which	we	find	curl	curlB	=	m0	curl	j	=	2	.	X-rays	of	wavelength	l	(=	a/4)	irradiate	this	crystal	at	an	oblique	incidence	(45°).	For	instance	its	use	permits	to	visualize	terraces	of	monoatomic	steps	on	a	Si(100)
surface	from	the	constructive	interferences	of	6	eV	electrons	reflected	from	the	two	terraces:	a	mechanism	similar	to	that	giving	rise	to	oscillations	of	the	specularly	reflected	spot	(0,0)	as	described	above.	(002)	2.	”	—John	Keating,	in	the	Dead	Poets	Society,	a	movie	by	Peter	Weir	Contents	Preface	Note	to	the	Reader	Tables	I.	monoatomic	step	terrace
adatom	(mobile)	step-adatom	step-vacancy	(mobile)	kink	Figure	50	Names	for	the	various	atomic	positions	in	the	TLK	model.	The	latter	introduces	energy	discontinuities	when	the	wave	vector	approaches	the	limits	of	the	first	Brillouin	zone.	Its	characteristics	are	shown	in	Fig.	(d)	Deduce	the	expression	for	ρ,	that	is	ρ0,	for	which	kF	=	kM,	which



corresponds	to	the	phase	transition	between	α	and	β.	Discuss	these	results.	The	volume	of	this	primitive	lattice	is	such	that	V	=	a3/4,	because	the	fcc	lattice	is	of	order	4.	In	metallurgy,	this	simple	method,	easy	to	operate,	allows	one	to	find	Ef	and	c1.	This	phenomenon	of	incommensurability	can	also	be	observed	by	diffraction	in	a	number	of	other
situations:	condensation	of	rare	gases	on	graphite	or	magnetism	of	MnAu2	for	instance.	There	are	N/2	bases	and	the	reciprocal	lattice	has	periodic	steps	of	n/a.	(a)	The	only	accessible	reflections	are	those	that:	2	Ê	4p	ˆ	2	2	2	2	Ê	2p	ˆ	G	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	(h	+	k	+	l	)Á	˜	£	Á	2	˜	or	Ë	a	¯	Ël	¯	h2	+	k	2	+	l	2	£	2a	l	Exercises	020	k	320	120	C	110	k0	O	110	210	010
200	300	100	110	020	Ewald	sphere	Resolution	sphere	Figure	25	The	influence	of	these	parameters	is	easily	determined	from	the	analysis	shown	in	this	exercise	and	the	previous	one.	(d)	When	m¢	=	m/2,	eaa	=	3,	n ¢M	=2	nM/	3	=	3.67	¥	1012	c/s.	21b,	the	only	electrons	in	the	neighborhood	of	the	Fermi	energy—and	Fermi	density	g(EF)—are	in	fact
implied	in	the	current	transport.	(3)	To	represent	a	system	corresponding	to	a	substrate	in	the	presence	of	superstructures	created	by	the	adsorbed	atoms,	the	following	notation	is	often	used:	Êa	b	ˆ	M(h,	k	,	l	)-	a	Á	s	¥	s	˜	z	-	S	Ë	a	b¯	where,	M(h,	k,	l)	represents	the	face	h	k	l	of	the	substrate	M,	S	is	the	chemical	symbol	of	the	adsorbed	atoms,	a
indicates	if	the	lattice	is	primitive	(p)	or	centered	(c);	(as/a)	×	(bS/b)	is	the	relation	between	the	unitary	vectors	of	the	adsorbed	atom		lattice	and	that	of	the	substrate,	and	z	is	the	angle	between	a	s		and	a	,	which	is	omitted	when	the	angle	is	zero.	Harrison	[12]	page	487).	91	92	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(6)	With	fA	=	3fB,	represent	the
comparative	table	of	the	reflection	intensities	as	a	function	of	h	(1	≤	h	≤	13)	for	the	three	following	situations:	(a)	N1	=	N2	=	6;	(b)	N1	=	5;	N2	=	7;	(c)	N1	=	6;	N2	=	7	with	fA	=	3fB.	Find	in	integral	form	the	expression	for	the	square	of	the	average	total	displacement	r	2	and	state	its	value	at	0	K	and	evolution	at	high	temperatures	(T	>	qD).	For
instance,	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	diamond	remains	bcc	(direct	lattice	is	fcc),	even	though	the	position	of	an	atom	at	¼,	¼,	¼	is	chemically	identical,	but	not	equivalent,	to	that	found	at	0,	0,	0,	forbids	reflections	at	which	h	+	k	+	l	=	4n	+2	(such	as	the	reflection	200;	see	Pb.	1).	(3)	Sketch	what	is	observed	on	the	photographic	plate.	(2)	Find	the	above
results	using	the	graphic	construction	of	Ewald	in	the	reciprocal	space.	Applying	these	principles	to	the	lattice	structures,	we	find	the	following	results:	Exercises	(a)	Bravais	lattice:	cubic	simple;	a	=	4.11	Å,	Basis:	1	Cs	at	(0,0,0)	and	1	Cl	at	(½,½,½)	(b)	Bravais	lattice:	cubic	simple;	a	=	3.99	Å,	Basis:	1	Ba	at	(0,0,0)	and	1	Ti	at	(½,½,½);	3	O	at	(½,½,0),
(½,0,½),	and	(0,½,½).	85,	or	Ref.	13,	Ex.	15.	26	with	respect	to	osmium.	Exercise	2a: 	Vibrations	of	a	1D	crystal	with	two	types	of	atoms	m	and	M	Consider	a	row	of	equidistant	atoms	having	alternative	masses	m	of	species	Z1	and	M	of	species	Z2	(see	Chapter	I,	Ex.	3).	The	crystal	structure	of	Mg2Si	is	analogous	to	that	of	CaF2	with	the	atoms	of	Mg
substituted	for	F	and	those	of	Ca	substituted	for	Si	(Fig.	Relative	to	the	origin	situated	on	one	of	these	atoms,	the	average	position	of	atoms	from	species	Z1	is	2na	with	n:	integer.	V.	•	The	additional	electron	from	a	pentavalent	impurity	will	be	in	the	conduction	band	if	it	escapes	itself	from	the	impurity	atom:	its	energy	level	will	be	in	the	forbidden
energy	gap	if	it	rests	bound	to	the	initial	impurity	but	its	bonding	energy	will	be	weak.	When	N1	=	N2	=	1,	we	find	the	result	established	in	Ex.	18	F(h	even)	=	fA	+	fB;	F(h	odd)	=	fA	–	fB.	Comment	on	the	result.	26.	Being	perpendicular	to	the	[100]	direction	the	conical	surfaces	relative	to	the	(100)	reflections	cannot	intersect	the	screen.	ni	q	mh	+	me
1	RH	=	7.5	×	104	cm3	◊	C-1	;	vH	=	E	y	◊	b	=	b	◊	RH	◊	jx	◊	B0	=	RH	◊	◊	B0	C	=	0.75	volt	.	What	is	the	expression	for	the	Hall	electric	field	Ey?	For	the	given	numbers	we	find	(1	2	1	)	or	equivalently	(1	2	1)	.	As	illustrated	in	the	images,	the	applications	concern	metallurgy	and	semiconductors	and	also	geological	samples	and	nano-devices.	Trademark
Notice:	Product	or	corporate	names	may	be	trademarks	or	registered	trademarks,	and	are	used	only	for	identification	and	explanation	without	intent	to	infringe.	The	spectrum	of	transmitted	X-rays	through	the	sample,	in	a	thin	film	form,	is	measured	in	order	to	infer	the	evolution	with	hn	of	the	absorption	coefficient.	Show	that	the	addition	of	odd
atoms	accentuates	the	diffracted	intensity	in	certain	directions	while	diminishing	it	in	others	(always	a	assuming	that	b	=	).	A	comparison	between	the	principle	of	thermal	electron	emitters	and	of	field	electron	emitters	is	illustrated	in	Fig.	(8)	The	superlattice	can	be	built	from	the	three	vectors		reciprocal		A,	B,	C	orthogonal	such	that	B	=	C	=	2p/a;	A
=	2p/d.	In	short,	represent	the	planes	and	their	intersection	with	the	Ewald	sphere	(l	=	2d/3),	determine	the	direction	of	the	diffracted	rays	(and	thus	a1,	a2,	a3,	…),	and	evaluate	the	amplitude	using	the	structure	factor.	or	b	2	+	(	M/M	′	)	M′	Ë	b′	¯	The	corresponding	frequencies	(3¢)	are	such	that	2	w	2	=	(2b/m)(ch	ka	+	1)	≥	w	M	where	wM	represents
the	maximum	angular	frequency	for	an	infinite	row	of	identical	atoms	[wM	=	(4b/M)1/2].	If	h	+	2k	=	3n	±	1,	F(h,	k)	=	1+exp	±	i2p/3.	An	azimuth	rotation	of	the	sample	of	90°	would	lead	to	the	Problems	appearance	of	three	equidistant	satellite	spots	between	the	two	principle	spots	(11)	and	(10)	instead	of	a	single	one.	What	is	the	value	of	the
magnetic	susceptibility	c,	that	characterizes	this	behavior?	When	the	force	constant	b	is	isotropic,	the	result	is	obtained	by	taking	qDL	=	qDT.	The	energy	E	of	each	linear	oscillator	is	quantified	by	E	=	(n	+	½)	hw	with	n	=	0,	1,	2,	.	Solution:	(a)	The	dispersion	curves	E	=	f(k)	show	the	discontinuities	(forbidden	bands)	for	k	=	n(π/a).	0	With	the
notations	and	simplifications	in	the	statement,	reduced	to	an	atom	this	relation	becomes	EF	0	Ú	C1dE	+	EF	,	Ed	0	C2dE	+	Ú	EF	,	Ed	0	C2dE	=	z	.	If	E	is	reduced	to	E	=	kBT	for	x	≤	1,	it	is	clear	that	the	N	linear	oscillators	have	increased	each	by	kBT	when	going	from	0	K	to	T	when	T	≥	qD.	e	r2	er	(b)	(ri	/rB	)	=	,	here	we	find	ri	=	640	Å.	Use	l	=	1.8	Å.
k0	(4)	Figure	46a	shows	the	direct	lattice	and	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	the	reconstructed	(001)	face	of	GaAs.	Conditioned	by	the	reciprocal	lattice,	the	form	of	the	diffraction	diagram	presents	additional	spots	related	to	the	reconstruction.	Each	atom	is	situated	on	a	lattice	junction.	q	(nh	mh	+	ne	me	)2	(iii)	For	one	type	of	carrier	n2	=	0,	RH	=	1/n1q1;	a
result	that	is	in	agreement	with	that	from	Pb.	2	of	Chapter	IV.	•	Determine	the	lattice	parameter	a	knowing	that	the	Kα	radiation	of	copper	was	used	(l	=	1.54	Å).	(2000)	Electron	Backscattered	Diffraction.	Solution:	(a)	Far	below	the	plasma	frequency,	in	the	IR,	w	=	1012	rad/s;	t –1	≈	1014	s–1;	wp	≈	1016	rad/s	(for	hw	p		6eV	).	64	is	now	reversible,
the	flux	is	expelled	as	superconducting.	Course	Summary	With	the	exception	of	objects	that	have	one	or	several	reduced	dimensions	such	as	thin	films	where	L	is	of	the	order	of	a	few	lattice	constants	(see	Chapter	IV,	where	these	phenomena	are	understood	more	easily),	it	is	essential	to	point	out	that	the	two	methods	lead	to	the	same	results	in
particular	for	the	(same)	density	of	modes	in	the	k	space,	denoted	as	g(k),	that	is	to	say	the	same	number	of	oscillators	with	a	given	wave	vector	of	modulus	|k|.	(c)	Neutrons	(Pbs.	LEEM	is	a	technique	used	by	surface	scientists	to	image	atomically	clean	surfaces,	atom–surface	interactions,	and	thin	(crystalline)	films.	Take	E	=	0	to	be	at	the	bottom	of
the	conduction	band.	-	2M	,	Î	3	˚	where	M	is	the	Debye–Waller	factor	(see	Ref.	(f)	The	radius	of	atoms	is	such	that	r	=	3	U(e	)	=	NEF	5	Phase	a	:	Phase	b	:	3	2	[12p	2(1	+	r	)]2/3	Ue	=	N	5	2m	a2	3	2	[6p	2(1	+	r	)]2/3	Ue	=	N	5	2m	a12	In	both	cases,	the	energy	of	the	electron	gas	increases	as	(1	+	r)2/3	but,	after	simplification,	the	coefficient	in	front	of	1
+	ρ	22/3	1.587	must	be	proportional	to	2	ª	2	(fcc)	or	proportional	to	a	a	3/2a2	=	1.5a2(bcc).	The	absorption	cross	section	of	an	X-ray	photon	is	several	orders	larger	than	the	diffusion	cross-section	se	evaluated	here	in	b).	Show	the	evolution	of	E	(in	eV)	when	rs	changes	from	2	to	7	in	Bohr	radius	unit.	Remark:	This	exercise	and	the	preceding	one	treat
the	optical	properties	of	metals	in	the	two	extreme	limits:	(a)	X-rays:	n	=	1	–	d	(quasi-total	transparence)	and	(b)	IR:	R	≈	1	(quasi-total	reflection).	As	for	normal	metals,	one	can	expect	that	the	resistivity	obeys	the	Matthiessen	law	and	increases	with	temperature	as	well	as	with	impurity	concentration	(see	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	16).	Diffraction	and	the
Reciprocal	Lattice	1.	For	some	applications	direct	bandgap	III–V	compounds	are	more	efficient.	We	thus	find:	(100);	(110);	(111);	(200);	(210);	(211);	(220);	(300)	and	(221).	The	smallest	possible	volume	surrounding	the	origin	and	limited	by	such	symmetry	planes	is	known	as	the	first	Brillouin	zone	(BZ;	Ex.	14).	(2)	(a)	Consider	a	normal	incidence	and
a	crystalline	surface	such	as	the	(100)	face	of	Ni	with	a	fcc	Bravais	lattice	and	with	lattice	parameter,	c	=	3.52	Å.	Harbeke.	427	428	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Problem	7:	Drude	model	applied	to	the	reflectance	of	alkali	metals	in	the	ultraviolet	and	to	characteristic	electron	energy	losses	We	consider	an	alkali	metal	to	be	a	set	of	N	fixed
ions	(per	unit	volume)	and	N	free	electrons	(one	free	electron	per	atom)	of	mass	m	and	immersed	in	a	vacuum	(e0).	78	Daniels	J	et	al.	5	and	6)	and	superlattices	(Pb.	10)	and	finally,	structures	such	as	those	found	in	Ex.	20.	Auger	electrons	are	designated	by	the	symbols	relating	to	the	three	electronic	levels	involved	in	the	process:	vacancy	level,
electron	filling	this	vacancy,	and	ejected	electron.	This	expression	is	very	similar	to	the	law	of	mass	action	(analyzed	in	detail	in	Pb.	4	for	3D	semiconductors),	especially	if	one	notices	that	numerically	the	terms	associated	with	the	bandwidth	are	negligible.	But	in	the	latter	case	the	attraction	will	be	smaller.	The	response	function	is	then	represented
by	1/e(w	),	with	dissipative	part	given	by	Im	e	-1,	which	is	maximal	when	e1	=	0.	(Hint:	Express	the	cosine	using	Euler	notation.)	Problems	(2)	Consider	the	hypothesis	d	=	2a.	One	can	foresee	this	result	by	observing	that	the	intrinsic	nature	of	this	type	of	material	leads	to	an	equality	between	the	volume	in	k-space	occupied	by	electrons	to	that
occupied	by	holes,	leading	to	a	Fermi	level	located	at	the	intersection	of	the	two	parabolas,	as	naively	shown	in	Fig.	For	the	orthorhombic	lattice:	(001);	(010);	(011);	(100);	(101);	(002);	(110);	(111).	Solution:	(a)	From	the	solution	(d)	of	Ex.	21,	above	the	associated	wave	length	of	the	diffracted	electrons	l	is	∼0.086	Å	for	E°=	20	keV.	The	combination
of	these	two	factors	(in	addition	to	the	dynamic	theories	of	the	diffraction	of	electrons)	results	in	the	realization	of	a	diagram	consisting	of	a	number	of	points	for	a	single	crystal	or	rings	in	the	case	of	a	polycrystalline	material.	Another	description	would	be	Pt	(755).	At	z	=	0,	it	encounters	the	surface	Oxy	of	a	metal,	which	occupies	the	half	space	for	z
positive.	E	g	(	E	)	◊	dE	=	C	g(E	)◊	dE	=	C	◊	E	F	and	Basic	operations	lead	to	EC	=	nd	ED	-	E	F2	.	Pbs.	Table	1	Bandgap	energy	Eg	(i	=	indirect;	d	=	direct)	and	mobility	of	carriers	for	several	semiconductors	Mobility	(cm2/V◊s)	Eg	(eV)	Crystal	300	K	Electrons	Holes	Diamond	Si	Ge	InSb	InAs	InP	GaAs	5.4	(i)	1.14	(i)	0.67	(i)	0.18	(d)	0.35	(d)	1.35	(d)	1.43
(d)	1800	1300	4500	77000	33000	4600	8800	1200	500	3500	750	460	150	400	Exercises	2.8	Bandgap	(eV)	2.4	2	0.8	0.4	0	Figure	6	AlP	AlAs	GaP	AlSb	1.6	1.2	Direct	Indirect	Si	GaAs	In	P	Ga	Sb	Ge	InAs	In	Sb	5.4	5.6	5.8	6	6.2	6.4	Lattice	parameter	a	in	Å	Bandgap	energies	of	different	semiconductors	as	a	function	of	lattice	parameter.	Knowing	that	in
semi-metals	ne	=	nh,	express	the	Fermi	energy	EF	as	a	function	of	E0,	mex,	and	mhx.	Calculate	its	change	knowing	that	when	z	is	small:	Ú	1	È	4	1˘	[1	-	(1	-	z	2	)sin2	x	]1/2	dx	ª1	+	z	2	Íln	-	˙	2	ÍÎ	z	2	˙˚	p/2	0	2.2:	The	atoms	in	the	chain	are	in	fact	connected	by	“spring”	constants	with	force	β.	This	random	distribution	of	directions	results	in	a	reciprocal
space	in	which	the	points	(h,	k,	l)	will	be	distributed	on	a	sphere	of	radius	G(h,	k	,	l	)	.	The	odd	ions,	x	=	(2n	+	1)a,	have	a	charge	−e	and	a	mass	M,	as	in	Ex.	2.	499	500	Band	Theory	E	ns	0	0	(2)	(4)	(6)	(8)	(10)	Rb	Y	Nb	Tc	Rh	Ag	1	2	nd	3	EF	4	W	Ed	5	6	7	g(E)	0	Ec(eV)	8	(a)	Sr	Zr	Mo	Ru	Pd	(1)	(3)	(5)	(7)	(9)	(b)	Figure	26	(b)	The	cohesive	energy	of	the
elements	from	Z	=	37	(Rb)	to	Z	=	47	(Ag)	is	shown	in	Fig.	It	is	simpler	to	describe	a	centered	rectangle	structure	as	a	simple	rectangle	with	two	identical	atoms	at	0,0	and	½,½.	At	0	K	it	remains	a	residual	vibration	energy	(1/2hw)	due	to	Heisenberg’s	uncertainty	principle:	even	0	K	the	atoms	vibrate	(see	Ex.	20a	and	b).	(2)	The	energy	E(MV)	is
greater	than	the	energy	E(XC)	(see	Fig.	This	is	quite	close	to	the	cohesive	energy,	Ecoh,	of	real	sp	metals	which	fall	at	around	1–2	eV/atom	and	quite	good	agreement	considering	the	simplicity	of	Eq.	1.	In	all	cases	(XPS,	X-ray	emission,	Auger	emission),	the	identification	of	elements	composing	an	alloy	is	obtained	by	comparing	the	position	of	the
characteristic	lines	emitted	by	this	alloy	to	those	(tabulated)	for	all	the	elements	of	the	classification.	(	)	Solution:	As	shown	in	Fig.	Describe	the	new	crystal	structure.	(b)	Calculate	the	width	of	the	energy	bandgap.	(	h	,	m,	e	,	e0	)	Solution:	(a)	n	=	e	r	ª	e1	because	e2	is	negligible	(1/t	>	wp;	Ê	w	2p	ˆ	n	ª	e1	ª	1	-	Á	2	˜	=	1	-	d	Ë	2w	¯	The	optical	index	of	all
materials	for	X-rays	is	smaller	but	very	close	to	unity,	which	here	justifies	the	assimilation	of	the	optical	trajectory	to	the	geometric	trajectory	in	the	Bragg's	law	(see	Chapter	I).	B0jx?	3d.	Different	Types	of	Semiconductors	Silicon	remains	the	most	widely	used	semiconducting	material	in	electronic	devices	(see	Pbs.	Gerl,	pp.	The	devices	based	on	a
cathode	field	emission	are	governed	by	the	Fowler–Nordheim	law	of	the	form:	3	¸	Ï	Ô	Ô	8p	2mf	2	e3	F	◊	exp	Ì	j	=	q(	y	)˝	,	2	eF	f	3	h	8p	ht	(	y	)	Ô	Ô	Ó	˛	where	F	is	the	electric	field	strength;	f	the	work	function	of	the	metal,	and	t(y)	and	q(y)	tabulated	functions	of	F	the	variable	y	=	e	e	◊	.	Except	as	permitted	under	U.S.	Copyright	Law,	no	part	of	this
book	may	be	reprinted,	reproduced,	transmitted,	or	utilized	in	any	form	by	any	electronic,	mechanical,	or	other	means,	now	known	or	hereafter	invented,	including	photocopying,	microfilming,	and	recording,	or	in	any	information	storage	or	retrieval	system,	without	written	permission	from	the	publishers.	l	This	leads	to	the	determination	of	the
geometric	progression	exp	(	-ipd	r	/l	)	that	is	of	the	form	exp	(	-if	)	where	f	=	2pasinq/l.	Superconductivity	of	Hg	was	discovered	by	H.	(a)	b	b	o	a	o	(b)	Figure	16	g	a	(c)	After	having	arbitrarily	chosen	the	origin	on	the	atom	O,	it	can	be	noted	that	the	other	lattice	points	(where	the	chemical	environment	is	indistinguishable	from	the	origin	with	the	same
orientation)	should	not	be	confused	with	the	geometric	position	of	all	the	atoms	but	only	the	atomic	position	of	every	other	atom	(see	the	points	indicated	in	Fig.	Use	w20	=	e2	2	4b	and	s	=	4pe0	b	a3	m	Show	that	σ	must	be	smaller	than	1/log	2	=	1.443	for	|k|	near	zero	and	w2	w02	positive.	One	can	also	use	incident	charged	particles	(electrons,	for
example)	that	induce	longitudinal	excitations.	(3)	When	k	=	p/a	,	the	expression	from	(1)	becomes	Âb	w	2	=	(4/m)	p>0	p	sin	2	(	pp	/2)	The	even	values	of	p	cancel	the	corresponding	sine,	and	the	odd	values	of	p	result	in	unitary	values	for	the	corresponding	sin2:	•	Âb	w	2	=	(4/m)	j	=1	j	where	j	=	2p	+	1	When	k	=	p/a,	the	vibration	wavelength	l	is	l	=
2a,	the	odd	atoms	of	the	row	(3rd,	5th,	etc.)	vibrate	in	phase	opposition	and	the	corresponding	restoring	force	is	maximum.	Remark:	We	are	concerned	with	deleting	the	reflections	related	to	the	existence	of	points	of	the	primitive	lattice	contained	in	the	multiple	lattice	considered	here	and	not	with	deleting	all	of	the	forbidden	reflections.	Compared	to
the	curve	in	1	(Fig.	For	instance,	the	layer-by-layer	homo-epitaxy	is	easily	understood	from	the	thermally	assisted	migration	of	a	weakly	bounded	adatom	toward	monoatomic	steps	or	kinks.	(In	2D	there	are	five	Bravais	lattices,	see	Ex.	17.)	g	c	b	a	b	p	a	i	cubic	a=b=g	=	90°	(a	=	b	=	c)	p	p	c	monoclinic	p	i	tetragonal	(a	=	b	π	c)	f	c	i	orthorhombic	(a	π	b
π	c)	p	triclinic	f	r	trigonal	(a	=	b	=	c)	p	(g	=	120°)	hexagonal	Figure	1 	The	14	Bravais	lattices.	Consider	OH	as	the	projection	of	OP	on	Gh,k	,l	.	In	fact,	superconductors	do	not	have	a	hysteretic	magnetic	behavior	but	reversibly	following	the	first	magnetization	curve	established	above,	known	as	the	Meissner	effect.	(c)	Numerical	application:	In	the
square	lattice	above,	the	width	of	the	bandgap	between	the	valence	band,	VB,	and	the	conduction	band,	CB,	Ec	–	Ev	is	4	eV	in	X	in	the	[10]	direction	2	p	2	and	2	eV	in	M	in	the	[11]	direction.	Exercise	30:	Refractive	index	for	X-rays	and	total	reflection	at	grazing	incidence	The	complex	dielectric	constant	of	a	free	electron	gas	is	of	the	form	e	r	=	1	-	w
p2/(w	2	-	iw/t	),	where	w	p2	=	Ne2/me0	in	which	N	represents	the	density	of	free	electrons	(see	Ex.	29).	2	below.	The	atoms	in	materials	scatter	inelastically,	a	fraction	of	the	electrons	with	small	energy	losses	to	form	a	divergent	source	of	electrons	close	to	the	surface	of	the	sample.	The	lower	band,	which	corresponds	to	xk	=	-(E	2	+	D	2	)1/2	,	is
going	to	be	completely	filled.	237	238	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	U	(NkBqD)	aT	U(T)	Cv(3NkB)	4	3	(Cv)	T	2	4	U(0)	T	0	1	E	(	kB	T	)	T	=	qD/4	1	3	0.5	1	(a)	x	=	T/qD	1.5	2	g(hv)	T	=	2qD	0	1	x	(b)	4	Figure	21	When	going	from	T	=	0	K	to	T=	qD,	the	increase	of	thermal	energy	is	U(	qD	)	-	U(0)	ª	3NkB	qD	and	it	is	not	significantly	far	larger
than	the	zero	point	energy.	In	addition	we	recall	that	there	are	10	electrons	per	atom	(5	≠	and	5	Ø)	as	can	normally	fill	the	d	band.	A	tension	Tz	collinear	to	Oz	is	exerted	normal	to	the	face	axb	and	parallel	to	xOy,	the	effect	is	a	contraction	of	the	lateral	dimensions	such	that	∆a/a	=	∆b/b.	This	book	is	the	deeply	revised	version	of	the	French	book
Initiation	à	la	physique	du	solide:	exercices	comméntes	avec	rappels	de	cours,	which	was	written	more	than	20	years	ago	and	was	the	result	of	years	of	teaching	solid	state	physics	at	the	Reims	University,	France.	In	reality,	the	model	could	be	improved	by	taking	into	account:	(i)	the	energy	shift,	α,	between	atomic	levels	and	the	centre	of	the	d	band.
3	and	4):	È	Ê	eV0	ˆ	˘	l	=	h/(mv	)	=	h	/	Í2m0eV0	Á	1	+	˜˙	2m0c	2	¯	˙˚	Ë	ÍÎ	1/2	giving	in	the	non-relativistic	case,	l(	Å	)	=	12.26/	V	(	volts).	Exercise	17:	Bravais	lattices	in	2D:	application	to	a	graphite	layer	(graphene)	(a)	Starting	from	basic	elementary	considerations,	list	the	five	possible	Bravais	lattices	in	2D.	From	this	we	find	n	=	2	kFeV	3h	0(vide)	EF1
0(vide)	f1	e–	F	eV	E	F2	u(z)	1	0	0	1/6	2	s	Figure	50	z	kF1	kz	kF2	Figure	51	(3)	The	n	particles	above	have	kinetic	energy	EF	in	the	electrodes.	The	structure	is	known	as	diamond	structure.	0	p	0	Performing	the	calculations,	we	obtain	k2	Ê	sin	2kF	z	-	2kF	z	◊	cos	2kF	z	ˆ	n(	z	)	=	F2	Á	1	-	3	˜.	(b)	Find	the	expression	for	the	intensity	due	to	the	crystal
structure	(lattice	+	basis)	assuming	that	b	=	a/4.	me0	Separating	the	real	and	imaginary	parts	we	obtain	w	p2	w	p2	e1	=	1	,	e2	=	.	11	(after	Fig.	For	the	exact	numerical	values	and	for	more	details,	see	corresponding	chapter	in	Ref.	Figure	7	shows	this	representation	for	the	case	of	silicon	(or	equivalently	diamond).	(3)	Show	that	alkali	metals	can	be
characterized	electrically	either	by	the	complex	relative	dielectric	constant	er	(w	)	=	e1(w	)	-	ie2(w	)	or	by	a	complex	electrical	conductivity	s	(w	)	=	s	1(w	)	+	is	2(w	).	Can	you	deduce	the	relationship	between	a	and	a1	in	the	phase	change	αÆβ?	21a;	j	@	d	n	◊	(	-e	)◊	vF	,	where	d	n	=	g(kF	)◊	d	k	,	where	dk	represents	the	average	thickness	of	the
depleted	zone	(	=	eEt/h	)	and	vF	is	the	average	speed	imparted	to	dn	electrons.	(3)	The	satellite	lines	are	found	at	Dk	=	G	±	q	with	q	=	2p/3.6a.	Exercise	22:	Pauli	paramagnetism	of	free	electrons	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D	Consider	N	free	electrons	per	unit	volume	of	a	metal	set	in	a	magnetic		induction	B	applied	along	the	Oz	axis.	If	the	two	expressions	lead	to
the	same	result	when	the	electrons	are	perfectly	free,	the	proposed	expression	can	also	explain	experimental	results	observed	in	materials	in	which	the	electrons	do	not	strictly	follow	the	free	electron	theory.	Popularized	by	K.	46c.	A	radiation	of	wavelength	l	irradiates	this	row	at	normal	incidence.	(d)	After	having	numerically	evaluated	n ¢m	and	a
when	m¢	=	m/2,	sketch	the	instantaneous	position	of	atoms	as	a	function	of	x.	Using	the	Ewald	construction,	show	that	when	the	crystal	can	take	any	possible	orientation,	the	only	possible	reflections	(h,	k,	l)	correspond	to	the	points	in	reciprocal	space	that	are	included	in	sphere	(resolution	sphere).	To	simplify	the	problem,	the	densities	of	states	are
assumed	to	be	constant	in	the	various	bands:	Exercises	g(E)	=	C1	(in	the	interval	0	<	E	<	•)	for	the	band	originating	from	the	4s	levels	g(E)	=	C2	(in	the	interval	0	<	E	<	Ed)	for	the	band	originating	from	the	3d	≠	and	3d	Ø	levels.	Exercise	15	illustrates	this	procedure.	Exercise	9: 	Atomic	vibrations	in	a	2D	lattice	Consider	a	2D	square	lattice	of
parameter	“a”	formed	from	identical	atoms	of	mass	m	that	are	submitted	to	a	force	constant	b	between	nearest	neighbors	and	are	forced	to	move	perpendicular	to	the	lattice	plane	(Z	mode:	associated	with	out-of-plane	atomic	motions).	Note	the	sharper	curvature	of	Ec	compared	with	Ev	due	to	mex	<	mhx.	Problems	Problem	1:	Absorption	in	the
infrared:	Lyddane–Sachs–Teller	relation	Consider	a	row	of	ions	equidistant	by	a.	c	(c/a	=	8/3)	2	2	2	2	h	+k	+l	h	k.l	1	2	3	4	5	6	100	110	111	200	210	211	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	16	17	18	19	20	220	300	221	310	311	222	320	321	11.0	10.3	20.0	11.2	20.1	00.4	20.2	10.4	400	410	322	411	330	331	420	20.3	21.0	21.1	11.4	10.0	00.2	10.1	10.2	2	Figure	34
Problems	Figure	34	summarizes	the	different	allowed	reflections	in	the	different	cubic	structures	and	in	the	hcp	structure	with	an	ideal	c/a	ratio.	205	206	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	(c)	The	impurity	atom	being	lighter	than	the	others	it	has	an	oscillation	frequency	n¢m	larger	than	vM	and	it	drags	the	other	neighbor	atoms	by	its
motion.	On	the	figure	drawn	in	part	(2)	draw	the	extremities	of	the	diffracted	vectors	corresponding		to	the	reflection	(1,	1)	and	relative	to	the	incident	wave	vector	k	0	,	which	has	an	extremity	at	(0,	0).	In	addition,	note	that	the	transition	metals	are	also	characterized	by	an	electronic	specific	heat	Ce	that	can	be	10	times	greater	than	normal	metals
and	thus	by	an	effective	d-electron	mass	that	is	very	large:	me	x	ª	30.	In	order	for	this	to	occur,	the	bands	must	not	overlap	or,	here,	E1(11)	2	2	m	a2	For	the	reverse	assumption	(shown	in	Fig.	(1)	X-ray	photoelectron	spectroscopy	(XPS)	(i)	A	solid	is	irradiated	with	monochromatic	X-ray	photons	(energy	hn).	(d)	The	distance	between	the	two	atoms	(at
000	and	¼	¼	¼)	forms	the	basis	so	that	3s/4	=	2r	and	8	atoms	are	contained	in	a	volume	of	s3	(order	4	with	two	atoms	per	basis),	where	t	=	2p/16	=	0.340	.	Verify	the	result	for	(100)	and	(110)	planes.	Such	an	approach	was	followed	in	the	study	of	the	movement	of	ions	(see	Chapter	III,	Pb.	1).	What	is	the	angular	width	of	the	first	reflection	(n	=	1)?
h.	(2)	X-ray	absorption	spectroscopy	Absorption	of	a	photon	occurs	when	a	photoelectron	is	excited	to	an	allowed	state	(and	therefore	above	the	level	of	Fermi	in	metals).	Solution:		G(h,	k,	l)	is	perpendicular	to	the	plane	(h,	k,	l).	(b)	3D	at	0	K.	What	are	the	numerical	values	of	d	and	ac.	(c)	In	theory,	the	same	mechanism	also	applies	to	the	nucleus	with
atomic	charge,	Ze.	Why	can	this	effect	be	neglected?	In	equilibrium	the	abscissa	of	the	atom	n	is	na	and	its	displacement	relative	to	this	position,	un,	is	such	that	|un|	1).	3c,	would	be	excluded;	(Fig.	Such			G					vectors	obey	either	k	0	◊	11	=	G(11)/4	or	k	0	-	k	=	Dk	=	G	11	.	The	corresponding	amplitude	is	maximal	when	h	=	N).	Then	one	obtains	C12	-S
1	(C11	-	C12	)(C11	+	2C12	)	E	=	,	s	=	12	=	=	S11	C11	+	C12	S11	C11	+	C12	and	S11	=	C11	+	C12	C12	.		•	Per	unit	of	orthogonal	area	at	xx¢:	F	j(	x	)	¥	B(	x	)	dx	,	and	the	Ú	0	critical	current	density	Jc	(that	is	to	say,	that	created	by	the	critical	field	at	the	surface	of	the	superconductor)	corresponds	to	jc	=	Bc/m0l.	49	and	comments	in	Pb.	4)	or	from	a
phase	change	(see	comments	in	Exs.	(c)	(b)	(a)	4.11	Å	3.99	Å	Cl	Cs	(d)	Ti	Ba	O	(f)	(e)	5.63	Å	3.56	Å	C	(g)	Cl	4.5	Å	Ti	Ca	5.2	Å	3.2	Å	Mg	O	Figure	3	S	Zn	5.46	Å	Na	(h)	c	=	2.89	Å	4.5	Å	5.41	Å	F	9	10	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Solution:	One	must	first	characterize	the	crystalline	lattice	by	searching	for	the	places	of	the	points	where	one
observes	the	same	chemical	environment	(1°)	as	at	the	origin	with	the	same	orientation	(2°)	(For	definition	of	the	lattice	points,	see	Course	Summary).	T	2kB	2.3[17	-	13]	Thus,	we	have	E	g	=	ª	1.2	eV	with	a	-3	e	11.25	¥	10	relatively	poor	precision	of	10%.	A	radiation	of	wavelength	l	is	directed	along	the	row	[1,	0]	in	direct	space.	d0	7	We	thus	have
verified	the	law	establishing	that	a	crystal	melts	when	the	average	displacement	attains	d/8.	Explain	what	is	observed.	(m0,	e,	m)	Solution:							∂v	∂j	∂v	Ne2		(1)	m	=	-eE	;	j	=	-	Nev	from	which	=	-	Ne	=	E	∂t	∂t	∂t	m	Problems							∂B	∂	j	m0Ne2		1		=	m0	(2)	curl	(	m0	H	)	=	m0	j	,	curl	=	E=	2E	∂t	∂t	m	l				∂B	and	curlE	=	,	from	which	∂t					Ê	∂B	ˆ	1		1	Ê	∂B	ˆ
curl	curl	Á	˜	=	2	curlE	=	-	2	Á	˜	,	which	leads	to	Eq.	(1)	l	Ë	∂t	¯	Ë	∂t	¯	l		Ê	m	ˆ	div	B	=	0	because	l	=	Á	2	˜	Ë	Ne	m0	¯	1/2	=	205	Å.	V	Ë	Dp	˜¯	T	153	154	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	Application:	The	compliance	coefficients	of	zinc	are	S11	=	8.4;	S12	=	1.1;	S13	=	–7.8;	S33	=	28.7	(all	units	are	in	10–12	m2/N).	(e,	e0,	m,	m0)	Solution:	(a)	P0	=	–
ex0	and	mg	=	–m0w2x0	=	–eE0.	Evaluate	the	first	Bragg	angles,	q100;	q110;	q111;	for	a	simple	cubic	crystal	of	parameter,	a	=	4	Å.	N1a	N2a	d	Figure	58	(8)	Represent	the	diffraction	pattern	of	the	superlattice	limited	to	the	plane	xOy	when	N1	=	N2	=	6.	Thus	an	increase	of	heat	to	the	crystal	corresponds	to	an	increase	in	the	population	of	phonons
(but	not	in	the	number	of	oscillators)	or	in	the	increase	of	the	vibration	energy	(and	therefore	of	the	183	184	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	amplitude)	of	atoms	in	the	lattice.	•	Explain	why	they	have	unequal	weight.	18	for	its	construction).	Noguera;	J.	Its	initial	idea	was	just	a	compilation	of	problems	given	for	examinations	at	the	end	of
each	year	to	test	the	young	students	on	their	understanding	of	lectures	based	upon	the	first	ten	chapters	of	the	well-known	book	of	C.	Each	binding	energy	EL(1s),	EL(2s),	keeps	its	discreteness	and	significantly	its	initial	atomic	value,	and	it	is	convenient	to	choose	their	origin	at	the	Fermi	level.	Since	the	2000s,	modern	electron	microscopes	are
based	all	on	the	use	of	a	different	principle:	the	field	electron	emission.	The	(200)	reflection	of	GaAs	becomes	almost	forbidden	when	the	partial	electron	transfer	from	As	to	Ga	atoms	is	taken	into	account.	How	do	the	equations	of	motion	change?	X-rays	are	also	emitted	when	ultrafast	charged	particles	experience	radial	accelerations.	49	for	Si(001)	2
×	1	surface	reconstruction.	By	identifying	this	second	term	to	be	b(nn+p	−	un),	we	find	the	proposed	expression	for	bp.	The	fact	that	the	largest	carrier	mobility	in	this	material	partially	compensates	for	their	small	density	(compared	to	normal	metals)	explains	why	the	resistivity	is	only	10	to	100	times	smaller	for	antimony	(r	=	39	mWcm)	and	for
arsenic	(r	=	33	mWcm).	139)	that	for	each	given	wave	vector	k	,	there	are	three		waves	having	orthogonal	displacement	vectors	u	being	not	necessarily	transverse	or	longitudinal.	The	thermal	contribution	to	Kth	is	also	significant	for	2D	materials	(see	Ex.	9b)	such	as	graphene	where	L	takes	larger	values	than	that	in	graphite.	11	10	2m	a2	2m	a2	2m
a2	These	results	can	be	generalized	to	a	3D	solid	and	can	explain	the	fact	that	divalent	elements	such	as	Mg,	Be,	and	Pb.	have	a	metallic	character	while	Si,	Ge,	Se,	and	Te	are	semiconductors.	Otherwise	one	obtains:	F	(h)F	x	(h	=	nN	)	=	(	N1	f	A	+	N2	f	B	)2	When	the	number	of	atoms	forming	the	superlattice	is	large	and	when	the	different	sub-layers
have	the	same	thickness,	the	intensity	of	the	first	reflections	orders	obeys:	2	F	(h)	◊	F	x	(h)	@	N	(	f	-	f	)2	A	B	h2p	2	Only	odd	orders	are	allowed	and	their	intensity	decreases	as	l/h2.	233	234	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	Important	Note:	Each	oscillator	is	supposed	to	have	a	single	degree	of	freedom.	_	(91)	*	+	+	(01)	*+	+	*	+	+	*	+	*
(12.1)	*	B	_*	+	(90)	+	*	(00)	*	+	A	Symbols:	+	<	*	q	and	pA	>	qB	(when	z	=	1).	In	addition	the	corresponding	reflections	with	h,	k,	l	of	the	same	parity	will	be	strong,	FM	=	2fCu	+	2fAu,	and	those	having	h,	k,	and	l	of	a	different	parity	will	be	weak,	FM	=	2fCu–2fAu).	1.3	EF	=	0	(see	solution	of	Ex.	1	with	α	=	0).	It	is	therefore	parallel	and	proportional
to	G(h,	k,	l).	The	vertical	scale	is	in	NkB	unit	to	multiply	by	1,	2,	or	3	as	a	function	of	the	degree	of	freedom	for	the	atom	vibrations.	(b)	In	the	Debye	model	we	consider	that	the	spatial	displacement	of	N	identical	atoms	in	a	3D	lattice	is	isotopic.	(a)	Write	the	equations	of	motion	of	atoms:	0,	1,	and	n	(where	n	≥	2).	(3)	After	substituting	C	atoms	for	Si,
the	crystal	structure	of	Si	is	represented	by	Fig.	The	mobility	is	thus	larger:	r(Na)	=	5	¥	10–6	W	cm	and	s(Na)	=	2	¥	107	W–1	m–1.	112,	the	inspiration	for	this	exercise,	for	the	justification	of	the	pinning	of	EF	to	that	of	the	chromium	level.)	For	the	conceptual	point	of	view,	one	must	keep	in	mind	that	the	addition	of	impurities	does	not	lead	always	to
the	increase	of	the	electrical	conductivity.	In	the	following	exercise,	we	explore	in	more	detail	this	instability	and	the	appearance	of	soft	modes	that	are	precursors	of	this	instability.	16p	2mkBq	D	The	second	term	which	results	in	a	temperature	evolution	of	the	x0	xdx	form:	e	.	An	important	exception	for	applications	(evacuation	of	heat	in
microelectronic	devices)	is	the	case	of	diamond	(a	poor	electrical	conductor	combined	to	an	excellent	thermal	conductor).	Jbara	for	their	comments	and	constructive	remarks.	Electron	beam	SEM	Pole	Place	•	SS-20	mm	70°	window	Highly	polished	specimen	surface	tilted	70°	Phosphor	screen	30–50	mm	diameter	WD-	44	mm	CCD	Camera	Forward-
scatter	detector	Figure	31 	Geometry	of	an	EBSD	system.	Wood	(1964),	Journal	of	Applied	Physics	35,	1306.	Solution:	The	linear	crystal	is	shown	below:	F	(h)	=	f	A	+	fBe	-	i	2p	h/3	+	fBei	2p	h/3	because	e	-	i	4p	h/3	=	ei	2p	h/3	Ê	2p	h	ˆ	F	(h)	=	f	A	+	2	fBcos	Á	Ë	3	˜¯	F	(h)	=	f	A	+	2	fB	for	the	reflections	such	that	h	=	3n	F	(h)	=	f	A	-	fB	for	the	others
Keeping	in	mind	that	I(h)	=	F(h)	×	Fx(h),	Fig.	The	two	allowed	reflections	are	(111)	and	(220).	The	Fermi	surface	is	shown	in	Fig.	24,	we	understand	the	reasons	for	the	phase	changes.	e1	1	–q	E	+q	p	wp	E	Figure	32	–q	+q	p1	w	381	382	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	These	two	situations	are	shown	in	Fig.	The	minimum	in	this	binding	energy
curve	for	jellium	occurs	at	rs/rB	=	4.2	with	a	binding	energy	2.2	eV/	electron.	56	(Pb.	7),	w	2p	obeys	the	relation	er	=	1	-	2	from	which	the	following	table	w		with	the	variations	of	the	different	components	of	k	can	be	constructed.	The	result	of	the	3rd	is	Á	˜	e	0	.	Each	allowed	energy	band	spans	over	2π/a	and	contains	2N	electrons	(N	is	the	number	of
atoms	in	the	row)	because	in	the	k-space	the	unit	cells	have	Exercises	a	length	of	2π/L	=	2π/Na,	and	it	can	accept	two	electrons	each	(≠Ø	)	.	Solution:	(a)	In	the	simple	situation	of	an	isotropic	solid,	the	useful	relations	between	the	stress	and	strain	reduce	to	Dl	F	exx	=	=	S11	(1)	l	S	F	Da	s	1	=	S12	(2)	fi	or	equivalently:	S11	=	and	S12	=	e	yy	=	a	S	E	E
F	Db	ezz	=	=	S12	(3)	b	S	In	terms	of	the	elastic	stiffness	constants	one	obtains:	F	=	C11exx	+	2C12e	yy	(1'):	  	or	equivalently,	S	(2')	=	(3'):	0	=	C12exx	+	(C11	+	C12	)e	yy	E	=	C11	-	2C12s	0	=	C12	-	s(C11	+	C12	)	The	isotropy	leads	to	eyy	=	ezz	or	C12	=	C13	=	C21	=	C31.	The	electronic	charge	carried	by	each	atom	is	the	sum	of	a	term	common	to
all	the	atoms	and	of	a	term	that	varies	sinusoidally	with	the	position	of	the	atom	in	the	row.	2a	u	y		–	1	f	y	f	+	1	y	+	1	Figure	19	It	is	thus	appropriate	to	choose	a	basis	with	two	atoms	(wave	functions	f	and	y		)	with	a¢	=	2a.	Exercise	19:	Another	expression	for	the	conductivity	σ	When	an	electron	gas	is	subject	to	an	applied	electric	field,				eEt	,	which
adds	to	E	,	each	electron	feels	a	drift	velocity	v	e	=	m	its	initial	velocity	resulting	from	Fermi	Dirac	statistic.	The	intersections	of	the	lines	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	with	the	Ewald	sphere	(such	as	D	in	Fig.	Exercises	Exercises	Exercise	1:	Description	of	some	crystal	structures	Describe	the	crystal	structures	represented	in	Fig.	3	(c)	Numerical
application:	For	silicon	at	1690	K:	r	2	=	6.9	¥	10-2	Å2	and	For	sodium	at	370	K:	r	2	=	30	¥	10-2	Å2	and	r2	1	=	0.111	ª	.	Thus,	the	corresponding	ESBD	experiments	are	conducted	using	a	scanning	electron	microscope	(SEM)	equipped	with	an	EBSD	detector	containing	at	least	a	phosphor	screen,	compact	lens	and	low-light,	charge-coupled	device
(CCD)	camera	chip.	(2)	Two-dimensions	(a)	Bravais	lattice:	simple	rectangle	with	a	=	4	Å,	b	=	3	Å;	Basis:	one	atom	of	species	A	located	at	(0,0)	and	another	atom	of	species	B	located	at	(½,½).	I	also	wish	to	thank	again	A.	3g)	the	central	atom	would	be	excluded;	(Fig.	13.	Where	are	the	satellite	lines	located?	These	indications	refer	to	other	exercises,
Ex.,	or	problems,	Pb.,	being	in	continuity	to	the	exercise	or	problem	under	consideration.	Problem	8:	Dispersion	of	surface	plasmons	Consider	two	media	separated	by	the	xOy	plane:	(1)	z	>	0	is	the	Problems	vacuum(er	=	1)	and	(2)	z	<	0	is	characterized	by	a	complex	relative	dielectric	constant	er	and	m	=	m0	everywhere.	Among	many	others,
additional	details	may	be	founded	in	articles	(F.	351	352	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	(b)	The	electrical	conductivity	σ	of	the	ribbon	is	such	that	ne2t	ne2l	.	s=	=	m	mvF	It	differs	from	that	of	the	bulk	material	σ0	only	by	the	mean	free	path	l	that	is	limited	by	the	boundaries	of	the	ribbon.	Comment:	X-ray	and	Auger	emission	The	Auger	effect
was	discovered	in	1925	(P.	These	classical	size	effects	should	be	added	to	the	quantum	effects	related	to	the	discrete	variation	of	the	electron	wave	vector	2p	of	the	material,	k	z	(k	z	=	nz	)	(see	also	Ex.	26).	There	exist	only	five	2D	Bravais	lattices	of	order	1	(see	Ex.	17).	Conversely,	for	values	such	as	k	=	2p−1	p/a	and	even	multiples	contained	in	the
same	interval,	the	atoms	n	and	n	+	p	always	vibrate	in	phase	and	the	corresponding	constants	bp	play	no	role.	Reconsider	the	conductive	or	insulating	character	of	the	material	according	to	the	amplitude	of	the	discontinuities	in	the	Brillouin	zone.	2	and	3	of	this	chapter).	Specify	the	numerical	values	of	R	and	l	(wavelength	of	the	incident
electromagnetic	wave	of	frequency	f0)	for	copper	at	300	K	with	σ	=	6	×	105	W–1-cm–1,	l	=	3	×	10–6	cm.	The	structure	is	BaTiO3,	known	as	a	perovskite.		(1)	Taking	into	account	the	term	of	phase	difference,	e	_	iDk◊r	(see	Chapter	II,	Course	Summary,	Section	4)	find	the	expression		giving	the	amplitude	diffused	by	N	atoms	in	the	direction	k	when
these	atoms	are	irradiated	with	an	incident	beam	of						wave	vector	k	0(	k	0	=	k	and	Dk	=	k	0	-	k	).	(a)	What	is	the	kinetic	energy	of	the	photoelectrons	of	initial	binding	energy	EL	and	resulting	from	the	radiation	hn?	2).	1	(a)	The	cube	occupies	8	¥	=	1	sphere	so	that	s	=	2r	and	8	t	=	p/6	=	0.524.	209	210	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	(b)
Starting	from	a	solution	of	the	form	of	running	waves	u	=	Aexpi	(wt	–	kxx	–	kyy),	find	the	dispersion	relation	for	the	z-mode	vibrations,	w	=	f (k).	Ei	2kBT	463	464	Band	Theory	The	addition	of	n-type	impurities	results	in	a	decrease	in	holes	(known	as	compensation)	and	this	increase	in	the	electronic	concentration	results	in	an	increase	in	the	Fermi
level	(Ex.	10).	We	are	thus	exploring	silicon	(Eg	≈	1.1	eV)	doped	with	either	n-type	impurities	such	as	phosphorus	or	p-type	impurities	such	as	boron	(where	Ei	=	45	meV	for	both	cases).	Problems	All	the	reflections	are	allowed	and	those	such	that	h	+	k	+	l	are	odd	will	be	less	intense	than	the	others.	The	evolution	of	the	dielectric	constant	in	the
corresponding	spectral	domain,	far	UV,	shows	the	same	characteristics	as	that	encountered	here	by	the	motion	of	ions	with	a	resonance	around	wT	(in	the	UV	and	not	in	the	IR).	(b)	Find	the	number	n(E,	q)	dEdq	of	electrons	occupied	at	temperature	T	assuming	that	kBT	wp,	e1	tends	to	1	and	e2	tends	to	zero	gw	p2	gw	2p	e	as	3	.	Their	final	(2p	/L)2
The	initial	kinetic	energy	is,	on	average,	E	=	energy	is	EF	and	the	change	is	thus	DE	=	kF2L2	EF	◊	.	(c)	The	numerical	values	are	as	follows:	eF	ª	19.3	kBT	Alkaline–earth	oxide	on	nickel	(at	1100	K)Æ	J	≈	1.6	A/cm2,	eF	where	ª	10.5	kBT	Lanthanum	hexaboride	(1800	K)	Æ	J	≈	25	A/cm2,	where	eF	ª	15.4.	kBT	Tungsten	(at	2700	K)	Æ	J	=	2.2	A/cm2,
where	The	temperatures	mentioned	in	this	problem	are	just	an	indication:	one	can	increase	J	by	increasing	T,	but	to	the	detriment	of	the	lifetime	of	the	filament.	Also	deduce	the	paramagnetic	susceptibility	c	of	the	sample.	(b)	The	first	Brillouin	zone	contains	N	cells	È	(2p/a)2	=	L2	/	a2	=	N	=	number	of	lattice	atoms]	and	can	Í	2	2	(	p	/	Na	)	ÍÎ	receive
2N	electrons.	Ê	2	ˆ	2	Ê	2	ˆ	2	EF	=	Á	k	E	=	k	+	E0	or	effectively	;	F	F	˜	Á	x	x˜	F	Ë	2mh	¯	Ë	2me	¯	EF	=	n0	=	E0mh	x	(me	x	+	mh	x	)	1	Ê	2	me	x	◊	mh	x	ˆ	Á	˜	3p	2	Ë	2	me	x	+	mh	x	¯	3/2	E03/2	.	Use	σ0	(Au)	=	0.44	×	106	W–1-cm–1,	l0	(Au)	≈	420	Å.	(3b)	Figure	45	shows	the	different	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	in	the	plane	of	the	sample.	Since	one
solution	leads	to	eaa	=	−1,	the	only	acceptable	(2m	-	m¢	)	solution	corresponds	to	eaa	=	,	which	gives	m	4b	m	2	w¢	=	.	In	order	to	explain	this	phenomenon,	evaluate	the	associated	wavelength	of	incident	electrons	of	100	keV	kinetic	energy.	For	the		2p	ª	1.57Å–1;	its	direction	(001)	face	of	GaAs	A	=	a(	As	Ga	)/	2	is	parallel	to	the	[110]	row.	4	(i)	The
second	interference	system	combines	with	the	first	such	4n¢	l	ˆ	Ê	that	when	d	m	=	n¢	l	Á	sinq	=	the	diffraction	is	enhanced	Ë	a	˜¯	(by	a	factor	of	4)	by	the	diffraction	of	the	basis	but	the	system	of	interferences	destroys	the	values	of	q	corresponding	to	(2n¢	+	1)	dm	=	l	.	The	prerequisites	to	use	this	book	are	only	the	mathematics	of	differential
equations	involved	in	Maxwell’s	and	Schrödinger’s	equations	in	their	simplest	form.	23,	the	hatched	area	indicates	the	contour	of	the	first	BZ	when	Z1	=	Z2.	Under	the	electric	field	E0eiwt	of	this	electromagnetic	wave	the	electron	vibrates	at	the	same	frequency	w	and	therefore,	acts	like	an	oscillating	dipole,	P0eiwt.	ne	515	516	Band	Theory	Exercise
18:	Hall	effect	in	a	semiconductor	with	two	types	of	carriers	Consider	a	rectangular	parallelepiped	semiconductor	with	sides	parallel	to	Ox,	Oy,	and	Oz.	This	sample	is	placed	in	a	uniform	magnetic		induction	B	0	directed	along	Oz	while	a	uniform	constant	current	density	jx	flows	parallel	to	Ox.	(a)	In	the	xOy	plane,	find	the	vector	equation	of	motion	for
a	chargedparticle	(q)	with	mass	m	when		it	is	subject	(in	addition	to	B	0	)	to	a	constant	electric	field	E	(E	x	,	E	y	)	and	a	damping		force	of	form	-mv/t	,	where	v	is	the	velocity	of	the	particle,	and	τ	is	the	relaxation	time.	Crystal	Structure	1.	A	fair	example	of	such	atom	manipulation	is	shown	in	Fig.	Deduce	that	a	wave	is	likely	to	propagate	to	the	plasma–
vacuum	interface	with	a	dispersion	relation	of	the	form	2	w	p2	w	=	2	+	k	x2c2	Ê	w	p2	ˆ	-	Á	k	x4c4	+	˜	4	¯	Ë	1/2	Comment	on	this	result.	F.	(a)	Starting	from	the	Maxwell’s	equations	and	neglecting	the	displacement	current,	find	the	evolution	of	the	electric	field	Ex(z)	in	the	metal	characterized	by	its	magnetic	permeability	m0	and	its	electrical
conductivity	σ0.	(b)	Deduce	the	expression	for	the	volumetric	density	of	intrinsic	carriers	ni	at	ambient	temperature	(kBT	=	25	meV)	as	well	as	the	position	of	the	Fermi	level	EF(i).	Comment	on	the	resultant	curve.	4	to	7	is	applicable	to	all	the	crystalline	systems,	including	the	triclinic	one.	First,	it	is	sufficient	to	include	the	Problems	surface	electron
density	ns	of	each	face	and	evaluate	the	initial	energy	of	an	electron	in	the	kz	=	0	plane:	E	(2d	)	Ê	1	ˆ	Ê	h2	ˆ	(2p	ns	)	.	The	estimated	value	is	of	the	same	order	of	magnitude	as	that	accessible	in	experiments	(∼1–2	J·m2)	but	the	present	problem	has	not	introduced	the	anisotropy	of	the	surface	density	as	a	function	of	the	orientation	of	the	relevant
crystallographic	faces.	This	exercise	was	inspired	by	Ref.	Finally	the	photoelectrons	have	a	very	low	escape	depth	[l	=	a	few	atomic	monolayers;	see	(c)	above]	and	thus	the	resulting	information	is	related	to	the	chemistry	of	the	surface.	q2	q3	q1	Figure	57	Remarks:	There	are	numerous	composed	materials	with	reduced	dimensions	that	have
structural	transitions	at	low	temperature,	known	as	Peierls	transitions.	It	is	clear	that	such	a	lattice	choice	(and	the	corresponding	vectors)	masks	the	obvious	symmetries	of	the	lattice	and	that	it	is	better	to	choose	multiple	lattices	which	do	represent	these	symmetries	(e.g.,	Bravais	lattices).	The	amplitude	associated	to	the	even	points	(such	that	Dk	=
2p/a	,	for	instance)	will	be	A	(even	n)	=	(N/2)	(	f	Z1	-	f	Z2	)	=	Nf1.	Ec	+	Eg	E	Eg	EF	0	C	g(E)	–Ev	Figure	28	(a)	Knowing	that	the	Fermi	level	EF	is	in	the	bandgap	(5kBT	<	EF	<	Eg	–	5kBT),	leading	to	the	conventional	simplification	for	f(E),	find	the	expression	for	the	number	of	electrons	n	in	the	conduction	band	and	the	number	of	holes	h	in	the	valence
band	respectively	as	a	function	of	the	data	and	absolute	temperature.	The	different	possibilities	are	thus:	a	≠	b;	g	≠	90°;	oblique	system	a	≠	b;	g	=	90°;	rectangular	system	a	=	b;	g	=	120°;	hexagonal	system	a	=	b;	g	=	90°;	square	system	All	lattices	can	be	only	centered,	and	thus,	of	order	2	but	the	centered	hexagonal	lattice	can	be	described	as	a
simple	hexagon	and	the	centered	square	as	a	simple	square	because	they	involve	no	reduction	in	symmetry.	Solution:	The	angle	between	the	planes	(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	(h2,	k2,	l2)	is	in	reciprocal	space	the	angle	Φ	between	G1(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	G2(h2,	k2,	l2).	The	corresponding	diffraction	patterns	are	displayed	on	the	screen	that	is	parallel	to	the	exit
crystal	surface.	Note	that	the	geometry	of	patterns	looks	similar	to	a	magnified	projection	of	the	planes	with	only	a	small	shift	due	to	the	small	values	of	the	Bragg	angles.	The	maximal	influence	of	b2	occurs	when	k	=	p/2a	because	the	second	neighbors	are	in	phase	opposition	to	the	reference	atom.	The	structure	is	known	as	NaCl.	(f)	Bravais	lattice:
face-centered	cubic;	a	=	5.46	Å,	Basis:	1	Ca	at	(0,0,0)	and	2	F	Zn	at	(¼,¼,¼)	and	(¾,¼,¼	(or	at	(–¼,¼,¼).	The	structure	is	hexagonal	close	packed	(hcp),	which	is	not	a	Bravais	lattice.	Ú	217	218	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	•	At	low	temperatures	kBT	>	1)	,	we	have	(	-q	E/T	)	E0	=	NhvEe	2	Êq	ˆ	,	where	C	vo	=	NkB	Á	E	˜	◊	e(	-qE	/T	)	.
One	distinguishes	in	fact	two	types	of	displacements	illustrated	in	Figs.	25,	this	operation	defines	a	sphere	of	radius	2k0	=	4p/l	that	allows	the	exploration	of	all	Bragg	conditions	containing	the	points	h,	k,	l	in	the	interior	of	the	sphere.	The	plasma	frequency	corresponds	to	the	limit	between	the	region	of	total	reflection	and	total	transparency	to
electromagnetic	waves.	•	Find	the	Bravais	lattice	of	the	corresponding	crystal	and	index	the	observed	reflections.	Lapshin	in	H.	(b)	T/qD	0	as	heat	always	flows	from	a	high	temperature	to	a	low	temperature.	f1	f2	+	0	a	+	–	–	–	+	6a	x	d/2	2/d	2p/	a	Figure	56				For	the	satellite	lines	(	Dk	±	q	)a	=	2pn	leads	to	Dk	◊	a	=	2p	n		2p	a/d	.	(In	Fig.	C	19,	1986,
2161.	Despite	this	equality	in	the	density	of	carriers,	the	sign	of	the	Hall	voltage	is	given	by	that	of	electrons	due	to	their	larger	mobility.	(2)	Express	the	conduction	current	density	corresponding	to	the	motion	of	N	electrons	per	unit	volume	N?	One	observes	that,	because	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	formed	on	planes,	the	intersection	of	the	Ewald	sphere
with	these	planes	is	necessary	(and	henceforth	that	l	<	2d).	Find	the	corresponding	expression	for	the	elemental	current	density	dJz	as	a	function	of	T.	If	A	is	monovalent,	the	Fermi	sphere	corresponds	to	that	shown	in	Fig.	These	lines,	weighted	by	Nf2/2	disappear	when	f2	is	zero.	Solution:	(a)	•	n	=	Ú	E	g	+	EC	Eg	fe	(E	)	=	fe	(E	)◊	g(E	)◊	dE	,	where	  
1	E	-	EF	kBT	ª	e(	EF	-E	)/kBT	e	+1	from	which	we	find	n	ª	•	h	=	Ú	E	g	+	Ec	Ú	-	Ev	Eg	0	(	EF	-	E	g	)/kBT	Ce(	EF	-E	)/kBT	◊	dE	@	CkTe	[1	-	e	-	Ee/kBT	]	g(E	)◊	f	h	(E	)dE	,	where	fh	(E	)	=	1	-	fe	(E	)	ª	e(	E	-EF	)/kBT	so	that	h	=	CkTe–E F	/kBT◊	[1	–	e–E F	/kBT].	–EL	P	P	+q	+q	–q	e0	e1	e0	metal	P	–q	+q	–q	0	r¢0	r0	insulator	KP		K	q	K	q	physisorption
chemisorption	(a)	Figure	13	(b)	In	chemisorption	the	electronic	bonding	atoms	or	molecules	is	changed	and	covalent	or	ionic	bonds	are	formed	from	electron	transfer	of	an	electron	(chemical	bond.	Exercises	Solution:	(a)	Using	the	reasoning	and	notation	from	Pb.	4,	Question	(3),	we	find:	mg	*/m	(Ed	/EH	)	=	,	so	that	here	we	find	Ed	=	0.66	meV.
Reflections	of	type	100	and	110	are	forbidden	and	in	reciprocal	space	erase	the	corresponding	points,	which	are	only	present	in	a	cubic-centered	lattice	with	edge	4p/a.	The	analysis	of	the	corresponding	intensities	also	allows	one	in	some	cases	to	find	the	chemical	identification	of	the	superlattice	from	fA	and	fB	which	are	sensitively	proportional	to
Z(A)	and	Z(B)	(see	Pb.	9).	Ë	h¯	(	2p	Thus,	dh,k	,l	=		.	Determine	for	potassium	the	numerical	value	of	the	wavelength	l0	of	the	incident	electromagnetic	wave	in	a	vacuum	that	marks	the	boundary	between	these	two	regions.	p	Ê	-	i	(	h+	k	+	l	)	ˆ	(2)	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Á	f	As	+	[	xfGa	+	(1	-	x	)	f	Al	]e	2	˜◊	Ë	¯	Â(cfc	lattice)	ji	F(200)	=	fAs–xfGa–(1–x)	fAl.	When	x
changes	from	0	to	1,	Problems	F(200)	decreases	linearly	from	20	to	2.	When	the	rows	and	the	planes	are	parallel	and	equidistant	to	each	other	they	are	equivalent	and	they	are	represented	with	the	same	symbols.	3	of	Course	Summary,	Section	6.	Thus,	Problems	the	corresponding	direction	in	reciprocal	space	is	a	constant.	It	is	easy	to	find	the	atomic
distribution,	radius	is	r	=	4	shown	in	the	bottom	of	Fig.	When	h	k	l	one	indice	is	zero;	the	intersection	with	the	corresponding	axis	is	at	infinity.	Kumar,	B.	a	4	(b)	Crystal	diffraction:	The	path	difference	dr	between	waves	diffused	by	two	consecutive	points	of	the	basis	is	such	that,	dr	=	asinq;	the	diffraction	condition	of	the	corresponding	matrix	is	thus
dr	=	asinq	=	nl.	50	for	cubic	crystals.	The	basis	of	GaAs	consists	of	an	atom	of	As	in	the	000	and	an	atom	of	Ga	in	the	¼,	¼,	¼.	Verify	that,	when	subject	to	an	external	magnetic	field	similar	to	that	of	the	Question	(3),	the	superconducting	material	describes	the	characteristic	cycle	of	the	Meissner	effect	[mentioned	in	(4)].	Ê1	ˆ	m	Á	+	iw	˜	Ët	¯				Ne2	E
(2)	J	C	=	-	Nev	=	◊	m	Ê1	ˆ	ÁË	t	+	iw	˜¯	È	˘		˙			∂	D	ÍÍ	Ne2	The	density	of	total	current	is	J	c	+	=	+	iwe	˙	E	.	The	position	of	the	plasmon	energy	and	plasmon	wavelength	is	shown	in	Fig.	•	This	quantum	energy	of	vibration	can	also	be	written	for	an	atom:	241	242	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	Ê1	ˆ	1	E	=	hv	Á	+	Ë	2	exp(hv/kBT	)	-	1	˜¯
Combining	the	two	methods	for	An2	and	using	the	result	in	the	integral	expression	for	r	2	,	we	find:	9h	4p	2mvD3	r2	=	r	2(0	K	)	=	Ú	vD	Ê	1	0	ˆ	1	ÁË	2	+	exp(hv/k	T	)	-	1	˜¯vdv.	The	material	shown	in	Fig.	It	results	in	a	greater	bond	energy	and	a	smaller	distance	r0	(see	Fig.	These	overlaps	tend	to	produce	an	impurity	band,	in	which	electron	conduction
can	occur	by	electrons	hopping	from	one	impurity	site	to	its	ionized	neighbor.	10).	L.O.	L.A.	Figure	5	189	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	12	10	(c/s)	L.O.		190	5	Forbidden	frequencies	L.A.	0	p/a	=	0.628	Å	–1	Figure	6	The	velocity	of	sound	corresponds	to	the	slope	of	the	tangent	at	the	origin	of	the	acoustic	branch:	For	small	k	one	obtains
vs	=	(∂w/∂k	)k	=0	1	2	2	4b1b2	Ê	ka	ˆ	˘	2	b	+	b2	ÈÊ	b1	+	b2	ˆ	w2	@	1	-	ÍÁ	Á	˜	˙	˜	m	m2	Ë	2	¯	˙˚	ÍÎË	m	¯	1	∂w	a	È	2	b1	b2	˘	2	ka	2b1b2	1	which	leads	to	w	=	and	vs	=	=	Í	◊	˙	∂k	2	Î	m(	b1	+	b2	)	˚	2	b1b2	m	From	b1b	=	b2(a	-	b)	and	b1	=	3	b2	one	obtains	b1/m	=	8	vs2/a2	=	8	¥	1026	s−2.	(d)	For	the	wave	to	have	a	physical	meaning,	k	must	be	positive,
which	leads	to	x	>	1	and	–C	>	1	+	b	resulting	in	Êbˆ	b′	4	M	>	>	4	Á	˜	-	2.	In	reciprocal	space,	find	the	corresponding	volume	of	the	primitive	lattice	(order	1).	Numerical	application	for	potassium:	Specify	the	value	of	the	plasma	frequency	wp	as	well	as	the	corresponding	energy	(in	eV).	For	each	case	state	the	Bravais	lattice,	the	position	of	the	atoms
making	up	the	basis	(Hint:	The	crystals	in	“a”	to	“f”	belong	to	the	cubic	system).	h	=	a(n1	p2	-	p1n2	);	k	=	a(	p1m2	-	m1	p2	);	l	=	a(m1n2	-	m2n1	)	The	coefficients	a	are	chosen	so	that	h,	k,	l	are	of	lowest	order	and	so	that	the	planes	(h,	k,	l)	and	(	h	,	k	,	l	)	are	equivalent.	The	result	in	both	scanning	and	transmission	electron	microscopy	is	a	significant
improvement	of	the	signal-to-noise	ratio	and	of	the	spatial	resolution	compared	with	thermionic	devices.	(a)	Starting	from	the	equation	of	motion	of	these	two	types	of	atoms,	find	the	dispersion	relation	for	vibrations	that	propagate	along	the	row	with	solutions	of	the	form:	u2n	=	A	exp	i(wt	-	2kna)	and	u2n+1	=	B	exp	i[wt	-	(2n	+	1)ka].	To	understand
these	behaviors,	one	must	take	into		(solid	lines	in	Fig.	[9].)	Finally,	the	atomic	electrons	are	not	free	and	their	binding	energy	w	0	represents	the	energy	necessary	to	remove	them	from	their	initial	state	(1s,	2s,	2p,	etc.)	The	corrective	term	f	is	nearly	equal	to	1	when	w	>>	w0,	corresponding	to	incident	photons	of	energy	hn	greater	than	the	binding
energy	of	the	atomic	electrons.	This	means	that	the	position	of	the	atom	is	indifferent	since	its	binding	energy	is	independent	of	z.	Neutron	diffraction	can	therefore	reveal	the	microscopic	magnetic	structure	(ferro,	ferri,	antiferro,	etc.)	of	materials	(	diffraction).	In	fact	the	restoring	forces	are	alternatively	positive	and	negative	and	decrease	in	1/r3:	bp
=	(	-1)p+1(	b1/p3	)	.	Interf.	(7)	The	crystalline	structure,	now	a	3D	structure,	can	be	deduced	from	the	row	described	before	in	(2)	by	perpendicular			translations	of	this	row		of	type	n	a	+	mb	(where	a		is	in	the	y-direction	and	b	is	in	the	z-direction	with	a	=	b	).	Problems	The	controlled	admission	of	oxygen	in	the	apparatus	relies	on	this	mechanism	and
is	easily	explained	by	the	kinetic	theory	of	gases.	The	microscopic	mechanisms	of	high-temperature	superconductivity	seem	related	to	2D	behavior	of	the	charge	carriers	in	the	CuO	planes	(see	Chapter	V,	Ex.	2a).	Valladeres,	Am.	J.	(b)	The	electric	field	and	the	wave	vector	are,	in	both	medium,	fully	contained	in	the	plane	xOz.	What	are	the	two
relations	imposed		by	the	boundary	conditions	on	the	xOy	plane	on	E	0	and	H	between,	kz(1),	k	(1),	kz(2)	and	between	kx	(1)	and	k	(2)?	Show	that	the	divergence	angle	of	the	incident	beam	and	its	variation	from	monochromaticity	as	well	as	small	crystallite	sizes	or	slight	crystal	misorientations	enhances	the	probability	of	observation	of	Bragg
reflections.	Exercise	18:	Effect	of	impurity	concentration	on	the	resistivity	At	low	temperatures,	the	addition	of	impurities	to	a	pure	metal	of	resistivity	r	leads	to	an	increase	Dr	of	this	resistivity	that	is	proportional	to	the	concentration	of	impurities,	ci,	weighted	by	a	coefficient	(Dz)2,	where	Dz	is	the	difference	between	the	valence	of	the	impurity	and
that	of	the	host	metal.	The	Bravais	lattice	is	a	simple	square	with	parameter	a/	2	of	which	the	sides,	for	GaAs,	are	parallel	to	the	[110]	and	[110].	20	2	2Ë	10	¯	Exercises	The	cohesive	energy	follows	a	parabolic	law	as	a	function	of	nd	electrons	(per	atom)	occupying	the	d	band.	Consider	a	crystal	with	a	fixed	orientation.	c	Dp	In	addition,	the	volume
change	is	Exercises	Da	Dc	ˆ	Ê	DV	Á	=2	+	˜	Ë	V	a	c	¯	and	b	=	2b^c	+	b||c	=	2S11	+	2S12	+	4S13	+	S33	(c)	E||c	=	1	∫	0.35	¥	1011	N/m2(Pa	),	E	^c	=	1	=	1.2	¥	1011	N/m2(Pa	)	S33	S11	s||c	=	-	S	Da/a	=	-	13	=	0.27,	Dc/c	S33	s	^c	(b)	=	and	s	^c	=	-	S	Db/b	=	-	12	=	-0.13	Da/a	S11	S	Dc/c	=	-	13	=	0.93	Da/a	S11	-12	2	-12	2	b	^c	=	1.75	¥	10	m	/N,	b	||c	=
13.1	¥	10	m	/N,	b	v	=	16.5	¥	10-12	m2/N	Exercise	15:	Shear	modulus	and	anisotropy	factor	A	bar	made	from	a	homogenous	cubic	crystal	in	the	form	of	a	rectangular	parallelepiped	has	the	following	dimensions:	OA	=	a	along	Ox,	OB	=	b	along	Oy,	OC	=	c	along	Oz	and	the	face	OABD	is	fixed.	(2)	The	first	Brillouin	zone	can	accept	two	electrons	per
molecule.	The	good	part	is,	when	p	=	2q,	one	has	a	=	0.	(b)	The	average	number	of	phonons	n	associated	with	an	elastic	wave	of	frequency	n	is	given	by:	1	n	=	◊	exp(hv	/	kBT	)	-	1	The	total	number	of	phonons	Np	included	in	the	density	of	modes	g(v)	is	Np	=	Ú	vm	0	g	(v	)n	dv.	(a)	Consider	a	transition	element	with	nd	d	electrons	per	atom.	C.,	Solid
State	Physics	15,	1982,	4007,	which	provided	the	inspiration	for	this	exercise	as	well	as	C.	In	such	crystals,	diamond	or	Si,	the	atoms	on	an	ideal	surface	would	have	two	dangling	bonds	because	of	the	missing	atoms	in	the	vacuum	side.	Draw	a	few	curves	of	isofrequencies	within	the	first	BZ,	notably	4b	4b	the	curves	where	w	hnD,	e	hv/kBT	ª	1	+	+	◊◊◊
and	kBT	vD	2Na	U=	kBT	dv	=	NkBT	0	vs	We	find	the	classical	limit:	kBT	with	kBT/2	for	the	kinetic	energy	and	kBT/2	for	the	potential	energy	per	oscillator	and	per	degree	of	freedom	1	and	Cv	=	NkB.			Furthermore,	when	the	Bragg	condition	is	met	so	that	Dk	=	G	,	the	contribution,	from	all	the	atoms	of	the	basis	is:			F	(h,	k,	l	)	=	f	j	exp-	iG	◊	r	j	=	f	j
exp-	i2p	(hu	j	+	kv	j	+	lw	j	)	j	j	Â	Â	For	applications	we	can	refer,	for	example,	the	distinction	between	ordered	alloys	and	disordered	alloys	in	Pb.	5.		Gh,k	,l	is	therefore	perpendicular	to	PQ	and	we			may	also	show	similarly	that	Gh,k	,l	is	perpendicular	to	PR	:	it	is	thus	perpendicular	to	the	plane	(h,	k,	l).	(b)	In	the	latter	case	(steady-state	regime),	find
the	expression	for	thevx	and	vy	components	of	velocity	as	a	function	of	Ex	and	Ey	of	E	and	of	the	algebraic	mobility	µ	of	the	particle	(m	=	qt/m).	(b)	sin	i	=	cosa	=	nsin	r.	Each	chapter	is	composed	of	a	course	summary,	exercises	with	solutions,	and	then	problems	that	are	also	followed	by	solutions.	Colliex,	and	O.	È	1	-	(er	)1/2	˘	R	=	Í	for	w	≥	wp	1/2	˙	ÍÎ
1	+	(er	)	˙˚	w	p2	ˆ	(m)1/2	-	1	Ê	1	1	=	Á1	-	2	˜	When	R	=	,	r	=	and	e	r	=	w	¯	(m)1/2	+	1	Ë	m	m	1/2	w	(m)1/2	+	1	w	=	;	for	m	=	16:	=	1.25,	which	1/4	wp	wp	2m	leads	to	an	abrupt	fall	when	w	exceeds	wp.	Thus,	the	correct	description	is	simple	tetragonal	with	a’	=	a	2	/2,	c¢	=	c	with	a	basis	of	one	Cu	at	000	and	one	Au	at	½	½	½.	The	dispersion	curve,
shown	in	Fig.	As	shown	in	Fig.	Note	the	excellent	agreement	with	the	experimental	values:	61.1	for	lT	and	37.7	for	lL.	(b)	Deduce	the	expression	of	the	density	of	states	g(E)	and	that	of	the	effective	mass	m*:	how	this	last	expression	simplified	when	ka	0)	where		≥	represents	the	quantum	state	for	which	the	wave	function	of	the	electron	is	f	(	x	),	(<		¢
=	d		¢	).	(c)	Below	the	Curie	point,	the	exchange	interaction	between	spins	shifts	the	d	subbands	by	±Ee	from	their	original	position	(see	Fig.	Numerical	application:	What	is	the	electrostatic	limit	(c	=	∞)	of	the	plasmon	energy	hw	s	propagating	at	the	aluminum/vacuum	interface	with	hw	p	(	Al)	ª	15	eV	?	Friederich,	J.	cm–3)	Na	Mg	Al	Cs	Ba	Li	2.652	4.3
6.02	0.905	1.6	4.7	(3)	Could	you	explain	the	first	term	of	Eq.	1	eventually	from	a	comparison	of	its	numerical	value	to	the	corresponding	Fermi	energy?	Ë	a¯	Ë	b¯	Ë	c¯	Thus,	d(h,k,l)	=	1/[(h2/a2	+	k	2/b2	+	l	2/c	2	)]1/2	for	the	orthorhombic	case;	d(h,k,l)	=	a/(h2	+	k	2	+	l	2	)1/2	for	the	cubic	case.	This	implies	that	the	action	of	an	external	stress
(temperature,	irradiation	with	photons	or	neutrons),	each	oscillator	can	win	or	can	lose	one	(or	several)	quantum	of	energy,		hw	=	hn,	called	phonons	and	of	momentum	h	k	(where	the	wave			vector	k	is	only	defined	up	to	a	vector	G	of	the	reciprocal	lattice).	It	is	a	very	important	material	in	particular	for	its	electronic	properties	and	in	the	form	of
carbon	nanotubes	(see	the	corresponding	exercises	in	Chapter	V)	but	also	for	its	specific	atomic	vibrations	(see	Chapter	III,	Pb.	9,	and	Chapter	V,	Pb.	11).	What	is	the	nature	of	the	wave	when	w	≤	wp?	(b)	Find	the	relation	between	e2	and	the	static	electrical	conductivity	σ0.	We	try	to	describe	its	effect	with	the	expression	of	a	damped	wave	of	form:
un	=	u0	exp-	a	x	exp	i(w	t	-	kx	)	What	is	the	value	of	the	frequency	n ¢M,	which	is	compatible	with	the	equations	of	motion	when	the	wave	vector	is	near	the	boundary	of	the	first	BZ?	Exercises	•	The	intrinsic	regime	is	observed	at	high	temperatures:	ni	=	NcVv	exp-	(E	g	/2kBT	).	Graph	the	dispersion	curve.	The	incident	beam	containing	the	axis	[110],
is	essentially	of	periodicity	of	order	2	along	the	axis	[110]	and	it	appears	as	two	satellite	spots	with	a	smaller	intensity	and	situated	between	the	spot	associated	with	(11)	and	(10)	for	one	case	and	(10)	and	(1	1)	for	the	other	case:	spots	marked	with	a	B	in	Fig.	1	-	(er	)1/2	c	N	=	and	e1	=	n2	-	k	2	,	e2	=	2nk	.	3h3	In	the	context	of	these	approximations
(eV	0).	SI	units	have	been	used	in	both	tables.	This	incommensurability	has	been	observed	by	electron	microscopy	of	the	trichalcogenides	of	transition	metals,	NbSe3	and	TaS3.	∑	see	also	solutions	and	comments	of	Chapter	V,	Ex.	25	and	Pb.	5;	for	technical	note	on	e1	+	ie2	or	e1	–	ie2,	see	Ex.	29.	Brockhouse	shared	the	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1994
for	pioneering	contributions	to	the	development	of	neutron	scattering	techniques	for	studies	of	condensed	matter,	in	particular,	“for	the	development	of	neutron	spectroscopy”.	The	present	model	of	Breger–Zukovitski	is	based	on	very	different	arguments	from	that	of	Kohn	(Pb.	2)	and	it	is	surprising	that	the	two	lead	to	similar	oscillations.	497	498
Band	Theory	Solution:	(a)	For	N	atoms	having	z	valence	electrons,	we	have:	Ú	Ú	•	f	(E	)	g(E	)dE	=	Nz	.	(8)	Continuing	in	the	hypothesis	that	t	=	•	,	find	the	expression	for	the	magnetic	excitation	associated	with	the	previous	electric	field	as	function	of	er	and	next	of	wp	and	w.	(1)	The	angular	frequency	w	of	the	EM	wave	is	found	in	the	infrared,	that	is
to	say,	in	the	domain	of	the	self-oscillations	of	the	ions	for	their	optical	transverse	mode	wT	corresponding	to	1/2	È	Ê	1	1	ˆ˘	w	T	=	Í2b	Á	+	˜	˙	ª	1012	-	1013	rad/s	where	b	is	the	force	Î	Ë	m	M¯˚	constant	between	nearest	neighbors.	One	can	also	note	that	the	reciprocal	space	is	the	Fourier	space	(in	3D)	of	the	direct	space.	kBT	T	ÊT	ˆ	Ê	∂U	ˆ	Starting
from	C	v	=	Á	,	the	evolution	of	C	v	=	f	Á	˜	may	be	˜	Ë	∂T	¯	v	Ë	qD	¯	established	numerically	and	the	result	is	shown	in	Fig.	The	corresponding	application	is	neutron	diffraction	or	elastic	neutron	scattering	and	it	is	the	subject	of	the	present	exercise.	Moreover,	the	even	reflections	(with	the	exception	of	h	=	nN)	are	forbidden	when	N1	=	N2.	Determine
the	structure	factor	and	the	intensities	of	the	different	reflections	(strong,	weak,	and	forbidden).	At	high	temperature	Ê	e	hv/k	BT	=	1	+	hv	+	◊◊◊ˆ	it	goes	0	ex	-	1	ÁË	˜¯	kT	Ú	to	r	2(T	0	K	)	=	ÊT	ˆ	9h2	where	hvD	=	kB	qD	.	n(z)	KZ	KF	KX	O	A(kz)	KY	–+	–+	n0	–	–+	+	–+	–+	n(z)	=	n0	–	3n0	sin	x	–	x	cos	x	x3	0	–+	–+	–+	10	x	=	2kF	z	Figure	40	Remarks:	As
developed	in	Pb.	2,	the	continuation	of	this	problem	would	consist	of	finding	the	evolution	of	the	potential	V(z)	by	d	2V	(	z	)	r(	z	)	integrating	the	Poisson	equation	in	1D:	,	where	=2	e	dz	r(z)	includes	the	ion	charges	and	the	oscillations	of	the	electronic	density	n(z).	(4)	If	one	imagines	the	atoms	of	species	Z2	become	progressively	identical	to	those	of
species	Z1,	one	expects	that	the	above	odd	reflections	will	be	diminished	and	next	vanish,	leaving	the	even	reflections	from	the	previous	parts	of	this	question.	(a)	Show	that	in	the	IR	(w	>>	w	p	,1/t	),	e2	>>	e1	.		The	curve	exhibits	one	point	that	goes	to	zero	for			dispersion		k	=	k	∞	±	G	.	21	22	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(2)	In	each	of
the	two	cases,	state	the	eight	first	distances	in	decreasing	order.	The	number	of	electrons	contained	in	v	is	1	n	=	2(≠Ø)v	/	8p	3	,	where	v	=	4p	kF2d	kF	 	and	6	dkF	=	kF1	-	kF2	ª	kFeV	/2EF1,	taking	into	account	2m	h2kF22/2m	=	EF1	-	eV	.	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	Course	Summary	Exercises	1:	Compression	of	a	ionic	linear	crystal	2a:
Madelung	constant	for	a	row	of	divalent	ions	2b:	Madelung	constant	of	a	row	of	ions	–2q	and	+q	3:	Cohesive	energy	of	an	aggregate	of	ions	4:	Madelung	constant	of	a	2D	ionic	lattice	5:	Madelung	constant	of	ions	on	a	surface,	an	edge,	and	a	corner	6:	Madelung	constant	of	an	ion	on	top	of	a	crystal	surface	Comments:	Epitaxy	7:	Madelung	constant	of
parallel	ionic	layers	Comment	8:	Cohesive	energy	of	a	MgO	crystal	Comments	9:	Ionic	radii	and	the	stability	of	crystals	Comments	10:	Lennard-Jones	potential	of	rare	gas	crystals	11:	Chemisorption	on	a	metallic	surface	Comments:	Physi-	and	chemisorption;	atom	manipulation	12:	Anisotropy	of	the	thermal	expansion	of	crystals	13:	Tension	and
compression	in	an	isotropic	medium:	relations	between	Sij,	Cij,	E	(Young’s	modulus)	and	s	(Poisson	coefficient),	l	and	m	(Lamé	coefficients)	14:	Elastic	anisotropy	of	hexagonal	crystals	96	103	106	108	111	111	121	121	123	124	125	127	130	132	134	135	138	138	139	140	142	143	144	146	149	150	153	ix	x	Contents	15:	Shear	modulus	and	anisotropy
factor	16:	Elastic	waves	in	isotropic	solids	Problems	1:	Cohesion	of	sodium	chloride	2:	Cohesion	and	elastic	constants	of	CsCl	3:	Van	der	Waals–London	interaction:	cohesive	energy	of	rare	gas	crystals	4:	Velocity	of	elastic	waves	in	a	cubic	crystal:	application	to	aluminum	and	diamond	Comment:	Numerical	values	for	diamond	5:	Strains	in
heteroepitaxy	of	semiconductors	Questions	III.	What	is	the	shape	of	the	new	Brillouin	and	the	modulus	of	k(m,	n)	for	which	discontinuities	occur?	64.	They	were	awarded	with	the	Nobel	Prize	in	physics,	1915.	For	Mg	(1s):	wKL	=	3%	and	aKLL	≈	97%.	(d)	Spectral	distribution	of	X-rays.	Write	the	displacement	equations,	u0,	for	this	impurity	atom	and
the	displacement	“un”	for	an	atom	located	at	a	distance	“na.”	Assume	that	the	force	constant	b	between	nearest	neighbors	is	the	same	regardless	of	the	atom	considered.	(2)	When	d	=	2a,	the	adjacent	satellite	lines	will	merge	and	difficult	to	distinguish.	Their	number	n	µ	Ú	1	0	x	2dx	compared	with	N	µ	Ú	xm	0	3	x	2dx	is	N/	x	m	It	corresponds	to	an
increase	in	energy	DU	=	nk	BT	=	N(T	/q)3	kBT	and	leads	to	Cv	varying	as	T3	(T	qD.	Compare	with	the	results	established	directly	using	the	structure	factor	of	arrow	of	alternating	atoms.	Finally	thermal	expansion	is	a	macroscopic	phenomenon	that	cannot	be	explained	microscopically	by	modeling	the	atoms	as	simple	harmonic	oscillators	(that	is	to
say	with	a	potential	energy	in	u2	or	a	restoring	force	that	obeys	Hooke’s	law).	24	where	we	have	used	logarithmic	axes.	In	cartesian	coordinates	and	taking	into	account	the		polarization	of	E	along	Ox,	we	find	∂	2	Ex	/∂z	2	-	iwm0s	0	Ex	=	∂	2	Ex	/∂z	2	-	(2i/d	02	)	Ex	=	0	,	1	Ê	2	ˆ2	where	d	0	=	Á	.	If	the	crystal	is	body-centered	cubic,	the	forbidden
reflections	are	such	that	h	+	k	+	l	=	2n	+	l.	Note	that	the	meaning	of	the	word	“structure”	is	less	precise	than	“Bravais	lattice”.	The	reflections	for	which	h,	k,	and	l	do	not	have	the	same	parity	are	forbidden.	(2)	Explicit	the	relation	above	in	the	limit	of	long	wavelengths	and	deduce	the	expression	for	the	velocity	of	sound	vs.	The	angular	widths	of	the
diffraction	are	inversely	proportional	to	the	number	of	basis	atoms	in	the	linear	crystal.	b	=	18	Ν/m;	w	=	2.6	¥	1013	rad/sec;	ħw	=	17	meV.	Show	the	corresponding	dispersion	curves	and	indicate	the	forbidden	frequency	interval.	(c)	Bravais	lattice:	face-centered	cubic;	a	=	5.41	Å,	Basis:	1	S	at	(0,0,0)	and	1	Zn	at	(¼,¼,¼).	They	are	almost	always
exclusively	used	in	sealed	tubes	(such	as	oscilloscopes).	355	356	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Physically,	the	measurement	of	Z	that	is	obtained	from	the	measurement	of	the	reflection	coefficient	can	be	used	to	obtain	the	quantity	s0/l0	and	therefore	to	evaluate	the	density	of	electrons	“n”	participating	in	the	conduction.	It	gives	satisfactory
results	when	the	measurements	are	done	at	low	temperatures	and	when	the	concentration	of	vacancies	is	not	too	large	(otherwise	Dr	is	not	proportional	to	c1).	For	an	insulator,	e0	<	e	<	∞,	K	<	0	with	|K|	<	1.	In	addition,	as	2	2	the	dispersion	relations	are	supposed	to	be	isotropic	and	the	dS	w	isofrequency	surfaces	spherical,	the	integral	n	reduces	vg
(a)	The	group	velocity	vg	=	Ú	to	Sw	Sw	.	Limited	just	to	the	plane	(A,	B),	the	successive	points	along	the	row	(h,	0)	will	therefore,	be	N	times	closer	than	those	of	the	direction	(0,	k).	lL	449	450	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals			This	result	leads	to	—2	B	-	(1/l	L2	)B	=	0.	Taking	into	account	this	different	dimension,	at	grazing	incidence	the	Ewald
sphere	will	be	practically	tangent	to	the	rod	passing	through	the	origin	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	(1)	Surface	crystallography:	Adopt	a	common	scale	and	represent	the	distribution	of	arsenic	atoms	(in	GaAs)	and	thus,	also	of	aluminum	atoms	(in	Al)	in	the	(001)	plane.	It	is	situated	in	the	UV	range	and	it	is	the	limit	between	the	total	reflection	region	and
the	total	transmission	region.	Moreover,	for	As	the	10	spot	situated	below	the	00	spot	appears—although	it	is	forbidden	for	aluminum.	In	the	trapezoidal	potential	barrier	of	height	EF	+	f	and	EF	+	f	–	eV	(measured	from	the	bottom	of	the	conduction	band),	they	have	a	pure	imaginary	k	wave	vector	such	that:	h2k	2	h2kF2	=	-	u(	z	)	=	-f(	z	)	=	-f	+	eEz
2m	2m	2m	from	which	k	=	[f	-	eEz	]1/2	.	The	characteristics	of	the	curves	are	shown	in	Fig.	Such	a	dimerization,	studied	in	Ex.	1,	is	also	seen	in	the	previous	exercise.	The	thermodynamics	of	crystal	surface	formation,	transformation,	and	reactivity	is	describes	simply	with	the	terrace	ledge	kink	(TLK)	model.	8,	face	(110).	12a.	Deduce	the	expression
of	lL.	Klumer,	Eds.	(e)	In	the	elementary	lattice	(Fig.	(e,m)	Solution:						(a)	m(dv/dt	)	=	q	◊	E	+	q(v	^	B0	)	-	mv/t	.	The	upper	band	[xk	=	(E	2	+	D	2	)1/2	],	will	be	completely	empty	(at	0	K).	Ê	wp	ˆ	The	dispersion	relation	of	the	surface	wave	Á	w	<	˜	is	ÁË	2	˜¯	obtained	by	substituting	er	into	the	expression	1	-	w	p2	w2	in	the	relation	giving	k	x2.	The
diffraction	conditions	are	always	fulfilled	on	the	contrary	to	the	situation	where	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	made	up	of	points	(in	3d	for	monochromatic	radiations	and	regardless	of	the	incident	angle).	What	are	the	numerical	values	of	DE,	DE(1/2),	and	EF	for	potassium?	Solution:	N	(1)	A	=	Â	m=1				f	(ma	)	e	-	iD	k◊ma	N	Expanding	f(ma),	the	first	term	Â
m=1			f1e	-	iD	k◊ma	corresponds	to	the	amplitude	diffused	by	the	unperturbed	lattice.	(b)	In	the	context,	the	theory	of	nearly	free	electrons	at	0	K	considers	a	2D	square	lattice	(with	basis	a)	composed	of	identical	divalent	atoms.	(3)	Diffraction:	Epitaxy	is	realized	by	sublimating	metallic	aluminum	under	ultra-high	vacuum	conditions	on	a	single
crystalline	substrate	of	GaAs	at	an	appropriate	temperature,	using	the	molecular	beam	epitaxy	(MBE)	technique.	Schematically,	the	energetic	order	of	magnitude	of	the	X-rays	can	be	evaluated	using	the	Bohr	model	applied	to	an	atom,	1	ˆ	Ê	1	Z	where,	hvn	,n'	=	RH	Z	2	Á	2	-	2	˜	,	leading	to	the	Moseley	law,	Ë	n	n¢	¯	v	=	cRH	(	Z	-	s	),	where	n	=	1,	n¢	=
∞,	s	is	related	to	the	screening	and	RH	=	13.6	eV.	It	is	supposed	to	be	metallic	in	such	a	manner	that,	via	the	conduction	electrons,	the	force	constant	exerted	on	an	atom	in	position	n	+	p	by	an	atom	at	position	n	is	of	the	form	sin	pk0a	bp	=	A	in	which	A	and	k0	are	constants.	It	can	be	verified	that	the	above	descriptions	are	sufficient	to	reconstruct
the	different	structures.	Deduce	the	condi	tions	imposed	on	Dk	for	the	diffused	amplitude	different	from	zero.	Find	An	as	a	function	of	v	starting	from	the	Exercises	(c)	quantized	energy	of	vibration	(including	the	half	quantum)	and	then	find	g(n)	as	a	function	of	the	Debye	temperature	qD.	After	expansion	the	volume	of	the	crystal	is	V	+	∆V	=	a	(1	+
aa)	∙	b(1	+	ab)	∙	c	(1	+	ac)	or	av	=	DV	=	62	¥	10-6	=	a	+	a	+	a	a	b	c	V	b	c	d	+	DS	µ	b	a	o	a	d	(b)	(a)	Figure	14	The	angle	d	between	planes	(100)	and	(110)	shown	in	Fig.	Find	the	expression	for	the	polarization	P	(per	unit	243	244	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	volume)	taken	by	the	ionic	crystal	under	the	action	of	the	electric	field,	E,
taking	into	account	among	other	elements,	the	electronic	polarizability	a1	and	a2	of	each	ion	species.	The	structure	is	known	as	rutile	(TiO2).	77	78	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Comment:	Surface	imaging	(LEEM	and	STM)	It	has	been	seen	that	diffraction	experiments	permit	to	access	directly	to	the	reciprocal	space.	q	a	(0)	b	(1)	(2)	(3)
Figure	13	(4)	(5)	(0)	q	(1)	q	(2)	q	(3)	Figure	14	(a)	What	is	the	lattice	vector?	(b)	EF	>	Ed—upper	bound	of	the	second	and	third	integrals	will	be	Ed	(case	for	Cu)	and	each	integral	corresponds	to	five	electron	states	per	atom	so	that	C2	=	5/Ed.	The	Fermi	energy	of	Cu	reduces	to	C1EF	=	1	or	EF	=	7.17	eV.	EXAFS)	by	analyzing	not	the	X-rays
transmitted	but	the	intensity	of	the	photoelectrons	or	the	Auger	electrons	as	a	function	of	hn.	More	precise	calculations	show	that	screening	in	a	metal	results	in	an	oscillatory	behavior	in	the	electron	density.	The	following	table	summarizes	the	results	for	1-,	2-,	and	3D	in	complement	to	Fig.	The	inner-shell	electrons	(1s,	2s,	2p,	...)	of	the	atoms	are
little	affected	by	this	condensation.	To	account	for	this	phenomenon,	London	postulated	that	the	superconducting	medium	is	characterized	by	the	relationship			2	curl	j	=	-(1/m0lL	)B		(2)	From	Maxwell’s	equations	[same	assumptions	as	in	(2)]	show	that	B	follows	a	differential	equation	similar	to	(1),	which	was	established	previously	for	∂B/∂t	.	Useful
formulas:	•	xd	x	•	x	2dx	•	x	3dx	p2	p4	F1	:	=	=	1.64;	F	2	:	=	2.4;	F	3	:	=	=	6.5.	x	x	x	0	e	-1	0	e	-1	0	e	-1	6	15	Ú	Ú	Ú	Exercises	Exercise	1: 	Dispersion	of	longitudinal	phonons	in	a	row	of	atoms	of	type	C=C–C=C–C=	Consider	a	linear	lattice	with	constant	“a”	having	as	a	basis	two	identical	atoms	situated	in	a	line	and	spaced	from	equilibrium	by	b	(b	<
a/2),	see	Chapter	I,	Ex.	15.	Solution:	(1)	1.1	y	k	(	x	)	=	1.2	H0	k	>	=	Âe	ika	Âe	ik	a			f	(	x	)	H0		>	=	E	k	>	Eeika	=	<	0	H0	′	>	=	-2g	cos	ka;	E	-	2g	cos	ka.	The	observable	reflections	may	be	derived	from	the	solution	of	Ex.	11	where	the	angle	Φ	between	two	lattice	planes	(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	(h2,	k2,	l2)	obeys	to:	h1h2	+	k1k2	+	l1l2	cosF	=	1/2	1/2	h12	+	k12
+	l12	h22	+	k22	+	l22	(	)	(	)	Applied	to	the	(010)	planes	this	equation	leads	to	(	cosF	=	k2/	h22	+	k22	+	l22	)	1/2	>	cosa	max	.	When	the	Fermi	surface	touches	the	first	Brillouin	zone	(Fig.	On	the	contrary,	note	that	in	the	other	two	regimes	we	have	nh1017	cm–3	and	the	non-ionized	electronic	levels	are	located	511	512	Band	Theory	in	the	bandgap.	In
the	volume	dv,	situated	near	the	surface	of	the	supercon	ductor,	the	force	exerted	on	the	Laplacian	is	dF	=	jdv	¥	B.	(Top)	Conventional:	(a)	Example	of	X-ray	spectrum	issued	from	a	conventional	X-ray	tube.	(b)	To	establish	the	variation	(beyond	the	threshold)	of	the	absorption	coefficient	m(E)	around	its	mean	value	in	m0,	a	more	detailed	theoretical
analysis	leads	to	the	relationship:	m(E	)	-	m0	µ	m0	Â	j	N	j	f	j	◊e	-2r	j	/k	kr	j2		sin(2kr	j	+	d	)	where	rj	represents	the	distance	between	the	emitting	atom	and	one	of	its	nearest	‘j’	neighbors.	Reciprocal	space	×	×	×	[100]	×	×	×	×	×	(2×4)	[110]	×	×	×	[110]	Direct	11	10	B	11	(0,	0)	[001]	(a)	3	2	1	B	(b)	k(00)	k0	d	1	2		3	(c)	Figure	46	(5)	The	specular
reflection	of	electron	waves	on	terraces	are	all	in	phase	because	they	all	have	a	zero	phase	difference	between	them:	Rays	1	and	2	in	Fig.	(b)	Fast	or	slow	electrons	(Pbs.	For	epitaxied	aluminum	on	this			face,	A	¢	=	2.23	Å–1	(A	¢		[100]).	and	E0	(11)	=	(2/2m)	p2	(1/a2	+	1/b2).	In	the	surface	plane,	the	reciprocal			square	lattice	is	characterized	by	A	=	B
=	2p/d	.	(e)	Numerical	application:	Since	the	Hall	constant	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	volumetric	density	of	charge	carriers,	the	electric	field	is	much	weaker	in	a	metal	than	in	a	semiconductor:	Ey	=	6.25	mV/cm	(n	=	1022cm–3),	Ey	=	6.25	V/cm	(n	=	1016cm–3)	The	Hall	electric	field	in	metallic	sodium	will	be	2.5	mV/cm	for	a	current	density	of	j	=
1	A/mm2,	and	the	corresponding	electronic	concentration	is	therefore	n	=	2.5	×	1022	cm–3.	p	kF2	11	and	14).	w	Ë	2¯	(c)	hw	p	=19.7	eV,	d	=	1	-	n	=	2	¥	10-6;	ac	=	2	¥	10–3	rad.	(3a)	The	reciprocal	lattice	of	a	2D	lattice	is	a	lattice	formed	with	vertical	rods	perpendicular	to	the	surface	(see	Ex.	19	and	previous	problem).	From	the	experimental	point	of
view	e1	(w)	and	e2	(w)	may	also	be	deduced	from	the	spectrum	of	energy	losses	induced	by	monochromatic	incident	electrons.	This	can	happen	only	for	m¢	<	m.	These	numerical	values	are	given	in	Table	I	at	the	beginning	of	the	book.	This	row	is	submitted	to	the	transversal	electric	field	Ez	of	a	sinusoidal	EM	wave	of	angular	frequency	w
propagating	along	the	x-direction	of	the	row:	Ez	=	E0	exp	i(wt	−	kx).	67	68	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Problem	4:	Reflection	high-energy	electron	diffraction	(RHEED)	applied	to	epitaxy	and	to	surface	reconstruction	The	Bravais	lattice	of	gallium	arsenide	and	that	of	aluminum	is	facecentered	cubic.	State	the	values	corresponding	to	the
intensities	IT/If	in	which	IT	is	the	Exercises	Solution:	diffracted	intensity	of	the	group	of	atoms	of	the	chain	and	If	is	the	diffracted	intensity	of	the	atoms	only	situated	at	the	lattice	points.	Exercises	B	01	kF	(el)	00	11	e–	A	10	Holes	01	11	Figure	23	If	the	dispersion	curve	is	unchanged	(see	Fig.	Taking	the	phase	origin	to	be	the	initial	atom,	we	obtain
the	resultant	amplitude:	A	=	N	-1	Â	f	exp-	i	0	2p	nd	r	,	with	dr	=	asinq.	1	are	the	same.	11	and	17	and	represented	in	Fig.	6a.	Symbol	N	(×1022	at.	They	are	obtained	by	nuclear	reactors,	such	as	the	ISIS	neutron	source	in	England,	or	the	at	the	Spallation	neutron	source	at	Oak	Ridge	national	laboratory	in	the	United	States.		Relative	to	the	direction	of
k	(0,0),	the	angular	separation	b	between	these	two	symmetric	spots	(common	in	the	two		A	diagrams)	will	be	given	by	b	∼	tanb	=	=	0.03	rad	=	1.73°.	39a).	Observe	in	particular	that	f(q)	is	constant	if	all	the	electronic	charge	is	concentrated	at	O.	In	this	way	we	leave	it	up	to	the	reader	to	verify	the	possibility	to	obtain	nD,	without	using	the
intermediary	of	kD,	but	from	the	integral	Ú	vD	0	g(v	)dv	=	N	,	where	N	represents	the	number	of	basis	per	unit	length,	surface,	or	volume	(see	also	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	14).	Exercise	19:	Phonon	density	of	states	in	2-	and	3D:	evaluation	from	a	general	expression	(a)	In	a	3D	solid	and	starting	from	the	general	formula:	g(w	)	=	dS	w	V	,	find	the	expression
for	the	density	of	(2p	)3	Sw	vg	Ú	states	g(v)	of	phonons	when	their	dispersion	relation	is	taken	to	be	isotropic:	ka	(i)	w	=	vs	k	(Debye);	(ii)	w	=	w	m	sin	.	(d)	Bravais	lattice:	face-centered	cubic;	a	=	3.56	Å,	Basis:	1	C	at	(0,0,0)	and	1	C	at	(¼,¼,¼).	Property	Exs.	The	perpendicular	bisector	(or	symmetry)	planes	between	the	center	G(0	0	0)	and	the
reciprocal	points	of	the	type	110	(represented	by	a	black	point	on	Fig.	At	0	K,	we	therefore	consider	that	they	are	contained	in	the	hatched	volume	v	shown	in	Fig.	41	(a	and	b).	The	roman	capital	number	of	the	chapter	is	omitted	when	the	correlated	exercises	or	problems	belong	to	the	same	chapter.	27.	[15]	to	check	a,	b,	or	c.	The	Fermi	energy	of	Ni



reduces	to	(C1	+	2C2)	EF	=	10	or	EF	=	4.67	eV.	There	is	thus,	a	loss	of	information	in	the	reflections	that	are	not	accessible.	11	and	Ex.	10a).	The	solution	is	thus	[1,	2,	1].	Multiple	combinations	are	possible	(different	Problems	combinations	of	KLj	Lk	and	KLjM	where	j	and	k	=	1	or	2,	3)	because	transitions	leading	to	an	Auger	electron	emission	are
not	affected	by	selection	rules,	unlike	X-emission	which	must	obey	l	¢	=	l	±	1.	Problems	(7)	The	electric	field	is	now	a	transverse	field	of	an	electromagnetic	plane	sine	wave	linearly	polarized	in	x	and	propagating	from	the	origin	O	in	the	positive	z-direction.	Exercise	11:	Density	of	states	and	bandgap	Figure	29	shows	the	evolution	of	the	majority
carrier	concentration	(in	cm–3)	in	a	semiconductor	as	a	function	of	temperature.	When	Hext	reaches	a	critical	value	Hc,	the	material	becomes	normal.	In	reciprocal	space	C	goes	to	zero	and	the	points	of	the	type	(0,	0,	n)	are		transformed	into	lines	normal	to	the	plane	defined	by	A	and	B	.	V	ÁË	Dp	˜¯	Express	the	results	as	a	function	of	(a)	s	and	E,	(b)
Sij,	(g)	Cij,	and	(d)	l	and	m.	It	is	also	important	to	consider	how	the	intensities	are	taken:	profile	along	a	radius	or	integrated	intensity	along	the	perimeter	of	each	ring.	The	corresponding	pressure	in	the	same	direction	as	Ox	is	B02/2m0	.	This	change	is	a	result	of	the	non-negligible	size	of	the	atoms	compared	to	the	wavelength	l,	which	introduces	a
phase	difference	between	the	various	diffused	waves	by	the	Z	electrons	(see	Ex.	22).	Figure	41	shows	a	sketch	of	the	instrument	operated	for	surface	characterization	with	XPS	where	incident	X-rays	are	used	and	photoelectrons	issued	from	the	core	electronic	levels	are	analyzed	instead	of	the	UV–soft	X-ray	irradiation	and	the	detection	of
photoelectrons	from	the	valence	band	being	concerned	in	the	exploration	of	the	surface	electron	states	of	Pb.	4.	•	GaAs	(n):	ml	=	qt/ml	=	3.5	¥	10	–2	m2/V◊s,	ml	=	qt/mL	=	0.1	m2/V◊s.	Exercises	517	•	GaAs	(n)	has	two	types,	light	and	heavy,	electrons	of	mass:	–light	electrons:	ml	=	0.07	m,	nl	=	1015	e/cm3	–heavy	electrons:	mL	=	0.2	m,	nL	=	1014
e/cm3	Assume	that	these	two	populations	of	electrons	have	the	same	relaxation	time	t	=	4	¥	10–14	s.	Numerical	application:	Jc	=	3.1	¥	1012	A/m2	;	Pc	=	2.55	¥	103	Pa.	Comment:	Superconductors;	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1913	and	1987	The	purpose	of	this	problem	(and	the	two	that	follow)	is	to	familiarize	the	reader	with	the	remarkable	physical
properties	of	superconductors	(see	also	Chapter	V,	Exs.	The	-	EF	concentration	of	vacancies,	c1,	follows	a	low	of	the	form	c1(T	)	=	e	kBT	,	where	Ef	is	the	formation	energy	of	vacancies.	e	-2k0s	,	8p	me2	where	A	=	EF	.	It	is	therefore	a	conductor.	Solution:	(a)	By	limiting	interactions	between	nearest	neighbors	and	in	the	Hooke’s	approximation,	the
equation	of	motion	for	an	atom	in	position	n	is:	d2un	=	b(un-1	+	un+1	-	2un	)	(1)	dt	2	Introducing	a	solution	sinusoidal	of	the	form:	un	=	u0	exp	i(w	t	-	kx	)	ª	u0	exp	i(w	t	-	kna)	we	find	(see	Course	Summary)	ka	Ê	ka	ˆ	w	=	2(	b/m)1/2	sin	,	vg	=	∂w/∂k	=	(	b	a2/m)1/2	◊	cos	Á	˜	,	Ë	2¯	2	2	1/2	vs	=	vg(	k	Æ0)	=	(	ba	/m)	m	(b)	Thus	the	following	results	are
established:	w	=	(2vs	/a)◊	sin(ka/2)	and	vg	=	vs	cos(ka/2)	Numerical	results:	nM	=	vs/pa	=	3.18	¥	1012	c/s	To	the	equation	of	motion	(1)	for	any	atom	in	the	chain,	one	must	add	the	equation	of	motion	of	the	impurity	given	by	m¢	d2u0	dt	2	=	b(u-1	+	u1	-	2u0	)	(c)	Inserting	in	(1)	and	(2)	the	proposed	solution	for	k	=	p/a	un	=	u0	exp-	a	x	◊	exp	i(w¢t	-	kx
)	p	ˆ	Ê	ª	u0	exp-	a	x	◊	exp	i	Á	w	¢t	-	na˜	Ë	a	¯	(2)	Exercises	ª	u0	◊	(	-1)n	◊	exp-	a	n	a	◊	exp	iw¢t	,	we	thus	obtain	(1¢	):	w	′2	=	(b/m)(2	+	e	-aa	+	eaa	),	(2′	):	w	′2	=	(b/m′	)(2	+	2e	-aa	),	These	expressions	are	compatible	with	each	other	only	for	values	of	eaa,	solutions	of	the	second-order	equation:	x	2/2m	-	[(1/m¢	)	-	(1/m)x	+	(1/2m)	-	(1/m¢	)	=	0	,	obtained
with	x	=	eaa.	A	similar	explanation	applies	to	the	situation	of	ions	in	the	IR	(see	Chapter	III,	Pb.	1)	between	wT	and	wL	(or	wr)	outside	the	resonance	of	ions	in	the	lattice.	e)	L2,	3	L1	sijk	Auger	emission	K	Figure	43	It	will	be	for	example	(see	Fig.	(2)	A	single	monolayer	of	graphite	is	also	called	“graphene”.	Madden	(1968)	Surface	Science	11,	188	or	L.
Here,	the	solution	has	the	form	Bz(x)	=	Bz(0)e–x/lL.	Germer	in	1927,	which	confirmed	the	de	Broglie	hypothesis	saying	that	particles	of	matter	such	as	electrons	have	wavelike	properties.	When	this	is	not	the	case,	the	crystal	undergoes	a	phase	change	to	attain	a	more	stable	state.	This	implies	that	the	inter-reticular	distances	are	doubled	in	each
direction	of	the	direct	lattice	and	that	there	is	one	oxygen	atom	for	four	atoms	of	nickel.	Compare	k¢M	to	k¢F	when	ρ	=	ρ0	and	deduce,	see	previous	approach,	the	expression	for	ρ	=	ρ¢0,	for	which	k¢F	=	k¢M	(phase	transition	βÆY).	The	thresholds	for	absorption	are	therefore	exactly	Problems	located	at	the	values	of	hn	corresponding	to	the	binding
energy	(statement	of	Pb.	1b).	(c)	Apply	the	result	to	the	case	when	l	=	0.5	Å,	a	=	5	Å	and	N	=	10.	Use	n	=	1	–	d	and	find	d.	Spanjaard	[26]	and	J.	49	50	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	From	sin	q111=l√3/2a	=	18.6	mrad.∼q111	one	obtains	SB∼3.5	mm	and	the	parallel	lines	are	distant	from	7	mm.	1	1ˆ	Ê	2	2	w	+	2	wt	Á	w	+	2	˜	Ë	t	t	¯	One	can
also	electrically	characterize	the	medium	by			identifying	the	total	current	to	J	T	=	s	E	,	where	s	=	s	1	+	is	2	with	s	1	=	we0e2	=	e0	w	p2	1ˆ	Ê	t	Áw2	+	2	˜	Ë	t	¯	and	Problems	Ê	ˆ	w	p2	˜	Á	s	2	=	we0e1	=	we0	Á	1	.	In	the	latter	case,	draw	the	Fermi	surface	and	the	first	Brillouin	zone.	(3)	Determine	the	expression	of	F(h)	for	the	following	three
hypothesis:	(a)	h	=	nN	(where,	n	is	whole	number)	(b)	h	=	nN/N1	≠	n¢	N	(where	n¢	is	whole	number)	(c)	h	=	(2n	+	1)	N/2	(where	N	is	even	and	N1	is	odd)	(4)	State	the	order	(h)	of	the	forbidden	reflections	when	N1	=	N2	and	next	when	N1	=	N2/2.	The	even	ions,	x	=	2na,	have	a	charge	+e	and	a	mass	m.	12b.	In	the	Laüe	method,	the	sample	is	a	fixed
crystal	and	the	useful	part	of	incident	X-ray	spectrum	is	the	continuous	radiation	spectrally	varying	between	lm	and	lM.	25b).	Determine	the	structure	factors	of	each	of	these	two	phases.	The	2	diffraction	condition	can	also	be	written	as	k	0	◊	G/2	=	(G/2)	,	which	imposes	that	the	incident	wave	vector,	k0,	extend	from	the	origin,	G,	to	a	point	of	any
plane	of	symmetry	between	the	origin	and	any	point	(h,	k,	l)	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	space.	Simplify	this	result	in	the	steady	state	[(d/dt)	=	0].	The	spectrum	of	the	emitted	photoelectrons	directly	reflects	the	binding	energy	of	the	electrons	prior	to	excitation.	Generally	Kth	is	less	for	insulating	materials	than	for	conductive	materials.	The	reciprocal
lattice	thus	to	a	centered			obtained		corresponds			rectangle	lattice	with	A	¢	=	2A	and	B¢	=	2B	.	However,	since	then,	this	technique	has	made	many	advances,	the	most	important	of	which	was	the	pairing	of	PEEM	with	synchrotron	radiation.	2	(b)	Show	the	sketch	of	the	curve	s/s0	=	f(log	k)	where	σ	is	the	electrical	conductivity	of	the	thin	film	and	σ0
is	the	electrical	conductivity	of	the	bulk	material.	(1)	and	(2)	we	find	the	following	system:	Exercises	b	′	B	+	e	-	ka	(b	′	+	b	-	Mw	2	+	be	-	ka	)C	=	0		(2¢)	In	order	for	Eqs.		(ii)	g(w0	)	=	or	g(v0	)	=	4pV	2	v0	(for	a	vs3	Ê	w	ˆ	ÁË	arc	sin	w	˜¯	m	2	4p	k02	V	4V	◊	=	2	3	◊	3	2	1/2	a	p	a	w	m	(1	-	w02	/	w	m	(2p	)	w	)	k	a	cos(	/	)	2	m	0	2	V	[(2/p	)arc	sin(v0	/vm	)]2	(still
for	a	single	mode).	Build	the	2D	reciprocal	lattice	from	the	vectors	A,	B	.	11)	are:	c	Êa	ˆ	Ê	b	ˆ	P	Á	,	0,	0˜	,	Q	Á	0,	,	0˜	,	R(0,	0,	)	.	In	this	Chapter,	external	radiation	is	used	to	characterize	periodic	structures	such	as	crystal	surfaces	and	their	growth	(with	a	preference	for	incident	electrons,	Pbs.	(		,	m0	,	e	)	Solution:	(a)	See	Fig.	The	first	lines	of	the
Exercises	diffraction	pattern	correspond	to	the	planes	(010)	and	(010),	and	also	to	the	planes	(001)	and	(001).	In	the	solid	state,	d	levels	form	a	band	of	width	W,	which	is	centered	on	Ed,	and	from	which	the	density	of	states	is	supposed	constant:	g(E)	=	C,	and	which	can	accommodate	10	electrons	per	atom	(see	Fig.	Note	that	at	points	H	there	are
also	perpendicular	bisector	planes	between	G	and	points	of	the	type	200.	The	angle	2q311	is	exactly	equal	to	58°.	Usually	the	electron	density	is	given	in	terms	of	the	so-called	Wigner–Seitz	radius,	rs,	corresponding	to	the	spherical	volume	available	to	one	valence	electron.	The	curve	of	the	first	magnetization	and	the	deduced	hysteresis	are	shown	in
the	left	side	of	Fig.	(a)	Find	dispersion	relation	E	=	f(k)	for	a	row	of	equally	spaced	identical	atoms	equidistant	by	a.	Exercises	We	thus	have	a1=Arc	sin(l/2d)	=	19.5°.	The	evaluation	of	their	ratio	related	to	a	given	diffraction	angle,	however,	is	exact	(see	Chapter	III,	Ex.	1).	Solution:	-mw2un	=	Â	b	(u	p	n+	p	+	un-	p	-	2un	)	Substituting	bp	by	the	given
expression	and	taking	into	account	that	un+p	=	une–ikpa	one	obtains	w2	=	sin(	pk0a)	2A	(1	-	cos	pka)	m	p>0	pa	Â	Exercises	which	leads	to	∂(	w2	)	2	A	A	=	sin	pk0a	◊	sin	pka	=	[cos	p(k0	-	k	)a	-	cos	p(k0	+	k	)a]	∂k	m	p>0	m	p>>0	Â	Â	Then	∂(	w2	)/∂k	=	•	when	k	=	±k0	because	one	of	the	two	cosines	becomes	equal	to	unity	and	then	one	must	sum	p
from	p	=	1	to	•.	The	diffracted	electrons	are	not	mono-energetic	electrons,	strictly	speaking.	Knowing	the	ratio	of	the	crystalline	parameters	at	0°C	is	such	that	a/b	=	0.6224	and	c/b	=	0.7206,	find	the	value	of	the	3	linear	coefficients	of	thermal	expansion	(aa,	ab,	ac)	of	the	crystal.	(1)	Sketch	the	position	of	the	Fermi	levels	as	well	as	the	variation	of
the	vacuum	level	when	one	moves	away	from	one	plate	to	the	other	along	the	z-axis	(where	eV	<	EF).	(b)	If	one	replaces	the	beam	of	X-rays	by	an	electron	beam,	the	energy	spectrum	of	X-rays	emitted	by	the	magnesium	will	not	be	affected	because,	as	with	the	process	of	Auger	electron	emission,	atomic	decay	is	independent	of	the	nature	and	the
energy	of	incoming	particles	that	created	the	initial	electronic	vacancy.	Their	amplitude	will	be	Nf2,	and	that	of	the	principle	lines	will	not	change.	The	first	experiment	was	conducted	on	Ni	by	C.	In	most	of	the	cases	the	spacing,	d1-2,	between	first	and	second	atomic	layers	contracts	relative	to	bulk	spacing,	dbulk.	When	conduction	electrons	are
sensitive	to	the	crystalline	potential,	their	dispersion	relation	is	no	longer	parabolic,	the	Fermi	surface	is	no	longer	spherical	and	the	density	of	states	in	the	neighborhood	of	EF	no	longer	follows	a	E	law.	41).	(5)	Intensity	oscillations:	When	the	epitaxy	of	aluminum	is	formed	layer-by-layer	(Franck,	Van	der	Merwe	model	as	opposed	to	growth	by
pyramidal	islands),	the	intensity	of	the	central	spot	(specular	reflection)	evolves	sinusoidally	as	a	function	of	the	coverage	rate,	q,	of	the	substrate.	(5)	In	the	general	case	express	the	quantity	FFx,	which	governs	the	intensity	of	the	X-ray	diffraction	of	such	a	structure.	With	Mg	(Ka)	radiation,	the	position	of	the	photoelectron	lines	are	Mg(2p)	=	1200
eV;	Al(2s)	=	1178	eV;	Mg(2s)	=	1161	eV;	Al(2s)	=	1133	eV.	(ii)	Thermal	vibrations	of	atoms	induce	a	decrease	in	the	diffused	intensity	as	the	order	of	the	reflections	increases.	Accounting	for	this	does	not	result	in	significant	additional	difficulties.	In	the	alkali	metals,	the	electron	density	N	is	such	that	the	corresponding	wavelength	is	typically	in	the
UV.	(4)	The	atoms	A	and	B	are	chemically	identical.	The	Cu	Fermi	energy	remains	unchanged	and	the	resulting	magnetic	moment	is	zero.	In	the	horizontal	plane	of	the	sample,	deduce	the	angular	separation	between	the	specular	reflection	point	and	the	first	diffraction	spot	in	the	case	of	the	initial	virgin	surface	of	GaAs	and	when	this	surface	is
covered	by	a	single	layer	of	Al.	(4)	Reconstruction:	The	surfaces	considered	up	to	now	are	ideal	surfaces	in	which	the	atoms	conserve	their	ideal	positions	from	the	bulk	crystal.	The	structure	is	known	as	zinc	blende.	Take	mh	=	me	=	1000	cm2/V◊s.	Take	ef	=	3	eV	and	disregard	the	photoelectrons	issued	from	the	conduction	band.	Solution:			The
vector	product	of	G	(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	G	(h2,	k2,	l2)	defines	a	vector	that	is	parallel	to	both	planes	(h1,	k1,	l1)	and	(h2,	k2,	l2)	and	is	thus,	parallel	to	their	intersection,	which	is	the	lattice	direction	[m,	n,	p].	∑	The	thermal	coefficient	that	is	equal	to	1/T	and	is	independent	of	the	metal	considered	(a	≈	3–5	×	10–3	for	most	metals	excluding	specific	alloys
such	as	manganin	(86%	Cu,	12%	Mn,	and	2%	Ni)	where	a	≈	10–5.	2	(b)	Find	the	general	expression	corresponding	to	a	2D	lattice	and	find	g(n)	for	the	dispersion	relations	corresponding	to	(i)	and	(ii)	above.	Julian	Chen	[29].	Note:	Debye	length	and	Fermi	length	The	Debye	method	applies	especially	to	electrolytes,	plasma	and	semiconductors.	In
addition	to	focusing	with	the	aid	of	curved	crystals	(using	the	Bragg’s	law),	other	recent	possibilities	include	using	multi-layer	mirrors	(W/C/W/C	.	Lattice:	The	group	of	points	from	which	the	observed	atomic	environment	is	the	same	as	at	the	origin.	After	substituting	the	atoms	of	S	by	the	atoms	of	As	and	the	atoms	of	Zn	by	the	atoms	of	Ga,	the	crystal
structure	of	GaAs	is	represented	in	Fig.	These	symmetry	operations	involve	placing	the	point	symmetries	into	the	Bravais	lattices	of	the	system.	Show	that	the	final	result	can	be	put	in	the	form	of	the	Richardson–	Ê	eF	ˆ	2	Dushman	equation:	J	z	=	AT	exp	Á	and	find	the	Ë	k	T	˜¯	expression	for	A.	When	the	bar	is	submitted	to	a	longitudinal	force	F	along
l,	its	length	variation	∆l	follows	an	algebraic	variation	of	Da	Db	in	each	traversal	dimension.	20a),	there	is	an	opening	of	a	bandgap	with	amplitude	4α|u|	at	k	=	π/2a.	[15a]	and	the	atomic	form	factor	(see.	13b).	13c.	One	can	make	this	technique	sensitive	to	the	surface	(S.	Japanese	Journal	of	Physics	5,	83).	For	the	spatial	coherence	∆x	one	obtains	∆x	=
l/2b	[1	+	∆E/2E]1/2	which	is	typically	of	order	1000	Å.	These	results,	illustrated	in	Fig.	Problems	All	of	these	considerations	explain	the	decrease	with	2q	of	the	reflection	intensities	of	the	same	parity.	In	the	form	of	an	integral,	deduce	the	expression	for	the	form	factor	of	an	electron	distribution	with	spherical	symmetry.	Use	the	hypothesis	that	mBB
>	eF,	this	equation	reduces	to	the	form	DF	=	kD2F	,	2n	e2	where	kD2	=	0	e0kBT	We	note	that	at	a	temperature	of	an	electron	gas	T	=	TF ,	the	two	screening	lengths	rTF	and	rD	differ	only	by	a	numerical	coefficient	of	order	of	unity	(because	kBT	=	EF):	kD/ks	=	rTF	/rD	=	2/	3	=	1.15.	Show	the	results	in	the	form	of	a	table	and	remark.	3h	contains	and
a	=	2r.	This	is	shown	schematically	in	Fig.	23.	Adams	(2011),	Microscopy	Microanalysis	17,	330)	or	books	(W.	(iii)	In	the	powder	method	the	reflections	intensity	is	proportional	to	the	number	of	equivalent	planes	responsible	of	the	corresponding	reflection.	Starting	from	solutions	of	form:	u2n	=	A	exp	i(w	t	-	k	x2n	)	;	u2n+1	=	B	exp	i(w	t	-	k	x2n+1	),
find	the	dispersion	relations	w	=	f (k),	the	acoustic	and	optical	longitudinal	branches	as	a	function	of	b1,	b2,	m	(the	mass	of	an	atom),	and	a.	This	parameter	varies	between	0	and	1	when	going	from	the	disordered	to	the	ordered	phases.	Deduce	the	susceptibility	c	as	a	function	of	the	electronic	density	N,	mB,	m0	(magnetic	Exercises	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	(g)
(h)	permeability	of	vacuum),	and	TF	(Fermi	temperature).	2p	k	o	Figure	2	kz	kz	dk	ky	2h	L1	kx	h	Lz	dk	k	ky	h	Ly	kx	2h	2h	L1	L1	(a)	Periodic	boundary	conditions	(PBC)	and	(b)	fixed	boundary	conditions	(FBC).	Rotating	crystal	11	10	C	1T	d.	(2)	X-ray	absorption	spectroscopy	(XAS)	The	same	solid	is	now	irradiated	with	continuous	X-ray	radiation:	50	eV
<	hn	<	2.5	keV,	having	a	constant	intensity	over	its	spectral	domain.	Figure	21a	amplifies	this	displacement	00’	that	is	small	compared	with	hkF.	Exercise	31:	Metal	reflectivity	in	the	IR:	the	Hagen–Rubens	relation	The	complex	dielectric	constant	of	a	free	electron	gas	is	of	the	form	er	=	1	-	w	p2/(w	2	-	iw/t	)	=	e1	-	ie2	,	where	w	p2	=	Ne2/me	o	in
which	N	represents	the	density	of	free	electrons	of	the	metal	and	is	of	∼5	×	1022	e/cm3.	2	(	)	(	)	Exercises	(4)	When	Z1	=	Z2	the	direct	lattice	is	a	centered	rectangle	(see	the	solution	to	Ex.	3,	Q.	As	a	result,	the	direction	of	the	Hall	electric	field	(sign	of	the	Hall	voltage)	can	be	used	to	determine	the	nature	of	majority	carriers	(holes	or	electrons).	(1)
Express	rs	in	Å	and	kF	as	a	function	of	the	valence	electron	density,	n.	The	number	of	electrons	contained	in	the	second	band	will	be	the	number	of	states	left	vacant	in	the	first	band:	the	two	overlapping	bands	are	incompletely	filled	and	the	body	is	conductive.	To	facilitate	the	comparison,	we	assume	isotropy	and	identity	of	the	velocities	for	the
different	types	of	lattices,	which	result	in	slightly	different	frequencies	nD	and	temperatures	qD.	For	both	cases	this	density	in	the	k-space	is	k2	g(k	)	=	2	V.	Next,	the	lattice	parameters	can	be	determined	using:	a	2	h	+	k	2	+	l2	sinq	=	l	a(A)	=	3.608	Å;	a(B)	=	4.265	Å;	a(C)	=	3.56	Å	which	is	clearly	diamond,	see	Fig.	(a)	Starting	from	the	propagation
equation	in	the	sine	regime	(w),	find	the	expression	for	the	modulus	of	the		wave	vector	of	an	electromagnetic	wave	in	medium	(1),	k(1),	and	in	medium		(2),	k(2)	,	as	a	function	of	e	and	w.	(2)	Evaluate	numerically	the	rs	value	and	the	cohesive	energy	for	the	elements	mentioned	in	the	table	using	the	indicated	385	386	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple
Metals	atomic	density,	N,	and	taking	into	account	the	number	of	valence	electrons,	z.	(3)	When	the	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is	the	(110)	plane	formed	from	the	lattice	rows	[110]	and	[001]	horizontal	and	vertical	respect,	the	lattice	row	[110]	is	perpendicular	to	the	screen.	Sketch	the	action	of	E	on	the	ions	and	show	that	this	wave	will	excite	the
transverse	vibrational	modes	of	the	small	wave	vectors.	Solution:	(a)	In	2D	the	primitive	Bravais	lattices	are	characterized	by	two			vectors	a	and	b	and	the	angle	g 	formed	between	them.	(CCC),	222	Rosewood	Drive,	Danvers,	MA	01923,	978-750-8400.	A	series	of	parallel	planes	can	be	represented	all	by	Miller	indices	(h,	k,	l),	which	describe	the
equation	of	the	form	hx	+	ky	+	lz	=	1	of	plane	nearest	the	origin	and	using	a,	b,	c	units	(see	Ex.	8).	(c)	In	direct	space,	the	electronic	density	n(z)	can	be	obtained	by	summing	the	product	FFx	over	all	possible	wave	vectors	taking	into	account	the	two	electrons	(≠Ø	)	per	state.	The	use	of	fixed	conditions	along	Oz,	however,	leads	to	cells	with
dimensions	(2p/L)	¥	(2p/L)	¥	(p/L)which	are	limited	in	the	half	space	kz	>	0	and	in	which	the	values	of	kz	=	0	are	excluded	(see	Fig.	An	element	of	this	surface	is	given	by	235	236	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat					d	lw	◊	d	w	d	lw	◊	d	w	dS	=	dlw	^dk	=	d	lw	◊	d	k⊥	=		=	vg	—k	É	Ê	Lˆ	or	g(w	)	=	Á	˜	Ë	2p	¯	2	Ú	l(w	=Cst	)	dlw	◊	vg	If	the
dispersion	relation	is	isotropic,	the	isofrequency	lines	are	circumferences	and	the	integral	reduces	to	2	l(w	)	.	For	values	w	<	w0,	the	classical	approach	seen	here	must	be	replaced	with	a	quantum	mechanical	one.	(c)	How	can	the	relation	between	b¢/b	and	M¢/M	be	simplified	when	one	observe	that	k	must	be	positive	for	physical	waves	located	near
the	surface?	(b)	hv(AIKa	)	=	EL	(1s	)	-	EL	(2p),	taking	into	account	the	selection	rule	l¢	=	l	±	1;	hv(Al	Ka)	ª	1487	eV;	hv(Mg	Ka)	ª	1254	eV.	(2)	(a)	The	(100)	face	of	a	fcc	lattice	is	a	square	lattice	with	constant	a	=	c/	2	=	2.49	Å	because	the	square	centered	lattice	is	not	a	Bravais	lattice	in	2D	(see	Ex.	17).	Here,	qn	=	(	-1)n	e;	qn+	p	=	(	-1)n+	p	e;	rn	,n+	p
=	pa	+	un+	p	-	un	.	Show	that	the	wavelength	of	the	EM	wave	le	is	very	large		compared	to	a.	O	s	l		2p		where	k	0	=	s	l	0	For	a	simple	lattice	of	identical	atoms,	the	constructive	interference	conditions	are	reduced	to:					j	=	Dk	◊	r	=	N	◊	2p	=	2p	(a	m	+	bn	+	g	p),	where	Dk	=	G	.	37	and	38.	(5)	By	multiplying	by	the	complex	conjugates,	functions	of	the
type	(1–eiΦ)	become:	2	-	eiF	-	eiF	=	2	-	2cos	F	=	4	sin2(F/2)	Thus	F	(h)◊	F	x	(h)	=	(	f	A	-	fB	)2	sin2(	N1hp	/N	)	sin2(hp/N	)	This	result	only	applies	when	there	are	no	indeterminate	values	(h	=	Nn).	From	which	vx	(1	+	m2B02)	=	mEx	+	m2B0Ey	ª	vx	and	vy(1+	m2B02)	=	–	B0m2Ex	+	mEy	ª	vy	(taking	into	account	the	algebraic	expression	m	=	qt/m	and
not	the	usual	positive	qt	).	Here,	the	technique	of	neutron	diffraction	is	similar	to	X-ray	diffraction	but	due	to	their	different	scattering	properties,	neutrons	and	X-rays	provide	complementary	information.	These	intersections	define	the	diffraction	directions	and	the	pattern	is	formed	with	the	corresponding	points.	Such	a	calculation,	most	often
numerical,	is	of	little	interest	for	determining	the	specific	heat	of	a	lattice	because	it	does	not	necessarily	result	in	the	correct	value	of	Cv,	within	the	precision	of	the	calculations	or	experiments,	but	it	does	not	allow	one	to	determine	the	essential	parameters	for	the	evolution	of	Cv(T).	p/2a	dk	DEc	=	2	¥	2	x(k	)◊	0	2p/Na	Ú	where	x(k	)	=	-(4g	2	cos2	ka
+	4a	2u2	sin2	ka)1/2	1/2	È	Ê	˘	a	2u2	ˆ	=	-2g	Í1	-	Á	1	-	2	˜	sin2	ka	˙	g	¯	ÍÎ	Ë	˙˚	Using	the	proposed	relationship	when	z	=	2	4g	1	Ê	au	ˆ	È	4	1˘	DEC	=	-	{1	+	Á	˜	Ílog	-	˙}	2	Ë	g	¯	Î	au/g	2	˚	p	au	is	small,	we	find	g	In	this	expression,	the	term	(1/2)(au/g	2	)[]	represents	the	increase	of	the	cohesive	energy	caused	by	dimerization.	Finally	state	the	classical
expression	for	σ0	as	a	function	of	the	electronic	density	n	and	the	relaxation	time	t	and	then	as	a	function	of	n,	vF,	and	l0	(where	vF	is	the	Fermi	speed	and	l0	is	the	electron	mean	free	path).	For	permission	to	photocopy	or	use	material	electronically	from	this	work,	please	access	www.	For	n	=	1,	and	more	generally	for	any	odd	n),	the	step	difference
between	waves	diffracted	by	consecutive	atoms	Z1	and	Z2	is	(2n+1)l/2	[with	phase	difference	(2n	+	1)p]	and	amplitude	A1	µ	Z1	–	Z2.	23	wherein	the	lower	limit	of	k	has	to	correspond	to	a	realistic	lower	limit	for	the	minimal	thickness	of	a,	a	few	atomic	layers,	corresponding	to	uniform	thicknesses.	Problem	9:	Structure	factor	of	GaxAl1–xAs	The
Bravais	lattice	of	GaAs,	like	that	of	AlAs	is	face-centered	cubic	with	an	atom	of	As	at	000	and	an	atom	of	Ga	(or	Al)	at	¼	¼	¼	(see	Fig.	Sitzman,	Electron	Backscattered	Diffraction	Technique	and	Materials	Characterization,	Section	2,	p.	In	this	case	one	must	multiply	the	terms	of	the	1D	column	by	3,	with	the	exception	of	vD.	To	simplify	the	problem,
assume	that	the	presence	of	the	oxygen	atoms	does	not	change	the	amplitude	diffused	by	the	nickel	atoms.	(b)	Crystalline	orientation	map	of	a	Ni-base	alloy.	Thus	k	′	Μ	=	p	2/a1	and	k¢M	<	k¢F	(r0).	40.	A	field	emission	gun	(FEG)	is	a	type	of	electron	gun	in	which	a	sharply	pointed	Müller-type	emitter	is	held	at	several	kilovolts	negative	potential
relative	to	a	nearby	electrode,	so	that	there	is	sufficient	potential	gradient	at	the	emitter	surface	to	cause	field	electron	emission.	3f).	Exercise	28a:	Thermal	field	emission:	the	energy	width	of	the	emitted	beam	A	metallic	plane	surface	(the	cathode)	is	raised	to	a	temperature	T	and	the	work	function	of	the	(free)	conduction	electrons	is	f	(see	preceding
exercise).	6	show	that	the	forbidden	interval	of	frequencies	is	between	3.67	¥	1012	<	n	<	6.36	¥	1012	c/s.	In	particular,	the	points	situated	normal	to	the	surface	at	point	00	(Fig.	18	and	20).	Show	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	a	centered	rectangular	lattice	is	a	centered	rectangular	lattice.	That	is,	there	are	32	symmetry	point	groups	which	result	in	a
classification	of	32	crystal	classes.	In	the	hypothesis	(b),	the	lattice	is	the	same	as	in	(a)	but	the	basis	consists	of	an	atom	of	oxygen	at	00	and	two	atoms	of	Ni	at	½,0,	and	0,½.	(c)	The	reciprocal	lattice	is	defined	by	the	following	relations	given	by	the	definition	in	Chapter	II,	Section	3:									a	◊	A	=	b	◊	B	=	2p	;	a	◊	B	=	b	◊	A	=	0	.	This	cohesive	energy
will	be	maximum	at	nd	=	5.	The	diffraction	pattern	of	reflected	electrons	is	observed	on	a	screen	perpendicular	to	the	plane	of	the	sample	and	to	the	plane	of	incidence.	Note:	(a)	We	can	also	obtain	the	same	evolution	of	e(w	)	by	finding	the	stationary	solution	of	the	equation	of	motion	of	electrons	based	on	their	elongation	x	(and	not	as	a	function	of
their	velocity	v).	From	the	experimental	acquisition	of	these	oscillations	up	to	300	eV	or	400	eV	(but	it	is	difficult	to	see	the	1st)	beyond	the	threshold	one	can	determine	rj	with	precision	of	±0.05	Å	by	a	Fourier	transform.	At	normal	incidence,	r	=	(1	-	n)/(1	+	n)	,	where	n	=	er	ª	ie2	.	Find	this	result	by	reasoning	in	terms	of	phonons	and	photons.	Max	T.
This	is	the	classical	limit	corresponding	to	the	law	of	Dulong	and	Petit,	which	can	be	directly	obtained	by	considering	3N	classical	linear	oscillators	where	each	has	a	mean	energy	E	=	kBT.	26a).	•	With	two	types	of	carriers:	j	=	r1	v1	+	r2	v	2.	The	relative	change	of	resistivity	is	Dr/r	=	0.4%	for	A1	and	9%	for	A2	using	as	a	reference	value	r	=	rT	of	a
sample	that	was	not	subject	to	any	thermal	treatment.	The	amplitude	of	the	reflections	is	given	by	the	structure	factor	which	here	is:	-	ip	(	h+	k	)	F	(h,	k	)	=	f	z1	+	f	z2	e	When	h	+	k	is	even,	F	(h,	k	)	=	f	Z1	+	f	Z2	(Ex.	1,	3)	When	h	+	k	is	odd,	F	(h,	k	)	=	f	Z1	+	f	Z2	(Ex.	1,	2)	Finally,	the	line	labeled	by	∆	in	Fig.	Comment	This	problem	was	inspired	by	the
article	of	J.	Illustrated	in	the	bottom	of	Fig.	To	obtain	experimentally	these	zero(s),	one	can	use	electromagnetic	waves	that	induce	a	transverse	excitation	with	the	response	function	given	by	e(w	)	,	with	dissipative	part	Im	e	or	e2	(w).	What	is	the	expression	of	the	Hall	constant	RH,	where	Ey	=	RH.	Find	the	simplified	expression	(as	a	function	of	e2
only)	for	the	refection	coefficient	of	amplitude	r	at	normal	incidence.	Reasonable	efforts	have	been	made	to	publish	reliable	data	and	information,	but	the	author	and	publisher	cannot	assume	responsibility	for	the	validity	of	all	materials	or	the	consequences	of	their	use.	To	know	more,	see	Solid	State	Phase	Transformations	in	Metals	and	Alloys,	Les
editions	de	Physique	(1987),	in	particular,	the	article	by	M.	One	can	then	deduce	the	values	of	e1	and	e2	in	the	spectral	range	considered.	Carry	out	a	numerical	calculation	using	m	=	16.	(b)	Show	that	the	distance	dh,k,l	between		two	consecutive	planes	G	(h,	k,	l)	is	inversely	proportional	to	h,k	,l	.	71	72	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	S	.E
C1	10	k(0,	0)	Surface	11	A¢	B¢	(0,	0)	k//(0,	0)	k0	Al	11	10	C	k//(0	,	0)	00	B	11	00	11	GaAs	A	Figure	44	Figure	45	The	screen	displays	the	intersections	of	the	Ewald	sphere	with	the	different	rods	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	postulating	that	the	directions	thus,	defined	are	contained	within	the	useful	solid	angle	defined	by	the	point	source	C	and	the	screen.
What	relation	between	ka,	b¢/b	and	M¢/M	must	be	satisfied	for	nontrivial	solutions	(B,	C	≠	0)	to	exist?	The	decomposition	of	the	white	light	by	transparent	materials	in	the	visible	thus	finds	its	justification	(see	also	Chapter	V,	Ex.	26)	in	the	name	“dispersion”	relations.	This	structure	takes	into	account	only	the	reflections	of	the	simple	cubic	lattice
such	as	the	h	+	k	+	l	=	an	even	number:	110,	200,	etc.	Also	determine	the	surface	impedance	Z	=	R	+	iX	[defined	by	the	ratio	between	the	electric	and	magnetic	field	at	z	=	0	:	E(0)/H(0)].	Zhou	and	Z.	(Hint:	Starting	from	a	cubic	reciprocal	lattice,	associate	to	each	point	a	spot	size	proportional	to	the	intensity	of	the	X-rays	scattered	by	the	reticular
planes	of	the	corresponding	indices.)	Solution:	(1)	The	general	3D	expression	of	the	structure	factor	is:	F	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	Â	f	exp-	i2p	(hu	j	j	+	kv	j	+	lw	j	)	In	1D	and	using	reduced	coordinates	(in	unit	of	d	=	Na	where	the	position	of	an	atom	j	is	uj	=	j/N),	F(h)	takes	the	form:	F	(h)	=	N	-1	Â	f	exp-	i2p(h	/N	)	j	=0	j	j	Problems	(2)	Applied	to	a	basis	composed	of
N1	atoms	A	followed	by	N2	atoms	B,	the	expression	of	F(h)	becomes:	F	(h)	=	f	A	N1	-1	Â	j	=0	exp-	i2p	h(	j/N	)	+	fB	N	-1	Â	exp-	i2p(	j/N	)	j	=	N1	Writing	a	=	e–ihΦ	with	Φ	=	2p/N,	the	sum	of	the	two	geometric	progressions	is:	N1	N2	F	(h)	=	f	1	-	a	+	f	a	N1	1	-	a		A	B	1-a	1-a	(1)	F	(h)	=	(	f	A	-	fB	)(1	-	a	N1	)/(1	-	a	)		(2)	This	expression	is	undetermined	when
0/0,	which	occurs	when	a	=	1	[see	3(a)	below],	otherwise,	since	aN	=	1,	it	can	be	written:	(3)	(a)	When	the	order	of	reflections,	h,	is	such	that	h	=	nN	(where	n	is	an	integer),	Eq.	(1)	is	undetermined.	Problem	7:	Neutron	diffraction	of	diamond	The	figure	below	is	adapted	from	a	neutron	diffraction	pattern	of	diamond	(fcc	lattice	with	2	C	atoms	at	000
and	¼	¼	¼;	lattice	a	=	3.56	Å,	see	Fig.	Using	Euler	notation	for	trigometric	functions,	the	second	term	reduces	to:	N	Â	m=1							(	f2/2)(eiqma	+	e	-	iqma	)e	-	iD	kma				It	will	be	nonzero	for	(	Dk	±	q	)a	=	2pn.	Exercise	19:	Transverse	magnetoresistance	in	a	semiconductor	with	two	types	of	carriers	We	reconsider	the	semiconductor	from	the	preceding
exercise	with	the	same	geometry.	Exercise	23:	X-ray	diffusion	by	an	electron	(Thomson)	A	beam	of	X-rays	with	angular	frequency	w	is	polarized	along	the	x-axis	and	propagates	along	the	z-axis,	irradiating	a	free	electron	situated	at	the	origin.	What	is	the	new	expression	for	kF,	denoted	k¢F	as	a	function	of	ρ	and	al?	The	length			of	the	basis	vectors	A	,
B	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	is	such		2p	=	2.52	Å–1.	•	Their	electric	conductivity,	s,	increases	quickly	with	temperature	and	with	the	addition	of	impurities	nd:	extrinsic	semiconductors	doped	with	n-type	impurities	such	as	As	and	Sb	or	p-type	impurities	such	as		Al,	In,	andB.	5a	and	5b)	7:	Fermi	energy	and	Debye	temperature	from	F	and	P	boundary
conditions	for	objects	of	reduced	dimensions	8:	Fermion	gas	9:	Fermi	energy	and	thermal	expansion	10:	Electronic	specific	heat	of	copper	11:	Density	of	electronic	states	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D	from	a	general	formula	12:	Some	properties	of	lithium	13:	Fermi	energy,	electronic	specific	heat,	and	conductivity	of	a	1D	conductor	14a:	Fermi	energy	and
electronic	specific	heat	of	a	2D	conductor	14b:	p-electrons	in	graphite	(variation	of	Ex.	14a	and	simplified	approach	for	graphene)	14c:	Fermi	vector	and	Fermi	energy	(at	0	K)	of	an	electron	gas	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D:	comparison	with	the	residual	vibration	energy	of	atoms	274	279	281	281	286	286	289	291	295	297	300	302	304	306	312	317	319	320	322
325	330	335	337	Contents	15:	Surface	stress	of	metals	Comment	16:	Effect	of	impurities	and	temperature	on	the	electrical	resistivity	of	metals:	Matthiessen	rule	Comment	17:	Effect	of	the	vacancy	concentration	on	the	resistivity	of	metals	18:	Effect	of	impurity	concentration	on	the	resistivity	19:	Another	expression	for	the	conductivity	σ	20:	Size
effects	on	the	electrical	conductivity	of	metallic	films	Comment	21:	Anomalous	skin	effect	22:	Pauli	paramagnetism	of	free	electrons	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D	23:	Quantum	Hall	effect	Comment:	Quantum	Hall	effect;	Nobel	Prizes	in	physics	in	1985	and	1998	24:	Simplified	evaluation	of	the	interatomic	distance,	compression	modulus,	B,	and	cohesive	energy	of
alkali	metals	25:	Pressure	and	compression	modulus	of	an	electron	gas:	application	to	sodium	26:	Screening	effect	27:	Thermionic	emission:	the	Richardson–	Dushman	equation	28a:	Thermal	field	emission:	the	energy	width	of	the	emitted	beam	28b:	Thermionic	emission	in	2D	29:	UV	reflectivity	of	alkali	metals	(simplified	variation	of	Pb.	6)	30:
Refractive	index	for	X-rays	and	total	reflection	at	grazing	incidence	Comment:	Focusing	of	X-rays	31:	Metal	reflectivity	in	the	IR:	the	Hagen–Rubens	relation	339	342	342	345	346	347	348	350	352	353	356	361	363	364	366	367	371	375	378	378	382	383	384	xiii	xiv	Contents	Problems	1:	Cohesive	energy	of	free	electron	metals	Comments	2a:	Dipole
layer	and	work	function	at	surfaces	of	free	electron	metals	Comments	2b:	Electronic	density	and	energy	of	metal	surfaces:	Breger–Zukovitski	model	3:	X-ray	photoelectron	spectroscopy,	X-ray	absorption	spectroscopy,	extended	X-ray	absorption	fine	structure,	Auger	electron	and	X-ray	photon	emissions	Comment	Comments:	EXAFS	oscillations
Comment:	X-ray	and	Auger	emission	4:	Refraction	of	electrons	at	metal/vacuum	interface	and	angle-resolved	photoemission	spectroscopy	(ARPES)	Comments:	ARPES	and	surface	states	5:	Scanning	tunneling	microscope	(STM)	Comment:	Tunnel	effect	Comment:	Scanning	tunneling	microscopy	(STM);	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1986	6:	DC	electrical
conductivity:	influence	of	a	magnetic	field	7:	Drude	model	applied	to	the	reflectance	of	alkali	metals	in	the	ultraviolet	and	to	characteristic	electron	energy	losses	Comments	8:	Dispersion	of	surface	plasmons	Comments:	Surface	plasmons	9:	Metallic	superconductors,	London	equations,	and	the	Meissner	effect	Comment:	Superconductors;	Nobel	Prize
in	physics	in	1913	and	1987	10:	Density	of	Cooper	pairs	in	a	metallic	superconductor	385	385	387	388	392	394	398	402	404	406	407	413	416	419	420	422	428	437	440	446	447	450	451	Contents	11:	Questions	Dispersion	relation	of	electromagnetic	waves	in	a	two-fluid	metallic	superconductor	V.	RH	ª	6.9	¥	10–3	m–3◊C–1;	VH	=	69	mV.	Success	of
Band	Theory	•	Describe	the	differences	between	metals,	semimetals,	semiconductors,	and	insulators	(see	Exs.	(a)	Find	the	equation	relative	to	the	displacement	ulm	of	an	atom	belonging	to	the	lth	column	and	the	mth	row.	Solution:	(1)	4p rs3/3	=	Nz/V	=	n;	rs	=	(3/4p n)1/3	;	kF	=	(3p2n)1/3;	kFxrs	=	(9p/4)1/3	∼	1.92	E	(eV)	=	[8.44/rs	(Å)]2	–	[6.6/rs	(Å)]
–	1.293	+	[0.426	ln	rs(Å)]	rs	=	2	corresponds	to	rs	(Å)=	1.06	Å;	rs=	7	corresponds	to	rs	(Å)=	3.71	Å	(2)	See	Fig.	Maitland	and	S.	Their	density	corresponds	to	N0	=	1015	cm–3.	(This	figure	is	inspired	by	Ref.	g(EF	)	=	A	EF	Therefore,	we	can	write	and	Ú	EF	0	g(E	)	dE	=	n	=	(2/3)	AEF3/2	.	b	a	(a)	C1	Na	A	b¢	a¢	g	(b)	Figure	6	Figure	7	13	14	Crystal
Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	In	order	to	avoid	the	difficulty	of	representing	3D	structures,	one	can	project	the	atoms	on	the	base	plane,	while	specifying	their	side.	(b)	Find	the	expressions	for	w	and	for	the	ratio	U	=	u2n	+	1/un	in	the	following	cases:	(i)	k	0).	This	shift,	due	to	the	coupling	energy	between	the	spins	of	neighboring	atoms	(exchange
energy),	is	very	sensitive	to	the	interatomic	distances	r0	and	the	exchange	energy	is	positive	for	Fe,	Co,	and	Ni	(as	well	as	Cu),	while	it	is	negative	for	Cr	and	Mn	(which	are	anti-ferromagnetic).	The	increasing	sequence	of	non-equivalent	reflections	would	then	be	(100),	(001),	(110),	(101),	(111),	(200),	(002),	(210),	(201),	(102),	(211),	(112).	The
driving	forces	are	Coulomb	forces	where	the	surface	ions	of	a	given	sign	are	attracted	toward	the	bulk	by	ions	in	excess	of	opposite	sign	or	are	pushed	toward	the	exterior	by	ions	in	excess	of	the	same	sign.		(a)	The	lattice	vector	is	a	and	the	basis	consists	of	two	atoms	of	b	1	carbon	and	one	atom	of	0	such	that	=	.	Derive	the	London	equation	with
respect	to	time	and	show	that	the	result	is	compatible	with	that	established	in	(1)	for	a	perfectly	conducting	material.	From	sin	q010	=l/2a	=	10	mrad.	89	90	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(1)	Find	the	structure	factor	F(h,	k,	l)	of	AlAs	(x	=	0)	and	of	GaAs	(x	=	1).	Bate,	P.	Like	for	a	centered	square	lattice	in	2D,	a	tetragonal	Bravais	lattice
with	one	face	centering	does	not	exist.	The	Bragg’s	law,	Course	Summary	2dh,k	,	l	sinq	=	l,	is	satisfied	when	the	wavelength	of	the	radiation,	l	is	smaller	than	the	interatomic	distance	(say	l	>	0.1	Å	and	l	=	hc/E,	where	l(Å)	=	12.4/E	(keV)	(see	Exs.	For	frequencies	greater	than	f0,	it	is	no	longer	possible	to	admit	that	the	n	electrons	move	in	the
constant	electric	field	between	collisions,	as	implied	in	the	classical	expression	above.	Solution:	(a)	As	previously,	if	we	neglect	polarization	and	Lorentz	diffusion	factors	(see	pp.	Note	that	the	(001)	face	of	a	fcc	crystal	has	points	distributed	on	a	square	centered	lattice	of	side	a,	but	that	such	a	lattice	is	not	a	2D	Bravais	lattice	(see	Ex.	17).	Kacher,	B.
The	key	point	is	the	existence	of	localized	modes	having	larger	frequencies	than	those	of	the	indefinite	crystal	but	only	when	some	restrictive	conditions	are	satisfied.	Humphreys,	P.	vD	Ú	The	expression	for	An	can	be	obtained	from	two	different	methods	for	the	evaluation	of	the	total	energy	En	of	an	elementary	wave:	•	The	energy	of	a	harmonic
oscillator	of	frequency	n	and	amplitude	An	is	2p	2v2mAv2	and	since	the	N	atoms	are	subject	to	identical	vibrations,	the	energy	of	the	elementary	wave	is:	E	n	=	2p	2	Nn	2mAn2	.	1	mm	100	nm	IR	Wavelength	10	nm	Soft	X-rays	VUV	UV	1	eV	Extreme	ultraviolet	SiL	CK	10	eV	1	nm	100	eV	Photon	energy	Figure	33	OK	SiK	1	keV	0.1	nm	=	1Å	CuKa	2a0
Hard	X-rays	CuK	10	keV	Problems	Problem	1:	Cohesive	energy	of	free	electron	metals	In	the	jellium	model	of	free	electron	metals,	the	discrete	nature	of	the	ionic	lattice	is	replaced	with	a	smeared	out	uniform	positive	background	exactly	equal	to	that	of	the	valence	electron	gas.	(M,	h,	e)	Solution:	F	(	h,	k	,	l	)	=	f	c	p	Ê	-	i	(	h+	k	+	l	)	ˆ	-	ip	(	h+	k	)	+	e	-
ip((	h+	l	)	+	e	-	ip	(	k	+	l	)	ˆ	Á	1+	e	2	˜	Ê	1+e	Á	˜	Á	˜	Ë	Basis	fcc	lattice	¯	ÁË	˜¯	The	first	three	allowed	reflections	are	(111),	(220),	and	(311)	(see	Fig.	What	is	the	wave	impedance	Zp	in	the	plasma?	From	the	expression	of	the	electron	density	of	states	in	3D	and	with	the	help	of	Fig.	Comments:	Kikuchi	and	Kossel	lines;	texture	analysis	with	EBSD	The
lines	obtained	in	the	diffraction	pattern	are	named	Kikuchi	lines	(S.	Find	the	evolution	of	the	relative	dielectric	constant,	er(w),	of	the	ionic	solid	as	a	function	of	w.	See	also	A.	Ë	qDL	qDT	¯	The	above	results	apply	when	the	force	constants	are	different:	bl	≠	bT	.	Find	the	numerical	value	a	for	the	case	of	sodium	where	σ0	=	2.1	×	105	W–1cm–1.	(4)	For
Na,	hwp	=	5.94	eV	and	lp=2.088	Å.	∼q110∼0.86°	sinq111	=	l√3/2a=	18.6	mrad.	One	may	point	out	similarities	between	the	present	exercise	and	that	treating	localized	phonons	(see	Ex.	7).	If	we	take	into	account	Cooper	pairs	with	mass	m*,	charge	–2e	and	density	Ns/2,	we	find	lL	=	(mx	/2Ne2m0	)1/2	(6)	The	left	curve	in	Fig.	Its	principle	is	the
subject	of	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	5,	where	it	is	shown	that	the	resolutions	of	this	microscope	are	∼1	Å,	lateral	resolution,	and	∼0.1	Å	depth	resolution.	In	fact	the	value	must	take	into	account	that	the	crystal	is	ionic	(K+	and	Br–).	•	Show	that	the	information	on	the	Φ	value	is	insufficient	when	one	of	the	crystals	is	simple	cubic	possibly.	The	electronic	specific
heat	of	semimetals	follows	a	γT	law	as	for	normal	metals	(the	inverse	of	semiconductors),	but	the	coefficient	γ	varies	between	5%	(Bi)	and	30%	(Sb)	compared	with	that	determined	from	the	theory	of	free	electrons.	∼	tgq100	=	SA/D.	Ë	w0	¯	In	conclusion,	when	σ	(µ	b-1a-3	)	has	a	value	between	0.95	<	σ	<	1.443,	w2	tends	toward	zero	(and	the	lattice
is	unstable)	for	a	wave	vector	such	that	0	<	k	<	p/a.	Sketch	the	absorption	spectrum	m(hn)	knowing	that	beyond	a	threshold,	the	absorption	decreases	as	399	400	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	DE–3	(DE:	difference	between	the	energy	of	the	photon,	hn,	and	the	minimum	energy	required	to	excite	an	atomic	electron).	This	383	384	Free
Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	physical	impossibility	is	regrettable	given	the	promising	medical	applications	such	efficient	focusing	of	X-rays	would	represent.	In	the	powder	method,	the	radiation	is	also	monochromatic.	Ltd.	As	shown	in	the	figure	below,	33	34	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	the	diffracted	rays	are	detected	using	a
photographic	plate	(with	a	hole)	that	is	placed	perpendicular	to	the	incident	beam.	This	expression	is	of	the	form:	È	Ê	2pd	m	ˆ	˘	A	=	f	Í1	+	exp	Á	-i	˙	Ë	l	˜¯	˚	Î	N	Ê	Â	expÁË	-i	0	2p	nd	r	ˆ	l	˜¯	where	the	term	between	brackets	is	just	the	structure	factor	[F	(h)	=	f	+	f	exp	-	ihp/2]	when	the	Bragg	condition	for	the	crystal	is	satisfied:	dm	=	(a/4)	sinq	and	a
sinθ	=	hl.	The	result	of	this	operation	leads	to	the	scheme	shown	in	Fig.	Solution:	It	is	easy	to	see	that	V.M.	=	Âp	A	i	i	l	NV	,	where	V	is	the	volume	of	the	lattice	containing	the	equivalent	of	p	atoms	of	species	with	atomic	mass	A	and	N	is	Avogardo’s	number.	2	above],	find	the	relation	between	the	vibration	frequency	obtained	at	the	boundary	of	the	BZ
and	that	obtained	when	the	action	is	limited	to	nearest	neighbors.	Desjonqueres	and	D.	E	E	s	s	T	>	Tc	EF(Cu)	EF(Ni)	0	dØ	(c)	g(E)	T	<	Tc	EF(Cu)	EF(Ni)	0	dØ	(d)	g(E)	Figure	25	Exercise	8:	Cohesive	energy	of	transition	metals	The	atoms	of	the	transition	elements	are	characterized	by	an	outer	electron	shell	of	incomplete	d	electrons	with	an	energy	Ed
close	in	energy	to	the	subsequent	s-electrons.	(1¢)	and	(2¢)	to	have	nontrivial	solutions	the	determinant	of	the	coefficients	must	be	nonzero.	The	intensity	of	the	magnetic	contribution	to	the	diffraction	peaks	will	therefore,	dwindle	toward	higher	angles.	The	intersections	of	the	eight	symmetry	planes	between	the	origin	and	the	points	of	type	111
construct	eight	regular	hexagons	centered	on	the	points	of	type	L	because	these	median	planes	are	truncated	by	the	six	median	planes	between	G	and	the	points	of	type	200,	from	which	appear	the	squares	centered	at	X.	(4)	Auger	electron	and	X-ray	photon	emissions	(a)	The	emission	process	of	a	photoelectron	leaves	an	electronic	vacancy	on	the
initial	orbital	of	this	photoelectron.	26b.	In	addition	to	these	elastic	interactions	(that	is,	l	is	not	changed	and	the	process	is	coherent),	there	are	also	collisions	that	involve	a	change	in	energy	with	phonons	and	magnons.	For	Ni	the	number	of	Bohr	magneton	is	nB	=	2EdEe/5	=	0.54.	m¢	2m	-	m¢	When	m	=	m¢,	this	solution	can	be	identified	with	that
obtained	in	(a)	for	the	undisturbed	chain	at	the	boundary	of	the	BZ,	that	is	to	say	eaa	=	1	or	a	=	0,	w¢	=	w	=	(4	b/m)1/2	and	u	=	u0(	-1)n	exp	iw	t	.	222	311	220	200	111	(a)	Disordered	Cu3Au	220	100	110	111	200	211	310	222	210	Ê	300	ˆ	311	ÁË	˜	221¯	(b)	Ordered	Cu3Au	Figure	53 	Indexed	diffraction	rings.	The	relation	between	sinus	of	the	angles
q	is	∼1.145.	In	PEEM,	upon	exposure	to	electromagnetic	radiation	(photons),	secondary	electrons	are	excited	from	the	surface	and	imaged.	At	100°C	one	has	tan(d	+	Dd	)	=	a(1	+	100a	a	)	b(1	+	100a	b	)	149	150	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	which	after	simplifying	becomes	a2	ˆ	Dd	Ê	+	=	-7.4	¥	10-6	1	2˜	a	ÁË	b	¯	100	b	In	the	same	way	we
find	that	the	angle	e	between	planes	(001)	and	(110)	is	such	that	tan	=	c/b	from	which	aa	-	ab	=	ac	-	ab	=	c2	ˆ	De	Ê	1	+	2	˜	=	17.4	¥	10-6	Á	c	b	¯	100	Ë	b	As	a	result	we	find	a	a	=	9.9	¥	10-6	,	a	b	=	17.3	¥	10-6	,	a	c	=	34.7	¥	10-6	Exercise	13:	Tension	and	compression	in	an	isotropic	medium:	relations	between	Sij,	Cij,	E	(Young’s	modulus)	and	s	(Poisson
coefficient),	l	and	m	(Lamé	coefficients)	A	bar	of	length	l	and	cross	section	S	is	shaped	out	of	a	homogenous	and	isotropic	solid.	Figures	25c	and	25d	represent	the	energy	diagrams	corresponding	to	Ni	above	and	below	the	Curie	point.	For	atoms	forced	to	move	in	the	plane,	the	expressions	of	the	density	of	states	should	be	multiplied	by	2,	for	spatial
oscillators,	multiply	by	3	while	nD	and	qD	are	unchanged.	At	the	right	end	of	some	solutions	one	may	find	between	parentheses	indications	such	as	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	5,	or	Chapter	V,	Pb.	6.	6.	Allotropes	of	Carbon:	Graphene,	C-nanotubes,	and	Buckyballs	One	may	consider	that	the	end	of	the	last	century	was	the	silicon	era	because	of	the	fantastic
applications	of	semiconductors	in,	among	many	others,	microelectronics.	Phys,	40,	1972,	1403.	For	instance,	an	extended	investigation	of	the	various	properties	of	graphene	may	be	performed	from	the	addition	of	Chapter	I,	Ex.	17	(Crystallography);	Chapter	III,	Pb.	9	(Phonons);	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	14b;	and	Chapter	V,	Pb.	11	(π	electrons).	12b	in	Chapter
III,	Ex.	14,	with	kD	=	kF–).	5	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	35	hv	(keV)	10	a	b	K	3	Ka	Kb	Mo	target,	E°	=	35	keV	1	Bremsstrahlung	L	M	N	.02	.04	.06	.08	.10	Wavelength	(nm)	c	Kb	L	Excitation	Characteristic	X-rays	2	K	Excitation	Ka	Increasing	Energy	Relative	intensity	La	Ma	N	.12	Normal	d	e–	y	q	10	14	10	13	10	12	10	11	Photon	flux
(ph/sec)	6	e	Ee	=	1.9	Gev	Exit	slit	Monochromatization	50%	50%	Dq	=	1	mrad	E	Dw/w	=	0.1%	c	4Ec	Sample	Focusing	0.01	0.1	1	10	100	Photon	energy	(keV)	Figure	2	X-rays	sources.	In	the	crystal	rotation	method,	the	useful	part	of	incident	X-ray	spectrum	is	the	characteristic	radiation	that	is	monochromatic.	that	A	=	a	The	experimentally	accessible
reflections	(h,	k)	correspond	to	the	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	included	in	the	projection	of	the	Ewald	sphere	on	the	surface:	(h2	+	k	2	)(2p	/a)2	£	(2p	/l	)2	In	total,	we	can	only	visualize	the	nine	reflections	of	the	type	01	and	11	because	h2	+	k2	≤	2.5:	10,	10,	01,	01,	11,	11,	11,	11	including	the	specular	reflection	at	00.	In	the	disordered	phase,	the
structure	can	be	considered	as	a	fcc	crystal	having	an	average	basis	of	one	atom,	resulting	from	the	association	of	¾	of	Cu	and	¼	of	Au.	The	structure	factor	is	thus:	FD	(h,	k	,	l	)	=	f(3Cu+	Au	)/4	{1	+	exp-	ip	(h	+	k	)	+	exp-	ip	(h	+	l	)	+	exp-	ip	(k	+	l	)}	The	reflections	for	which	the	indices	h,	k,	and	l	are	not	the	same	parity	will	therefore	be	forbidden
and	their	absence	in	the	experimental	diagram	will	therefore,	characterize	the	disordered	phase.	Solution:	(a)	M	¢u0	=	b	¢(u1	-	u0	)		(1)	Mun	=	b(un+1	+	un-1	-	2un	)	(3)	Mu1	=	b(u2	-	u1	)	+	b	¢(u0	-	u1	)	(2)	(b)	Inserting	the	proposed	solution	into	Eq.	(3),	we	do	not	obtain	the	usual	result	(see	Ex.	3)	because	the	wave	is	damped:	w	2	=	(b/M	)(e	ka	+	e	-
ka	+	2)		(3¢)	(b	′	-	M	′w	2	)B	+	b	′e	-	kaC	=	0		(1¢)	(c)	Inserting	the	proposed	solutions	into	Eqs.	As	in	X-ray	emission	or	photoelectron	spectroscopy,	the	energy	position	of	Auger	lines	allows	the	determination	of	the	chemical	elements	that	have	been	excited	either	by	a	beam	of	X-rays,	or	an	incident	electron	beam.	These	oscillations	are	interpreted	as
interference	of	photoelectron	waves	associated	with	the	ejected	photoelectron	of	an	atom	being	reflected	by	neighboring	atoms	back	to	their	initial	site.	c2	er	+	1	w	2	er	c2	er	+	1	(d)	Neglecting	the	damping	term,	the	evolution	of	the	dielectric	constant	of	a	plasma	of	free	electrons,	shown	in	Fig.	,	S12	=	(C11	-	C12	)(C11	+	2C12	)	(C11	-	C12	)(C11	+
2C12	)	These	results	may	be	obtained	directly	by	identifying	term	by	term	the	matrix	of	Sij	È	S11	S12	S12	˘	Í	˙	Í	S12	S11	S12	˙	ÍÎ	S12	S12	S11	˙˚	151	152	Crystal	Binding	and	Elastic	Constants	with	the	corresponding	matrix	È1	1Í	-s	EÍ	ÍÎ	-s	The	-s	1	-s	stress	-s	˘	-s	˙˙	with	E	and	s.	In	reconstructed	surfaces	each	atoms	has	one	dangling	bond	instead	of
two	as	it	may	be	seen	in	Fig.	Gerl;	Nancy	University)	illustrates	how	electrons	can	stabilize	the	dimerization	resulting	in	a	bandgap.	(a)	Suppose	that	the	atoms	(assumed	to	be	spheres)	are	placed	along	the	[111],	represent	the	atomic	distribution	along	the	following	faces	(100),	(110),	(111),	and	(201).	(c)	s	=	nie(m	+	me)	=	4.8	¥	10–3	W–1	cm–1	(d)
Boron	belongs	to	the	third	column	of	the	periodic	table	and	thus	it	acts	as	a	‘p’	dopant	if	(and	only	if)	N0	(ionized)	>	ni.	ΔE	takes	the	form:	DE(dist.)	=	Au2	+	Bu2log	Cu.	487	488	Band	Theory	∂DE(dist.)	4g	-	bpg	/4a	2	e	=	0	or	u	=	∂u	a	e	When	α	tends	to	zero,	u	tends	to	zero,	and	the	dimerization	disappears.	(i)	For	two	types	of	carriers	with	the	same
sign	electrons	for	example	q1	=	q2	=	–q:	RH	=	–	(n1m12	+	n2m22)/q(n1m1	+	n2m2)2	518	Band	Theory	(ii)	For	two	types	of	carriers	with	different	signs	(holes	and	electrons):	q1	=	–	q2	=	q	RH	=	–	(nhmh2	–	neme2)/q(nhmh	–	neme)2	with	the	sign	convention	in	(b)	(	me	=	-qt/me	)	or	1	nh	mh2	-	ne	me2	RH	=	with	the	usual	convention.	However,	the
diffused	intensities	are	strictly	zero	when	sinq	=	n¢l/Na	≠	nl/a.	As	an	example,	the	legend	in	Fig.	Electron	gun	Screen	Grids	Crystal	Figure	36	(1)	Show	that	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	such	a	surface	is	composed	of	rods.	Ë	ws	0	m0	˜¯	1+	i	and	keeping	only	the	solution	that	introduces	2	the	damping,	we	find	Using	i=	Ex	(	z	,	t	)	=	E	x	(0)	exp(-	z/d	0	)	exp	i
(w	t	-	z/d	0	)	and	1	∂E	x	1-i	∞	E	exp(	-	z/d	0	)exp	i(wt	-	z/d	0	)	=	iwm0	∂z	wm0d	0	x	so	that	we	have	H	y	=	1	Ê	wm	ˆ	2	E	(0)	wm0d	0	(1	+	i	)wm0d	0	Z=	x	=	=	=	(1	+	i	)	Á	0	˜	H	y	(0)	1-	i	2	Ë	2s	0	¯	ne	2t	ne	2l0	=	m	mvF	(b)	When	the	mean	free	path	is	limited	to	the	depth	of	d¢,	we	have	ne	2d	′	d′	s=	=	s0	◊	mvF	l0	By	substituting	σ0	for	σ,	the	skin	depth
becomes	Finally,	we	write	s	0	=	Ê	2	ˆ	d	¢	=	Á	Ë	wm	s	˜¯	0	1/2	Ê	2l0	ˆ	=Á	Ë	wm	s	d	′	˜¯	1/2	0	0	Ê	2l	0	ˆ	or	equivalently	d	′	=	Á	Ë	wm0s	0	˜¯	1/3	.	The	weight	of	this	interaction	is	relatively	weak	compared	to	the	dominant	interaction	which	is	the	absorption	of	a	photon	X	by	an	atomic	electron	(the	principle	of	radiography).	+	a	-	z	log	2	lo	lo	l(q	)	=	Ú	Ú	Ú
Postulating	that	the	scattering	probability	obeys	to	the	same	a	law	for	all	the	points	between	0	and	a,	one	obtains	l	=	1	l	a	Ú	0	˘	Ê	aˆ	1	È	a2	a	l	3a	Ê	a	ˆ	2	2	(z)dz	=	=	-Á	log	Á	˜	,	Í	-	a	log	+	a	˙	or	˜	2a	ÍÎ	2	lo	lo	4lo	Ë	2lo	¯	Ë	lo	¯	˙˚	which	corresponds	to	the	proposed	expression	with	k	=	a/lo.	In	this	case	the	reciprocal	lattice	will	be	formed	of	points	and
not	rods	because	it	is	relative	to	a	3D	lattice.	With	Al(Ka)	radiation,	these	lines	will	have	an	additional	kinetic	energy	of	233	eV.	The	displacement	of	an	atom	in	this	row	obeys:	un	=	An	cos	2p	vt	.	Show	the	graph	of	B	=	f(H)	of	the	first	447	448	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	(4)	(5)	(6)	(7)	magnetization.	The	vibration	frequency	of	the	adsorbed
atom	will	vary	as	EL	(r0	)	or	as	za/2	.	Its	driving	force	(right)	results	from	the	formation	of	dimer	bonds.	For	the	alkali	and	simple	metals	of	the	Al,	Mg,	and	Be	type,	the	evolution	of	e(w	)	is	well	described	by	the	Drude	model	as	it	is	used	in	the	present	problem.	In	fact,	the	binding	energies	and	therefore	the	kinetic	energies	of	photoelectrons	also
slightly	depend	(second-order	effects	of	a	few	eV	only)	on	the	chemical	environment	of	the	excited	atom.	15	and	20;	Pbs.	In	this	case,	the	atomic	electrons	diffuse	the	X-rays	like	free	electrons.	h	(4)	The	current	density	in	the	electrodes	corresponds	to	jz	=	n	P	e	v	z	=	n	P	e	vF	from	which	we	find	j	=	AV	.	(4)	Auger	electron	and	X-ray	photon	emissions
Following	the	ejection	of	corresponding	photoelectrons,	the	atoms	irradiated	with	X-rays	present	electron	vacancies	in	their	core	electronic	levels.	Solution:	(1)	The	distance	between	two	parallel	planes	with	equation	Ax	+	By	+	Cz	+	D2	=	0	Ax	+	By	+	Cz	+	D1	=	0	and	is	D1	-	D2	d=	.	The	distance	between	the	forbidden	inter-reticular	planes	is	given
by:	1	È	h2	k	2	l	2	˘	2	d	h	,k	,l	=	Í	2	+	2	+	2	˙	a¢	c	˙˚	ÍÎ	a¢	It	is	used	to	establish	the	order	of	the	non-equivalent	reflections	of	increasing	q	(corresponding	to	decreasing	dh,k,l:	(001),	(100),	(101),	(111),	(002),	etc.	We	write	e1	+	ie2	if	an	electric	field	of	form	E0e–iwt	is	used.	Deduce	the	expressions	for	the	elongations:	A	(m,	+e)	and	B	(M,	−e),	of	the
ions	as	a	function	of	wt,	w,	M,	m,	and	e.	At	the	atomic	scale,	the	names	of	some	of	them	are	indicated	in	Fig.	Final	Remark:	To	end	this	discussion,	the	readers	may	have	a	look	on	the	Exs.	This	addition	allows	one	to	obtain	a	higher	electrical	resistivity	than	a	chemically	pure	material	impossible	to	prepare.	Specify	the	energetic	position	of	the	first
three	oscillations	beyond	the	threshold	1s(K)	of	aluminum,	choosing	r0	=	3	Å.	The	shapes	of	the	Fermi	surface	are	shown	in	Fig.	Deduce	that	if	for	some	physical	reason	σ	increases	above	a	certain	value	σ0,	w2	goes	to	zero	for	a	value	of	|k|	between	0	and	p/a:	a	soft	mode	thus	appears	for	σ	=	σ0	and	the	lattice	is	unstable	for	σ	>	σ0.	It	is	the	case	at
room	temperature.	C2	¥	¥	C1	C2	¥¥	C1	00	00	(b)	(a)	Figure	26	The	size	of	the	crystallites	relaxes	the	angular	constraints	induced	by	the	Bragg	condition	Dq	µ	N	-1	where	N	is	the	number	of	diffusing	bases	(see	Ex.	16).	To	realize	such	an	operation	successfully,	it	is	necessary	that	the	two	crystals	have	a	lattice	mismatch,	∆a/a,	smaller	than	a	few
percent.	In	this	latter	situation,	the	dispersion	curve	deviates	symmetrically	from	the	value	of	E0(m,	n)	given	by	the	theory	of	free	electrons	and	the	Exercises	total	amplitude	of	this	deviation	is	U(m,	n)	[distance	separating	E1(m,	n)	from	E2(m,	n)].	The	lattice	parameter	a	can	be	found	from	the	measure	of	the	angle	2a	2q422	≈	70°,	which	results	in
sinq	=	1.54	Å	and	a	=	6.57	Å.	In	the	same	way,	the	interaction	of	a	neutron	or	a	photon	(either	IR	absorption	or	Raman	diffusion)	with	a	lattice	will	conserve	energy	and	momentum	of	the	system	formed	by	the	photon	and	the	phonon	(see	Pb.	7).	Auger	electrons	may	be	405	406	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	distinguished	from	photoelectrons
because	their	kinetic	energy	is	independent	of	the	incident	photon	energy,	hn.	•	If	Eg	–	5kBT	<	EF	<	Eg	+	5kBT:	the	semiconductor	is	partially	degenerated.	Solution:	2	2	3/2	(a)	We	have	g	(E	)	=	A	E	,	where	A(1/2p	)(2m/h	)	for	a	unit	volume.	The	position	of	the	Fermi	level	of	copper,	EF(Cu)	is	also	indicated	for	a	comparison.	Technical	point:	e1	+	ie2
or	e1	-	ie2	?	Binning	and	H.	Comment:	Focusing	of	X-rays	This	exercise	explains	the	impossibility	of	realizing	X-ray	lenses	based	on	the	laws	of	refraction	of	Snell–Descartes	because	n	≈	1.	Making	this	substitution,	we	find:	r	Er	/E0	=	e	sin	a	,	r	where	re	is	the	classical	radius	of	an	electron,	re	=	e2/(4pe0mc2)	=	2.82	×	10–15	m.	(This	is	a	property	of
Fourier	space.)	(4)	To	decide	between	the	two	hypotheses,	it	is	sufficient	to	consider	the	structure	factor	for	each	case,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Make	the	following	simplifying	assumptions:	T	=	0	K;	eV	0	in	the	opposite	direction)	must	not	only	have	an	energy	between	EF1	–	eV	and	EF1	but	also	the	correct	direction	kz.	What	is	the	expression	for	Exercises	the
coefficient	of	compressibility	b	=	-	1	Ê	DV	ˆ	?	The	same	remark	applies	to	the	energy	loss	function	e	which	will	always	be	positive	and	equal	to	2	2	2	,	but	can	also	be	(	e1	+	e	2	)	Ê	1ˆ	written	(	±	)Im	Á		˜	,	depending	on	the	convention	implicitly	adopted	Ëe¯	for	E0.	The	24	structure	factor	of	the	basis	is	f	Z1	+	f	Z2	e	-	ip	h	which	implies	that	the
intensities,	I	of	the	reflections	relative	to	the	values	of	h	(k	and	l)	odd	are	weaker	than	the	ones	corresponding	to	the	even	indices.	2m	a2	Is	it	a	conductor?	This	series	was	found	from	the		increasing	values	of	G	.	3p	Ë	(2kF	z	)3	¯	Ú	Ú	When	kFz	is	very	large,	the	density	n(z)	tends	toward	kF2/3p	2	,	which	is	just	the	electronic	density	n0	in	an	infinite
crystal.	In	this	latter	case,	the	asymptotic	value	of	the	potential	Ze2/4pe0r	must	take	into	account	the	difference	between	the	valence	of	the	impurity	and	that	of	the	solvent,	for	instance,	Z	=	3	–	1	=	2	for	Al	dissolved	in	Cu	or	Z	=	1	for	atomic	vacancies	in	copper.	5):										a¢	=	(	x	+	y	)(a/2);	b¢	=	(	y	+	z)(a/2);	c¢	=	(z	+	x	)(a/2).	This	point	source	is
situated	into	a	micro-crystal	but	near	from	one	of	its	plane	surfaces	in	front	of	which	a	fluorescent	screen	is	set	at	distance,	D.	Solution:	(1)	X-ray	photoelectron	spectroscopy	(a)	a	:	hv	>	EL	;	b	:	hv	≥	EL	+	ef	From	energy	conservation:	hv	=	EL	+	ef	+	Ee	.	The	diffraction	pattern	observed	on	a	photographic	plate	will	be	formed	by	a	limited		number		of
spots	from	the	transmission	(if	the	angle2q	between	k	0	and	k	is	such	that	2q	£	p	/2	and	from	the	reflection	2q	>	p	/2	.	In	the	first	case,	the	waves	are	standing	waves	with	u	=	A	sinkxx·	sinkyy·	sinkzz.	Using	the	law	for	bp	[given	in	Q.	Space	Symmetry	If	one	sought	to	study	nature	at	the	atomic	scale	and	enumerated	all	the	possible	symmetry
operations,	keeping	unchanged	the	positions	of	atoms	(position	symmetry),	the	number	of	possibilities	is	230,	making	up	what	are	known	as	the	space	groups.	12,	the	other	possible	sites	are	found	at	points	such	that	B	(z	=	2)	and	A	(z	=	1).	For	an	atom	in	position	ma,	the	atomic	form	factor	is	given	by:						f	(ma	)	=	f1	+	f2	cos	q	◊	ma	,	where	q	=	2p/d
and	q		a	.					For	j	=	jx	e	x	 ,	where	jx	>	0	and	B	=	B	◊	e	z	for	B	>	0,	we			have	F	=	F	◊	e	y	,	where	F	=	-	j	.B	.	18c)	greater	than	the	odd	ones	(n	=	±1	in	Fig.	B.	The	advantage	of	AES	over	XPS	lies	in	the	possibility	of	having	a	higher	lateral	resolution	using	a	very	fine	electron	probe	(	0.	Regardless	of	this	arbitrary	choice	concerning	the	position	of	the
surface,	these	considerations	result	in	the	presence	of	a	dipolar	layer	at	the	surface	of	a	metal,	see	Fig.	43,	right	panel)	The	atoms	of	Al	must	be	inserted	between	the	atoms	of	As	such	that	the	surface	density	of	Al	and	As	are	nearly	conserved	ns(Al)/ns(As)	=	a2(GaAs)/	a2(Al)	=	1.936	∼	2.	This	model	captures	well	the	high	cohesion	energy	of	these
metals	(also	inducing	a	strong	bulk	modulus,	B,	and	high	melting	temperature),	especially	for	those	with	a	half-full	d	band	such	as	tungsten	and	molybdenum.	Sketch	the	spectrum	of	ejected	X-ray	photoelectrons	as	a	function	of	their	kinetic	energy	into	vacuum.	p	3	a	Æ	b	,	kF	=	kM	Æ	1	+	r	=	=	1.36	4	or	for	a	Æ	b	,	Zn0.36Cu0.64	.	3	and	5;	on	Peierls
instabilities	in	1D	conductors,	see	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	13;	on	their	correlation	with	the	Kohn	anomaly,	see	Chapter	III,	Ex.	6;	and	on	charge	density	waves,	see	Chapter	I,	Pb.	8,	and	for	example,	C.	3d).	The	obtained	covering	rate	(q	=	¼	or	½)	corresponds	therefore	sensitively	to	the	exposure	of	¼	or	½	Langmuir.	Following	the	same	reasoning	as	above,
the	amplitude	of	these	discontinuities	(E2	(A),	E2	[01]	<	or	>E1	relative	to	the	point	located	at	the	mid-point	between	00	and	11	which	will	determine	the	conductive	or	insulating	nature	of	the	material.	Even	if	in	the	present	problem	the	qualitative	interpretation	of	intensities	was	sufficient	to	resolve	the	present	problem,	in	general	the	use	of	just	the
structure	factor	is	insufficient.	When	w	>	wp,the		electrons	do	not	always	follow	the	inversions	of	the	electric	field	E	and	their	elongation	remains	in	phase	opposition	but	with	a	much	weaker	amplitude.	Berlin,	NY:	Springer,	particularly	the	contribution	of	T.	In	addition,	the	density	g(k)	is	identical	to	that	already	evaluated	in	(a),	the	corresponding
internal	energy	and	the	specific	heat	result	in	the	addition	of	the	two	contributions	for	these	two	types	of	waves:	2k	•	At	high	temperatures	U	=	2N2kBT	and	C	=	2kB	N	2	=	2B	a	Exercises	Ê	1	1	ˆ	•	At	low	temperatures	U	=	4.8N	2kBT	3	Á	2	+	2	˜	and	Ë	q	DL	q	DT	¯	Ê	1	1	ˆ	C	=	14.4N	2kBT	3	Á	2	+	2	˜	.	To	simplify	the	problem,	however,	the	present
considerations	concern	situations	for	which	the	spatial	displacement	of	atoms	can	be	described	by	two	transverse	waves,					T1	and	T2,	such	that	u	^	k	and	one	longitudinal	wave	where	u		k.	Considering	the	intensities	shown	in	Fig.	We	thus	obtain:	Ge:	ni	=	7.5	¥	1013	cm–3; 	n(extrinsic)	~5	¥	1012	cm–3	Si:	ni	=	6	¥	1013	cm–3; 	n(extrinsic)	~5	¥	1012
cm–3	InAs:	ni	=	5	¥	1016	cm–3; 	n(extrinsic)	~5	¥	1014	cm–3	GaAs:	ni	=	2	¥	107	cm–3; 	n(extrinsic)	~5	¥	1014	cm–3	Inversely,	we	could	also	determine	Eg	such	that	the	intrinsic	concentration	coincides	with	the	extrinsic	concentration.	I	am	greatly	indebted	to	my	colleagues	of	various	French	universities:	M.	(To	show	this	result,	a	a	consider	the
given	definition	in	the	Course	Summary	and				extend	b	and	c	to	infinity	in	order	to	observe	that	B	and	C	go	to	zero;	the	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	are	thus,	located		on	planes	perpendicular	to	A	.)		After	noting	that	A	=	2p/2d	,	it	is	easy	to	obtain	the	construction	shown	in	Fig.	Nalwa,	ed.,	Encyclopedia	of	Nanoscience	and	Nanotechnology	14,	1994,
105).	By	substituting	wL	for	w	and	writing	er	(wL)	=	0	in	(3),	we	find	the	LST	equation:	(	wT	/wL	)2	=	e•	/	es	(5)	The	same	procedure	applied	to	wr	with	e(wr)	=	1	leads	to	w2r	/w2T	=	(	es	-	1)/(	e•	-	1);	lT	=	1.92	lr	=	59.6	μm;	lL	=	0.63	lr	=	37.5	μm.	Deriving	the	London	equation	with	respect	to	time	we	find				∂j	1	∂B	1	curl	==	curl	E,	which	includes	the
equality	2	2	∂t	m0lL	∂t	m0lL	established	in	(1)	where	lL	=	l	=	(m/Nse2m0	)1/2	.	Find	the	value	of	the	critical	angle	ac	(measured	relative	to	the	surface	of	the	material)	for	which	total	reflection	of	X-rays	occurs.	Law	of	mass	action	free	e–	CB	Ei	e–	bound	to	the	impurity	Eg	VB	impurity	Figure	5	7.	Problem	10:	Structure	factor	of	superlattices	Consider	a
1D	infinite	crystal	with	lattice	constant	d	=	Na	of	which	the	basis	consists	of	N	atoms	chemically	different	but	equidistant	by	a.	The	calculation	done	here	is	not	applicable	to	polarized	incident	X-rays,	which	is	the	case	when	using	synchrotron	radiation	but	not	when	using	conventional	sources	of	X-rays.	Editions	de	Physique,	p.	9.	The	spectra	of
emitted	X-rays	from	an	AI–Mg	alloy,	is	essentially	composed	of	the	Al(Ka)	and	Mg	(Ka)	radiations.	Solution:	Simple	cubic	reciprocal	lattice	has	a	volume	V	=	(2p	/a)	3.	(3)	Starting	from	the	expressions	for	ne	and	nh	in	which	we	use	the	new	values	for	EF,	we	find:	ne	(Cr	)	=	22	¥	104	e	◊	cm	-3	;	nh	(Cr	)	=	4.2	¥	106	h	◊	cm	-3	s	(Cr	)	=	6	¥	10-8	W	-1m	-1
We	will	observe	that	the	addition	of	sufficient	amounts	of	chromium	to	GaAs	freezes	the	electrical	activity	of	the	residual	impurities	that	cannot	be	eliminated	chemically.	22	because	2p	G(h,	k	)	=	(see	Ex.	10b).	(b)	Find	the	total	current	density	emitted	from	the	cathode.	(2)	Assume	that	the	propagation	term	of	the	field	is	negligible	(k	=	0)	and
establish	the	equations	of	motion	of	the	ions	under	the	action	of	EZ	with	restoring	forces	limited	to	nearest	neighbors.	Starting	from	this	initial	value	the	evolution	of	f	as	a	function	of	q	will	depend	on	the	way	in	which	the	Z	electrons	are	distributed	around	the	atom.	What	is	the	basis?	Two	types	of	figures	can	be	obtained:	(1)	The	top	of	the	first
allowed	band	at	point	M	(or	MV)	has	a	smaller	energy	than	the	bottom	of	the	second	at	the	point	X	(or	XC):	the	first	Brillouin	zone	accepts	2N	valence	electrons	and	is	completely	full;	the	concerned	solid	will	thus	be	insulating.	The	measured	intensity	of	this	reflection	(FFx)	therefore	allows	the	determination	of	x	and	establish	the	composition	of	this
ternary	semiconductor	(see	also	Chapter	V,	Ex.	30).	In	doped	Si	semiconductors	the	Debye	length	is	LD	=	[eSikBT/e2Nd]1/2	where	eSi	is	the	Si	dielectric	constant	and	Nd	is	the	density	of	dopants	(either	donors	or	acceptors).	(This	situation	is	opposite	to	that		encountered			in		electrostatic	of	dielectrics.)	We	always	have	D	=	e	E	+	P	where	P	=	Np	0		
but	P	(and P	)	are	≠Ø	E	.	In	this	problem,	we	determine	the	relative	concentration	ρZn	Ê	NZn	ˆ	of	zinc	atoms	Á	rZn	=	,	which	corresponds	to	the	phase	N	+	N	˜¯	Ë	Cu	Zn	transition	(α	Æ	β)	as	well	as	the	phase	change	β	Æ	γ.	With	these	resolutions,	individual	atoms	on	surfaces	are	routinely	imaged	Problems	and	manipulated.	(c)	The	calculation	is
formally	the	same	as	replacing	e	by	Ze	and	m0	by	M	but	in	the	most	favorable	case	(the	hydrogen	atom)	the	amplitude	diffused	by	the	nucleus	is	1840	times	weaker	than	that	diffused	by	an	electron	(because	of	the	relation	between	m/M)	and	the	corresponding	intensity	will	be	negligible.	Among	atoms	of	species	A,	the	second	condition	excludes
certain	others:	(Fig.	The	transmitted	2	2w	w	g	w	2p	wave	propagates	normally	with	weak	attenuation:	a	ª	2	;	2w	c	the	amplitude	of	the	coefficient	of	reflection	is	essentially	zero.	(See	Ex.	18	for	an	easy	calculation	of	the	structure				factorF(h)).	mg	*/m	(c)	The	overlapping	of	impurity	orbitals	occurs	when	the	-1	Ê	4p	3	ˆ	concentration	exceeds	the	value
Á	,	here	≈	1015	cm–3.	39b).	3h)	the	atoms	located	in	the	intermediate	plane	are	excluded.	To	simplify	the	calculation	take	f(E)	=	1	when	E	<	EF	and	f(E)	=	0	when	E	>	EF.	The	atoms	chosen	to	define	a	plane	must	not	be	collinear.	The	wave	being	longitudinal,	the	position	of	the	atoms	in	real	space	is	that	shown	in	Fig.	The	expected	intensities	in	the
two	extreme	situations	can	easily	be	deduced	from	the	table	given	by	the	structure	factor	for	the	different	reflections.	On	the	(110)	face	the	most	stable	site	is	in	T	(z	=	3).	(b)	An	atom	in	the	middle	of	the	chain	is	replaced	by	the	atom	of	an	impurity	with	a	mass	m¢	(where	m¢	<	m).	Solution:	2	1/3	(a)	kF	=	(3p	n)	,	(b)	(c)	where	n=	N	4	=	V	a3	(for
monovalent	fcc	elements)	kF	=	(12p2)1/3	◊	(1/a)	=	1.36	Å–1	The	reciprocal	lattice	of	an	fcc	lattice	is	a	bcc	lattice	and	the	distance	between	the	center	of	the	first	Brillouin	zone	to	the	nearest	side	is	equal	to	the	half	of	the	distance	between	the	origin	and	the	(111)	point:	1	2p	2	2	2	1/2	p	kM	=	3.	Geometric	considerations	show	that	the	electric
conductivity	σ	can	take	the	1	form	s	=	e2	◊	vF2	◊	t	◊	g(EF	)	,	where	vF	is	the	Fermi	velocity	and	g(EF)	3	is	the	density	of	states	per	unit	volume.	The	dimension	of	this	nucleus	is	smaller	than	l	whereas,	the	electron	cloud	was	comparable	to	l.	After	recalling	the	expressions	of	incident	waves	(E	i	and	H	i	:	complex	amplitudes)	and	the	reflected	waves	(E	r
,	H	r	),	determine,	from	boundary	conditions	on	the	z	=	0	plane,	the	expression	for	the	amplitude	of	the	reflection	coefficient	r	=	E	r	/E	i	as	a	function	of	Z0	and	Zp	and	next	as	a	function	of	er	and	e0.	 	2.2	(a) 	E(élast	)	=	N	Ê	1	bu2	ˆ	ÁË	2	˜¯	2	2	(b)	DE(distortion)	=	1	bu2	-	2a	u	Èlog	4	-	1	˘	˙	Í	2	pg	ÍÎ	au/g	2	˙˚	(c)	In	[...],	we	can	neglect	the	1/2	because
αu/γ	is	small.	The	base	vectors	of	the	primitive	lattice	are	given	by:a’	=	b’	=		2.5	Å;	g	=	73°6.	•	Give	the	indices	of	the	three	reflections	shown	in	the	figure.	Exercise	8:	Atomic	planes	and	Miller	indices:	application	to	lithium	The	Bravais	lattice	of	lithium	is	simple	cubic	with	lattice	parameter	a	=	3.48	Å.	When	T	≥	qD,	DU	=	3NkBT	(law	of	Dulong	and
Petit)	from	which	we	find	U1(0)/DU	=	qD/4T	;	U2(0)/DU	=	qD/3T	;	U3(0)/DU	=	3qD/8T	.	A	sample	composed	of	small	crystallites	corresponds	to	small	pivots	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	around	its	origin,	as	seen	in	Fig.	An	example	is	the	condensation	of	rare	gases	on	graphite	surfaces.	Erasing	the	corresponding	points	on	Fig.	Here	the	relative	surplus	of
antimony	concentration	relative	to	indium,	of	order	10–7	leads	to	the	appearance	of	impurity	bands	and	it	is	difficult,	in	fact	technologically	impossible,	to	approach	the	ideal	stoichiometry	(see	Ex.15).	44)	will	be	equidistance	from	2p/c	and	will	not	form	a	continuous	line.	1.3:	Determine	the	Fermi	level	(assuming	that	every	atom	contributes	one
electron).	(b)	ni2	=	(CkT)2e–Eg/kBT	[1	–e–EV/kBT].	In	the	intrinsic	regime	ne	=	nh	=	ni	=1016	cm–3	from	which	s	=	nie	(mh	+	me)	=	3W	–1	cm	–1.	This	rule	has	exceptions,	in	particular,	the	transition	metals	oxides	or	ITO:	InTiO2.	Table	1	and	Fig.	This	simplified	explanation	does	not	take	into	account	refraction	effects	due	to	the	inner	potential	that
have	to	be	combined	to	purely	geometrical	shadowing	effects.	By	introducing	these	values	in	the	two	linear	equations	we	obtain	the	relation	between	the	vibration	amplitudes	of	adjacent	atoms:	A/B	=	1	(acoustic	branch)	and	A/B	=	–1	(optical	branch).	Another	experimental	approach	simultaneously	combines	the	measurements	of	the	linear	expansion
(Dl/l)	and	of	the	change	in	the	lattice	parameters,	Da/a	(see	Ref.	d	d	Figure	48 	Side	view	of	a	surface	undulation.	OH	is	perpendicular	to	the				plane	(h,	k,	l)	and	is	therefore	parallel	to	Gh,k	,l	.	Basis:	two	atoms	of	C,	one	located	at	(0,0)	and	the	other	at	(⅓,⅔).	It	is	positive	and	it	is	a	repulsive	Problems	term.	4	(b)	Monochromatic	X-rays	of	wavelength
l	illuminate	the	chain.	Exercises	(b)	E	g	=	4a	u	.	Calculate	the	maximum	packing	rate	t	obtained	when	this	element	crystallizes	into	the	following	structures:	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	simple	cubic	(sc)	body-centered	cubic	(bcc)	face-centered	cubic	(fcc)	diamond	hexagonal	close	packed	(hcp)	(first	calculate	the	optimal	c/a	relation)	17	18	Crystal	Structure	and
Crystal	Diffraction	Using	these	results,	determine	the	value	of	the	lattice	parameter(s)	of	the	following	real	crystal	systems	where	d	is	distance	between	nearest	neighbors:	(f)	magnesium	(hcp),	d	=	3.20	Å	(g)	aluminum	(fcc),	d	=	2.86	Å	(h)	silicon	(diamond),	d	=	2.35	Å	Solution:	We	denote	r	as	the	radius	of	the	hard	spheres	and	s	as	the	side	of	the
cube.	Ëq¯	(c)	If	now	the	atoms	of	the	lattice	are	forced	to	move	in	the	plane,	each	of	the	oscillators	has	two	degrees	of	freedom	which	correspond	to	the	propagation	of	a	longitudinal	wave	and	of	a	transverse	wave.	The	best	test	for	the	reader	is	to	try	an	alternative	point	of	view:	solve	exercises	or	problems,	and	this	is	the	assigned	goal	of	this	book.
Accounting	for	them	they	increase	the	value	of	the	sound	velocity	(k	Æ	0).	In	the	[01]	direction:	k	=	p/b;	E0	(01)	=	(2/2m)	(p/b)2.	29.	6	provide	specific	values	for	different	semiconductors.	(5)	The	magnetic	induction	B	does	not	penetrate	into	the	superconductor	and	is	expelled.	Any	other	medium,	characterized	by	a	dielectric	function,	will	have	a
response	that	will	depend	on	the	frequency,	and	its	optical	index	will	therefore	depend	on	the	wavelength	of	the	electromagnetic	waves.	(2)	The	atoms	in	even	rows	are	held	fixed,	and	the	atoms	in	odd	row	undergo	a	slight	movement	u	(Fig.	[27]	and	[28].	Otherwise	(N0	=	1012	impurities	per	cm3)	the	material	will	remain	essentially	intrinsic	and	the
results	from	(b)	and	(c)	will	be	unchanged.	Find	the	total	average	displacement	r	2	in	integral	form	including	the	amplitude	An	of	each	of	the	3N	vibrations	and	the	density	of	modes	g(v).	Hurley	(2001),	Journal	of	Microscopy	201,	50;	J.	The	effect	of	the	charge	density	waves	correspond	to	smaller	satellite	spots	(the	small	black	dots).	l	Î	˚	29	30	Crystal
Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	I	x	2	4ff	N	(a)	l	Na	0	0	sin		(b)	l/2a	sin		(c)	2	4ff	N	l/2a	sin		l/a	0	Figure	15	l	2a	l/a	x	2N	+	1	l	N	a	2N	-	1	l	N	a	l	a	I	4	3	2	1	I	N	+1	l	N	a	N	-1	l	N	a	(a)	Intensity	diffracted	by	the	lattice;	(b)	modulation	induced	2	Ê	p	asinq	ˆ	;	(c)	resulting	intensity:	lattice	Ë	4l	˜¯	by	the	basis,	4cos	Á	+	basis.	(3)	The	(111)	and	(100)	faces	are
exposed	to	a	partial	pressure	of	oxygen	and	the	oxygen	atoms	form	a	lattice	superimposed	on	the	lattice	of	the	crystalline	nickel.	In	both	cases,	e2	must	be	positive	because	it	describes	the	dissipation	of	energy	associated	with	the	damping	term,	g,	which	is	always	positive.	(3)	Three-dimensions	The	Bravais	lattice	of	(a)	silicon,	(b)	GaAs,	and	(c)	Mg2Si
are	face-centered	cubic.	44).	Exercises	Exercise	1:	s-Electrons	bonded	in	a	row	of	identical	atoms:	1D	In	the	tight-binding	approximation,	the	energy	E	of	s-electrons	obeys	the	relationship:	465	466	Band	Theory	E	=	-a	-	g	Âe		-	i	k	◊rm	m		in	which	α	and	γ	are	positive	energies	that	can	be	calculated,	k	is	the	wave	vector	of	electrons,	and	rm	represents
the	vectors	between	the	origin	of	each	atom	and	its	nearest	neighbor.	Taking	also	into	account	Eq.	(3¢ ),	we	find	M¢	È	˘	Íb	¢	b(e	-	ka	+	e	ka	+	2)˙[b	¢	-	b	-	be	ka	]	-	b	¢2	=	0.	For	the	situation	where	Ni(100)—			p(	2	¥	2	)45∞	—0,	for	example,	and	taking	as	and	bs	as	the	primitive	vectors,	hypothesis	(a)	corresponds	to	a	centered	lattice	with	a	basis	of
one	oxygen	atom	at	00	and	two	nickel	atoms	at	0,0	and	½,½.	Note	that	this	quantization	of	energy	is	independent	of	the	quantization	of	the	wave	vector	which	is	a	result	of	the	boundary	conditions	(see	Final	Remark	in	Ex.	11).	(c)	In	reality	in	the	corresponding	experimental	arrangement	(EBSD),	a	20	keV	incident	electron	beam	is	nearly	parallel	to
the	screen	and	it	irradiates	the	sample	surface	with	an	incident	angle	of	∼70°	but	the	crystalline	orientations	are	unchanged.	A	look	at	the	diffracted	intensities	allows	Problems	one	to	deduce	the	numbers	N1	and	N2	layers	of	the	superlattice.	The	approximate	relation	is	f	Exercises	j	ª	1.4	¥	10-6	F2	4.39	¥	10	f	f	¥	10-2.82	¥107	f	f	3	2	E	(b)	To
experimentally	verify	the	Dushman	law,	it	is	sufficient	to	measure	the	saturation	current	of	a	vacuum	diode	as	a	function	of	the	temperature	of	its	cathode	and	trace	a	straight	line:	eF	Ê	J	ˆ	Ê	1ˆ	Ê	eF	ˆ	log	ÁË	2	˜¯	=	f	ÁË	˜¯	=	(log	A	)	.	Friedel	[32].	(b)	Find	the	atomic	diffusion	coefficient	of	a	uniform	electron	distribution	at	the	interior	of	a	sphere	of
radius			R.	These	results		should	be	expressed	as	a	function	of	k	=	k	-	k	0	where,	k	0	=		(2p⁄l)	u0	and	then,	state	the	results	in	terms	of	the	parameters	sinθ/l	which	are	more	directly	related	to	experiments.	They	appear	also	as	lines	in	the	spectra	of	photoelectrons	(X-ray-induced	Auger	electrons).	In	particular	the	order	for	which	the	intensity	is
maximal	allows	one	to	find	N	=	N1	+N2	(h	=	12	for	the	cases	a	and	b;	h	=	13	for	the	case	g).	In	the	case	of	prolonged	exposure	in	the	Ni(100)	face,	each	reciprocal	basis	vector	has	been	reduced	by	1/	2	(or	equivalently	that	the	simple	square	lattice	as	become	a	centered	square	lattice).	An	important	aspect	of	this	surface	microscopy	is	that	it	is	very
fast.	(3)	The	crystalline	plane	parallel	to	the	screen	is	the	(110)	plane	formed	from	the	lattice	rows	[110]	and	[001]	horizontal	and	vertical	respect.	In	particular	there	is	the	low-energy	electron	microscope	(LEEM)	which	has	been	invented	by	Bauer	(E.	For	a	more	general	approach	to	the	Debye	model	in	n	dimensions,	see	A.	A	finite	divergence	of	a
beam	can	be	treated	as	a	reduced	rotation	of	the	Ewald	sphere	around	the	origin	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	The	Fermi	energy	in	Ni	is	also	unchanged,	but	the	difference	in	spin	population	is	Ú	EF	,	Ed	-	Ee	-	Ee	C2dE	-	Ú	EF	,	Ed	+	Ee	Ee	C2dE	.	The	system	recrystallizes	in	a	structure	where	the	Fermi	surface	will	not	be	in	contact	with	the	first	Brillouin
zone	and	where	the	slope	in	the	energy	evolution	will	be	smoother,	until	this	mechanism	starts	over.	At	normal	incidence,	the	Bragg's	(h	+	k	+		)	3	law	gives	2d111	=	λm	or	lm	=	2a	2p	p	3	and	kM	=	=	.	Find	the	magnetization	per	unit	volume	of	the	sample	M	as	a	function	of	the	number	of	electrons	N≠	and	NØ	that	have		a	magnetic	moment	m	,
respectively,	parallel	and	anti-parallel		to	B	.	(b)	If	we	consider	the	waves	diffused	by	the	crystalline	structure	(lattice	+	basis),	we	obtain	the	following	resultant	amplitude:	d	ˆ	d	ˆ	Ê	Ê	d	ˆ	Ê	A	=	f	exp-	i	Á	2p	◊	0	r	˜	+	f	exp-	i	Á	2p	m	˜	+	f	exp-	i	Á	2p	◊	1	r	˜	Ë	Ë	Ë	l¯	l	¯	l¯	È	2p	(d	r	+	d	m	)	˘	È	2p	(	N	-	1)d	r	˘	+	f	exp-	i	Í	+	f	exp-	i	Í	˙	˙0	l	l	Î	˚	Î	˚	È	2p((	N	-	1)(d
r	+	d	m	)	˘	+	f	exp-	i	Í	˙.	Solution:	Figure	14a	shows	the	aragonite	crystal	before	(solid	line)	and	after	(dashed	line)	expansion.	Kikuchi	(1928),	Diffraction	of	cathode	rays	by	mica.	In	bulk	aluminum	the	distance	between	two	atoms	in	contact	is	a(Al)/	2	=	2.864	Å;	however,	in	the	epitaxial	layer	a(Al)=	a(GaAs	)/2	=	2.817	Å.	The	crystalline	parameters	are
a	(GaAs)	=	5.635	Å	and	a	(Al)	=	4.05	Å,	respectively.	=	=	0	Ë	2p	¯	vs	vs2	2p	vs2	2	2	2p	k0	Ê	Lˆ	Ê	2L	ˆ	arc	sin(w0/w	m	)	(b)	g(w0	)	=	Á	˜	◊	,	=	◊	2	Ë	2p	¯	w	ma	Ê	k0a	ˆ	ÁË	a	˜¯	2p	(w	m	-	w02	)1/2	cos	Á	Ë	2	˜¯	2	2	Ê	2p	ˆ	arc	sin(v0/vm	)	which	leads	to	g(v	)	=	Á	˜	◊	◊	2	Ë	a¯	(vm	-	v02	)1/2	Remark:	As	the	1D	limit	is	approached,	the	line	reduces	to	two	points
(k0	and	–k0)	and	the	general	expression	for	g(w0)	becomes	g(w0	)	=	2	◊	L	l	2Na	which	leads	to	g(v	)	=	in	the	Debye	model	and	2p	v	g	vs	2N	2	(v	-	v2	)1/2	in	the	model	(b).	Which	pattern	corresponds	to	the	ordered	phase?	When	fixed	BC	are	used	one	considers	the	eighth	of	the	preceding	shell	(kx,	ky,	kz	>	0)	occupied	by	cells	that	are	eight	times
smaller,	see	Fig.	(b)	When	h	=	nN/N1	≠	n¢N,	the	numerator	goes	to	zero	(Eq.	2)	and	the	corresponding	reflections	are	forbidden.	21a.	Several	symmetry	elements	can	be	associated	around	a	point	but	the	number	of	distinct	combinations	and	possibilities	is	limited	to	32.	These	include	photo-excitation	electron	spectroscopy	(PEEM);	mirror	electron
microscopy	(MEM);	reflectivity	contrast	imaging;	spin-polarized	LEEM	(SPLEEM).	Then,	the	parallel	lines	corresponding	to	(001)	and	(001)	are	distant	from	4	mm.	This	book	provides	a	stimulating	challenge	for	the	grey	cells	as	it	gives	the	opportunity	to	make	useful	(for	the	understanding)	errors	and	also	to	draw	curves	and	figures	or	to	deal	with
orders	of	magnitude	in	the	numerical	applications.	The	sequence	of	allowed	reflections	are	thus	(001)	and	(110):	Fm;	next	(111),	(200),	and	002):	FM;	(201)	(112):	Fm;	(220)	and	(202):	FM,	etc.	2)	andthe	reciprocal	lattice	must	be			constructed	from	the	vectors	a¢	and	b¢	of	the	lattice	of	order	1	in	the	form	of	a	lozenge.	Exercises	Exercise	14:
Reciprocal	lattice	of	body-centered	and	facecentered	cubic	structures	Construct	the	BZs	for	these	two	lattices.	513).	Mg		Al	m(E)	Mg	(K)	1s	2s	(L1)	2p	(L2.3)	50	100	Al	1s	(K)	1000	1500	hv	2000	(ev)	Figure	42	(b)	Nj	is	the	number	of	nearest	neighbor	atoms	and	fj	is	the	atomic	form	factor	(see	Chapter	I,	Ex.	22)	of	the	photoelectrons	scattered	from



these	atoms	(for	q	=	p).	For	more	details	see	the	solution	to	Pb.	5.	to	g	(v	)	=	Exercises	Exercise	20a:	Zero	point	energy	and	evolution	of	the	phonon	population	with	temperature	Applying	the	Debye	model	to	a	lattice	in	3D:	(a)	Find	the	vibration	energy	at	0	K.	One	must	first	find	kF	(evaluated	above)	as	a	function	of	ρ	and	a.	On	the	other	hand,	even
neighbors	vibrate	in	phase	and	the	restoring	force	they	exerted	is	zero	at	any	time	(see	Ex.	3,	Fig.	In	reciprocal	space,	the	lattice	is	of	order	2	(bcc)	with	a	3	Ê	2p	ˆ	Ê	2p	ˆ	cubic	parameter	2Á	˜	so	that	the	volume	is	V	=	4	Á	˜	.	In	the	literature,	one	often	finds	two	forms	for	e	(w	)	.	Compare	the	corresponding	evolutions	with	those	of	metals	and
semiconductors.	(b)	The	base	vectors	of	the	elementary	lattice	relative	to	the	different	sides	are	respectively:					(100):	a	=	b	=	a;	g	=	90∞;(110):	a	=	b	=	a	3/2;	g	ª	70∞;			(111):	a	=	b	=	a	2	;	g	=	60∞	and	120°;			(201):	a	=	a;	b	=	a	5	;	g	=	90∞.	12,	13,	and	19)				If	a	,	b,	and	c	are	the	vectors	of	the	primitive	(or	fundamental)	crystal	lattice,	then	the	lattice
of	the	system	is	constructed	from			reciprocal	the	vectors	A	,	B,	and	C	such	that:										2	bŸc	2	c	Ÿa	2	aŸb	A	=s				,	B=s				,	C=s				b	(c	Ÿ	a	)	a	bŸc	c	aŸb	(	)	(	)	Course	Summary	Then,													A	◊	b	=	A	◊	c	=	B◊	a	=	B◊	c	=	C◊a	=	C◊	b	=	0							A	◊	a	=	B◊	b	=	C◊c	=	s	2	In	general,	s2	is	defined	as	either	s2	=	1	or	s2	=	2p.	For	poorly	conductive	materials,	the
contribution	of	phonons	remains	only	and	at	the	microscopic	scale	it	is	expressed	as	Kth	=	(1/3)	Cv	vs	Lph,	where	Lph	is	the	phonon	mean	free	path.	Thus	the	measurement	of	the	photoelectrons	kinetic	energies	permits	to	identify	the	elements	composing	the	surface	of	the	irradiated	sample;	see	differences	between	Mg	(Z	=	12)	and	Al	(Z	=	13)	in	the
problem.	Their	action	cancels	out	at	p/a	because	they	are	in	phase	with	these	same	atoms	(see	Fig.	84.	We	find	the	proposed	expression	2	w	=	w	p2	2	+	k	x2c	2	1/2	Ê	w	p4	ˆ	,	in	which	the	+	sign	that	-	Á	k	x4c	4	+	˜	4	¯	Ë	appears	mathematically	before	the	radical	is	omitted	because	it	places	w	outside	the	interval	studied	(w	>	wp).	[1].	The
characteristic	of	the	variation	of	the	diffused	intensity	by	the	lattice	as	a	function	of	sinq	is	shown	in	Fig.	These	bands,	separated	by	Eg,	have	a	respective	width	of	Ev	and	Ec	(see	Fig.	46b.	Sketch	the	evolution	of	e1(w)	and	e2(w)	specifying	values	when	w	=	0	and	w	=	∞	.	Describe	(Bravais	lattice	and	basis)	this	structure.	Exercises	(b)	Assume	that	the
energy	of	these	photons,	hn,	is	such	that	all	electrons	of	the	atoms	vibrate	freely	in	such	a	way	that	w	>>	1/t,	wp.	(c)	Sketch	the	curves	U(T/qD)	and	Cv(T/qD).	Find	the	expression	giving	the	total	energy	of	nd	electrons	(denoted	EM)	and	compare	it	with	their	initial	energy	in	the	atomic	state	(denoted	EA)	in	order	to	deduce	the	cohesive	energy,	EC	=
EA	–	EM	for	the	element,	assumed	for	simplicity	to	be	at	0	K.	The	relation	between	the	sinq	is:	sinq220/sinq111	=	8/3	=	1.633	2	The	structures	are	thus	the	following:	A	is	fcc,	B	is	bcc,	and	C	is	diamond.	The	scale	is	colored	considering	the	misorientation	between	each	point	and	the	direction	oriented	along	the	normal.	The	other	numerical	values	are
1	L.O.	(k	=	0)	fi	v	=	2p	1	ÈÊ	b1	+	b2	ˆ	˘	2	12	ÍÁË	2	˜¯	˙	=	7.65	¥	10	c/s.	We	establish	here	the	dispersion	relation	that	was	suggested	in	the	statement	of	Ex.	1.	Knowing	that	the	nearest	neighbors	are	located	at	a	distance	r0,	find	the	relationship	between	k	(next	hn)	and	r0	for	which	there	is	interference	between	outgoing	photoelectrons	and	those
reflected	back	to	their	initial	position.	Conversely	when	w	=	w	0	+	e	(with	e	>	0)	an	anomalous	diffusion	related	to	the	real	part	of	f)	and	an	absorption	effect	is	observed,	related	to	the	imaginary	part	of	f	and	directly	correlated	with	the	friction	term,	Problems	–mv/t.	Represent	the		corresponding	reciprocal	space	in	the	plane	of	vectors	A	,	B
containing	the	origin	00.	Consequently,	the	order	of	reflections	giving	the	maximal	intensity	(and	in	particular	the	first	ones)	allows	one	to	find	the	number	N	of	atoms	corresponding	to	the	basis	[see	3(a)	above].	The	old	Kikuchi	experiments	have	been	the	subject	of	a	renewed	interest	very	recently	with	the	digital	acquisition	of	the	diffraction	patterns
via	the	use	of	electronic	cameras	back	to	the	phosphor	screen	(instead	of	looking	at	photographic	films)	and	Exercises	the	automatic	identification	of	the	crystal	orientations	with	specific	software.	For	the	cubic	array	consider	only	the	nonequivalent	planes.	Sketch	this	hysteresis	curve	B	=	f(H).	(4)	When	N1	=	N2,	the	even	reflections	will	be	forbidden
(see	3(b)	above)	except	for	the	reflection	h	=	n(N1	+	N2)	which	will	be	maximal	[see	3(a)	above].	Then	-mw	2	A	-	2b(	B	-	A)	=	+eE0	-	Mw	2B	-	2b(	A	-	B	)	=	-eE0	From	which	we	find	eE0/m	-eE	/M	A	=	;	B=	2	0	2	2	2	wT	-	w	wT	-	w	Pz	=	w	T2	E0	e2	1	1	1	,	where	=	+	2	M	m	m	m	-w			Ê	e2	/	x0	ˆ	(3)	P	=	Ne0	Á	a1	+	a	2	+	˜	E0	m(w	T2	-	w	2	)	¯	Ë					D	=	e0	E0
+	P	=	e0e	r	E0	Ê	e2	/	x0	ˆ	e	r	-	1	=	N	Á	a1	+	a	2	+	˜	m(w	T2	-	w	2	)	¯	Ë	Ê	e2/	x0	ˆ	When	w	=	0,	we	find	e	s	-	1	=	N	Á	a1	+	a	2	+	˜	mw	T2	¯	Ë	245	246	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	When	w	=	∞,	we	find	e∞	–	1	=	N(a1	+	a2)	Combining	these	expressions	the	result	is	È	w2	˘	er	(	w)	=	e•	+	(	es	-	e•	)/Í1	-	2	˙	ÍÎ	wT	˙˚					(4)	divD	=	r	=	0;	ik	◊	D
=	0	from	which	we	have	er(wL)	=	0	Even	though	the	displacement	vector		Dis	zero,	the	longitudinal	electric	field	is	not	as	well	since	e0	E	+	P	=	0	.	Translations	of	the	type	m	a¢	+	n	b¢,	allow	the	crystal	to	be	constructed	but	do	not	evidence	the	rectangular	symmetry	of	the	lattice.	We	thus	obtain	vg	4p	k02	4pw02	V	V	◊	=	◊	(2p	)3	vs	(2p	)3	vs3	(i)	g(w0
)	=	or	g(n)dn	=	g(w)dw,	where	w	=	2pn,	or	g(v0	)	=	transverse	or	longitudinal	mode).	Analysis	11,	1988,	25).	Find	the	expression	of	the	wave	when	er	=	–2.	Exercise	16:	X-ray	diffraction	by	a	row	of	atoms	with	a	finite	length	We	continue	with	the	same	structure	in	Ex.	15,	but	now	assume	that	the	linear	chain	of	atoms	has	a	finite	length	with	the	basis
repeated	N	times.	The	nonharmonic	behavior	is	simply	addressed	in	Pb.	6	and	the	distinction	between	specific	heat	at	constant	pressure	and	constant	volume	(resulting	from	thermal	expansion)	is	the	subject	of	Pb.	5.	Solution:	(a)	To	know	whether	the	semiconductors	are	extrinsic	or	intrinsic	at	ambient	temperature,	one	must	compare	the	thermally
excited	density	of	electrons	(ni)	determined	from	the	law	of	513	514	Band	Theory	mass	action	(see	Course	Summary)	to	the	density	of	residual	impurities	(assumed	to	be	ionized).	20c,	indicates	the	intersection	of	the		different	cones	formed	by	k	and	the	plate.	Because	of	the	difference	in	size	of	the	different	atoms,	the	atomic	sites	of	Al	must	not
coincide	with	those	of	As	and	the	surface	density	of	Al	atoms	must	be	close	to	that	bulk	Al.	Thus,	the	fit	of	the	Al	lattice	to	that	of	AsGa	leads	to	its	slight	contraction	or	dilation.	(b)	The	number	of	non-occupied	states	in	each	d	band	obeys	P=	Ú	Ed	EF	C2(E	)dE	=	0.33	electrons/atom	for	Ni	even	though	in	Cu,	p	=	0	because	the	d	subbands	are	filled.	(2)
The	points	intercepting	the	Ewald	sphere	are	reflections	located	at	(1,	2);	(1,	2);	(3,	1);	(3,	1),	where		we		have	considered	only	the	waves	diffracted	in	the	plane	(A,	B	).	(3)	Extended	X-ray	absorption	fine	structure	(EXAFS)	oscillations	(a)	EC	=	hv	-	EL	;	k	=	2m(hv	-	EL	)/h	2r0	=	nl	=	n2p/k	(where	n	is	an	integer)	or	2kr0	=	2pn	2m(hv	-	EL	)	◊	r0	=	nh/2
so	that	hv	–	EL	=	(h2/2m)	(n2/4r20)	DE	=	hv	–	EL	=	4.2	eV	(n	=	1);	16.7	eV	(n	=	2);	37.4	eV	(n	=	3).	R	er	(w)	n2	1	es	eµ	1	0	wT	wL	wr	w	wT	wL	w	r	w	Figure	23	w	=	0	(question	3)	corresponds	to	the	application	of	an	electrostatic	field	where	the	elongation	of	ions	is	fairly	independent	of	their	mass	(w	=	0	in	the	equations	of	motion).	The	same	principle
of	field	electron	emission	is	used	in	scanning	tunneling	microscopy	where	the	end	of	the	emitting	tip	is	a	single	atom	very	close	to	the	sample	surface,	a	few	angstorms,	and	thus	without	any	electron	optical	devices	(see	Pb.	3	for	details).	6. 	Internal	Energy	and	Specific	Heat	To	evaluate	the	vibration	energy	U	of	a	crystal	at	absolute	temperature	T
and	its	specific	heat	Cv,	it	is	sufficient	to	sum	all	of	the	possible	frequencies	produced	by	the	density	of	linear	oscillators	gT(n)	from	which	the	frequency	is	between	v	and	n	+	dn	by	the	mean		energy	E	of	each	oscillator	of	frequency	n:		vM	vM	Ê	∂U	ˆ	U=	g	T	(v	)◊	E	◊	dv	and	C	v	=	Á	with	g	T	(v	)◊	dv	=	3N	.	15b,	with	the	final	result	shown	in	Fig.	The
density	of	states	for	free	electrons,	g(E),	can	be	obtained	by	adopting	the	same	method	(see	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	11).	If	any	copyright	material	has	not	been	acknowledged	please	write	and	let	us	know	so	we	may	rectify	in	any	future	reprint.	The	corresponding	forbidden	reflections	are	such	that	h	+	k	+	l	=	2n+2	=	2,	6,	10,	….	Solution:	(1)	Applying	the
definition	of	the	reciprocal	basis	vectors	to	the	simple	orthorhombic	lattice	(see	Course	Summary),	we	find		2p			2p			2p		that	the	vectors	are	A	=	u	;	C=	ua	;	B	=	u	.	We	obtain							Ê	a	ˆ	G	G	OP	h,k	,l	◊	dh,k	,l	=	h,k	,l	◊	=	hA	+	kB	+	lC	Á	˜	=	2p	.	(d)	A	unitary		volume	traversed	by	a	uniform			current		density	j	is	subject	to	the	Laplace	force	F	=	(	j	^	B	).	In
direct	space,	the	surface	results	in	a	Dirac	function	in	the	direction	normal	to	it.	The	lattice	points	are	arranged	along	various	rows	and	planes.	0	(7)	curl	B	=	m0	j	or	Bz	=	Bz	exp-	(	x/l	)	from	which	j(yx	)	=	1	Ê	∂Bz	ˆ	Bz0	exp-	(	x/l	)	.	39a)	determine	the	direction	of	the	diffused	beams	giving	rise	to	constructive	interferences,			that	is,	to	say	to	points	on
the	diffraction	diagram.	(a)	Show	that	the	force	constant	is	electrostatic	in	origin	and	for	an	order	p	is:	2	2	(	-1)p	b	=	e	p	4pe0	a3	p3	(b)	Taking	into	account	another	force	constant	b	repulsive	and	limited	to	the	nearest	neighbors	(in	order	to	prevent	the	overlapping	of	atoms),	find	the	expression	for	w2	w20	as	a	function	of	k.	b	u2n–2	u2n–1	b1	b2	a	u2n
u2n+1	u2n+2	Figure	4	Knowing	that	the	sound	velocity	along	the	row	is	vs	=	5000	m/s	(experimental	value)	find	the	frequency	of	atomic	oscillations	in	the	center	and	at	the	limit	of	the	BZ	with	a	=	5	Å,	b	=	1.25	Å,	b1/b2	=	b/(a	−	b).	Exercise	4:	Lattice	rows	Determine	the	lattice	rows	noted	by	the	indices	[m,	n,	p],	from	the	two	points	in	the	lattice	m1,
n1,	p1	and	m2,	n2,	p2.	In	particular,	the	proposed	expression	takes	into	account	the	conductivity	of	divalent	metals	for	which	the	measurement	of	the	Hall	constant	leads	to	a	density	of	carriers	significantly	different	from	the	expected	2e	per	atom.	This	is	the	same	situation	that	was	seen	in	Ex.	18.	As	a	result	of	this	sensitivity,	it	is	necessary	to
maintain	an	ultra-high	vacuum	pressure	(lower	than	10–10	torr	or	1.33	×	10–8	Pa)	in	the	diffraction	apparatus.	We	know	the	enthusiasm	sparked	the	discovery	of	hightemperature	superconductors,	which	have	a	critical	temperature	higher	than	liquid	nitrogen	(J.	The	corresponding	displacement	u	of	atoms,	u	=	f (x),	is	shown	in	Fig.	Atomic	Vibrations
and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	Course	Summary	Exercises	1:	Dispersion	of	longitudinal	phonons	in	a	row	of	atoms	of	type	C=C–C=C–C=	2a:	Vibrations	of	a	1D	crystal	with	two	types	of	atoms	m	and	M	Comments	2b:	Vibrations	of	a	1D	crystal	with	a	tri-atomic	basis	3:	Vibrations	of	a	row	of	identical	atoms:	influence	of	second	nearest	neighbors	4:	Vibrations
of	a	row	of	identical	atoms:	influence	of	the	nth	nearest	neighbor	5:	Soft	modes	6:	Kohn	anomaly	7:	Localized	phonons	on	an	impurity	8:	Surface	acoustic	modes	9:	Atomic	vibrations	in	a	2D	lattice	10:	Optical	absorption	of	ionic	crystals	in	the	infrared	11:	Specific	heat	of	a	linear	lattice	12a:	Specific	heat	of	a	1D	ionic	crystal	12b:	Debye	and	Einstein
temperatures	of	graphene,	2D,	and	diamond,	3D	155	158	159	159	164	168	172	175	176	178	179	179	187	187	191	194	194	198	199	201	204	205	207	209	214	215	219	221	Contents	13:	Atomic	vibrations	in	an	alkaline	metal:	Einstein	temperature	of	sodium	14:	Wave	vectors	and	Debye	temperature	of	mono-atomic	lattices	in	1-,	2-,	and	3D	15:	Specific
heat	at	two	different	temperatures	16:	Debye	temperature	of	germanium	17:	Density	of	states	and	specific	heat	of	a	monoatomic	1D	lattice	from	the	dispersion	relation	18:	Specific	heat	of	a	2D	lattice	plane	19:	Phonon	density	of	states	in	2-	and	3D:	evaluation	from	a	general	expression	20a:	Zero	point	energy	and	evolution	of	the	phonon	population
with	temperature	20b:	Vibration	energy	at	0	K	of	1-,	2-,	and	3D	lattices	(variant	of	the	previous	exercise)	21:	Average	quadratic	displacement	of	atoms	as	a	function	of	temperature	Problems	1:	Absorption	in	the	infrared:	Lyddane–Sachs–Teller	relation	2:	Polaritons	3:	Longitudinal	and	transverse	phonon	dispersion	in	CsCl	Comment	4:	Improvement	of
the	Debye	model:	determination	of	qD	from	elastic	constants	application	to	lithium	5:	Specific	heats	at	constant	pressure	Cp	and	constant	volume	Cv:	(Cp	–	Cv)	correction	6:	Anharmonic	oscillations:	thermal	expansion	and	specific	heat	for	a	row	of	atoms	7:	Phonons	in	germanium	and	neutron	diffusion	Comment:	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1994	8:
Phonon	dispersion	in	a	film	of	CuO2	Comment	222	224	226	227	227	230	234	237	240	240	243	243	248	250	255	256	259	262	266	271	271	274	xi	xii	Contents	9:	Phonons	dispersion	in	graphene	Questions	IV.	The	sine	term	2krj	is	related	to	the	interference	evaluated	above	in	(3a)	to	which	a	phase	shift	term,	d,	is	added	and	is	the	sum	phase	shifts	to
the	emission	and	to	the	reflection.	As		a	function	of	this	data	and	the	components	Ex	and	Ey	of	E	,	find	the	jx	and	jy	of	the	current	density	vector.	Express	the	results	as	a	function	of	“a”	and	of	the	velocity	of	sound,	vs.	(c)	E(Mv)	=	9	eV,	E(Xc)	=	7	eV:	it	is	thus	a	conductor.	By	dividing	these	two	equalities	term	by	term,	we	find	k	z	(1)	k	2(1)	=	k	z	(2)	k
2(2)	.	See	also	Chapter	II,	Ex.	11,	and	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	5.	How	does	Ec	vary	as	a	function	from	nd?	This	definition	means	that	the	intersections	of	the	plane	(h,	k,	l)	with	axes	x,	y,	and	z	are	1/h,	1/k,	1/l,	respectively.	In	the	reverse	assumption	(the	material	is	conductive),	find	the	characteristics	of	the	Fermi	surface	of	the	first	Brillouin	zone	and	specify
the	location	of	electrons	and	holes.	The	diffusing	power	of	an	atom	with	respect	to	that	of	an	electron	is:			f=	r	◊	exp-	i(	Dk	◊	r	).dv	Ú	Volume	of	atom	For	a	spherical	distribution	r	=	r	(r),	the	axis	symmetry	around	k	permits	to	select	dv	limited	between	two	spheres	of	radiuses	r	and	r	+	dr	and	semi-apex	angles	a	and	da:	dv	=	2p	r	2	sin	a	dr	da	(see	Fig.
If	the	binding	energy	increases	with	the	coordination	number	z,	this	increase	is	relatively	weak.	Exercises	Solution:	dw	is	respectively	equal	to	vs	dk	w	a	ka	(condition	i)	and	to	m	cos	(condition	ii).	The	points	P	are	half-distance	between	G	and	the	points	111,	and	do	not	appear	in	the	reciprocal	lattice.	Auger,	J.	On	the	same		construction,	show	the
Bragg	angles	q	and	the	vectors	∆	k.	We	thus	find:	t	=	2p/6	=	0.740.	EZ	k	Figure	22	(2)	The	equations	of	motion	of	the	ions	are	mü2n	=	b(u2n+1	+	u2n-1	-	2u2n	)	+	e	E0ei	wt	Mü2n+1	=	b(u2n	+	u2n+2	-	2u2n+1	)	-	eE0ei	wt	We	look	for	solutions	in	the	form	of	sine	waves:	u2n	=	u2n+2	=	Aeiwt;	u2n–1	=	u2n+1	=	Beiwt	in	which	the	phase	difference	is
negligible.	Z	a	a	C	a	1	2	b	a	x	B	c	Figure	4	A	Figure	5	y	11	12	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Exercise	2:	Mass	per	unit	volume	of	crystals	With	the	help	of	Table	III	(periodic	table	at	the	beginning	of	the	book),	find	the	mass	per	unit	volume	(V.M.)	of	the	crystals	shown	in	Fig.	Also	find	the	dipole	moment	along	z	formed	by	two	consecutive
atoms.	(b)	How	many	available	states	remain	in	the	d	bands	of	nickel	and	of	copper?		A	series	of	parallel	rows	is	represented	by	(m,	n,	p)	where				r	=	ma	+	nb	+	pc	when	the	row	is	parallel	to	the	line	that	connects	the	origin	to	the	lattice	point	m,	n,	p.	(e	,	m,	h	,	e0	)	Solution:			m		dv	(1)	m	=	-eE	-	v	;	dt	t			iwt			If	E	=	E	0e	fi	v	=	v0eiwt	or	after
substitution			-eE	0	v0	=	.	In	the	following	we	adopt	the	latter	choice,	which	is	the	metric	used	for	representing	reciprocal	and	vector	pace	(2p/l),	which	is	convenient	for	the	Ewald	construction.	C.	Construct	the	first	BZ	(all	the	following	considerations	are	limited	to	the	AB	plane).	This	explains	the	transparency	of	these	metals	in	the	far	UV	and	the
total	reflection	to	visible	light,	from	which	Problems	resulting	in	metallic	aspects	of	these	metals,	when	they	are	R	not	oxidized.	(b)	The	spheres	touch	along	the	diagonal	of	the	cube,	thus	3s	=	4r	so	that	the	cube	contains	two	spheres.	On	the	other	hand,	in	a	3D	object	one	might	be	only	interested	in		the	displacements	along	the	longitudinal	direction	(
u		k	),	the	terms	of	the	3D	column	should	not	be	modified.	Its	intensity	vanishes	when	the	area	of	terraces	is	equal	to	the	area	of	valleys	q	=	1/2.	Numerical	application:	At	300	K,	l0	=	d	=	300	Å,	l	=	pl02s	0(	m0/e0	)1/2	=	64	mm.	How	are	the	frequencies	of	these	surface	modes	situated	with	respect	to	the	corresponding	volume	modes?	In	the	A	,	B
plane,	the	observed	reflections	are	contained	in	the	circle	of	radius	k0	=	2p	/l	and	are	shown	as	lines	in	the	plane	(Fig.	One	can	also	grow	heterostructures	such	as	quantum	wells	and	superlattices	with	specific	properties	(see	Pb.	9a).	Exercise	14:	Elastic	anisotropy	of	hexagonal	crystals	Using	Cartesian	co-ordinates	Oxyz,	one	considers	a	homogenous
hexagonal	crystal,	in	the	form	of	a	rectangular	parallelepiped,	having	its	c-axis	parallel	to	Oz	as	shown	in	Fig.	(b)	The	oxygen	atoms	are	located	at	the	center	of	certain	squares	formed	by	the	atoms	of	nickel.	It	is	sufficient	to	evaluate	the	total	number	of	atoms	(and	atom	fractions)	of	each	species	situated	in	the	interior	of	the	lattice	of	order	n	and	to
divide	this	number	by	n.	The	situation	is	only	stable	when	the	attractive	forces	are	greater	than	the	repulsive	forces:	b2	>	−b1/4.	The	sample	is	grinded	into	a	fine	powder	and	each	grain	has	a	random	direction	compared	with	its	neighbors.	Nevertheless,	anticipating	the	description	of	the	disordered	fcc	phase,	one	can	also	consider	that	the
represented	structure	is	a	non-primitive	quadratic	cell	with	a’	=	a,	c’	=	c	with	a	basis	of	two	Cu	at	000	and	½	½	½	and	two	Au	at	½	0	½	and	0	½	½.	E	=	F	=Á	˜Á	Ë	2	¯	Ë	2m	˜¯	2	Next,	the	evaluation	of	the	electron	fraction	ns,	has	to	start	from	EF(2d)	and	extends	to	EF(3d).	21b)	and	account	the	evolution	of	E	=	nhv	especially	the	density	of	modes	g(n)
(dashed	line)	for	T	=	2qD	and	T	=	0.25qD.	Philibert,	Y.	The	proposed	integration	h	leads	to	the	expression	for	a:	a	=	4	2m	[(f	)3/2	-	(f	-	eV	)3/2	],	where	E.s	=	V.	Fert,	C.	Is	the	lattice	direction	[2	1	0]	contained	in	the	plane	(1	2	3)?	Exercise	15:	Intrinsic	and	extrinsic	electrical	conductivity	of	some	semiconductors	Assuming	that	it	is	not	technologically
possible	to	reduce	the	relative	atomic	concentration	of	impurity	atoms	below	10–10	for	elements	and	10–8	for	binary	compounds,	find,	at	ambient	temperature	(kBT	=	25	meV):	(a)	The	intrinsic	or	extrinsic	nature	of	the	electrical	conductivity	s	for	the	following	semiconductors:	Ge,	Si,	InAs,	and	GaAs	(b)	The	order	of	magnitude	of	s	(assuming	that	the
residual	impurities	are	all	n-type).	Note:	Assume	that	there	are	no	acceptor	atoms.	We	thus	DE	k	2E	have	E0	=	2	=	F	F	.			Using	E	=	kBT	for	x	from	0	≤	x	<	1	and	E	=	0	for	x	≥	1,	explain	the	behavior	of	Cv	at	high	and	low	temperature	and	find	the	low	Cv	µ	T3	at	low	temperatures.	The	ordered	phase	is	fcc	with	an	atom	Cu/2	+	Au/2	at	000.	What	is	the
new	minimal	distance	k¢M	that	separates	the	origin	of	the	new	first	Brillouin	zone?	The	resulting	pattern	diagram	is	formed	of	concentric	rings.	Mathematically	eaa	and	w¢2	must	be	positive,	m¢	<	2m,	but	physically	a	damping	term	is	needed:	a	>	0	and	eaa	>	1.	Bragg’s	Law	One	can	use	the	interferences	of	waves	scattered	by	atoms	of	a	crystal	to
deduce	its	underlying	crystal	structure.	The	two	methods	(reflectivity	and	energy	loss)	generally	give	comparable	results.	We	find	the	general	result:	E	g	kBT	Ên	N	ˆ	(1)	EF	=	+	log	Á	e	◊	v	˜	2	2	Ën	N	¯	h	12	ni	=	nenh	=	1.1	¥	10	m	c	-3	s	i	=	nie(	me	+	mh	)	=	1.6	¥	10-7	W	-1m	-1	EFi	=	Eg	2	+	3kBT	log(mh	/me	)	=	0.737	eV	4	(2)	ne	=	Nd	=	1014	cm	-3	;
nh	=	(ni2/Nd	)	<	102	cm	-3	s	(d	)	ª	neeme	ª	13	W	-1m	-1	EF	(d	)	ª	1.15	eV	corresponding	to	a	spectacular	increase	but	logically	of	s(d)	and	of	EF.	Show	that	it	is	possible	to	determine	N1	and	N2	from	the	results	established	in	(3)	and	from	the	order	of	the	maximal	reflections	and	of	the	forbidden	reflections.	The	packing	is	thus:	12	2	+	3	+	=	6	atoms	6
2	t	=	p/3	2	=	0.74.	Their	influence	is	opposite	of	that	described	above.	In	addition		to	the	k	vectors	diffracted	up	(reflections),	there	are	also	those	being	diffracted	down,	corresponding	to	transmission	diffraction	(see	Chapter	II,	Ex.	2b	,	and	Chapter	III,	Ex.	2b).	Also	determine	the	ratio	of	the	amplitudes	A/B	for	each	of	these	branches	in	the	center	of
the	BZ	(k	=	0).	23,	remove	the	odd	h	+	k	points	such	that	(0,	1),	(10);	see	also	Chapter	I,	Ex.	19,	Fig.	(c)	On	plasmons:	If	we	consider	an	electron	gas	of	density	N	surrounded	by	a	lattice	of	immobile	ions	(to	ensure	the	electrical	neutrality	of	the	system),	and	if	we	move	a	block	of	these	electrons	by	a	distance	x,	they	will	return	to	equilibrium	via
oscillations	that	must	satisfy	the	local	electromagnetic	equations,	in	particular		∂D	—¥H	=	j+	=	iwe(w	)E	.	These	positions	are	expressed	with	thehelp	of	the	vectors						a	,	b,	c	,	considered	as	the	unit	vectors:	rj	=	u	j	a	+	v	j	b	+	w	j	c	.	15a.	The	characteristics	of	an	X-ray	absorption	spectrum	is	given	in	Fig.	This	influence	can	also	be	treated	as	a
broadening	of	the	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	Such	a	process	would	determine	the	potential	barrier	that	keeps	the	electrons	enclosed	in	the	sheet.	This	evolution	presents	a	0	of	el(w)	to	a	pulsation	wp¢	for	which	the	longitudinal	electric	field	is	always	susceptible	to	propagate.	(9)	In	fact	the	metal	only	occupies	the	half-space	of	positive	z	and	the
wave	calculated	above	is	only	the	part	of	the	incident	monochromatic	linearly	polarized	electromagnetic	wave	that	propagates	in	a	vacuum	(e0	,	m0	,	z	<	0)	and	is	partially	reflected	at	the	z	=	0	plane.	For	other	metals	with	more	complicated	band	structure	(Ag,	Au,	W,	etc.)	as	well	as	for	semiconductors	and	insulators,	the	evolution	of	e2(w)	[and
therefore	that	of	e1(w)	obtained	from	the	Kramers	439	440	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	and	Kronig	relations,	see	above]	does	not	follow	this	model	and	the	resonant	frequency	to	which	e1	(w)	=	0	does	not	necessarily	match	(Ne2/me0)1/2.	In	Fig.	∼q111~1.07°	As	shown	in	Fig.	485	486	Band	Theory	(a)	Find	the	elastic	energy	of	the	chain	as
a	function	of	u.	In	the	case	of	magnesium,	both	types	of	radiation	are	Mg	(Ka)	=	EK	–	EL2,3	=	1254	eV	and	Mg	(Ka)	=	EK	–	EBC	≈	1300	eV.	It	is	represented	in	Ex.	3,	Fig.	Massies,	A.	(ii)	Numerical	application:	l	=	0.5	Å,	a	=	0.5	Å,	determine	the	p	table	of	increasing	values	from	0,	0	£	q	£	,	for	which	2	the	diffraction	conditions	are	satisfied.	The	radius
of	the	Ewald	sphere		2p	k0	=	k	=	=	52	Å	-1	,	is	more	than	20	times	larger	than	the	l	primitive	vectors	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	Only	the	parabolas	at	n	=	2	and	n	=	–2	will	appear	on	the	photographic	plate,	along	with	the	line	at	n	=	0.	Why	does	this	technique	allow	the	chemical	analysis	of	the	first	atomic	layers	of	a	surface?	Revue	de	Physique
Appliquée	22,	1987,	827).	(c)	For	an	fcc	structure,	what	is	in	the	distance	kM	in	reciprocal	space	that	separates	the	center	of	the	Brillouin	zone	from	its	nearest	face?	U	N	D	E	RSTA	N	D	I	N	G	SOLID	STATE	PHYSICS	U	N	D	E	RSTA	N	D	I	N	G	SOLID	STATE	PHYSICS	PROBLEMS	AND	SOLUTIONS	editors	Preben	Maegaard	Anna	Krenz	Wolfgang	Palz
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Date:	20160217	International	Standard	Book	Number-13:	978-981-4267-90-8	(eBook	-	PDF)	This	book	contains	information	obtained	from	authentic	and	highly	regarded	sources.	The	X-ray	diffraction	is	relatively	ineffective	in	the	case	of	Brass	b	because	the	lines	of	the	superstructure	(corresponding	to	h	+	k	+	l	odd)	have	a	very	weak	intensity	even
for	the	ordered	phase	(fZn	–	fCu	∼	Z(Zn)	–	Z(Cu)	=	30	–	29).	Solution:	Dr	=	(Dz)2	ciA,	where	A	=	4	×	10–10	W-m	(a)	r	(Cu	+	2	×	10–3	In)	=	33	×	10–10	W-m	(b)	r	(Cu	+	5	×	10–4	Sn)	=	19	×	10–10	W-m	(c)	r	(Cu	+	10–3	Sb)	=	65	×	10–10	W-m	(d)	r	(Cu	+	10–3	vacancies)	=	5	×	10–10	W-m	The	increase	of	the	resistivity	related	to	the	addition	of
impurities	is	due	in	part	to	the	distortion	of	the	lattice	from	the	change	in	the	size	of	the	impurities	atoms	and	in	part	to	the	electrostatic	347	348	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	interaction	of	metallic	ions	(Rutherford	scattering	cross-section	in	Z2)	or	vacancies	that	act	as	missing	ions+.	For	ionic	crystals,	the	relaxation	effects	are	easier	to
evaluate	from	the	calculation	of	the	Madelung	constant	(see	for	instance	Chapter	II,	Ex.	7).	The	charge	density	waves	can	materialize	on	electron	diffraction	patterns.	Semiconductors	(Generalities)	free	e–	conduction	band:	CB	Eg	–	lieee¯	bound	+	valence	ionization	band:	VB	Si	Figure	4	In	real	space	and	in	a	band	model,	the	breaking	of	an	electronic
bond	results	in	the	transfer	of	an	electron	from	the	valence	band,	VB,	to	the	conduction	band,	CB,	and	thus	the	creation	of	an	electron–hole	pair.	(b)	We	use	the	expression	for	the	density	of	states	for	3D	free	3/2	V	Ê	2m0	ˆ	E	;	substitute	mex	(and	then	Á	˜	2p	2	Ë	2	¯	mhx)	to	m0	in	order	to	take	into	account	the	bending	of	the	different	bands,	and
choosing	the	origin	of	energies	at	the	bottom	of	Ec.	Considering	a	unitary	volume	for	the	evaluation	of	ne	and	nh,	we	find	electrons:	g(E	)	=	ne	=	E	Ú	EF	0	1	Ê	2m	x	ˆ	ge	(E	)dE	,	where	ge	(E	)	=	2	Á	2e	˜	2p	Ë		¯	E	Ec	0	Atomic	levels	{	Metal	K	E	E	Ec	E0	0	3/2	kF	0	Ev	Ec	EF	0	E0	Ev	Semi-metal	Figure	27	Semiconductor	K	503	504	Band	Theory	and	nh	=
Ú	EF	E0	gh	(E	)dE,	where	gh	(E	)	=	1	Ê	2mh	x	ˆ	˜	Á	2p	2	Ë	2	¯	1	Ê	2m	x	ˆ	which	after	integration	becomes	ne	=	2	Á	2e	˜	3p	Ë		¯	1	Ê	2m	x	ˆ	nh	=	2	Á	2h	˜	3p	Ë		¯	3/2	(E0	-	EF	)3/2	The	equality	ne	=	nh	leads	to	EF	=	E0	mh	x	me	x	+	mh	x	3/2	3/2	E0	-	E	,	EF3/2	and	.	24,	left),	this	growth	can	no	longer	be	isotropic	because	the	extra	electrons	are	forced	to
stay	in	the	corners	which	would	result	in	an	increased	slope	in	the	energy	evolution	(Fig.	Exercises	Note:	The	existence	of	the	optical	branch	is	related	to	the	presence	of	a	basis	containing	two	atoms	even	if	they	are	identical	as	in	Si,	Ge,	diamond,	or	graphene	(see	Ex.	9b),	where	the	masses	of	the	atoms	are	identical	but	their	environment	and	thus
their	force	constants	differ.	What	is	the	electrostatic	energy	hw	s	of	the	plasmon	propagating	at	the	aluminum/magnesium	interface	hw	p	(Mg	)	ª	10.5	eV?	The	system	analyzed	here	has	been	studied	to	elucidate	the	position	of	the	oxygen	sites	at	the	first	steps	of	the	oxidation	process	of	nickel.	The	resulting	wave	has	the	form:			E(1)	=	E	0(1)exp-	k	z
(1)	z	exp	i(k	x	x	-	wt	)			E(2)	=	E	0(2)exp-	k	z	(2)	z	exp	i(k	x	x	-	wt	)	wp	For	the	particular	case	when	er	=	–2	(that	is	to	say	w	=	),	3	one	obtains			Ê	2x	ˆ	wz	z	≥	0	:	E(1)	=	E	0(1)expexp	iw	Á	-	t˜	c	¯	Ë	c			Ê	2x	ˆ	2w	z	z	£	0	:	E(2)	=	E	0(2)	exp	exp	iw	Á	-	t˜	c	¯	Ë	c	wp	£	w	£	w	p	:	kz(1)	and	kz(2)	are	real,	kx	is	purely	2	imaginary;	it	is	the	inverse	of	the	preceding
situation,	the	waves	propagate	without	attenuation	along	the	Oz	axis	but	are	exponentially	damped	when	they	move	transversally	along	the	Oz	axis.	The	transition	βÆγ	occurs	when	ρ	=	ρ¢0	,	where	p	2	1	+	r′0	=	=	1.48	,	thus	Zn0.48Cu0.52.	Law	of	Mass	Action	•	ne	=	Ú	Eg	ge	(E	)◊	f	(E	)dE	,	nh	=	0	Ú	g	(E	)◊	f	(E	)dE	-•	h	h	where	the	density	of	states
g(E)	is	referenced	to	unitary	volume.	8.	•	5kBT	<	EF	<	Eg	–	5kBT:	nondegenerated	semiconductor.	The	horizontal	lattice	planes	of	type	(001)	lead	to	diffraction	lines	similar	to	those	obtained	for	situation	1.	xxi	xxii	Contents	Tables	Table	I 	Physical	Constants	Charge	of	1	electron	Mass	of	1	electron	e	or	q	m	Planck’s	constant	H	ħ	Avogadro’s	number
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elements	that	crystallize	with	two	nonequivalent	atomic	positions	in	the	elementary	lattice	cell.	Shulland	and	B.	Solution:	Ú	vD	0	g(v	)	dv	=	3N	,	where	A1	=	3N/vD	;	A2	=	6N/vD2	;	A3	=	9N/vD3	.	Table	III	presents	the	periodic	table	of	elements	for	easy	reference.	.B	..	Problem	2:	Analysis	of	an	X-ray	diffraction	diagram	Figure	35	shows	the	intensity
profile	of	a	powder	diagram	obtained	from	X-ray	diffraction	by	a	cubic	crystal.	Problem	6:	X-ray	diffraction	study	of	an	AuCu	alloy	The	crystal	structure	related	to	the	ordered	phase	of	AuCu	(type	L10)	is	shown	in	Fig.	(b)	Electronic	transitions	involved	in	the	production	of	characteristic	X-rays.	This	charge	transfer	explains	the	fact	that	crystals	of
K+Cl–	(19–1	=	17	+	1)	show	odd	reflections	h	+	k	+	l	which	are	quite	forbidden.	Show	that	it	exerts	pressure	on	the	surface	of	the	superconductor.	(c)	Deduce	expressions	of	k	x2	,	k	z2(1),	and	k	z2(2)	as	a	function	of	w,	~	e	r,	and	c	(speed	of	the	light	in	the	vacuum),	having	established	that	kx(1)	=	kx(2).	Solution:	•	The	reciprocal	lattice	of	the	bcc
structure	is	the	fcc	lattice	with	a	lattice	edge	of	2	◊	2p/a	and	points	positioned	at	the	center	of	the	faces.	At	the	end	of	some	questions	one	may	find,	between	parentheses,	indications	such	as	e,	m,	kB,	etc.	In	fact,	such	photoelectrons	are	not	all	emitted	into	the	vacuum	because	they	undergo	inelastic	collisions	(plasmon	excitations)	during	their	travel
toward	the	surface.	Starting	from	zero	for	z	=	0,	the	electronic	density	attains	the	value	n0	for	the	first	time	when	tg(	x	)	=	x	at	x0	ª	4.5	and	z0	=	4.5	=	2.25	Å	2kF	Note	that	if	we	impose	that	the	electron	probability	cancels	at	the	surfaces,	the	resulting	compression	of	the	gas	is	very	small	because	the	thickness	of	the	partially	depleted	region	is	of	the
order	of	the	lattice	parameter.	Thus	the	acoustic	surface	modes	can	only	exist	with	frequencies	greater	than	those	of	the	volume	modes.	Find	the	expression	for	the	phase	velocity	of	the	wave	as	a	function	of	w	and	wp.	z	B¢	Ca	B	D¢	Da	y	A¢	o	A	D	Fx	x	Figure	16	1	Fx	a	ab	After	determining	a	as	a	function	of	the	displacement	∆a	of	the	CB¢D¢A¢	face,
find	the	expression	for	m	as	a	function	of	the	elastic	compliance	constants	S44	and	the	elastic	stiffness	constants	C44.	From	an	analogous	problem	concerning	free	electrons	(see	Chapter	IV,	Ex.	14),	a	direct	evaluation	of	kD	(and	therefore	qD)	is	possible	and	a	comparison	between	the	residual	vibration	energy	and	the	kinetic	energy	of	a	gas	of	free
electrons	(at	0	K)	is	suggested.	Next,	the	order	of	the	forbidden	reflections	allows	one	93	94	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	to	calculate	N1	[see	3(b)	above].	This	means	that	in	a	given	phase,	the	substitution	of	copper	by	zinc	does	not	change	the	crystalline	parameter.	This	explanation,	however,	is	incomplete	because	it	does	not	consider	in
details	the	reason	for	which	the	two	bands	of	the	d-electrons	are	energetically	shifted.	Then,	df	=	r	dv	exp(–i∆k	◊	r	).	w	u	b2	>	q	0>b2>–b1/4	k	=p/2a	x	0	u	b2	=	0	x	p/2a	p/a	k	k	=	p/a	Figure	10	When	b2	is	negative	(the	case	for	ions	of	opposite	sign),	the	interactions	of	the	second	nearest	neighbors	result	in	a	repulsive	force.	4. 	Generalization	to	3D	In
the	general	case	we	have	already	noted	(see	Chapter	II,	Course	Summary,	Section	B:	5b	and	Theory	of	Elasticity	by	Landau	and	Lifshitz,	p.	(b)	On	reflectivity	and	dielectric	constant:	To	obtain	the	experimental	evolution	of	e(w	)	in	the	UV	for	a	given	sample,	one	measures	the	reflection	coefficient	(typically	at	normal	incidence)	in	the	widest	possible
spectral	interval.	(a)	Limiting	the	problem	to	interactions	between	nearest	neighbors	characterized	by	the	force	constant	b,	give	the	dispersion	relation	of	longitudinal	phonons	and	derive	the	expression	of	their	group	velocity.	Exercises	(c)	Numerical	application:	E0	=	0.4	eV:	mex/m0	=	0.05;	mhx/m0	=	0.1.	Find	EF	and	n0	using	2/2m0	ª	3.8	eVÅ2	Find
the	electrical	conductivity	s	for	this	type	of	material	taking	the	value	for	the	mean	free	time	for	both	electrons	and	holes	to	be	t	=	2	¥	10	–14	s.	Show	that	if	H	subsequently	decreases	from	H1	to	–H1	(where	|H1|	>	Hc	),	the	material	is	characterized	by	a	hysteresis	curve.	Below	the	Curie	temperature,	Tc	of	ferroelectric	materials,	such	as	BaTiO3,	they
are	paraelectric	with	a	dielectric	constant,	es,	which	Problems	tends	toward	infinity	when	cooling	toward	Tc.	This	phenomena	is	known	as	the	dielectric	catastrophe	and	can	be	explained	by	the	fact	that	the	force	constant	bt	is	softened	because	the	ions	have	the	tendency	to	find	another	stable	position	of	equilibrium	which	results	in	wr	Æ	0	for	T	Æ	Tc
and	therefore	via	the	LST	relation	es	Æ	∞.	The	ratio	can	easily	be	obtained	by	summing	the	first	four	terms	of	the	series	in	(2n	+	1)−3	≈	1.048	(For	another	way	of	doing	this	summation,	see	also	the	following	exercise.)	Exercise	5: 	Soft	modes	Consider	a	1D	lattice	with	parameter	a	composed	of	identical	atoms	of	mass	m.	Using	certain	extrapolations,
one	can	then	estimate	numerically	the	phase	shift	of	the	reflected	wave	q	starting	w	•	LogR(w	′	)dw	′	from	q(w	)	=	,	an	expression	resulting	p	0	w	′2	-	w	2	from	the	Kramers–Kronig	relations.	13a).	(b)	See	Fig.	Indicate	the	frequency	domain	where	a	total	reflection	is	obtained	and	the	frequency	domain	where	the	wave	can	be	fully	transmitted.	(h)
Bravais	lattice:	hexagonal;	a	=	3.2	Å,	c	=	5.2	Å;	Basis:	2	Mg	at	(0,0,0)	and	(⅔,⅓,½).	Find	the	energy	U(e)	of	the	free	electron	gas	(at	0	K)	relative	to	N	atoms	in	the	α-phase	and	next	in	the	β-phase.	The	behavior	of	these	ionic	crystals	in	UV	range	and	more	generally	that	of	band	gap	materials,	forbidden	band	Eg,	is	strongly	dependent	on	the	behavior
of	valence	electrons	being	excited	from	the	valence	band	to	the	conduction	band	with	an	average	energy	hwT	where	hw	t	>	Eg	(see	Chapter	V,	Ex.	25	and	Pb.	6).	Experimental	set-up	01	00	k	00	c	0T	0T	c.	˜	Ë	∂T	¯	0	0	Ú	v	Ú	The	mean	energy	of	a	linear	oscillator	is	given	by	Bose–Einstein	statistics:	hv	ˆ				Ê	kBT	-	1˜	E	=	[n	+	(1/2)]hv	with	n	=	Á	e	ÁË	˜¯
-1	•	The	evaluation	of	gT(n)	for	each	of	the	three	polarizations	can	be	extracted	from	the	(experimental	or	theoretical)	dispersion	curves	by	applying	the	general	formula	(Ex.	19):	dS	w	V	g(	w)dw	=	3		dw	2p	D	kw	s(	w	)	ÚÚ	0	in	which	the	integration	extends	over	the	surface	of	isofrequency	S(w0).	20b).	•	σ2	(like	e1)	describes	the	inductive	nature	of
the	medium:	it	can	be	>0	or	wp	Ê	e	e	ˆ	Hy	=	Á	0	r	˜	Ë	m	¯	0	1/2		)	E	T	exp	i(wt	-	kz	(9)	In	the	vacuum,	the	incident	wave	is	of	the	form:	E	E	x	=	Ei	exp	i(wt	-	k0	z	)	H	y	=	i	expi	(wt	–	k0z),	where	Z0	k0	=	w(e0m0)1/2	The	reflected	wave	is	E	H	y	=	-	r	exp	i(wt	+	k0	z	)	E	x	=	E	r	exp	i(wt	+	k0	z	)	Z0	The	continuity	of	the	tangential	components	of	the	electric
and	magnetic	field	result	in	the	following	two	relations	(in	z	=	0):	E	i	+	E	r	=	E	t	and	H	i	+	H	r	=	H	t	Then	one	obtains:	r	=	1	Et	and	(E	i	+	E	r	)	=	Z0	Zp	E	r	Z	p	-	Z0	1	-	(er	)1/2	=	=	E	i	Z	p	+	Z0	1	+	(er	)1/2	(10)	R	=	r	◊	r	x	=	1	for	2	er	purely	imaginary,	that	is	to	say	for	w	≤	wp.	The	vectors	k	extending	from	C	to	the	plane	passing	by	origin	O,	such	as	ks,
correspond	zero	path	difference	between	the	rays	scattered	from	all	the	atoms	in	the	and	the	constructive	interferences	exist	even	for	randomly	distributed	atoms	along	the	row.	9)	the	atoms	at	000(O),	100(A),	110(B),	and	2/3;	1/3;	1/2	(C)	are	placed	at	the	summits	of	a	tetrahedron	with	side	a,	which	is	regular	when	the	relation	c/a	is	optimal.
Compare	these	experimental	results	with	those	deduced	from	the	above	model.	2a	and	2b.	(b)	Replace	the	X-ray	irradiation	by	irradiation	with	electrons	of	a	few	keV	energy.	26,	the	phase	j	between	the	wave	diffused	at	point		M	in	the	direction	u	and	the	wave	diffused	at	point	O	in	the	same	direction	is	such	that									j	=	2pd	/l	=	2p	(OK	-	MH	)/l	=
(2p/l	)r(u	-	u0	)	=	(k	-	k	0	)r	=	D	k	◊	r	Exercises		p	k	HM	r	0	m0	K	2	m	dv	M	r	a	k0	2	0	Figure	33	Compared	to	the	diffused	amplitude	by	an	electron	at	0,	that	diffused	at	M	is	proportional	to	the	number	of	electrons	rdv		contained	in	the	volume	dv.	This	orientation	or	point	symmetry	of	a	crystal	can	be	represented	by	the	symmetry	of	the	figure	formed
by	the	group	of	half-lines	which,	emanating	from	the	same	point	0,	are	parallel	to	the	directions	from	which	all	the	properties	of	the	crystal	are	identical.	Ú	1.4	DEc	=	2	¥	2	(2)	atom.	Show	that	this	energy	is	the	same	order	of	magnitude	as	the	increase	in	thermal	energy	of	the	same	lattice	between	0	K	and	qD,	respectively	U(0	K)	and	U(qD)	−	U(0	K).
The	applications	of	neutron	diffraction	85	86	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	concern	the	structural	analysis	of	materials	such	as	polymers	(C–H	chains)	or	alloys	of	the	type	CuZn,	which	in	X-ray	diffraction	give	rise	to	certain	reflections	that	are	nearly	forbidden	in	their	ordered	phase;	fCu–fZn	because	Z(Cu)	=	28	and	Z(Zn)	=	29	(see	Pbs.
The	ordered	phase	corresponds	to	a	cubic	crystal	having	an	atom	of	gold	at	000	and	three	atoms	of	copper	at	½	½	0,	½	0	½,	and	0	½	½.	(The	atomic	form	factor	of	an	atom	at	position	j	is	fj).	The	incident			wave	with	wave	vector	k	0	=	2p	u0	is	partially	diffused	by	the	Z	l	electrons	of	the	atom,	assumed	to	have	a	density	distribution	of	r.	From	a
theoretical	point	of	view,	weak	coupling	between	the	atom	and	the	substrate	occurs	when	the	electronic	states	of	each	partner	(discrete	level	and	band)	will	not	be	disturbed	by	one	another.	(3)	The	only	physical	solution	for	∂Bz	/∂t	is	∂Bz	(	x	)	∂Bz	(0)	-	x/l	=	e	∂t	∂t	For	a	point	M	such	that	xM	>>	l,	in	the	interior	of	a	perfect	conductor,	the	variations	of
Bz	as	a	function	of	time	are	zero:	if	at	the	initial	instant	Bz(xM)	is	zero,	it	will	remain	zero.	Solution:	The	solution	is	the	synthesis	of	Exs.	35),	one	can	observe	that	the	atomic	form	factor	of	neutrons	f(n)	does	not	depend	on	q.	(See	following	exercise.)	In	the	photon	energy	of	interest	here,	5	eV<	hn	<	30	eV,	the	present	approach	applies	also	to	Mg
(with	two	free	e–/atom)	and	to	Al	(three	free	e–/atom)	and	even	to	Si	(four	free	e–/atom),	but	on	substituting	(h	wp)2	by	[(h	wp)2	+	ET2],	where	ET	is	the	mean	transition	energy	of	electrons	between	the	valence	and	the	conduction	band.	The	lattice	points	thus	determined,	one	has	to	connect	two					identical	points	by	translations	of	type:	T	=	m	a	+	nb
+	pc	(where,	m,				n,	and	p	are	integers).	For	more	details	see	R.W.	Christy,	Am.	J.	(c)	For	the	reflection,	n	=	1	and	neglecting	the	slow	variations	introduced	by	the	modulation	of	the	basis,	we	note	that	the	corresponding	reflection	half-width	is	of	the	order	l/Na	or	∆(sinq)	≈	∆q	=	10–2	radian.	Phys.	47	48	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Are
there	changes	in	the	observed	diffraction	patterns?	The	addition	of	Zn	atoms	provokes	an	increase	in	kF.	Wang,	Eds.	The	Bragg’s	law	for	this	reflection	leads	to	l	=	1.04	Å	from	l	=	h/Mv.	The	kinetic	energy	of	incident	neutrons	is:	Ek	=	(1/2)Mv2	=	h2/2Ml2	or	Ek(eV)	=	[0.28/l(Å)]2	Ek	=	72.5	×	10–3	eV	Problems	The	atomic	diffusion	factor	of	neutrons	is
isotropic	because	the	neutrons	are	neutral	particles	interacting	with	the	atomic	nucleus	and	not	with	the	electrons,	as	it	is	the	case	for	X-rays.	[010]	a	(AsGa)	a	70	[110]	Al	[001]	[100]	Figure	43	As	(z	=	0)	Ga	As	(z	=	–1/4)	(z	=	–1/2)	Problems	(2)	(See	Fig.	Explain	what	happens	when	b2	=	−b1/4.	kz	101	kz	101	P	H	r	N	111	011	H	111	ky	kx	K	w	r	U	x	xx
K	L	ky	kx	4p/a	(a)	4p/a	111	(b)	Figure	12	•	The	reciprocal	lattice	of	the	fcc	structure	is	the	bcc	lattice	with	lattice	edge	of	2	◊	2p/a,	where	the	only	allowed	reflections	are	those	where	h,	k,	l	have	the	same	parity,	such	as	111,	200,	etc.	32.	For	further	details,	see	M.	In	fact,	if	one	defines	its	position	as	starting	from	the	plane	at	which	the	volumetric
density	of	positive	charges	(associated	with	the	presence	of	ions)	goes	abruptly	from	397	398	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	n0|e|	to	zero,	the	electronic	density	is	not	strictly	zero	at	the	surface.	A2	+	B	2	+	C	2	(a)	The	plane	equation	(h,	k,	l),	the	nearest	to	the	origin	in	a	orthorhombic	matrix	is	(see	Course	Summary,	Section	3):	Ê	hˆ	Ê	kˆ	Ê	lˆ	Á
˜	x	+Á	˜	y	+Á	˜	z	-1	=	0	.	(2)	In	the	superconducting	state,	the	Fermi	energy	is	slightly	lower	EF(S)	=	EF(N)(1–d),	where	0	<	d	>	wm0s	0	,	or	equivalently	wt	0)	–e,	m*	(electron)	Figure	3	5.	The	corresponding	chemical	shift	can	be	used	to	determine	the	atomic	number	of	atoms	of	this	environment.	For	the	present	case,	give	the	position	of	the	satellite
lines	compared	to	the	principle	lines	for	d/a	=	3.6.	In	a	lamellar	crystal	such	as	graphite	(see	Ex.	17),	the	charge					density	wave	is	of	the	form	Dr	(r	)	=	Dr(cosq1	r	+	Dr(cosq3r	)	and	it	is	incommensurable.	33)	R	R		The	form	factor	becomes	2p	r(r	)r	2dr	[exp(	-i	Dk	r	cos	a	)]◊	sin	a	da	Ú	f=	4p	Dk	R		0	Ú	r(r	)◊	sin(	Dk	◊	r	)◊	r	dr	Ú	0	0	Ê	4p	R3	ˆ	When	the
electronic	distribution	is	uniform	Á	r	=	Z	˜	,	f	can	Ë	3	¯	be	integrated	by	parts	to	obtain:	R	4pr	È	sin(	Dk	◊	r	)	r	cos(	Dk	◊	r	)	˘	˙	Í	f	=	2	Dk	Í	Dk	˙	D	k	˚0	Î	3z	=	[sin(	Dk	R	)	-	Dk	◊	R	◊	cos(	Dk	R	)]	(	Dk	R	)3	53	54	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction		If	Dk	is	replaced	by	4psinq/l,	as	is	accessible	by	experiment,	the	form	factor	becomes:	f=	È	Ê	4p	sinq	ˆ
4p	sinq	Ê	4p	sinq	ˆ	˘	R˜	R	◊	cos	Á	R˜	˙	Ísin	ÁË	¯	Ë	¯˚	l	l	l	Rˆ	Î	Ê	ÁË	4p	sinq	◊	l	˜¯	3Z	3	Notes:	•	By	modifying	the	integration	limits,	from	the	atom	to	the	entire	crystal,	we	may	obtain	the	amplitude	of	the	wave	diffused	by	the	entire	crystal:			A(	D	k	)	=	r(r	)exp(	-i	D	k	◊	r	)dv	Ú	Crystal	volume	This	is	just	the	Fourier	transform	in	reciprocal	space	of	the
electronic	distribution	of	the	crystal	under	investigation.	Find	the	result	using	the	structure	4	factor.	z	Tz	c	o	b	a	Ty	y	x	Figure	15	(a)	In	the	Hooke’s	approximation	and	taking	into	account	the	symmetries	of	the	problem,	find	the	table	of	elastic	compliance	constants	Sij	relating	the	stress	components,	eij,	to	the	strain	components,	Xx,	Yy,	Zz,
postulating	that	the	Sij	tensor	is	symmetric	(Sij	=	Sji).	Visit	the	Taylor	&	Francis	Web	site	at	and	the	CRC	Press	Web	site	at	“I	stand	upon	my	desk	to	remind	myself	that	we	must	constantly	look	at	things	in	a	different	way.		You	see	the	world	looks	very	different	from	up	here.	We	obtain	n(	z	)	=	Â		k	£	kF	FF	x	=	2	L3	Ú		k	£	kF	sin2kz	z	◊	dkx	dky	dkz	◊	L3
2p	3	In	cylindrical	coordinates,	this	becomes	(see	Fig.	Exercises	Solution:	•	(1)	mun	=	Â	b	p	(un+	p	+	un-	p	-	2un	)		p	=1	(1)	(2)	(a)	The	Coulomb	force	exerted	between	two	charges	separated	by	a	distance	rij	is	Fij	=	qiqj/4pe0rij2.	The	spectrum	of	emitted	photoelectrons	reflects	the	spectrum	of	their	initial	binding	energies	with	a	shift	of	hn	–	e	f,
provided	that	the	energy	of	the	radiation	is	sufficient	(see	Fig.	This	result	can	explain	why	helium	is	liquid,	even	at	0	K,	because	at	this	temperature	the	oscillation	amplitude	associated	with	the	half	quantum	is	of	order	d/3	due	to	its	small	atomic	mass	and	qD	(vs	=	240	m/s).	The	procedure	to	follow	is	thus	analogous,	to	that	in	the	previous	exercise:	m
=	a(k1l2	-	k2l1	);	n	=	a(l1h2	-	l2h1	);	p	=	a(h1k2	-	h2k1	)	For	the	given	numbers	we	thus	find	[1,2,1].	Represent	the	first	BZ	and	give	the	list	of	the	first	five	nonequivalent	reflections	being	allowed.	We	can	find	the	proposed	expression	up	to	a	1/3	coefficient	by	considering	the	current	density	j	,	corresponding	to	the	displace	of	dn	electrons	crossing
from	the	white	to	the		hatched	part	in	Fig.	Determine	the	limiting	values	of	er	when	w	=	0	and	w	=	∞,	respectively	e0	and	e∞.	To	evaluate	this,	we	may	observe	that	it	is	as	if	the	electrons	contained	initially	in	the	equatorial	plane	have	attained	their	Fermi	energy.	Discuss	the	effect	of	chromium	doping	on	the	conductivity	of	GaAs.	Solution:	The
fundamental	formulas	that	lead	to	the	law	of	mass	action	are:	ne	=	Nce(EF	–	Eg)/kBT	and	nh	=	Nve–EF/kBT	where	the	expressions	for	Nc	and	Nv	are	taken	from	the	Course	Summary.	Problems	Remark:	The	calculation	of	r	2	in	the	present	exercise	allows	the	explicit	evaluation	of	the	influence	of	temperature	on	the	intensity	È	1	2	˘	I	of	the	X-ray
diffracted	waves:	I	=	I0	exp	Í	-	r	2	◊	GhkI	˙	=	I0	exp.	To	simplify	the	problem	assume	that	fA	and	fB	are	real	and	state	the	results	using	multiples	and	sub-multiples	of	the	trigonometric	functions	of	the	angle	2p/N.	The	amplitude	associated	to	the	odd	points	(such	that,	e.g.,	Dk	=	p/a	)	will	be	A	(odd	n)	=	(N/2)	(	f	Z1	-	f	Z2	)	=	Nf2.	Determine	the	radius	of
this	sphere.	Comments:	Physi-	and	chemisorption;	atom	manipulation	When	a	polarized	atom	is	located	in	a	vacuum	e0	near	the	surface	its	equivalent	dipole	is	subject	to	the	action	of	its	dipolar	image	which	will	be	attractive	regardless	of	whether	the	surface	is	metallic	or	insulating.	Sze	[13],	the	curve	shows	three	expected	regimes	(see	Pb.	4	for
more	details).	=	(er	)1/2	or	r	=	vp	1	+	(er	)1/2	Comments	(a)	On	e(w	)	and	on	the	Kramers–Kronig	relations:	Very	generally,	the	complex	dielectric	constant	of	a	given	body,	regardless	of	the	nature	of	this	body	(solid	or	liquid,	metal	or	insulator,	elemental	or	a	compound),	is	such	that	its	437	438	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	real	part	and
imaginary	part	are	not	independent	but	obey	the	dispersion	relation	known	as	the	Kramers	and	Kronig	relations:	2	•	w	′	e2(w	′	)dw	′	2w	•	e1(w	′	)dw	′	.	Although	neutrons	are	uncharged,	they	carry	a	spin,	and	therefore	interact	with	magnetic	moments,	including	those	arising	from	the	electron	cloud	around	an	atom.	21.	(3)	The	sinusoidal	modulation
has	an	incommensurable	period	with	that	of	the	lattice,	that	is,	to	say	that	d/a	is	an	irrational	number.	Exercises	By	the	same	substitutions,	we	find	Ê	wm	l	ˆ	Z	=	(1	+	i	)	Á	0	0	˜	Ë	2s	d	′	¯	0	Log	d	3.5	1/2	Ê	w	2	m02l0	ˆ	=	(1	+	i	)Á	˜	Ë	4s	0	¯	Log	R	Slope	1/2	3	2.5	Slope	2/3	2	Normal	1.5	Slope	1/3	Slope	1/2	Anomalous	f0	1	1/3	1	1.5	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	1	Log	f
Figure	24	(c)	The	evolution	of	d	and	R	as	a	function	of	frequency	f	is	of	the	form	d	=	A f–1/2( f	<	f0)	and	d	=	B f –1/3( f	>	f0);	R	=	C f 1/2( f	<	f0)	and	R	=	Df 2/3( f	>	f0).	(a)	(b)	Figure	52 	Powder	patterns	of	Cu3Au.	In	reality,	depending	on	the	temperature	of	formation,	the	alloy	can	be	obtained	in	intermediate	phases	between	the	two	extremes	just
mentioned.	The	magnetic	moment	of		each	electron	is	m	proportional	to	its	spin	and	its	projection	on	the	eh	Oz	axis	can	take	only	two	values:	+mB	and	–mB	(where	mB	=	is	the	2m	Bohr	magnetron).	For	physics	experiments	this	difficulty	is	overcome	from	the	use	of	mirrors	(plane	and	elliptical)	that	function	at	grazing	incidence	in	the	total	reflection
domain.	(e)	There	are	only	two	atoms	per	bcc	cell	from	which	k¢F	=	(3p2n¢)1/3,	where	n¢	=	2(1	+	r)/a13.	Exercise	5b:	Nearly	free	electrons	in	a	rectangular	lattice	We	consider	a	rectangular	lattice	with	parameters	a=	3	Å	and	b	=	4	Å	with	an	atom	of	species	A	located	at	(0,	0)	and	an	atom	of	species	B	at	(1/2,	1/2)	(see	Chapter	I,	Ex.	3a,	Question	(2)
and	Chapter	III,	Ex.	14).	Videos	of	the	evolution	of	the	surface	with	nanometer	resolution	(∼10	nm)	can	be	acquired	in	real	time	to	follow	thin	film	growth	such	as,	the	growth	of	Co	islands	on	Ru.	Many	other	microscopy	techniques	have	been	developed	based	upon	LEEM.	(c)	Application	to	sodium:	Z	=	11;	N(at)	=	2.5	×	1022	at/cm3	where	X-photons
have	hn	=	10	keV.	1.	20b,	is	now	limited	to	the	interval	–π/2a,	+π/2a.	(3)	U(1,0)	=	2	eV;	U(0,1)	=	1	eV;	U(11)	=	1.5	eV.	State	the	physical	significance	of	the	vector	k	from	which	the	extremity	is	on	a	plane	passing	through	the	origin	of	the	reciprocal	lattice.	The	equilibrium	distance	r0	increases	as	the	co	ordinance	number	z.	(b)	sin	q100=	l/	2a=	10.8
mrad.∼0.6°	~q100	sin	q110	=	l√2/2a=	15	mrad.	This	last	result	only	depends	on	the	fixed	boundary	conditions	and	is	independent	of	LZ.	(b)	On	can	also	obtain	easily	obtain	these	results	using	the	rela						tion	d(h,	k	,	l	)◊	G(h,	k	,	l	)	=	2p	where	G(h,	k	,	l	)	=	hA	+	kB	+	lC	(	)	(see	Ex.	10a	for	further	details).	The	bombardment	of	a	crystal	target	with	10
keV	incident	electrons	generates	also	characteristic	X-rays	of	welldefined	wavelengths	and	the	Bragg	diffraction	of	these	X-rays	leads	to	patterns	composed	of	fine	lines	that	are	referred	to	as	Kossel	lines	(named	after	Walther	Kossel).	Simplify	the	results	by	neglecting	the	terms	in	m2B02.	The	corresponding	structure	factor	is:	F	(h,	k	)	=	f0	+	fNi	(e	-
ip	h	+	e	-	ip	k	)	This	structure	factor	leads	to	three	types	of	intensities:	(i)	h	and	k	are	odd:	I	≈	(f0	–	2fNi)2	(ii)	h	and	k	are	even:	I	≈	(f0	+	2fNi)2	where	the	intensity	is	the	strongest	(iii)	h	and	k	have	opposite	parity,	I	≈	f02	Taking	into	account	the	diagrams	shown	in	Fig.	The	rows	studied	here	can	be	considered	as	a	row	of	polymer	chains	C=C–C=C–C
or	resulting	from	a	dimerization	along	the	[100]	direction	of	a	2	¥	1	surface	reconstruction	(see	Chapter	I,	Fig.	This	situation	happens	mainly	in	metals	where	the	density	of	the	conduction	electron	gas,	n(z),	in	the	bulk	decreases	suddenly	when	approaching	the	surface	(see	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	2).	In	the	case	of	multiple	lattices,	state	the	primitive	lattice
(of	order	1).	A	correlated	topic	is	that	of	stepped	surfaces	and	their	description.	Exercise	16:	Impurity	orbitals	The	physical	characteristics	of	indium	antimonide,	InSb,	are	as	follows:	Eg	=	0.23	eV;	εr	(dielectric	constant)	=	17;	effective	mass	of	an	electron	in	the	conduction	band	me*	=	0.014	m.	Indicate	the	possible	values	of	q	(or	of	one	of	its
trigonometric	function)	observed	by	diffraction	assuming	that	the	chain	consists	only	of	atom	pairs	(crystal	diffraction).	When	b	b	a	c	c	c	Æ	•	in	direct	space	the	planes	(0,0,n)	separate	from	each	other	to		infinity,	leaving	only	the	2D	lattice.	(a)	321	and	240;	(b)	321	and	331;	(c)	121	and	111;	(d)	121	and	212.	69	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction
q	=	1.25	q=0	q	=	1.5	q	=	0.25	q	=	1.75	q	=	0.5	q=2	q	=	0.75	Intensity	q=1	Time	q	=	Number	of	deposited	single	layers	Figure	42	Solution:	(A	l)	(1)	See	Fig.	Diffusion	will	only	acquire	a	significant	amplitude	when	the	X-rays	are	reflected	by	∼1023–1024	electrons	contained	in	1	cm3	of	a	crystal	are	in	phase	so	that	Bragg	diffraction	or	small	angle
diffusion	in	almost	the	same	direction	as	the	incidence	occurs.	The	product	of	the	first	two	integrals	2mkBT	p	Ê	1	ˆ	-a	kz2	.	One	finds	the	same	results	to	build	the	reciprocal	space	if	one	takes	care	to	remove	the	forbidden	reflections	and	the	same	intensities	at	the	same	Bragg	angles.	b	is,	of	course,	positive	because	EL	is	negative	if	one	takes	the
origin	of	energies	to	be	r	=	∞.	A	tangential	force	Fx	is	exerted	on	the	opposite	face	CA¢B¢D¢,	resulting	in	a	strain	measured	by	the	(small)	angle	a	due	to	the	tilt	of	the	segments	OC,	BB¢,	AA¢	and	DD¢,	as	shown	in	Fig.	Ë	2a	¯	a	Exercises	We	thus	obtain	the	complete	Dushman	formula	where	A	=	4p	mekB2/h3	=	1.6	¥	106	A/m2K	2	.	The	slope	Á	can	be
used	T	kBT	T	Ë	kB	˜¯	to	evaluate	f	and	intercept	can	be	used	to	determine	A.	In	addition	there	are	the	reflections	of	order	n	=	2,	3,	4	such	as	(020)	of	Bragg	angle	nearly	twice	that	of	the	(010)	reflection.	3	of	the	preceding	problem).	(h,	m,	e)	Solution:	When	the	radiation	is	monochromatic	and	the	crystal	orientation	is	fixed,	the	probability	for	a	crystal
plane	satisfying	the	Bragg	condition	is	exceptional	(i.e.,	to	find	that	the	Ewald	sphere	passes	by	a	point	corresponding	to	the	reciprocal	lattice).	Starting	from	an	orthorhombic	simple	crystal	structure	(a	≠	b	≠	c;	a	=	b	=	g	=	90°),	show	that	the	reciprocal	lattice	in	3D	is	transformed	into	a	series	of	parallel	lines	when	parameter	c	decreases			down	to
zero.	36	the	diffraction	diagram	is	obtained	by	reflection.	Solve	it	using	E	T	its	complex	amplitude	in	z	=	0	(where	m	=	m0	).	(b)	Find	the	total	energy	(electronic	and	elastic)	of	the	chain	when	it	undergoes	a	distortion	u.	(c)	Sketch	the	corresponding	curves	in	the	[10]	and	[11]	directions.	Pb.	10	is	an	introduction	to	the	2D	band	structure	of	graphite
with	some	of	its	optical	properties.	E	E	E	E2(10)	E1(11)	E°(10)	E2(01)	E1(10)	p	a	E°(11)	E1(01)	[10]	0	p	b	[01]	[11]	1	½	p	12+	2	a	b	Figure	22	(3)	U01	+	U11	=	2.5	eV	<	2p2/ma2	=	8.3	eV.	This	result	can	be	directly	obtained	by	considering	a	lattice	with	d	=	2a	consisting	of	an	atom	Z1	at	0	such	that	f	Z1	=	f1	+	f2	and	an	atom	Z2	at	position	d/2	such
that	f	Z2	=	f1	-	f2	.	Technologically	the	preceding	result	is	important	because	it	allows	the	electrical	isolation	of	active	GaAs	electronic	components	by	growth	on	substrates	doped	with	deep	impurities	that	are	therefore	highly	resistive	(see	Sapoval	and	Hermann	[23]	p.	Table	II	lists	some	useful	numerical	values	that	would	be	required	to	solve	the
exercises	and	problems.	•	Deduce	the	associated	wavelength	l	and	the	kinetic	energy,	Ek	(in	eV)	of	incident	neutrons.	Finally,	the	automatic	recording	of	the	oscillations	permits	to	monitor	the	number	of	atomic	layers	being	deposited	and	it	73	74	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	permits	to	stop	the	evaporation	when	the	required	number	of
layers	is	attained.	5. 	Phonons	In	the	Hooke’s	approximation	each	atom	is	considered	as	a	spatial	harmonic	oscillator	or	three	linear	harmonic	oscillators	(1L	+	2T).	The	observation	of	such	a	pattern	shows	the	incommensurability	of	the	Problems	charge	density	waves	(refer	Ex.	17	for	the	construction	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	the	graphite	type).
Identify	the	reflections	relative	to	the	different	rings	relative	to	in	the	powder	diagrams	shown	in	Fig.	In	the	first	case	the	atoms	vibrate	in	phase	and	in	the	other	they	vibrate	in	phase	opposition	with	a	fixed	center	of	gravity.	What	is	the	general	expression	of	the	structure	factor	for	this	superlattice?	Thus	the	flux	of	the	generated	photoelectrons
experiences	an	attenuation	often	simply	described	with	an	exponential	expression	of	form	E	3/4	I	=	I0e–z/l,	where	l(	Å	)	=	1.8	c	(Ec	and	Ep	are	plasmon	Ep	energy	in	eV).	The	action	of	a	neighbor	of	order	p	will	be	maximal	when	sin2(kpa/2)	=	1	or	k	=	p−1	(p/a).	Thus,	the	effects	of	diffraction	concern	both	external	electrons	in	the	crystal	and	also	the
internal	valence	and	conduction	electrons	that	lead	to	the	theory	of	bands	in	Chapter	V.	Verify	the	validity	of	the	results	for	the	simple	case	where,	N1	=	N2	=	1.	501	502	Band	Theory	These	modifications	result	in	a	better	agreement	with	the	experimental	results	without	changing	the	explanation	of	the	essential	physical	phenomenon,	high	cohesion,
and	its	evolution.	1.2:	Deduce	the	dispersion	law	E(k)	and	show	it	graphically.	When	the	dispersion	relation	of	phonons	or	electrons	has	a	horizontal	tangent	(vg	=	0),	as	in	ab	and	bb,	the	density	of	states	becomes	infinite	and	the	corresponding	points	(critical	points	known	as	Van	Hove	singularities)	play	an	important	role	in	the	properties	of	solids
(see	Chapter	V,	Pb.	6)	and	the	comments	following	it.	Solution:	The	vector	product	of	two	vectors	in	the	plane	is	a	vector	perpendicular	to	this	plane.	The	periodicity	of	the	modulation	is	d	where	d	>	a.	Fullwood,	J.	h	1	2	3	4	5	56	4	4	4	0.3	4	N1=N2	60	0	=6	N1=5	N2=7	N1=6	N2=7	8	51	1.4	8	0	6	4.3	0	1.3	3	1.8	7	8	9	10	11	0	60	12	0.3	4	4	4	56	484	56
1.8	3	1.3	9	1.4	51	4.3	0	8	13	580	60	625	This	numerical	application	confirms	the	general	analysis	done	in	point	3	above).	57).	0.93	a	=	c	a	a	Au	Cu	Figure	54	Solution:	The	lattice	shown	in	Fig.	Use	the	numerical	data	presented	in	the	table	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter	and	recall	the	law	of	mass	action:	ni2	=	NvNce–Eg/kBT	in	which	Nc	=	Nv	=	5	¥
1019	cm–3.	The	first	Brillouin	zone	has	a	truncated	diamond	shape	and	corresponds	to	the	first	two	Brillouin	zones	of	the	previous	questions	(constructed	from	the	points	(1,1);(1,1);(1,1);	and	(1,1).	Another	powerful	STM	capability	is	the	ability	to	move	atoms	and	molecules.	Compared	to	the	description	of	reflections	relative	to	the	quadratic	lattice	of
order	2,	one	observes	that	the	weak	reflections	have	disappeared	and	that	two	previously	non-equivalent	reflections	(example,	200	and	002)	have	become	equivalent.	Don’t	believe	me?		Come	see	for	yourself.		Come	on.		Just	when	you	think	you	know	something	you	have	to	look	at	it	in	another	way	even	though	it	may	seem	silly	or	wrong.		You	must	try
.	Solution:	The	structure	factor	of	the	alloy	Cu3Au	in	the	ordered	phase	has	the	form:	F0(h,	k	,	l	)	=	f	Au	+	fCu	{exp-	ip	(h	+	k	)	+	exp-	ip	(h	+	l	)	+	exp-	ip	(k	+	l	)}	It	is	different	from	zero	for	all	the	reflections	of	simple	cubic	crystals.	Outside	of	this	direction,	the	atomic	diffusion	factor	decreases	when	the	angle	of	diffusion	increases.	When	one	deals
with	electrons	and	holes	of	concentrations	ne	and		nh	per		unit	volume,	one	obtains	s	=	e(n	m	+	n	m	)	from	v	=	-m	E	and	e	e	e	h	h	e			v	h	=	mh	E	•	If	nd	is	negligible,	the	semiconductor	is	intrinsic	ne	=	nh	=	ni.	The	disordered	phase	of	this	alloy	is	cubic	(c	=	a).	(i)	Evaluate	the	path	difference	between	the	waves	diffused	in	the	angle	q	by	the	atom
positioned	at	the	origin	(O)	and	the	atom	placed	in	position	(2).	We	thus	find:	V.M.	(CsCl)	=	(132.9	+	35.45)	/N	a3	=	4	g◊cm–3	V.M.	(Diamond)	=	8	¥	12	/N	a3	=	3.53	g◊cm–3	V.M.	(CaF2)	=	4(40	+	2.19)	/	N	a3	=	3.18	g◊cm–3	Exercise	3:	Construction	of	various	crystal	structures	Construct	the	corresponding	crystal	structure	from	the	following
descriptions	of	the	Bravais	lattices	and	the	bases:	(1)	One-dimension	Bravais	lattice:	a	line	of	length	a.	This	structure	could	easily	be	a	chain	of	hydrocarbons	with	alternating	single	and	double	bonds	such	as	–C=C–C=C–C=C–C=.	Its	binding	energy,	of	van	der	Waals	type,	is	weak	and	the	distance	r0	of	the	atom–substrate	is	relatively	large.	25,
establish	the	expression	of	N≠	and	NØ	in	the	form	of	integrals.	(2007)	Scanning	Microscopy	for	Nanotechnology,	Techniques	and	Applications.	The	points	of	the	reciprocal	space	(in	3d)	are	reduced	here	(1d)	to	planes	characterized	by			2p			the	translations	T	=	nA	with	A	=	u	.	(c)	l[Mg1s]	ª	7Å; 	l[Mg2s]	ª	33	Å	1s		Al	Mg	ef	EL	2p	2s			AlMg	hn	EF
Figure	41	EC	hn	401	402	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	Comment:	Nobel	Prize	in	physics	in	1981	The	beauty	of	X-ray	photoelectron	spectroscopy	lies	in	its	simplicity.	523;	in	particular,	the	article	by	Pouget	on	modulated	structures).	(a)	Using	the	Ewald	construction	(take	l	=	0.12	Å),	explain	why	the	surface	diffraction	diagram	(2D	lattice),
and	in	particular	the	specular	reflection	at	(0,0),	consists	of	elongated	spots.	To	construct	a	reciprocal	lattice	for	a	given	Bravais	lattice,	one	must	therefore	consider	the	multiple	reciprocal	lattices	chosen,	erasing	in	the	reciprocal	space	the	points	corresponding	to	a	forbidden	reflection	(associated	to	the	presence	of	additional	points	in	real	space).
The	bands	result	from	the	3d	levels	and	are	divided	into	two	subbands	for	spins	≠	and	Ø	and	are	juxtaposed	next	to	the	4s	levels.	(b)	For	each	such	2D	structure,	state	the	direction	and	basis		vectors	a	and	b	of	the	elementary	lattice	as	well	as	the	value	of	the	angle,	g.	More	Detailed	Analysis	of	Diffraction	•	Phase	difference:	The	phase	difference
between	two	scattered	waves,	O	and	M	is:			M	d	=	r(s	-	s0	),						r	d	j	=	2p	=	(k	-	k	0	)r	=	D	k	◊	r	s.	This	method,	which	allows	the	identification	of	the	electron	Ú	Problems	interband	transitions	in	semiconductors	(see	Chapter	V,	Pb.	6)	has	been	extensively	developed	since	the	use	of	intense	and	continuous	electromagnetic	polarized	beams	issued	from
synchrotron	radiation	sources.	24,	right:	dotted	line).	Its	volume	is	therefore	(see	Course	Summary)	v	=	a3/2	.	The	spot,	00,	of	specular	reflection	will	therefore	be	an	elongated	form	with	its	principal	axis	being	perpendicular	to	the	sample	plane.	Assuming	that	these	are	due	to	residual	p-type	impurities,	find	the	electrical	conductivity	s	when	the
concentrations	of	Fig.	(4)	Answer	all	the	questions	above	for	the	case	when	all	the	atoms	are	identical.	(b)	The	distance	dh,k,l	is	represented	by	the	length	OH	in	Fig.	15.	(b)	The	diffraction		conditions	of	a	direct	lattice	impose	the	diffusionvector	Dk	from	being	equal	to	the	reciprocal	lattice	vector	G	(h,	k	,	l	)	and	the	presence	of	identical	atoms	in	the
interior	of	the	lattice	(by	the	intermediate	of	the	structure	facture)	“erases”	certain	of	these	reflections.	Some	of	their	properties	can	be	deduced	simply	from	the	band	structure	(see	Ex.	21).	Bragg	formulation	of	X-ray	diffraction	was	first	proposed	by	William	Lawrence	Bragg	and	his	father	William	Henry	Bragg.	Solution:	(1)	We	are	considering	a
linear	lattice	with	a	=	2d	and	basis	Z1	at	0	and	Z2	at	½.	1	˜	Á	w2	+	2	˜	Ë	t	¯	The	choice	of	one	or	the	other	of	the	two	(equivalent)	quantities	is	based	on	practical	considerations:	•	s	(w	)	in	the	experiments	of	electrical	conductivity	as	a	function	of	frequency	(see	Ex.	21).		(d)	In	equilibrium,	the	vector	j	is	parallel	to	Ox	so	that	jy	=	0	from	which	we	find
n	q	m	2	+	n2q2m22	B0E	x	E	y	=	B0	◊	E	x	1	1	1	(n1q1m12	+	n2q2m22	);	=	m	m	s	n	q	+	n	q	1	1	1	2	2	2	0	jx	ª	s	0	◊	E	x	therefore,	E	y	=	B0	jx	(n	q	m	2	+	n2q2m22	)	s0	1	1	1	which	leads	to	RH	=	(n1q1m12	+	n2q2m22)/(n1q1m1	+	n2q2m2)2	.	This	method	can	correctly	explain	the	evolution	of	the	essential	parameters,	R	and	d,	as	a	function	of	frequency
and	shows	that	the	anomalous	skin	effect	appears	in	the	IR	for	ordinary	metals	at	ambiant	temperature	and	down	to	the	microwave	region	for	pure	metals	at	low	temperature.	8p	2L	Note	that	the	increase	of	kF	and	of	EF	related	to	a	decrease	in	the	thickness	Lz	of	the	sheet	has	been	previously	evaluated	in	Ex.	7.	Such	a	radiation,	called	synchrotron
radiation,	is	produced	in	synchrotrons	using	bending	magnets,	undulators,	and/or	wigglers.	This	exercise	illustrates	the	influence	of	thermal	treatments	on	the	resistivity	of	metals	with	the	significant	increase	of	r	for	a	density	of	vacancies	that	is	relatively	small.	Exercise	18b:	Structure	factor	for	a	tri-atomic	basis;	Ewald	construction	at	oblique
incidence	(variation	of	Ex.	18a)	Consider	a	linear	crystal	with	lattice	constant	a	in	which	the	basis	consists	of	atom	of	species	A	at	0	and	two	atoms	of	species	B	at	1/3	and	2/3.	This	type	of	reconstruction	is	called	(2	×	4).	n	thus	goes	to	1	and	k	ª	2	ª	3	.	For	Fig.	Solution:	(a)	mun	=	b1(un+1	+	un-1	-	2un	)	+	b2(un+2	+	un-2	-	2un	)	(b)	un+	p	=	une	-	ikpa	-
mw	2	=	b1	(2cos	ka	-	2)	+	b2	(2cos	2	ka	-	2),	which	gives	w2	=	4	b1	ka	4	b2	sin2	+	sin2	ka	=	P	2(k	)	+	S	2(k	)	m	m	2	1/2	w	=	2(	b1	/m)	ka	È	2	Ê	ka	ˆ	˘	◊	sin	Í1	+	4(	b2/b1	)cos	ÁË	˜¯	˙	2	Î	2	˚	Ê	∂w	ˆ	(c)	vs	=	Á	˜	=	[1	+	4(	b2/	b1	)]1/2	◊	(	b1a2	/	m)1/2	Ë	∂k	¯	k	Æ0	1/2	When	b2	=	0,	find	the	result	in	the	Course	Summary,	Section	1.	Specify	using	the	a
conventional	notation	with	b	=	.	From	the	data,	express	the	common	density	n0	=	ne	=	nh.	Show	the	2	×	4	reconstruction	of	GaAs	(001)	in	direct	and	reciprocal	space.	27b	(even	if	the	holes	and	electrons	are	not	localized	at	the	same	point	in	this	space).	22	(median	plane	between	the	origin		and	the	point	(1,1)	represents	the	end	of	all	incident	vectors
k	0	which	can	be	excited	by	the	reflection	at	(1,1).	Show	the	displacement	of	atoms	un+j	as	a	function	of	their	coordinates	xn+j	for	k	=	p/2a	and	k	=	p/a.	Jacques	Cazaux	Reims,	France	Winter	2014	Contents	Note	to	the	Reader	This	book	is	divided	into	five	chapters	numbered	I	to	V.	Exercise	9:	Packing	Assume	that	the	elemental	atoms	are	hard
spheres	of	radius	r.	Explore	the	nature	of	its	electrical	conductivity	the	dispersion	curves	of	electrons		by	representing		in	the	GX	and	the	GM	directions	([10]	and	[11]	respectively).	(10)	Show	the	variation	of	the	ratio	R	between	the	reflected	and	incident	intensity	(R	=	r	◊	r	x	)	as	a	function	of	w	after	having	first	calculated	the	ratio	w/wp	for	which	R	=
1/m.	(ii)	the	E	evolution	of	the	density	of	states	s	levels—with	partial	occupation	from	0.5	to	1	electron	per	atom,	as	indicated	in	Fig.	Thus,	the	resulting	crystal	consists	of	N1	atomic	layers	of	element	A	(simple	cubic	with	lattice	parameter	a)	followed	by	N2	layers	of	element	B	(also	simple	cubic	with	lattice	parameter	a)	repeated	infinitively	(see	Fig.
When	it	is	n-doped	it	is	raised.	(3)	Evaluate	w2	w02	for	|k|=	p/a.	In	such	a	case,	already	discussed	for	KCl	(see	Pb.	2),	the	use	of	neutron	diffraction	will	be	more	precise	(see	Pb.	7).	41	42	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	Solution:	Figure	22	shows	a	schematic	experimental	set-up	and	an	example	of	X-ray	spectrum	is	given	in	the	Course
Summary	with	the	correlated	electron	transitions.	For	the	lattice	row	[m,	n,	p]	to	be	contained	in	this	plane	it	is	sufficient	for	the	scalar					product:	G	(h,	k	,	l	)	◊	ma	+	nb	+	pc	=	0.	This	radiation	is	tunable,	linear	polarized,	left	and	right,	in	the	soft	X-ray	range.	From	the	resulting	summation	in	F(h),	rewrite	F(h)	in	function	of	fA,	and	fB	and	a	=	exp-
i(h2p/N).	q2	0	q	q1	a	Z	Z	P	Figure	22	On	the	contrary,	for	the	other	angles,	one	has	a-z	a-z	l(q	)	=	for	0	≤	q	≤	q1,	where	cosq1	=	,	and	cos	q	l0	-z	-z	for	q2	≤	q	≤	p,	where	cosq2	=	cosq	lo	The	scattering	probability	over	4p	steradian	is	equal	to	1	so	that	the	isotropic	scattering	probability	in	a	solid	angle	dW	is	dW	P=	.	The	amplitude	of	the
corresponding	satellite	lines	will	be	equal	to	Nf2/2.	This	reconstruction	may	occur	on	metal	surface	but	its	mechanism	is	understood	more	easily	in	covalent	crystals.	l	∑	a	=	0	;	k	=	0.1;	s/s0	=	0.19;	1/s	(Au,	42	Å)	=	12	×	10–6	W.cm;	10	R(Au,	42	Å)	=	28.6	Ω.	In	the	disordered	phase	all	the	preceding	sites	are	randomly	occupied	by	either	Au	(PAu	=
25%)	or	by	copper	atoms	(PCu	=	75%).	It	is	the	distance,	screening	radius,	over	which	local	electric	field	affects	distribution	of	free	charge	carriers.	PEEM	was	first	developed	in	the	early	1930s,	using	ultraviolet	(UV)	light	to	induce	photoemission	of	electrons	(see	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	4).	80°	70°	60°	50°	2q	Figure	35	40°	30°	20°	59	60	Crystal	Structure
and	Crystal	Diffraction	Solution:	The	two	first	reflections	are	located	at	2q	≈	23.6°	and	27.1°.	(c)	What	can	you	deduce	from	the	cohesive	energy?	In	the	case	of	the	(100)	surface	of	GaAs,	lightly	doped	with	arsenic	for	stability,	the	As	atoms	emerge	1	under	certain	conditions	to	form	a	periodic	over-layer	having	a	lattice	four	times	larger	in	the		[110]
direction	and	two	times	larger	in	the	[1	as	0]	direction	compared	with	the	ideal	primitive	surface	lattice.	The	key	result	is	that	the	intensity	oscillations	of	the	specular	spot	are	characteristic	of	layer-by-layer	growth:	Franck,	Van	der	Merwe	model	(see	Surface	Science	168,	1986,	423,	for	more	details	concerning	these	oscillations	as	well	as	Turco	et	al.
(a)	Knowing	that	the	electric	field	emitted	by	such	adipole		at	a	distance,	r	=	OM	(r	>>	2pc/w)	is	of	the	form	(a	=	Ox	,	OM	):	Er	=	-1	w	2	sin	a	Ê	rˆ	P0	exp	iw	Á	t	-	˜	2	Ë	c¯	4pe0	c	r	Exercises	show	that	the	ratio	between	the	amplitudes	of	the	diffused	and	incident	electric	fields	is	of	the	form	Er/E0	=	resina/r,	where,	re	is	a	constant	to	evaluate.	H.	This
identity	concerns	both	the	chemical	nature	of	the	atoms	and	their	orientation.	From	the	table,	three	frequency	domains	can	be	distinguished:	443	444	Free	Electrons	Theory:	Simple	Metals	w	0	er	–•	k2x	0	k2z(1)	0	k2z(2)	–•	(i)	0	<	w	0			>0	+•	1	w2	2c	2	0	w2	2c	2	:	kx	is	real	and	kz(1)	and	kz(2)	are	purely	2	imaginary;	the	wave	is	guided	along	the
surface	from	which	it	propagates	without	attenuation	(if	t	=	e2	=	0)	even	though	it	is	exponentially	damped	when	it	deviates	in	the	xOy	plane.	Its	intensity	decreases	with	the	increase	in	the	areas	of	terraces	during	atom	deposition	by	MBE.	It	later	led	to	the	construction	all	around	the	world	of	synchrotrons	for	the	sole	purpose	of	using	such	UV	and
X-sources	for	carrying	out	experiments	in	atomic,	molecular	physics,	and	condensed	matter	such	as	in	crystallography	(see	Chapter	I,	Section	2).	N	k	4	8	B	2	qD	ex	-	1	h2vs2	hvs	a	p	Numerically	one	obtains	(with	vs	=	3000	m/s	and	a	=	3	Å)	qD	=	270	K	and	2	ÊTˆ	-4	Cr	=	14.4kB	Á	˜	ª	0.08kB	ª	0.067	¥	10	eV/K.	In	some	case	positive	ions	are	attracted
toward	the	bulk	region	of	large	electron	density.	It	is	this	hypothesis	on	which	the	present	exercise	is	based	and	which	concerns	the	absorption	of	metallic	atoms	on	a	metal.	L.	3	0	2	Ëq	¯	hv	D	Ú	D	By	comparing	this	result	to	the	classical	expression	for	specific	heat	in	the	same	temperature	range,	Cv	=	3NkB,	we	note	that	the	number	of	phonons
increases	with	T	while	Cv	remains	constant.	Problems	Problem	1:	X-ray	diffraction	by	cubic	crystals	The	powder	method	is	used	to	record	the	diffraction	pattern	of	the	three	cubic	cyrstals,	A,	B,	and	C	which	crystallize	in	the	bodycentered	cubic,	face-centered	cubic,	or	diamond	structures.	A	physical	discussion	of	the	two	limiting	cases	is	more
interesting:	185	186	Atomic	Vibrations	and	Lattice	Specific	Heat	(a)	T/qD	>	1	:	Cv	≈	3NkB	=	constant.	The	results	are	2(4fc)2;	8(4fc)2,	and	2(4fc)2	where	the	coefficient	of	two	results	from	(1	+	i)(1	–	i).	C	k	k0	000	100	200	300	Figure	27	Exercises	We	note	that	the	diffraction	of	slow	electrons	by	reflection	at	the	surface	of	single	crystals	also	results	in
diffraction	patterns,	but	for	different	reasons	(see	Pb.	3).	54.	11.	There	are	considered	briefly	in	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	5,	and	other	STM	methods	involving	manipulating	the	tip	in	order	to	change	the	topography	of	the	sample	or	the	atomic	deposition	of	metals	with	any	desired	(pre-programmed)	pattern	are	indicated	in	Chapter	II,	Ex.	11.	Bednorz	and	K.
are	needed	to	solve	them.	(2)	The	surface	system	the	most	widely	investigated	in	the	past	was	that	of	sulfur	on	nickel	because	of	the	surface	migration	(or	segregation)	of	impurities	of	sulfur	when	nickel	is	raised	to	temperatures	greater	than	800°C.	(h	+	k	+		)	=	2	a	a	This	result	can	also	be	obtained	by	considering	that	the	first	allowed	reflection	of
the	fcc	lattice	is	the	(111)	reflection	and	Exercises	the	distance	that	separates	two	successive	reflection	planes	is	a	a	d111	=	2	2	2	1/2	=	.	Numerical	application:	s	∑	a	=	l0	;	k	=	1;	=	0.75;	1/s	(Au,	420	Å)	=	3	×	10–6	W.cm;	s0	R(Au,	420	Å)	=	(1/s)	(l/ba)	=	0.71	Ω.	We	have	thus	verified	that	there	are	two	ways	to	minimize	the	volume	occupied	by	hard
spheres:	the	face-centered	cubic	and	the	hexagonal	close	packed	structures.	14b	is	at	0°C	such	that	tand	=	a/b.	This	result	may	be	written	in	the	form	R	=	1	–	al–1/2	,	where	a	=	8	×	10–5	in	the	case	of	sodium.	Exercise	10:	Elementary	study	of	an	intrinsic	semiconductor	Consider	a	semiconductor	characterized	by	a	constant	density	of	states	and	equal
to	C	in	both	the	valence	and	conduction	band.	u	u0	-2a	-a	0	u1	a	2a	u-2	u-1	-2a	-a	(a)	u0	0	u1	u2	a	2a	(b)	Figure	12	Exercise	8: 	Surface	acoustic	modes	Consider	a	semi-infinite	row	of	atoms	that	are	equidistant	by	“a”	and	numbered	0,	1,	2,	…	n,	.	If	one	of	the	crystals	was	cubic	simple,	the	relation	of	the	two	first	allowed	reflections	(100)	and	(110)
would	be	equal	to	2	and	one	could	not	distinguish	between	body-centered	cubic	without	taking	into	account	the	angles	related	to	the	seventh	reflection,	that	is	the	(220)	in	the	case	of	a	simple	cubic	and	the	(321)	in	the	case	of	a	body-centered	cubic.	For	kBT	ª	0.025	eV;	ni	ª	1.5	¥	1013	p◊	cm–3	EF(i)	can	be	deduced	from	the	two	values	of	h	(or	n)
determined	in	(a)	and	from	h	=	ni,	determined	in	(b).	In	addition	the	diffraction	conditions	are	relaxed	by	the	fact	that	the	number	of	participating	atoms	is	reduced	(N	≈	100s)	in	the	direction	of	the	film	thickness	which	is	equivalent	to	increasing	the	points	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	in	the	corresponding	direction.	Problem	5:	Identification	of	ordered
and	disordered	alloys	Following	the	elaboration	conditions,	the	alloy	Cu3Au	(type	L12)	can	be	obtained	in	an	ordered	or	in	a	disordered	phase.	Exercise	6: 	Kohn	anomaly	Consider	a	1D	lattice,	row,	of	identical	atoms	equidistant	by	a.	Find,	in	form	of	pa	an	unlimited	series,	the	dispersion	relation	w	=	f (k).	Finally	came	the	idea	of	adding	exercises	and
problems	inspired	from	a	dozen	of	Nobel	Prize–winning	works	on	solid	state	physics,	including	the	most	recent	on	graphene	and	carbon	nanotubes.	To	show	the	possibility	of	w2	going	to	zero,	consider	a	chain	of	ions	of	the	same	mass	and	alternating	charges	of	+e	and	–e	with	(–1)ne	for	the	position	n.	(c)	By	choosing	the	appropriate	scale,	find



schematically	the	evolution	of	d	=	F(f)	and	R	=	F(f)	around	the	frequency	f0.	Exercises		It	is	therefore	sufficient	to	determine	the	scalar	product,	G1	◊	G2	=	G1G2	cosΦ.	(f)	Mg:	d	=	2r	=	a	=	3.2	Å,	c	=	3.2	8/3	=	5.23	Å	(g)	Al:	d	=	2r	=	2a/2,	thus	a	=	4.04	Å	19	20	Crystal	Structure	and	Crystal	Diffraction	(h)	Si:	d	=	2r	=	3a/4,	thus	a	=	5.43	Å	Exercise	10a:
Properties	of	the	reciprocal	lattice	(a)	Show			that		reciprocal	lattice	vectors	of	the	form		all	G	=	hA	+	kB	+	lC	are	perpendicular	to	the	planes	of	the	same	indices	(h,	k,	l)	in	real	space.	Explain	qualitatively	the	causes	of	the	phase	transition.	Remarks:	In	the	interval	wT	<	w	<	wL,	er	is	negative	and	the	optical	index	is	purely	imaginary.	X-Rays	In
laboratory	diffraction	experiments,	X-ray	radiation	is	obtained	by	bombarding	a	metallic	anode	by	a	beam	of	high-energy	electrons,	eV0	(∼10s	of	keV).	The	components	kx,	ky,	and	kz	of	the	wave	vector	are	all	positive	and	vary	discretely	with	steps	such	as	k	x	=	nx	(p/Lx	),	k	y	=	n	y	(p/L	y	),	k	z	=	nz	(p/Lz	),	where	nx,	ny,	nz	>	0.	Ë	a¯	2p	ÍÎ	m	˙˚	The
dispersion	curves	represented	in	Fig.	Problem	3:	X-ray	photoelectron	spectroscopy,	X-ray	absorption	spectroscopy,	extended	X-ray	absorption	fine	structure,	Auger	electron	and	X-ray	photon	emissions	When	N	isolated	atoms	condense	to	form	a	solid	metal,	electrons	from	each	atomic	outer	shell	(valence	electrons)	are	distributed	into	an	energy	band,
whose	top	is	known	as	the	Fermi	energy,	EF.	(c)	When	N1	is	odd	and	N	is	even,	Eq.	2	can	be	simplified:	F(h)=	fA	–	fB	for	h	=	(2n	+	1)	N/2	because	the	exponentials	are	equal	to	–1.	4,	5b,	and	6,	using	the	appropriate	numerical	applications.	(d)	What	are	the	predictable	electronic	properties	of	semi-metals	including	the	sign	of	the	Hall	effect,	the	effect
of	temperature	on	s,	and	the	electronic	specific	heat,	etc.?	Exercise	21:	Anomalous	skin	effect	An	electromagnetic	plane	wave	with	its	electric	field,	Ex(z),	polarized	along	x,	propagates	along	Oz	with	an	angular	frequency	w	in	free	space	of	permittivity	e0	and	permeability	m0.	What	is	the	numerical	value	of	the	critical	current	density,	jc?	The
corresponding	excitations	are	known	as	“plasmons”	(here	polaritons;	see	following	problem)	and	the	evolution	of	el(w)	is	also	given	by	er	(	w)	=	1	+	w2p	2	wT	-	w2	in	which	wp,	plasmon	angular	frequency,	must	take	into	account	the	density	and	mass	of	the	valence	electrons	(in	the	place	of	the	density	and	reduced	mass	of	ions,	which	explains	the
displacement	from	the	IR	to	the	UV	range:	m0	qD).	(See	Chapter	IV,	Pb.	12	and	Ex.	14b)	02	12	20	01	11	21	01	11	B	r	A	10	00	10	11	21	Figure	17	Notes:	(1)	The	lattice	of	order	1	in	a	centered	rectangular	lattice	(order	2)	is	a	variation	of	the	oblique	lattice	(a	≠	b,	g	≠	90°)	called	the	lozenge	lattice	(a	=	b,	g	≠	90°	and	120°).	4.	The	questions	at	the	end
of	each	chapter	permit	to	have	another	proper	view	as	they	are	free	of	mathematical	calculations	and	can	be	solved	using	common	sense.	Show	these	results	in	reciprocal	space.	Exercises	(100)	(110)	(111)	(201)	b	b	g	g	a	a	Figure	8	The	packing	rate	(t	=	0.68)	is	found	in	the	following	exercise	(Ex.	9).	Exercise	12:	Volume	of	reciprocal	space	Consider
successively	the	direct	(cubic)	simple	cubic,	body-centered	cubic,	and	face-centered	cubic	lattices,	each	with	lattice	parameter	a	and	their	associated	reciprocal	lattices.	Take	l	=	2d/3.	Solution:	(a)	Taking	into	account	the	half	quantum,	the	vibration	energy	of	a	3D	lattice	is	Ê	ˆ	vm	1	1	˜	Á	+	U=	hv	˜	hv	g(v	)	dv	0	Á2	ÁË	˜	kBT	e	-	1¯	Ú	In	the	initial	Debye
model,	the	density	of	modes	g(n)	obeys	the	relation	(which	takes	into	account	the	three	polarizations	(1L	+	2T):	2	g(v	)	=	3	¥	3Nv	,	vD3	which	results	in	the	zero	point	energy.
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